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Abstract. 
This thesis considers how 'day visitors' to the Peak National Park construct accounts for their 
behaviour. It takes an inductive approach to the problem of 'day visits' as an under-researched topic 
within tourism and leisure studies. The thesis examines the discourses within tourism studies and in 
particular the ways in which notions of what it is to be a 'tourist' are constructed and used in tourism 
studies. Further it seeks to relocate the notion of tourism within the realm of ordinary social 
member's understandings, and therefore tourism becomes an object of study within everyday life. 
The thesis is particularly interested in the concept of motivation for tourism. Rather than regarding 
tourism motivation as a set of fixed 'needs' the study sets out to demonstrate the inherently social, 
locally managed and produced nature of motivation for tourism within everyday conversation about 
tourism. The empirical analysis is based on a small number of semi-structured, conversational 
interviews with people who had recently been on a 'day visit' to the Peak National Park. It was found 
that the respondents orient to the production of accounts of their experiences and accounts for their 
behaviour that served a number of functions. Accounts were found to allow members to construct 
notions of identity as a resource to achieve credibility in their accomplishment of 'day visitor' 
experiences in talk. This study considers how 'being a tourist' is accomplished or resisted by the 
respondents in their talk. Identity construction is also considered in relation to the accomplishment of 
spatial practice in accounting for 'day visitor' behaviour. 
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CnapterT The context and development of 'day visits' as research topic. 
..... an invasion outwards from the highly developed metropolitan centres into the 'uncivilised' 
peripheries ... (where) both the barbarian and the tourist escape in the direction of something beyond 
his customary experience" 
(Turner and Ash: 1975: 129). 
Chapter 1. 
The context and development of 'day visits' as research topic. 
1.1: Introduction. 
This thesis is concerned with discourses oftourism. It investigates the talk of 'day visitors' 
to the Peak National Park and examines the discourses therein. These discourses are examined in 
relation to those discourses developed by academia and the tourism industry as ways of 
understanding the consumption of places by people for various reasons. In particular this thesis 
focuses on some of the multi-disciplinary notions that are central to understanding tourism as a 
phenomenon (Tribe: 1997). Taking a classic example, Turner and Ash (1975) refer to these notions 
in the quote at the heading of this chapter. This might be called a part of the 'language' of tourism 
studies. Their use of such language, categorising mass tourism as an invasion, refers to the 
movement of people between places and the effects of such movements. This has become a central 
concern of the anthropology of tourism studies, to understand the effects of tourist movements in 
host societies (Smith: 1989; Bums: 1999). Their description of physical places as centres and 
peripheries, has similarly developed into a quest for understanding development issues between 
generating and receiving regions from the perspective of the geography of tourism studies (Borocz: 
1996). The people involved in Turner and Ash's description of tourism, the barbarian and tourist, 
have become the subject of scrutiny from sociologists as well as anthropologists (e.g. Bruner and 
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett: 1994; Cohen: 1974). Finally, the motive for all this activity as escape beyond 
customary experience, has become the focus of study of a range of disciplines with an interest in 
understanding tourism phenomena such as sociology, geography and business studies (e.g. Urry: 
1990; Crouch: 1994; Ryan: 1997). However, there is little in the canon of tourism research that 
explicitly examines the use of such concepts, categories and notions by tourists themselves. This 
thesis seeks to begin to redress this omission. 
Thus, the central themes considered include an analysis of the experience of being a tourist 
in the context of visitor's talk about the places they live in, and the places they visit. The methods 
used by visitors in creating narratives that account for their visiting behaviour, or the reasons they 
give for their actions is paramount to this analysis. This thesis investigates how talk about tourist 
consumption experiences can be analysed to inform academic understanding of tourism phenomena. 
However, in doing so, recognition must be made that the academic 'language' of tourism studies is 
not a wholly scientific language. In fact many ofthe notions discussed above are socially constructed 
in that they are deployed by the tourism industry in the business of selling tourism 'products' to 
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consumers, or readily available to ordinary members of society in the social stock of knowledge 
(Berger and Luckmann: 1966). This factor has further implications for this study. 
Tourism, now credited as being amongst the largest economic activities in the world (see 
for example, Brown: 1998), has been described as a 'system' (Leiper: 1979, Mill and Morrison: 
1985) comprising in essence the 'tourist', 'destinations' and an 'industry', created as a response to 
demand. The tourism industry creates a discourse of tourism through the generation and publication 
of research and through the creation of advertising messages and signals to potential buyers. These 
messages have in turn become part of the subject of academic discourses in tourism studies 
analysing either the power relationships in their construction, or the meanings conveyed to tourists 
(cf Dann: 1996a, 1996b, 1999; Morgan and Pritchard: 1998). 
The discourses of tourism have therefore been the subject of debate as a means of 
generating theories about the nature of tourism phenomena. However, the ways in which these 
socially constructed discourses are used by tourists themselves as topics has been largely neglected 
as a subject of research (therefore left unproblematic) by the social sciences. This is not to suggest 
that classifications of type of behaviour, such as tourist, have not been the subject of debate. 
Similarly, discourses that attempt to account for tourist behaviour, discourses of motivation, 
exemplified by the concept of escape, have been subjects of considerably powerful research and 
theorising (a discussion of these academ ic discourses forms the focus of the following two chapters) 
(Graburn and lafari: 1991; Walle: 1997). Rather, there appears to be little in the literature that treats 
such notions as specifically problematic as social constructions, or that tries to relate such notions to 
what people engaged in tourism - tourists themselves - actually understand and mean by such 
concepts. Therefore the problematic aspects concerning the social and cultural embeddedness of 
concepts such as escape have remained unexplored. 
A concept such as the escape motive has been used extensively to account for tourist 
behaviour and activity. This motive crops up in research findings in the academic literature, the 
industry plays extensively on this notion of escape through phrases like 'getting away from it all' in 
advertising, and elsewhere in the media such as holiday program"" ..... rock songs and so on. Such a 
motive has become embedded in the social psychology of holidaying behaviour, its use time and 
again reflects the pervasiveness of its currency and status as a legitimate concept for understanding 
leisure and travel behaviour (Cohen and Taylor: 1992). Academic research has developed this 
understanding from two perspectives; empirical studies based on survey interview techniques, 
ethnographic data and interpretive methods (e.g. Crompton: 1979); and theoretical work relating 
such concepts to broad social theories (Urry: 1990). Researchers of the former approach however, 
bemoan the inability of tourists to articulate the 'real' reasons for their tourist behaviour (Ryan: 
1997), thereby lending more credence to the explanatory power of the latter approach. The idea that 
there is a 'need' to 'get away from it all' is in fact so widely recognised and accepted, that it has 
become taken for granted, as a commonsense understanding for travel behaviour, available in the 
social stock of knowledge (Berger and Luckmann: 1966) (it is important to note that leisure travel 
may be differentiated from other types of travel behaviour at this point). In such a case it may be 
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pertinent to hold up these notions, constructs and categories for scrutiny to see how visitors use 
them, and establish what bearing such an analysis can have on theoretical understandings of the 
concepts. This is a central aim of this thesis. Goffman argued that talk provides a means to treat in 
an empirical sense socially constructed phenomena such as escape in the context of their use in 
everyday life situations (1959; 1979). 
Hence the title of this thesis. Worlds of reason, (after the title of Malone's 1997 book, 
"Worlds of talk") refers to the idea that talk creates a world and reality for the individual (after 
Goffman: 1959 onwards). The empirical data upon which this thesis rests is the talk of visitors to 
the Peak National Park. These visitors, I will argue, (re-)create and present their worlds through the 
medium of talk about 'accounting' for their visiting behaviour, hence the praxis, or practical 
exercise, of developing notions of reality through the construction of reasons for their behaviour. 
This study is therefore concerned with the mundane achievement of motive-talk for visiting 
behaviour in interaction. In other words, talk about visiting the Peak National Park will be claimed 
to be oriented towards accounting for consumption behaviour. Further, it will be argued that 
accounting talk can be systematically analysed through the development of an analytic technique, 
taking an ethnomethodological approach to the issues and an adapted conversation analytic 
technique to the analysis of the talk itself. In such an analysis, motivation loses its significance as a 
psychological construct and becomes a social accomplishment. It will be argued that interview 
subjects not only orient to accounting work in their talk, but that such talk provides a resource for 
the presentation and therefore the achievement of aspects of the subjects world. In turn, this creation 
of the subject's world through accounting talk can inform the academic discourses about tourist 
behaviour. However, such a simple statement of the intent, focus and approach of this thesis 
suggests a preconceived or premeditated direction to the work, which belies the essential 
developmental work that led to this position. The following section will explain the process by 
which these themes became about. 
1.2: Rationale and scope of the study. 
From the title of this thesis, it can be noted that the subject of investigation is 'day visitors' 
to the Peak National Park. This was not a random decision, nor one that simplified the issues since 
'day visits' can be understood to be a peculiar sub-phenomena, not entirely located within the field 
of tourism studies, or in the field of leisure studies, and very generally speaking they are 
unexamined conceptually in their own right. 'Day visits' can be argued to be part of, but not 
entirely, tourism since no overnight stay is involved, but also part of, but not entirely, conventional 
leisure in the sense that 'day visits' can be performed away from the home or customary 
environment, and so involve some travel (chapter 2 of this thesis details the arguments for this 
view). Rather 'day visits' to the Peak National Park present a particular set of problems, in that the 
volume of these visits create specific management issues in certain areas of the Park (see for 
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example; Peak National Park Visitor Survey: 1986; Maintaining the Balance: 1991; PNP 
Environment education service, fact sheet 14). 
The Peak National Park Authorities already recognise the impact that large numbers of 
visitors have upon the Park certain key places (WWW. Peakdistrict.org; Ryan and Montgomery: 
1994; Countryside Agency report, 'The State of the Countryside': 1999). It is the second most 
visited National Park in the world, with an estimated number of 26 million trips made to the 555 
square mile park each year (Peakland Post: 1996; Peak National Park Visitor Survey: 1986). The 
extent of this usage could be explained in terms of the Park's geographical location, situated 
amongst some of the largest urban centres in the U.K. Greater Manchester to the North and West; 
Sheffield, Rotherham, and the industrial coalfields to the North and East; Derby and Nottingham to 
the South and East; and Birmingham and its satellite cities to the South and West; all contrive to 
place half the population of England within an hour's drive of the Park's borders (Sunday Times: 
6/8/95). 
This geographical alignment places the Peak National Park in contra-distinction with 
Turner and Ash's 'pleasure periphery' (1975:11). Whereas, Turner and Ash argued that mass 
tourism was exemplified by movements from the highly industrialised metropolitan centres towards 
the 'uncivilised' (ibid) peripheries of the less developed world, in the case of the Peak National 
Park, metropolitan centres surround the undeveloped, protected, rural landscape of the Park. Such 
ease of access creates demand primarily for single-day visits, perhaps for the 'environmental purity' 
(Turner and Ash: 1975: 290) of the protected countryside landscape. Turner and Ash attribute such 
a rise in demand for access to the countryside thus: 
"The passive spectators of urbanised society are using their greater mobility to 
take up activities which the large cities make difficult, like fishing, sports, 
mountain climbing or, at the lower level of extra activity, getting into their cars 
and going sightseeing." 
(Turner and Ash: 1975: 13/14). 
Turner and Ash argued that the rise in demand for recreation In natural areas was 
inevitable since the tourism industry had, even then, exploited most of the cultural legacy of the 
major civilisations, and found that tourists get little in the way of new experiences, when; " ... traffic 
jams and pollution now go inevitably with major tourist attractions; they can get these anywhere in 
their daily life. So there will be a switch to the realm of nature." (op cit: 285). 
What Turner and Ash are arguing here is that tourist attractions themselves have become 
the focus of so much visiting behaviour, organised by a highly developed tourism industry, that 
tourists eventually will turn away from traditional visitor attractions and towards more solitary, un-
organised, natural attractions. However, such has been the rise in demand for visits to the 
countryside in the UK, that the countryside itself (in the case of the Peak Park) can be characterised 
by similar trends. The switch to the realm of nature foreseen by Turner and Ash can be understood 
to have been so profound that traffic jams and pollution characterise some major tourism centres in 
the Peak Park countryside (PNP Environment education service, fact sheets 1,2,8). From general 
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observations of traffic queues, visitor activity statistics and visitor management initiatives within 
certain parts of the Peak National Park (various local visitor surveys in the Peak Park, the Peak 
National Park Plan: 1989; Peak National Park Visitor Survey: 1986; 1996; Peak National Park 
Local Plan deposit document: 1997), fundamental questions arose about the nature and meaning of 
the visitor consumption experience as we understand it to be from contemporary tourism studies. 
The Park aims to provide for 'quiet enjoyment' of the countryside therein. The tourism literature 
suggests that tourists are motivated by a desire to escape the pressures of daily life around the home 
and work environments, with its emphasis on the crowded realities of urban life (see for example, 
Krippendorf: 1987; Urry: 1990). And yet the scale and concentration of visitors to certain areas, 
highly organised and oriented towards tourism, all appear to be at odds with each other. 
However, this statement begs a distinction to be made between an actual physical escape in 
terms of a movement from one place to another, different place (Urry: 1990). This is clearly and 
demonstrably possible. Yet a psychological escape (Cohen and Taylor: 1992) appears to be the 
attributive cause of such movements. Here an argument can be developed thus. If the reason to 
escape to a different environment is due to the crowds and traffic, noise and pollution, and the sense 
of lack of freedom associated with the pressures of modern society, then why visit places that are 
similarly characterised in order to achieve it? These debates about explanatory theories of 
consumption are the subject of chapter 3. A sensible next step was to actually ask 'day visitors' to 
the Peak Park themselves about their decisions to visit the Park. 
A qualitative pilot study was developed using semi-structured, open-ended pre-set questions 
(Silverman: 1993; 2000) drawn from a range of studies concerning the decision-making behaviour 
and motivation of tourists (Crompton and Ankomah: 1993; Crompton: 1979; Van Raaij and 
Francken: 1984; Um and Crompton: 1990; Krippendorf: 1987). A series of 16 short semi-structured 
interviews were conducted in situ at five different popular locations in the Peak National Park 
between the 25/05/96 and 02/06/96 (the Whitsuntide holiday week), that sought to explore 'day 
visitors' own accounts for their decisions to visit the Park. Locations included Chatsworth House, 
novedale, the Tissington Trail, Castleton, and Edale to attempt to achieve a range of different types 
of user groups, but all of these areas experience a level of usage that they could be described as 
visitor destinations. The following section outlines some of the key findings from that research 
exercise, but focuses on the reasons given by respondents for their visitor activity in the settings. It 
was assumed that in order to understand how visitors experience settings then some idea of their 
motivations for coming to the Peak Park (and in particular locations within it) and how decisions 
were made must be investigated. Some of the findings from that data are discussed below to 
demonstrate how the study developed on from this research exercise. 
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1.3: 'Day visitor's' accounts and the development of the research problem. 
In the pilot study respondents were asked questions concerning the reasons why they had 
come on a 'day visit' that day. There were also asked how had they made their decisions, what were 
their motives for coming on a trip as well as a range of other questions focused on practical details 
about their trips. Respondents were asked questions such as; what is it about this place that made 
you come here today? What reasons made you come today? How did you decide to come out today? 
In other words, questions about reasons took a variety of forms in order to test question structures 
and how they were interpreted. These questions raised issues about the responses to these questions, 
and also about the nature of the questions themselves. What follows in this section is a description of 
the responses given to these questions in the pilot interviews that serves to flag up these issues and 
provide a context for the forthcoming analysis in this thesis. 
In the following section excerpts from the pilot study interviews will be presented in 
Courier New font to allow the reader to distinguish between the words of the interviewees and those 
of the analyst. Consider the response ofInterviewee 1 to the question; what is it about this place that 
made you come here? 
(the respondents remained anonymous in these interviews). 
To get out of town, to be out in the fresh air, enjoy the scenery, 
and we like coming to Chatsworth because it's got the amenities as 
well as that, the toilets, the shop, and obviously we can buy sweets 
and that for the kids. 
This response produces a list of reasons. Each ofthe items mentioned in the response to the question 
could be counted as a reason and interpreted as such being a 'multiple motive' trip: 
1. 'To get out of town,'; 
2. 'to be out in the fresh air,'; 
3. 'enjoy the scenery,'; 
4. 'and we like coming to ChaL ,:th because it's got the amenities as well as that.'. 
The amenities are then described as; 'the toilets, the shop and obviously, we can buy sweets and that 
for the kids. Let us examine this response a little further. Within the statement there are different 
types of reasons stated. The first three reasons appear to be generalised reasons for going out for the 
day, whereas the final reason is destination specific, in that it is a reason to do with the decision to 
visit Chatsworth that day. An 'escape' from the town motive for the trip appears to be a reasonable 
interpretation of this response, getting out of town to experience the fresh air, implying a lack of 
fresh air in the city. The third reason could be glossed as relating to Urry's notion of 'gazing' (1990) 
upon the scenery. However, it is not clear and categorical from this answer as a list, what the main 
'motive' for the trip was, or whether there was any hierarchy of importance attached to the reasons. 
Further, when asked about how the decision was made to come on the trip we discover that 
the decision involved guests of the family who were visiting that weekend from Norfolk: 
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We had to choose something that we could do, our visitors wanted to 
walk, but they have got two young children, so we couldn't do 
anything strenuous, we have done this walk before once, we been here 
before, so we knew fairly well the routes and how difficult it was, 
and so that made it the ideal choice. So we've been up in the back 
of the Stand Wood and we've been up there looking at the lakes, and 
we've now come to the house and then we've got to walk back to the 
car, so we've got a variety of things to hopefully keep the children 
interested 
This statement also has the quality of being a reason for the 'day visit'. There is the 
consideration oftheir visitors' wishes, the constraints posed on the group by the ages of the children, 
and their previous knowledge of the route and it's level of difficulty. Now, the two sets of responses 
are not mutually exclusive by any means, the motivation for this visit can be ascribed as 'to get away 
from the usual environment', and be perfectly well explained with the visit from friends. However, 
there appears to be a dual set of 'motives' that led to decision making than a simple analysis using 
these responses would allow. The reasons derived from the 'motivation' question are generalised, 
whereas the second excerpt provides more specific responses that also have the quality of being 
reasons. It may be that the question was interpreted by the respondent as a call for an account of his 
behaviour, which he gives with reference and attribution to the other members of the party, saying 
'we had to choose something that we could do', implying exactly a lack of choice in one sense. How 
is such an idea to be interpreted as a 'motive' for a 'day visit'? This duality involved in the reasons 
people give for their decisions to visit places on a day-trip, between generalised and more practical 
reasons, appeared to be worth further investigation. The 'motivation' for the trip can not be 
understood from a simple analysis of the 'reasons' questions in this case, we hear that the 
respondent 'had to chose something that we could do' it was the guests that 'wanted to walk'. The 
social nature of the decision for the 'day visit' appears in quality to have more functional, concrete 
elements, whereas the list of reasons offered from the earlier question appear more generalised. 
The influence of having friends from out of the area to visit is also stated in interview 3, 
held with a woman who was visiting friends' ___ .ne weekend in Nottinghamshire. The respondent 
was on a 'day visit' to Chatsworth House also, the decision for the trip to Chatsworth was made by 
her. She had been talking about the fact that she had visited Chatsworth once before when she was a 
little girl; 
Well our friends asked us where we would like to go and suggested a 
few places and when they mentioned Chatsworth, I remembered, all I 
remembered was seeing the house from the coach, and I said, I'd like 
to go back to see if it was how I'd remembered it. I can't remember 
anything else, other than this great big house, and when you are 8 
you are gobsmacked by something that big, and it's just as I 
remembered it. I've seen it on television as well in films or 
historical adaptation I think, and I wanted to come back and have 
another look. 
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A commonsense assumption that can be made from this and the previous extract is that 
when friends come to stay from outside the area, there is an onus on the hosts to make time available 
to socialise and do something perhaps a little different from the normal, everyday activities. This 
may be glossed as the 'norm' of hosting or entertaining. This norm perhaps requires that some 
discussion, consensus, or at least, a taking account of, the wishes of the guests will result in 
decisions being made that will be acceptable to all. The onus for the actual decision seems to be 
placed upon the guests. It was unclear whether the motivation for going on the 'day visits' in both 
previous cases was to go to the Peak Park for whatever reason, or to be good hosts and guests being 
entertaining/ed. 
Another related problematic issue in the reasons given for decisions to go on a 'day visit' is 
the way in which some respondents produce motives for others, heard in Interview 6, held with a 
couple. When asked about the reasons for the visit today, he says: 
(1st speaker - male) 
Well, the weather, it's going to come better in the afternoon. 
But she says immediately following his statement: 
(2nd speaker - female) 
We love Derbyshire anyway. We just need to come out in the open air. 
It relaxes me, I need to get out. I work in a hospital and need to 
get out. 
(1st speaker) 
And its only three quarters of an hour drive ... 
Note here how the first speaker constructs a reason based on the prevailing weather 
conditions. His responses appear more concerned with practical constraints and opportunities. The 
reasons given by his partner are more personal or subjective. Her 'need' to get out in the open air is 
stated three times and justified first in terms oftheir love for Derbyshire, secondly in personal terms, 
because it relaxes her and thirdly, as an escape from the work environment. t ',. respondent in this 
case changes the subject of the response from 'we' to'!' from the shared love of the place to the 
personal work-related reason for getting out. The change in use of the pronoun indicated the tension 
that may exist not only in the ways that motive may be negotiated between individuals according to 
social relationships and dynamics, but also how motive may be occasioned interactionally. When 
looking at this extract retrospectively, many unresolved questions appeared. Who instigated the 
decision to take the trip? Is the decision based on a shared passion for walking, or is the passion 
one-sided? Did one learn to love the outdoors from the other, or was it a mutual discovery? There 
appeared to be an issue about the contextuality of reasons that they may change and develop over 
time within the boundaries of social relationships, but also an issue about the ownership of motive. 
The female second speaker in this extract is heard to speak for both herself and her partner. Whose 
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motive is the 'need to get out in the open air'? Is it possible to know and ascribe the motive for an 
action to another party, even if the other person is an intimate? 
These excerpts seem to suggest that motives cited in the tourism literature may be open to 
debate, and that further, these short pilot interviews, with people involved in their social groups on 
'day visits', created problems in the actual uses of reasons or motives in terms of their social 
interaction function. In some cases practical reasons for going on a 'day visit' to the Peak National 
Park can be identified, alongside the more emotive, subjective reasons for visiting the Park, in some 
cases, like the previous extract, all in the same response. These practical reasons appear to highlight 
social relationships, and the constraints and opportunities available. Possibly the best example of 
this practical dimension of reasons assigned to a 'day visit' is gained from the extract below from 
Interview 4: 
(1st speaker - male) 
I definitely wanted to get out somewhere today, that was a definite 
thing, because I've only got one days holiday, today, so we didn't 
want to be stuck indoors today .. 
(2nd speaker - female) 
And it gives the children a chance to learn something about the 
countryside as well because at the moment she is doing her Brownie 
badge about the countryside, and we thought it was an ideal 
opportunity didn't we? 
(lstspeaker) 
yes. 
(interviewer) 
And was it Dovedale particularly that you wanted to come to or were 
there other alternatives before you decided? 
(1st speaker) 
No, not really, just Dovedale today. Because of bringing the dog as 
well, rather than leave it at home and that did limit our choices to 
some extent. 
In this extract there appears to be a set of reasons constructed by two parti ~irstly, the 
male respondent produces a personal reason based upon the time constraints of his working life, but 
then his partner adds another reason to do with the children's education, followed by the male 
saying that they also needed to consider somewhere they could bring the dog as well. This listing of 
reasons appears to be collaboratively produced, and it is this collaborative quality that may signify 
that the 'motive' for the 'day visit' can not be easily approached from the point of view of the 
'individual' as the unit of study. In this case, the collaborative production of reasons appears as a 
negotiated, family decision, something that had been discussed and rationalised prior to the trip. 
What is produced above is a set of reasons that can give everybody a motive for this 'family' day out. 
In the following excerpt it could be argued that the motive for the 'day visit' was to provide 
an experience for the children, which does not lend itself easily to categorisation within the 
motivations for tourist or leisure behaviour. This account could be heard to challenge the 
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conventional view of motivation as satisfYing purely personal, internal drives. Family visits can be 
interpreted as having an altruistic value in terms of the family 'good' (interview 2): 
The children are coming to the age where they are fascinated with 
big buildings and stately homes and seeing things like on Disney and 
they like to relate to them, so we just thought it would be nice to 
bring the kids out and have a look round. 
Some of the respondents listed more objective factors rather than personal factors as reasons for 
their day visit. The following excerpts highlights how the weather is constructed as a reason for 
going on a 'day visit'. There are many examples of the influence of the weather in the interviews, 
what follows is a selection of responses beginning with extracts from interview 12: 
(lst speaker) 
Well the weather forecast triggered us off, didn't 
it? 
(2nd speaker) 
It said it was going to come nice, so we didn't fancy being closed 
in anywhere. We were going to go to Lincoln, then York, weren't we? 
(1st speaker) 
And in the end, we decided to come to Castleton, we could have gone 
to any of the other two, it was just how we felt. 
And: 
(interviewer) 
So you didn't plan this visit at all, it was because the weather was 
. ? nlce .... 
(2nd speaker) 
We knew we were going to go somewhere towards the end of the week ... 
(1st speaker) 
If the weather had been better West, or East, we would have gone in 
that direction, because we don't reckon much to going out when its 
cold. 
And interview 16: 
(2nd speaker) 
Waiting for weeks for the sun. 
(1st speaker) 
Yes, watching the weather forecast every weekend. 
(2nd speaker) 
Cursing every weekend that it's not nice. We peered out the window 
early this morning, and said; 'the sun's out, quick.' 
(1st speaker) 
Get the bikes out and go. 
And interview 11 : 
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(1st speaker) 
No we decided before we got ... we got up the weather was great, we 
got great faith in the weather forecaster and I've been on holiday 
all this week so obviously we like to get out, we've only managed 
one day this week, which was Monday, so we looked at the weather 
forecast last night and thought and this is as good a day as we're 
going to get, going to be the last chance we get to get out. 
(2nd speaker) 
Not necessarily, but what we do like is, come weekends, when we're 
both working is on a Friday night, see what the weather's like and 
if there's a chance sort of think well we are going to get up and go 
for a walk, y'know that's what we do sort of plan it, that if it is 
nice we'll get up and get out like. 
And later on in interview 11: 
(Interviewer) 
And did you plan the walk last night that you were going to do 
today. -
(1st speaker) 
No. We knew we were coming then but we didn't actually decide which 
one until we got to the car park, didn't we. No because even when 
we got to the car park the weather still very doubtful, so we sat in 
the car for half an hour. To see what it was going to be like, so 
we thought it had not rained for a bit, so we took a chance. And 
we'd done this walk before the other way round so we thought we'd do 
it the other way round for a change, so we have planned it. 
Another external factor cited as a reason for undertaking a 'day visit' was time. This was 
split between two types of time limitation; the length of the journey from home to the destination 
limited the possibilities for visiting other destinations, or participating in activities at the destination 
itself, for example in interview 1; 
We may go on to Bakewell, it just depends, we have got a bit of a 
tight schedule with time, it depends what the weather's like and how 
long we stop here, but we may end up going to Bakewell as well. 
It is apparent from the interviews that convenience of location is necessary because of time 
constraints in making the decision. This may appear self-evident in a consideration of' day visits', 
yet it appears to be an important factor in the decision process in terms of the reasons for doing 'day 
visits' in the Peak National Park. 
Time is also an inhibiting factor, or constraint, affecting the decision to go to destinations 
on particular days and affecting the choice of destination as well, for example Interview 4, when 
asked about the reasons for the visit today, replied: 
(2nd speaker) 
I'd got the time particularly because I've only got the one day off 
with the bank holiday so make sure we go somewhere today otherwise 
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I'm at work all the time so it was the main thing to go somewhere 
today, so I could at least have a day out whilst I'm off. 
These three determinants, weather conditions, time availability and, accessibility considerations, 
although not universally stated in the interviews, could be described as external conditions that 
constrain or facilitate a decision to make a visit. These general preconditions appear to be linked to 
a range of personal or situational reasons relative to the specific trip considered at the time. A brief 
content analysis of the personal and situational reasons illustrated by the pilot studies were: 
Socialising with relatives or friends and the notion of 'showing' places to people. 
Special occasion. 
Fondness for, or detailed knowledge of, a particular destination. 
Shared interest in a particular activity. 
Reminiscence. 
Interest gained from information sources. 
These short interviews had generated a series of issues regarding the theory of motivation for 
tourism and leisure that may benefit now from a brief discussion. 
1.4: Research issues generated and organisation of the chapters. 
The issues generated from the data can be grouped thus: firstly, there is an issue of 
definition. An analysis of the interview data reveals that 'day visitors' use the language that would 
normally be associated with tourist behaviour. Using such terms as 'getting away', 'one day's 
holiday' 'needing to get out' could be said to be indicative of a discourse of tourism. These types of 
terms are used by industry to try to persuade potential buyers and also by academics as a way of 
understanding and explaining tourist behaviour. Yet, the visitors themselves did not use categories 
such as 'tourist' tc ___ ~Tibe their behaviour. In order to understand how 'day visitors' experience 
places like the Peak Park, it is necessary to understand and label these 'experiences' as belonging to 
some or other of the spheres of theory about such behaviour. A discussion of the discourses that 
define understanding of such concepts as 'leisure', 'recreation' and 'tourism' forms the basis of 
chapter 2. 
There is secondly an issue of understanding the 'day visitor' experience. 'Day visits' can be 
understood as 'consumption' behaviour and the issue of 'motivation' and decision making for 'day 
visits' is a central concern. The motives for 'day visitor' behaviour can be conceived from many 
different perspectives. Sociologists, geographers and marketing theorists all seek to understand what 
drives our behaviour through some sort of analysis of our experiences. An analysis of the different 
theories explaining leisure and tourist motivation and consumption behaviour forms the topic of 
chapter 3. 
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Interesting issues identified from the pilot study were that individual reasons may be 
subordinated to the needs or wishes of the fam ily or social setting, and research should focus on an 
understanding of the motives of the situated individual, (i.e. the individual within the context of 
their relationships). There further appear to be different 'types' of reasons, including practical 
objective reasons, more subjective factors as well as external events or circumstances such as the 
weather, time, and access, for which it is difficult to assign any degrees of importance. The most 
interesting issue is concerned with the fact that all of these reasons can be given as a justification for 
the single 'day visit'. This ambiguity opens a whole range of issues: which is the 'real' motive? 
Which is most important? How can the data be classified using traditional analytic techniques given 
these multiple motive interviews? Further, the question kept arising that if 'day visitors' to the Peak 
Park were motivated by an 'escape to nature' then why did they choose to visit the same few 
destinations within the park on the same days, leaving many beautiful, isolated areas undisturbed? 
63% of all recreational visits to the Park are made during the months of May to September, and in a 
typical week in summer 500 000 visits are made, these visits are distributed around a few key 
destinations (P.N.P environment education service, fact sheet 2). Were they in fact achieving 
escape? Were their experiences satisfactory? These were questions that were difficult to resolve in 
the pilot study interviews. 
These issues can be explored in research that seeks to understand through describing 'day 
visitor' experiences. Although the pilot study data were very limited in their usefulness, by asking 
people who are actually engaged in a 'day visit' at the time of the interview, in a less-structured 
format, with family groups and couples as opposed to singular, rigourously structured survey 
technique, alternative responses were obtained. However, what a simple content analysis fails to 
achieve is some idea about the hierarchy of the reasons given, the socially situated-ness of the talk, 
and more importantly, it fails to answer the original research question. The pilot study data drew 
attention to escape 'motives' developed by respondents. Yet these interviews had taken place in 
some of the busiest and most popular locations in the Peak Park, including Dovedale (2million 
visitors annually according tf' thp P.N.P environment education service, fact sheet 8), Chatsworth 
(more than 2 million visitors annually, Peak National Park Chatsworth visitor survey, 1988). These 
are places where traffic congestion and human activity are of such a scale on many weekends that 
they can be equated with mass-tourism resorts. To develop a deeper, critical analysis of the motives 
and consumption behaviour of 'day visitors', a more open and informal style of interview had to be 
chosen with people who wanted to talk about their experiences. The major part ofthe analysis ofthis 
thesis is drawn from a series of long, semi-structured, casual interviews with day visitors who had 
recently visited the Peak National Park for a 'day visit'. Using only one preset question, the 
interviews aimed to allow respondents to develop and pursue topics of their own choosing. This data 
gathering exercise produced a great deal of interview data, talk, about experiences. A fourth issue 
therefore needs to be addressed, that of the role and status of the respondent's talk in the interviews. 
If a greater emphasis is placed on respondent's talk about the Peak Park, their activities and 
accounts for their behaviour, then assumptions must be made about the methodological value of this 
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talk, and what, if anything, it can contribute to an understanding of such issues as motivation. It is 
the proposal of this thesis that a detailed analysis of talk about people's experiences will enable a 
meaningful and insightful investigation of the nature and meaning of those accounts as phenomena. 
A discussion focusing on the methodological issues, structures and scope of conversational interview 
talk forms the subject of chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 begins to describe the research findings derived from an unmotivated search of 
the talk, identifying structures in conversation as a means to demonstrate the respondent's 
orientation to the orderly accomplishment of accounts for their 'day visitor' behaviour. Chapter 6 
develops a framework for the systematic analysis of accounts for behaviour as reasons or motive-
talk. The work that such accounts achieve for respondents in the interviews is the subject of chapter 
7. Here the analysis examines how talk about 'day visitor' experiences, particularly accounting talk, 
can demonstrate identity work by the respondents. The significance of this interactional work in 
terms of what it means in helping to understand 'day visitor' behaviour. The issues raised earlier 
about the suggested problems of the academic discourses in tourism is discussed in relation to the 
ways accounts are directed towards socialised notions of 'space' and 'place'. Chapter 8 concludes 
the thesis by pointing towards the potential applications of this approach to academic discourses and 
for the management problems that result from these types of visit, briefly discussing some of the 
limitations of the study. 
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Chapter 2. 
Leisure, tourism and everyday life: towards a conceptual framework for 'day 
visits' . 
2.1: Introduction. 
It was stated in the previous chapter that 'day visits' to the Peak National Park were not 
entirely leisure or not entirely tourism in a conceptual sense. This chapter seeks to provide a 
theoretical discussion reviewing the major theories in the fields of leisure and tourism studies 
(including recreation), to demonstrate the definition issues surrounding 'day visits' as sub-
phenomena. The first section focuses on the functional definitions that have been developed around 
the need to gather data for industry purposes, and for monitoring business activity. The inherent 
problems with these definitions are discussed in the context of the ambiguity of 'day visits' as a 
distinct phenomenon of one field, and how the fields are inter-related. The discussion then turns to 
the more experiential definitions of leisure and tourism. It will be argued that by taking a social 
constructionist position, a definition of 'day visits' can be proposed from the theoretical context of 
'everyday life' of ordinary members of society. Such a position can provide a framework for this 
thesis. This also enables a proposition to be developed about the tourist experience that is rooted 
within theories of everyday life. 
2.2: Functional definitions of leisure, recreation, tourism and 'day visit'. 
Leisure has been the subject of academic study for a considerable period of time (See for 
example, Veblen: 1925) as sociologists became interested in the evolution of leisure as it arose 
within the social structure. The phenomenon has been conceived as a function of residual time after 
work and other daily duties have been completed: 
"Leisure can be regarded as a measure of time: it is the time remaining after 
work, sleep, and necessary personal and-householc. : __ ores have been 
completed ... Leisure may thus be defined as 'discretionary time'." 
(Mathieson and Wall: 1982: 7). 
Thus a conceptualisation of leisure as residual time has been operationalised as a set of 'activities' 
so that research can be used to measure 'styles', 'preferences' and 'attitudes' in a systematic analysis 
of market leisure activities. These are the main tools of sociologists who are driven by the 
requirements of management interested in how the leisure market is structured (Kelly: 1989). 
Murphy (1987) provides an interesting account of the theoretical positions from which 
leisure has been defined and the methodological assumptions underpinning each approach. He 
points out that leisure has been conceptualised objectively not only in terms of residual time, but also 
as activity types, from a behavioural rationalisation to provide individuals respite from work. 
Murphy goes on to argue that leisure has been treated as a symbol of social class. Aristocratic groups 
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used leisure as a tool of social control, through the conspicuous consumption of leisure goods or, as 
a tool of the state in the provision of leisure facilities for the poor, elderly or disabled. Further, 
leisure has been conceived as a function of social groups. Leisure has been conceptualised 
subjectively, by psychologists, in an experiential perspective emphasising subjective factors 
including perceived freedom and intrinsic motivation as the basis of leisure 'experience'. This 
approach contains some similarities with the functionalist perspective (in that psychology is also 
concerned with the free time aspects of behaviour, as well as being driven by the experimental, 
deductive method even to study highly abstracted, 'state of mind' questions) (Neulinger: 1974). A 
combination of the two viewpoints outlined above led to the development of the social psychology 
approach to the study of leisure, which states that; 
" ... the feelings, cognition's and behaviours of one individual are influenced by 
the feelings, cognition's and behaviours of others during a period of time 
subjectively designated as unobligated, free, or leisure". 
(Iso-Ahola: 1980, from Iso-Ahola: 1987: 41) 
This amalgam of individual cognitive factors and social influences contradicts the behaviourist 
approach that is concerned with stimuli-responses. A further, the holistic approach, described by 
Murphy (1987) contends that leisure can be experienced in a wide variety of situations at work, play, 
education or religion. Such an approach is epitomised by the "flow" theory of Csikszentmihalyi 
(1975) which states that leisure is achieved when a person is in a state of optimal interaction with 
his environment. Leisure in this sense is characterised by momentary, episodic states that are 
achieved when a person forgets the pressures of daily life and is absorbed in an activity. Murphy 
concludes this analysis by praising the emerging holistic paradigm, 
" .. .increasing evidence shows that pigeonholing leisure as a separate category 
characterised by individual pleasure and well-being and made available 
principally by the structure of work is not only naive but scientifically false." 
(Murphy: 1987: 16). 
In terms of recreation as a field of study, there is a long tradition in North Arne .. "::::'_1 
research where the term is usually applied to leisure and often tourist use of the natural environment 
(Schreyer, Jacob and White: 1981). Recreation has been typically researched within the domain of 
geography, whose functionalist paradigm (Kuhn: 1974) is concerned with the spatial patterning and 
distribution of resources for recreation (supply) and the nature and patterns of usage of those 
resources (demand), utilising the concepts of economic theory (Coppock and Duffield: 1975). 
Recreation is typically conceived as a range of activities, and research is concerned with the types of 
activities, participants of different activities, Government policies, and the interaction of 
recreationists and resources. This approach is personified in the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum 
(ROS) devised by Clarke and Stankey in 1979, and subsequently adapted for tourism planning by 
Butler ( 1991 ). 
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Recreation has also been described as a five-phase process of experIence including 
anticipation, trip to the site, on-site behaviour, return journey and, recollection (Clawson and 
Knetsch: 1966). Recreation is often conceived as being undertaken in leisure time, highlighting the 
inter-connected nature of the concepts in the literature. For example, Cooper et al define recreation; 
" .... as the pursuits engaged in during leisure time, and an activity spectrum can 
be identified from recreation around the home, at one end of the scale, through 
to tourism where an overnight stay is involved, at the other." 
(Cooper, Fletcher et al: 1998: 5). 
Mathieson and Wall (1982) argue that recreation can be further conceived as a land use, in 
competition with other uses, such as forestry, agriculture, mineral extraction, and as such, it is 
argued, the geographer has a significant contribution to the further understanding of recreation as a 
phenomenon. Distance is an important feature of the geographical theory of recreation, separating 
recreation around the home, with no geographical element, from rural recreation research, which is 
much more within the realm of geography (Mathieson and Wall: 1982). Seabrooke and Miles (1993) 
offer a definition of what constitutes recreational land use. They argue that such land use is a 
generic term incorporating specific activities and pursuits including informal recreation in the 
countryside through to formalised leisure pursuits in urban settings such as sports complexes, 
cinemas and gambling. Glyptis (1991) argues that countryside recreation is one of the most popular 
forms of out-of-home leisure activity engaging some 18million people on a typical summer Sunday 
in England and Wales. In analysing recreational behaviour, Seabrooke and Miles (1993) also refer 
to the motivational theories of Maslow, lifecycle theories and, consumer behaviour, thus it appears 
that some recreation, leisure and tourism concepts appear to be used interchangeably between fields. 
In terms of tourism, Hunziker and Krapf first formulated a definition in the inter-war 
period that identified the essential characteristics for further study: 
"Tourism is the sum of phenomena and relationships arising out of the travel 
and stay of non-residents, in so far as they do not lead to permanent residence 
and are not connected with any earning activity" 
(Quoted from: Burkhart and Medlik: 1981: 41) 
These essential characteristics were most often operationalised in the terms of the 
functional components of definitions of leisure and recreation described above, i.e. as a measure of 
time and range of activities. Another way of defining tourism takes the supply side view, in other 
words those industrial components, facilities and services, often needed to co-ordinate mass 
consumption demand (Burns and Holden: 1995). Mathieson and Wall highlight the 'fuzzy' -ness of 
tourism definitions by referring to the work of Frechtling (1976) who reviewed 80 surveys yielding 
43 different definitions. Frechtling identified four criteria used in the formulation of definitions: 
1. Purpose of trip 
2. Mode of transport used 
3. Length of Stay; 
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4. Distance travelled 
(Frechtling: 1976, From Mathieson and Wall: 1982). 
The first two are generally agreed to be insufficient for practical definitions, and so the latter two 
criteria, the major concepts upon which general conceptualisations of leisure and recreation 
respectively rest, form the twin pillars upon which definitions of tourism are generally founded. Yet 
the concepts of 'time' and 'distance' hold inherent problems in functional definitions of leisure and 
recreation as they undermine the experiential nature of the concepts, and these problems become 
embedded in functional definitions of tourism. 
The paradoxical nature of the problems of defining tourism is explained by Burkart and 
Medlik, who found it easier to define what tourism is not: 
"Tourism represents a particular use of leisure time and a particular form of 
recreation but does not include all uses of leisure time nor all forms of 
recreation. It includes much travel but not all travel. Conceptually tourism is, 
therefore, distinguished in particular from related concepts of leisure and 
recreation on the one hand, and from travel and migration on the other." 
(1981: 10). 
Pearce. D examined the differences in the ways in which people experience tourism and 
leisure from a geographic perspective. Pearce differentiates between leisure that is practiced in the 
home or the locality and tourism as separate phenomena in terms only of the travel component 
(Pearce: 1981: 1). Pearce recognises the inter-connectedness of the three concepts, identifying that 
geographic research has tended to ignore the spatial interaction of people's movements from origin 
to destination, instead concentrating on ideographic studies of the destinations. Pearce talks in 
terms of tourism being an 'industry', and as such the geographical perspective can contribute to its 
planning, development and management. Gunn (1994) took an open approach, defining tourism as 
encompassing "all travel with the exception of commuting." (Gunn: 1994: 4: His italics), and he 
argues that all types of these phenomena have some planning consequence. Gunn includes in his 
analysis l. __ . lples of leisure and recreation phenomena, and goes no way towards separation of the 
concepts. 
Pearce. P. L, (1993) adopts the sociological perspective and defined tourism as an element 
of a broader leisure spectrum in the context of a socially influenced 'career' of recreational travel 
(the key characteristic being the travel component). In the previous chapter it was noted that tourism 
has been conceived as a system (Mill and Morrison: 1985). Leiper (1979) argued that the multi-
faceted nature of the 'process of tourism' (1979: 390) is best described using a systems approach. 
The system comprises; tourists, generating regions, transit routes, destination regions and, a tourism 
industry, all operating within a broader environment (1979: 404). Morley (1990) proposes that a 
systems model of tourism based on 'tourist', 'tour' and a category of 'others' including supply and 
demand dimensions should be more inclusive for defining the phenomenon, and hold greater utility 
for academicians and statisticians alike. 
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Burns and Holden (1995) identii)r the problem of definition as being the inseparability of 
some elements and the unintended-inclusivity of others, and argue that definitions are formulated 
depending on the underlying purpose for the definition; 
"There are generally accepted to be three aspects to defining tourism, The first 
concerns the purpose or motivation of the visit. The second element will be 
concerned with time, making the important differentiation between day trips 
and voyages that involve overnight stays. Thirdly, a definition should take 
account of particular situations enabling categories that mayor may not be 
counted as tourism". 
(Burns and Holden: 1995: 5). 
The inherent problems with the definitions above are their failure to take account of the 
more experiential qualities of the phenomenon. In section 2.5 the experiential aspects of leisure and 
tourism are described. However, it may be fruitful to assess possible relationships between the three 
fields of study prior to such a discussion. 
2.3: Possible connections and interrelationships between the three fields. 
In 1987, in a special issue of the Annals of Tourism Research devoted to the question posed 
by Fedler (1987) "Are Leisure, Recreation and Tourism Interrelated?" (1987:311) it was found that 
more questions resulted rather than answers. Fedler points out in his introduction to the issue, that; 
"First, the definitional problems of leisure, recreation, and tourism noted earlier have undoubtedly 
hindered many attempts at clarifying and specii)ring any theoretical relationships between the three 
concepts." (Fedler: 1987: 313). Smith and Godbey (1991) point to the many parallels in the 
academic study of tourism, leisure and recreation phenomena including inherent interdisciplinary 
focus of the fields, and atheoretical, applied and descriptive research. Fedler likewise points out that 
the connections between the three fields are often the common tools used by assorted academic 
disciplines-suffi as geog'. --r j, sociology, and psychology. 
Research has attempted to separate out the distinct elements of tourism, recreation and 
leisure, or, the academic disciplines have developed along separate lines, ignoring what Moore et al 
call the 'cohesive' nature of the experience (Moore, Cushman and Simmons, 1995). Mannell and 
Iso-Ahola (1987) argue that more attention has been given to the development of a conceptualisation 
of leisure experience than to a phenomenology of tourism. Mannell and Iso-Ahola identii)r three 
strands of leisure research. These are described as the 'definitional' view, the 'post-hoc satisfaction' 
approach, and the 'immediate conscious experience' (1987: 327-328). Yet all three areas appear to 
be dominated by the need to measure, codifY and quantii)r leisure and tourism experiences, little 
attention was given to the theoretical underpinnings of the three approaches. Mannell and Iso-Ahola 
do have an interest in the 'post-hoc satisfaction' approach in that it is based on a two-dimensional 
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framework for analysing both leisure and recreation experiences using factor analysis of the types of 
motivations and satisfactions people devolve from their experiences developed by Iso-Ahola (1980). 
The special issue contains an analysis of a dialectical approach outlined by Kelly earlier as 
the basis for a framework that may be applicable to tourism studies (Hamilton-Smith: 1987). 
Hamilton-Smith argues that the recognition of the fundamental dimensions (leisure as existential 
reality and social reality) used as an integrating framework will lead to greater clarity (1987). He 
then goes on to propose that a framework can be developed that places leisure, recreation and 
tourism experiences as either more or less existential and/or social, along a continuum. 
McKercher looks specifically at the differences between tourism and recreation in National 
Parks, from the viewpoint of the leaders of interest groups to the Alpine National Park in Victoria, 
Australia (1996). McKercher argues that in reality the distinguishing lines are too blurred from each 
other, yet the leaders interviewed made clear distinctions based on (generally) negative perceptions 
of tourists. Recreational uses of parks are acceptable, but tourism, perceived as a commercial 
enterprise, is seen as unacceptable, providing limited opportunities for legitimate experiences 
(McKercher: 1996). This is a useful piece of research, but falls short in that the perceptions of the 
experiences of tourists themselves would surely have contributed much to the study. 
In summary, the interrelationships between the fields of leisure, recreation and tourism are 
poorly conceptualised. However, an analysis of day visitor defmitions may reveal connections 
between the three fields. 
2.4: Functional definitions of a 'day visitor'. 
In 1963, the United Nations Conference on International Travel and Tourism distinguished 
between 'tourists' who stayed over 24 hours in a destination, and 'visitors' who stayed less than 24 
hours (Smith: 1995). The W. T.O Ottawa conference in 1991 claimed that there was still a lack of 
agreement on basic definitions, but that for data collection purposes that would be applicable around 
the world, simple and clear definitions should be developeL ... ~ ~le tourism definition includes the 
phrase, "outside his or her usual environment" (Smith: 1995: 22), and excludes trips within 
community of residence and routine commuting trips. The conference further agreed on the term 
'visitor' as the all-embracing classification. Smith reviews the classifications of visitors, and cites 
the W.T.O definition of day visitor as: 
"A visitor residing in a country who travels to a place within the same country 
but outside his usual environment for less than 24 hours and without spending 
the night in the place visited and whose main purpose of visit is other than the 
exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited." 
(W.T.O: 1991. From Smith: 1995: 24) 
The W.T.O definition suggests that two dimensions be assessed when considering 'usual 
environment', frequency of visit and distance travelled. Places that are visited regularly, on a routine 
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basis should be classed as part of the usual environment, where at least one visit a week constitutes a 
regular visit. Distance is also a difficult concept to operationalise, places that constitute being close 
are related to mobility and density of population, but as a compromise the W.T.O recommend that a 
ceiling of 160km be used for 'usual environment' for domestic same-day travel (Smith: 1995: 26). 
Same-day visits are becoming increasingly important as the changing behaviour of consumers and 
technological improvements have changed and enhanced this sector. As such the W.T.O would wish 
to recognise that same-day trips are conceptualised as a form of tourism, but that statistics be kept 
separate. 
The most comprehensive work on the day visit figures in the U.K is the U.K Day Visits 
Survey. This was designed to cut down the incidence of similar surveys across differing agencies 
and government departments and also to increase comparability and quality of the data. The 1993 
U.K survey defined a day visit as one which; " ... a visit which starts and finishes within the same 24 
hour period and begins and ends at the same base (i.e. the respondents home or holiday base.)" (U.K 
day Visits Survey: 1995: 65). It then goes on to add that no time or distance limits should be applied 
to eligible visits. A visit can be classed as a leisure day visit if the start/end point is not the 
respondents place of residence, such as place of work or education, providing that the respondent set 
out from and returned to the home on the day the visit was made. The report also details the 16 
activities that must constitute a 'leisure' day visit, as the main purpose of the trip, but also includes 
two other types of visit: one-off business visits made from home (e.g. to attend conference or works 
outing); and, day visits made to/from holiday bases. The 1994 survey sought to provide information 
about visits over a full calendar year. It noted that the level of visiting in summer and winter is 
almost the same, concluding that over 5 billion visits were made over the year (1994), and the value 
of these visits amounted to £43 billion (U.K Day Visits Survey, 1994: 1996: 9). It should be noted 
that the survey is conducted retrospectively in that it asks respondents to recall their leisure visits in 
the previous two weeks, and it includes all short trips out of the house to the pub, or for short walks 
which may not be congruent with the W. T.O definition. 
The Peak National Park Visitor Survey (198617) makes ..:: tilar distinctions in it's 
definition of what constitutes a day visit (although the survey records all visits, a day visitor 
definition is included); " ... a person who starts and finishes a day visit from hislher normal place of 
residence." (Peak Park Joint Planning Board: 1988: 8). The survey further only distinguishes 
between business/work and leisure/recreation. As 90% of visits to the Peak Park are made on a 
single day basis, the effects upon the park, or impacts of these visits, are much more important to the 
researcher than staying visitor type tourism. There is therefore little attention given to the 
experiential aspects of 'day visitor' behaviour, the following section goes on to examine the 
literature on leisure and tourism experiences. 
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2.5: Experiences of leisure and tourism. 
Dumazedier pointed out the flaws in the notion of leisure as time remaining after work in 
his classic paper on the problems of the sociology of leisure (1967). He advocated a thorough 
analysis of the theoretical structure of leisure; "We should be mistrustful of any systematically 
established relationship between work and leisure. Such a relationship does sometimes exist, but 
sometimes it does not, or is of much less importance than other relationships." (Dumazedier: 
1967:528). Kelly (1983; 1987; 1989) argues for a 'non-definition' of leisure, since the key 
characteristics are multidimensional, complex, and since leisure is continually being created and 
recreated (1989: 92). In this conceptualisation, it is necessary to step back to identify the essence of 
leisure, and Kelly argues that the a priori of leisure is human action. 
Kelly argues that human action is the necessary starting point for a definition of leisure, 
even where leisure experience is conceived as a 'state of mind', as consciousness itself involves 
directed attention, information processing and meaning production, the process of human action 
(1989). Kelly states that human action, whether leisure or otherwise, is both existential and social, 
and that leisure actions not only have meaning, but produce meaning. Individuals engage in leisure 
with complex anticipation, including the immediate experience, but also some future-directed 
orientation, and it is in this sense, that leisure becomes existential. At the same time Kelly concludes 
that leisure is social both in context and orientation. Leisure is learned, and the symbols and signs of 
leisure are entirely rooted within the context of a person's culture. The learned forms and resources 
(time and skill acquisition) are products of the social system. However, that is not to imply that 
leisure is bound and never changing. Leisure is socially determined but in the same way that the 
social system is a product of human action, individual actions or experiences can influence leisure 
patterns in society. Kelly sums up this view thus; 
"Leisure, then, is best understood in a dialectical framework that includes both 
the existential and the social dimensions. Leisure is situated action. It is 
contextual but not determined, encultured but not static. It is not existential or 
social, but both. The relationship is not fixed, but dynamic." 
(Kelly: 1989: 92). 
It is no longer tenable to describe leisure in simple, one-dimensional notions of 
remaindered time. Kelly (1983) after describing the various ways in which leisure has been 
conceived, takes an inclusive approach to define leisure in it's most basic form, as human action, 
socially situated and individually interpreted and defined. 
There were no examples found in the literature of an existential analysis of recreation 
experiences, despite references to phenomenological accounts of human interactions in place and/or 
space (see for example, Tuan, 1977, 1980, Seamon and Mugerauer [eds], 1985, Buttimer and 
Seamon reds], 1980). Similarly no published research was found within environmental sociology on 
the subject ofrecreation/leisureltourism although there are clearly concepts that are applicable to the 
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fields, including the use of the carrying capacity notion in the New Ecological Paradigm of social 
theory (Buttel: 1987). However, it is proposed here that interactions between people and their leisure 
and tourism choices, and the places they visit are important aspects of their experiences, that may be 
usefully developed within research to add to knowledge about this type of leisure or tourist activity. 
In the field of tourism studies, Cohen developed the idea of a sociology of international 
tourism based on a fourfold typology of tourist experiences; the organised mass tourist, the 
individual mass tourist, the explorer and, the drifter (Cohen: 1972). The main variable was a 
continuum of familiarity/strangeness and each of the four types occupied positions along it (Cohen: 
1972: 177). Cohen observed that the study of tourism accepted the unreflective, commonsensical 
stereotype of a tourist that was responsible directly for a paucity of academic attention to the 
question of the messiness of touristic phenomena, when he asked 'Who is a tourist?' (I974: 527). 
Cohen identified a range of tourist roles with common characteristics such as; permanency; 
voluntariness, direction, distance, recurrency, and purpose of trip (Cohen: 1974). 
It is perhaps a testament to this 'messiness' of tourism as a phenomenon that sixteen years 
after Cohen, Morley found that it was still an unresolved question (Morley: 1990). As sociology 
takes concepts such as 'experience', 'motivation' and 'behaviour' as its building blocks for defining 
tourism activity (concepts that are discussed in more detail in the next chapter), only early 
contributions shall be discussed here for their 'foundational' value in contemporary understanding 
of the nature of tourism. 
One of the most important contributions to the analysis of the nature of tourist experience 
to date is that detailed in the later work of Cohen (I 979, 1988). Cohen firstly describes a 
phenomenology of tourist experiences (1979), and later assesses the traditions of qualitative tourism 
sociology coming out of three early theoretical works (I988). Cohen's phenomenology proposed a 
five-fold typology of tourist experiences rooted in the concept of the 'centre' (1979: 180), in 
cosmological imagery, the point at which heaven, earth and hell meet. The spiritual 'centre' of the 
modern individual is their society, and conformity to the pressures placed by society creates tension 
and dissatisfaction which are taken care of through 'tension management' (Cohen: 1979: 181), 
techniques that include leisure and recreation activities. These, Cohen argues, are not part of 'real' 
life, but are more akin to distinct spheres of experience and meaning. 
Tourism is then the leisure/recreational experience par excellence, in that it enables a 
temporary escape from the 'centre', however, it remains of peripheral significance. Tourism is a 
reversal of everyday activities, but in itself is devoid of meaning. If tourism became central, the 
individual becomes deviant (Cohen: 1979: 181). At one end ofthe scale of tourist experiences is the 
'recreational' mode (183). The recreational tourist is attached to the 'centre' of her own society, not 
alienated from it, and will aim to "recreate" as a form of escape from the strains and stresses that 
attachment to the conformity of that 'centre' creates. With the recreational tourist there is little quest 
for authenticity. 
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The 'diversionary' mode (1979: 185) of tourism is where the individual is not attached to 
the 'centre' of her society, life is monotonous and 'meaningless' and tourism provides an alternative 
to the boredom and routine of society. However, without any meaning itself, it is therefore purely 
diversionary (186). Cohen explains the 'experiential' mode of tourism (186). The experiential 
tourist is alienated from her own 'centre', is aware of her alienation, and actively seeks meaning and 
authenticity in the life of others, or tourism. However, experiential tourists remain aware of their 
'otherness' (188) and therefore aware of their rightful place within their own society. The 
'experimental' mode of tourism (189) is where the individual does not adhere to the 'centre' of her 
society, and looks for alternatives in many different forms. Finally the 'existential' mode of tourism 
(189) is one where the individual is completely alienated from her society, seeks an alternative to it, 
and embraces the other beyond the boundaries of her own world, and turns it into an 'elective 
centre' (190). Existential tourists are deeply concerned with the authenticity of their experiences. 
Cohen's later work is a critical analysis of the three key texts in the sociological 
development of tourism studies, the basic approaches and the research 'program' (1988: 30) to 
emerge from them. Boorstin (1964) claimed that the modern tourist is a passive onlooker who seeks 
to enjoy the strange from the comfort of the familiar. As a response an industry is spawned to 
produce ever more unreal products for touristic consumption. As such, Boorstin's prime concern is a 
critique of modern mores. Cohen describes these mores as resulting in a: " ... self-perpetuating system 
of illusions" (Cohen: 1988: 30). Cohen used Boorstin's thesis as the basis for his early typology of 
tourist roles discussed above (1972), but is critical of Boorstin's argument. 
MacCannell (1976, 1989) essentially turned Boorstin's argument around, arguing that 
tourists seek authenticity in their holiday experiences due to the meaningless and insignificance of 
their everyday lives. In other words, it was not the meaningless of everyday life that created a 
complimentary desire for kitsch replicated tourist experiences, but the desire to experience 
something meaningful as a fundamental motivation for modern tourism. And, according to Cohen, 
" ... The resulting inauthenticity of tourist experiences is hence, not a consequence of the tourist's 
superficial desire :.__ .he spurious and illusory, as Boorstin argued, but rather a structural 
consequence of the development of tourism." (Cohen: 1988: 34). Cohen criticises MacCannell for 
the same errors that characterised Boorstin's work for, after having discovered authenticity as a 
basic value, he goes on to ascribe such a quest to every tourist (Cohen: 1988: 36/7). Gottlieb (1982) 
however, argued for an 'emic' view of authenticity, bemoaning both Cohen's and MacCannell's 
view that tourist experiences can be 'meaningless', or based on 'false consciousness' arguing rather 
that research should; " ... proceed(s) from the premise that what the vacationer experiences is real, 
valid and fulfilling, no matter how 'superficial' it may seem to the social scientist." (Gottlieb: 1982: 
167). 
Gottlieb's argument is derived from the thesis of another 'foundational' theory of tourism 
experience, that developed by Turner (1973). Turner equated religious experiences with those of 
modern tourism and argued that the individual goes through three stages in ritual; I, separation, 
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both social and spatial; 2, liminality, a state where ordinary roles and status are suspended, and the 
individual undergoes a direct experience of the sacred and; 3, reintegration, where the individual is 
reintegrated into the social group, but with enhanced status. The spiritually based liminality became 
the secular and leisure-oriented "liminoid" (Cohen: 1988: 38). As opposed to the dumbed-down 
approach of Boorstin, and the seriousness-seeker of MacCannell, Turnerian tourists seek playfulness 
and escape giving access to valuable existential and/or social compensatory experiences. Gottlieb 
(1982) takes the viewpoint of social and symbolic anthropology and the language of tourists 
themselves to argue along the Turnerian lines of tourism as 'inversion' (1982: 1681170). According 
to Gottlieb, Americans invert their class-based everyday (including work) roles on their holidays to 
become 'peasants for a day' or 'Queen (King) for a day' (1982: 173), depending on the class of 
person and type of holiday they select. The two polar types represent respectively dissolution or 
accentuation of the social hierarchy, where higher class individuals seek to invert to lower class 
experiences, and the lower to middle class individuals seek to accentuate their status to a higher 
class and expect preferential treatment. Lett (1983), in an anthropological study of charter yacht 
tourism in the Caribbean, particularly the British Virgin Islands, used the Turnerian notion of 
liminality coupled with the ludic aspects of play to describe how the yachters invert their everyday 
roles, their behaviour becomes more playful, a free activity without material interest. 
Cohen makes the note that although all three of the approaches can be criticised along 
methodological grounds, their real benefit has been in inspiring traditions of research (Cohen: 
1988). In the tradition of the qualitative sociology of tourism, the concepts of 'experience', 
'behaviour' and 'motivation' are used as the foundations for developing understanding of the 
phenomenon. Despite the criticisms that can be leveled at these early contributions to the 
understanding of modem tourism, their currency has been achieved because they hold intuitive, 
commonsense appeal. The search for something different to the routines of daily life, the search for 
freedom and authenticity of experiences, the chances to play at being someone else (of higher or 
lower social position than ourselves), and the idea of an 'elective centre' that shapes our touristic 
roles (depending on our degree' ;, .ltegrationialienation from our own society) can all be readily 
applied and understood in everyday observations of tourism. There is little in all this early work 
however, that acknowledges the changing patterns (and experiences) of tourism behaviour. The 
emergence of mass visits to the Peak National Park, and the experiences, motivations and 
behaviours of these visitors, however, are not fixed in anyone, or a combination of these theories, 
and to understand 'day visitor' consumption experiences, it may be worth briefly assessing the 
socially constructed emergence of this type of activity in the Park. 
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2.6: 'Day visits' to the Peak National Park as socially constructed phenomena. 
Many factors led to the growth of leisure, recreation and tourism as we know it today. A 
general shift in population from an essentially rural environment to urban centres with the onset of 
the industrialisation process, the enclosure of land, the institutionalisation and organisation of work 
(in the factories), and leisure (imposing rules on ball games, the growth of working men's, and 
temperance clubs), shifts in religious practice, and technological innovations especially in transport 
systems were some of the major components of a rapidly changing society that established first the 
British coastal resorts, and later in the twentieth century, the international resorts as destinations for 
the masses (Cooper et al: 1998). These developments were supported by the Victorian 
'philanthropists' as a means of achieving both social control and greater productivity in the factories 
(Rojek: 1989), through the justification known as 'rational recreation'. Later, Government also 
provided support through legislation which reduced the working week, provided for paid holidays, 
and set up the general economic conditions that enabled the working classes to participate, through 
the increases in leisure time, in recreational pursuits and tourism activities (Clarke and Critcher, 
1985). Henry, (1993) provides a useful social chronology to the legitimisation of leisure over this 
period, beginning in 1790 with the suppression of popular recreations culminating in legislation 
such as the Bloodsports Act (1833) and the Enclosure Act (1836). The emphasis of the state in the 
suppression of 'disruptive' (1993: 24) leisure forms led to the formation of organisations to control 
working class free time activities. According to Henry, between 1840 and 1900 the state supported 
'improving' leisure forms. There was a massive increase in private expenditure in sports, and leisure 
facilities, From 1900 to the outbreak of Second World War, Henry notes that the state increasingly 
recognised leisure as a legitimate concern of government. The voluntary sector became 
institutionalised with the creation of the National Trust, and the development of organised interest 
groups led to the National Parks being set up. Leisure was increasingly tied into the Welfare 
services, as part of the community everyday needs, right up to the current era of free-market 
pluralism, and the marketisation of service provision (Henry: 1993). 
In terms of recreational access to the countryside, Seabrooke and Miles (1993) note that the 
historical developments are focused on conflict of land use allocation in England. Glyptis (1991) 
charts this conflict describing the campaign for access to the countryside in England, beginning with 
greater mobility through the widespread ownership of bicycles (the Cyclists' Touring Club was 
founded in 1878). Pressure was added in the first half of the twentieth century when car ownership 
exploded and urban systems began to sprawl. 
Mobility gains led to the less well off venturing into the countryside, and soon people were 
demanding freedom to roam, coming into contact with more established users, particularly in the 
Peak District, where walkers clashed with shooting interests. By the 1930's there were some Y2 
million regular country walkers, including 10,000 visiting the Peaks on summer weekends. Almost 
~ of the open moorland was enclosed in private ownership, and only used for a few weeks a year for 
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grouse shooting. This was indeed a poor state of access in an area where half the population lived 
within 80 Km (Glyptis: 1991). At the instigation of radical groups such as the British Workers' 
Sports Federation and the Ramblers' Rights Movement, mass trespass was encouraged and in the 
most famous, on Sunday 24th April 1932, several hundred trespassed Kinder Scout, part of the 
Duke of Devonshire's Estate. What motivated these mostly working-class people to fight for and 
eventually to gain greater access to the countryside was, according to Glyptis, the desire to escape 
the town. Glyptis argues that the desire was driven " ... by the urge to regain recreational access to 
land, which they perceived, had been lost to them - land which, prior to enclosure and the creation 
of private hunting grounds, had been largely open for public use." (Glyptis: 1991: 28). 
The Scott Report in 1942 (Committee on Land Utilisation in Rural Areas) made extensive 
comments on the future use of rural land for agriculture and recreation, which supported the notion 
that the best areas of countryside should be protected under a National Parks system on behalf of the 
nation. The Town and Country Planning Act of 1947 made scant reference to the countryside, 
ignoring the interdependence of town and country, and ignoring the issues raised by the Scott 
Report. The National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act (1949) represented the first statement 
of interest by Government in the safeguarding of parts of England and Wales countryside. Yet even 
this was half-hearted in light of the fact that the National Park authorities lacked autonomy, in all 
but one case, so despite national importance, the controlling interest in their administration was 
handed to local authorities whose role is ultimately to serve local interests. The spirit of the 1949 
Act was reinforced by the Countryside Act 1968, which provided further guidelines for designating 
and protecting more areas of countryside in A.O.N.B. 's (Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty) or 
S.S.S.1. 's (Sites of Special Scientific Interest). The Act also provided for the establishment of the 
Countryside Commission for England and Wales. The paradoxes still remain however, even despite 
this legislation, according to Seabrooke and Miles: 
"However, all this legislation contains an unresolved paradox which leads to a 
land dilemma revolving around the distinction between recreation (implying 
public participation and enjoyment) and preservation or conservation: >. tllying 
land use control even to the exclusion of recreation) and the extent to which the 
two are mutually exclusive. Official designations of outstandingly valuable 
countryside act as a powerful magnet to casual visitors as well as to those 
actively seeking the qualities which gave rise to the designation, thus subjecting 
the areas in question to greater pressure than they might otherwise attract. More 
recent legislation, the Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981, perpetuates this 
dilemma." 
(Seabrooke and Miles: 1993: 4). 
Glyptis (1991) argues that this dilemma is partially a result of the uniqueness of English 
and Welsh National Parks in that the designation in international contexts usually applies to 
wilderness areas, owned, where possible, by the state. The English and Welsh National Parks by 
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contrast are neither, being predominantly lived in landscapes with many competing uses, where 
ownership is spread between large institutions and small holders alike. 
In terms of the development of modern tourism as distinct from leisure, Graburn and Jafari 
(1991) argue that industrialisation and social revolution brought great changes in travel, leading to 
the commercialisation of tourism with Thomas Cook's organised tours. In the decades following the 
Second World War, holidays became an established feature of British life. Overseas travel grew with 
the introduction of the jet in 1952, but by the 1960's some critical analyses of tourism began to 
emerge (cf: Forster 1964). Urry (1990) provides further support for the rise in contemporary holiday 
making as a socially constructed phenomenon. He sees tourism as a leisure activity that is distinct 
from, and presupposes its opposite, work. 'Modern' societies separate and regularise social practices, 
and tourism is one manifestation of the fracturing of work and leisure (1990: 2). Tourist places and 
services are 'consumed' because they provide pleasurable experiences that are different from those 
encountered in everyday life. It is because of this difference from the normal environment that Urry 
claims modern tourism can be interpreted as a tourist 'gaze' (1990: 1): 
"The tourist gaze is directed to features of landscape and townscape which 
separate them off from everyday experience. Such aspects are viewed because 
they are taken to be in some sense out of the ordinary. The viewing of such 
tourist sights often involves different forms of social patterning, with a much 
greater sensitivity to visual elements of landscape or townscape than is normally 
found in everyday life. People linger over such a gaze which is then normally 
visually objectified or captured through photographs, postcards, films, models 
and so on. These enable the gaze to be endlessly reproduced or recaptured." 
(Urry: 1990: 1). 
Although Urry recogmses that English people tend to have a preoccupation with the 
countryside as a bucolic vision of a peaceful and deferential past, it is now becoming an increasingly 
popular object of the tourist gaze in the postmodern age of tourism (1990: 96). However, this 
romanticised notion of the English countryside is itself a construction and in the light of recent rapid 
changes in the rural, agricultural economy, the tension between the reality and the constructed myth 
of the countryside is heightened. The rise in demand for rural recreation is, according to Urry 
powered by the service class, and is very much connected to particular notions of 'landscape'. 
Certain 'landscapes' are constructed so as to remove traces of its lived qualities, work and 
machinery, as well as other tourists, for the countryside is to be gazed upon and the idea of 
'landscape' suggests separation from others. Urry claims that this is what distinguishes post-modern 
recreational users of the countryside from the right to roam campaigns of the inter-war period where 
access was fought for on the grounds of actual physical experience - the protestors wanted to walk 
and climb the land, as opposed to see it (1990:98). In the post-modern sense, the countryside 
becomes a themed 'landscape' in contrast with modern emphases in its 'use', it has become a 
packaged, sanitised representation of rural life constructed and presented to visitors. As such 'real' 
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or 'authentic' meanings associated with the countryside appear ephemeral rather meanIngs are 
created and recreated, distorted, and fleeting. 
National Park landscapes can be understood in such an analysis as being the packaged, 
constructed, landscapes par excellence since they are characterised by very tight planning controls 
restricting development to vernacular styles where tolerated at all, or simply through the act of 
designation, which we have noted causes intense interest in (and statutory obligation to provide for) 
demand for recreational use (Peak National Park Local Plan framework document: 1995). Urry 
claims that National Parks landscapes are preserved and constructed to enable this 'gaze' on 
something that is removed from everyday life. Urry does not base his compelling arguments that 
account for this rise in recreational demand for the National Parks on any data from tourists or 
visitors themselves, and this notion of 'difference' and 'separation' from everyday life is not very 
well specified. For example, many people travel on holiday to the same places year after year, the 
structure of the tourism market is changing to incorporate many different types of experiences, and 
our knowledge of the global village is such that the idea of 'difference' or unfamiliarity is perhaps 
outdated. We are so experienced at being tourists, that perhaps this distance from everyday life is not 
such an overriding objective of our travel decision making. Certainly in the case of the Peak 
National Park, this notion of strangeness and unfamiliarity loses its significance in an explanatory 
capacity. In such a case, a better understanding of the meaning of 'day visits' may be yielded by 
research that seeks to describe how visitors experience these (types of) places themselves. However, 
this leaves open the question of how 'day visits' are to be viewed conceptually. 
2.7: 'Day visits' and everyday life. 
It is clear from the review above that leisure 'day visits', recreation activities and tourism 
share many fundamental characteristics. Tourism takes place in leisure time and can incorporate 
usual recreation activities. Smith and Godbey argue that much of the conceptual and empirical 
. ,earch that characterises recreation and leisure behaviours overlaps with tourism research (1991). 
There are no distinctions made in the literature between the everyday and the extraordinary leisure, 
recreation or tourism experience however. The definitions of 'day visit' or 'day visitor' do not 
include any notions of the experiences of those visitors. 'Day visits' are an increasingly important 
and economically valuable activity and have been conceived as being part of tourism, but separate 
since there is no overnight stay involved (cf: Smith: 1995). Tourism definitions are constructed out 
of notions of allocated 'time', distance traveled and overnight stay. However, these functional 
definitions can not take account of the more experiential nature of leisure, recreation and tourism 
experIences. 
It could be argued that recreation and leisure trips away from home that are less than a 24 
hour period in duration can not be classed as tourism. However the characteristics of the 'day visit" 
in the context of the Peak National Park, a national tourism destination, may contribute to the nature 
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of the experiences of day visitors. Consider the Park, a clearly delineated environment, spatially 
defined, of national importance, it is separated from the realm of the everyday, the normal, it is 
imbued with special qualities. 'Day visitors' then, can be seen as tourists, 'travelling' from 'outside' 
(or some other place) to 'consume' the 'resources' of the Park, using 'facilities', 'services', served 
by an 'industry', being 'managed'. These are all terms synonymous with those associated within the 
tourism literature describing a fully functioning tourism system (Burns and Holden: 1995). In 
addition, we noted that in the pilot study data, visitors could be heard to use the terms and notions of 
tourism studies to describe their behaviour. 
Yet, the pilot study revealed that the visitors do not refer to themselves or their behaviour 
as 'tourists' or 'day visitors'. However, 'day visits' can be conceptualised in terms of their position 
in everyday life. Qualitative approaches to leisure and tourism outlined above have been useful in 
providing experiential accounts of leisure and tourist experiences. Kelly points out that the a priori 
of leisure (and therefore recreation and tourism) is human action (1989), which is both existential 
and social, and involves meaning production. Kelly's socio-phenomenological conceptualisation of 
leisure identities and interactions (1983) provides a clear theoretical underpinning, is inclusive, and 
may help to identifY the range of experiential 'types' whether leisure, recreation or tourism in 'day 
visitor' experiences. Kelly (1989) noted that leisure not only contains meaning for individuals in 
society as part of human action, but also that leisure itself is meaning producing since role identities 
that individuals develop and define for themselves (as well as those role identities that are assigned 
by others in society at the individuals' taking of a role), influence the actions taken by individuals in 
leisure. The way that the roles are presented enable a social definition of an intended personal 
identity, and the role identity itself, or style of behaviour adopted by individuals (Kelly: 1983) to be 
constructed. The meanings of 'day visitor' experiences in the Peak National Park can be conceived 
to be structured by social interaction, and so 'day visits' could be clearly defined in terms of the 
meanings attributed by 'day visitors' in interaction (Kelly: 1983: 92). This provides a framework to 
investigate the meanings attributed to 'day visits' to the Peak Park by social actors, and the function 
of these meanings in terms of th .mtities that 'day visits' represent in personal terms to the 
participants, and present to other social actors as role identities. The ways that individuals in 
society ascribe definitions to leisure and tourism experiences offer a useful framework for the study 
of the everyday accomplishment of 'day visiting' behaviour in the Peak National Park. 
The more qualitative definitions of tourism have tended to focus more on the escape 
features of travelling experiences, or the quest for authentic experience, ascribing meanings and 
intentions to tourist activity and behaviour that may not be applicable to the lived experiences of 
tourists themselves (with the exception of Hamilton-Smith: 1987). Theories have been developed 
that seek to separate off tourism from other leisure activities as being 'special'. The travel element is 
the keystone of the physical separation, and the escape motive has been used to separate tourism 
from ideas about everyday life psychologically (as per Cohen's types of experiences above) and 
physically (after Urry: 1990). Whilst the travel element may hold some value for separation (and 
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there appears to be little in the field about aspects of the journey itself that may contribute to an 
understanding of tourism as distinct from other leisure), the notion of escape appears to be 
fundamentally problematic. Berger and Luckmann argue that reality is socially constructed and 
interpreted through the use of recipe, or a social stock of knowledge (1966). As such, everyday life 
for ordinary members of society is the paramount reality that is objectified and made sense of, 
through the use of everyday language. By constructing tourism experiences as dis-junctures, or 
breaks, or separations from everyday life, sociologists have created a shibboleth. By this it is meant 
that the notion is so ingrained in the doctrine of tourism studies yet it is so inconclusive and limited 
in terms of the experiences of actual tourists, that research has moved on to more achievable goals. 
By constructing tourism as an escape from everyday reality, such theories ignore the fact that not 
only are tourists bound to the paramount reality of everyday life, they are also bound by the necessity 
of referring back to the social stock of knowledge to describe and order their experiences of being a 
tourist. In such a conceptualisation, tourism experiences, and descriptions of motives and behaviour, 
may be argued to be wholly rooted within the structure and boundaries of the paramount, everyday, 
social reality. It is in this way that terms such as 'tourist', 'escape', or 'getting away from it all' 
become ingrained in everyday use, and are used and called upon by tourists in describing their 
touristic experiences. Tourism can be conceived as being a different, but vital part of everyday life, 
and reality in Western society, our wealth of experience at travelling for business and pleasure 
enable us to refer back and recreate meanings and values for a visit, that can be presented as 
typified. Hence the notions of tourism and 'being a tourist' become to have significance for ordinary 
members of society. A brief example can be provided to demonstrate this point. 
McKercher (1996) found that recreational users make value judgments as to the nature and 
quality of, not only their own experiences, but also those of tourists. In particular, recreational users 
appeared to hold negative views of tourists, an issue that shall be revisited later on the thesis. 
However, the fact that the terms (leisure, recreation and tourism) are used in everyday life means 
that they are also constructs used by members of ordinary society as well as academics in a 
theoretical sense. Now, sociological analys. ,at were described earlier are not primarily based 
upon the terms and categories of visitors, or tourists themselves, but on powerful, interpreted 
analyses of observed patterns of behaviour. And so these issues about the use of terms by visitors 
themselves, may not be a central problem. It is an issue that may have a bearing on this thesis 
considering its aim to investigate the status of the talk used by 'day visitors' to describe their 
activities and behaviour themselves. If for example, the term 'tourist' has a negative connotation 
amongst ordinary members of society, this could have consequences for how visitors categorise their 
own behaviour. Through the adoption of a definition of 'day visits' as 'human action', and therefore 
oriented towards some future object, producing meaning for individuals, a broad platform can be 
used to allow a whole range of different types of experiences to be included into the framework of 
analysis as used by visitors themselves. 
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However, as noted earlier, definitions of tourism and leisure are based on analyses of 
motivation and behaviour. Such a statement implies that the motivations and behaviour of social 
actors in leisure, recreation and tourism, are useful concepts in determining the nature of the 
phenomena studied. The next chapter will review the various ways that leisure, recreation and 
tourism behaviour are conceived (and in particular behaviour as motivated action) in the literature 
and will discuss some of the issues raised above as they appear to have been developed within the 
different approaches. 
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"However, in general our understanding of the goals either implicit or explicit in recreational 
behavior is very poor. All to often, blind apparently, to the high crowding levels at many rural 
recreation sites and the "urbanised" character of many resorts, researchers mask their ignorance of 
the motivational forces involved with blanket phrases such as "the need for rural solitude" and so on. 
The early emphasis on wilderness recreation, I would suggest, has resulted in an overemphasis on 
the importance of the aesthetic need in recreational behavior, particularly as it relates to the day-
tripper. " 
(Mercer: 1971: 263) 
Chapter 3. 
'Day visitor' experiences as consumption activity. 
3.1: Introduction. 
This quote from Mercer almost three decades ago, neatly encapsulates some of the issues 
surrounding the touristic or leisure experiences of visitors to the Peak National Park as identified 
from the pilot data in chapter one and the tourism literature in the previous chapter. Essentially, 
Mercer's problem is that theory that has been developed to explain tourist motives, appears to 
disregard the apparent anomalies between the stated motives given by tourists and the scale of tourist 
activity in places like national parks, which he describes as 'urbanised'. In the same way the pilot 
study data discussed in chapter 1 identified that visitors motives appeared to be anomalous to the 
character of the places that they visited. The issue could be described as concerning the theory about 
motives for tourism and leisure (although the tourism motivation literature is the most developed and 
so the focus is placed on tourism literature). In the previous chapter discussion ended on an appraisal 
of the experiential leisure and tourism definitions. Studies in the sociology of tourism were based on 
assumptions on the motivations for, and meanings that experiences held, for members of society. 
Motivation and analyses of experiences and behaviour can also be conceived from other perspectives 
as t ,umption' activity. This chapter assesses the ways in which leisure and tourism experiences, 
and behaviour and in particular, 'motivation' has been conceived as consumption. 
In terms of the structure of the chapter, the first section describes the rationality of consumer 
behaviour, explaining how the theory developed as an academic discipline out of the classic 
economic theories of demand, and how different academic disciplines became integrated into the 
theory. The different paradigms within consumer behaviour are outlined, as are the major concepts 
that form the research canon of consumer behaviour theory in tourism. Propositions concerning the 
nature of 'day visitor' consumer behaviour are proposed to demonstrate the possible differences and 
complexities of developing research in the subject from this approach. The notion of 'motivation' as 
a pivotal concept in the consumer theory in tourism literature is problematised. The following 
sections return to the theories developed within sociology and geography as attempts to explain 
motivation and behaviour for leisure and tourism. 
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3.2: The rationality of consumption. 
Consumer behaviour theory is rooted in the idea of rational utility. In this view, demand is 
treated as concerning economic cues to behaviour, whereby, humans are rational and make 
calculations regarding the amount of benefit or utility they will obtain from a purchase towards 
satisfying their needs (Bull: 1991). Consumer behaviour theory examines this activity far more 
closely, integrating the economic approach with the psychological and sociological influences in 
behaviour. In an early review of the consumer behaviour literature, Lunn identified that the theory 
had developed out of three theoretical approaches. The 'a priori' approach, where researchers had 
attempted to fit previously developed theoretical frameworks to consumer behaviour; the 'empirical' 
approach, which attempted to derive laws and knowledge from observations of patterns and 
regularities in behaviour (marketing research approach); and, the 'eclectic' approach, which 
attempted to include the major strengths of both the above (Lunn: 1974: 39-41). The theory was 
concerned with providing a systematic structure for the field of study and the need for this type of 
theory was to make explicit, assumptions that had been made about consumers often without 
foundation (Howard and Sheth: 1969). A distinguishing feature was the attempted synthesis of the 
theories, concepts and findings of the behavioural sciences and marketing research, and the earliest 
comprehensive model was that developed by Howard and Sheth (1969) in their treatise on the theory 
of buyer behaviour. The main characteristics are briefly; 
1. The focal point is the consumer, whose internal processes are viewed as a system. 
2. The core of the decision process is seen as matching products to consumer's motives. 
3. The choice criteria can be viewed from two standpoints; the extent of the possession of attributes; 
and the value ofthe attributes to the consumer. 
4. Two crucial and related concepts are the 'product class' and 'evoked set of brands'. The product 
class is the set of brands that are broadly substitutable for motives, and the evoked set is the varying 
amount of alte.___ ves considered. 
5. Perceptual processes figure extensively, including arousal, directive, value of motives, ambiguity 
of commercial stimulus, perceptual bias. 
6. Emphasis on the importance of feedback In the process, where the purchase act and usage 
experience can inform predispositions. 
(Howard and Sheth: 1969, Lunn:1974) 
Howard and Sheth considered the dynamics of the process in terms of the extent of problem solving 
(extensive, limited, or routinized) in the decision process. Howard (1974) says that 'confidence' is a 
central construct in explaining buyer behaviour. It is not an observable phenomenon, but rather is an 
idealistic construct: 
"Subjective certainty-his state of feeling sure-in making his judgment of the 
quality of a particular brand". 
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(Howard: 1974: 161). 
Howard argues that the construct can be viewed in tenns of the 'dis-equilibrium' of needs that causes 
an information search and evaluation until equilibrium returns and the purchase can be satisfactorily 
made on the basis of this confidence built on knowledge. However compelling the case for 
'confidence' as a construct based on knowledge of the product/service/ or even place, attempts to put 
rational, economic value on the construct appear unconvincing. 
The Howard-Sheth type is only one of a range of consumer behaviour model. Chisnall 
(1995) in his review of consumer behaviour models, describes; logical-flow models, or decision 
process models; monadic models; the psychoanalytic model; the perceived risk model; the 'black 
box' models; and subjective verbal models. The Howard-Sheth type model is most comprehensive in 
it's inclusion of many constructs and variables deemed relevant. 
East (1997) identifies three different paradigms in consumer behaviour; the cognitive 
approach (purchases are seen as problem solving decisions); the reinforcement approach 
(consumption is learned behaviour); and habit (the routine production of behaviour in particular 
contexts). East argues that consumer behaviour paradigms can be ordered from an analysis of 
different types of consumption. He differentiates between important purchases which are usually 
novel or infrequent buys, therefore 'high involvement', such as holidays or cars (the cognitive). 
Repetitive consumption is where buys are made again and again, such as supermarket purchases, 
therefore, 'low involvement' (the behavioural). And involuntary consumption, such as petrol for the 
car, or banking services, where we may not have much choice in the actual consumption of these 
goods, there is usually a choice of brands (the behavioural). 
East argues that the cognitive paradigm focuses on consumer decisions that rest on ideas, 
information, evaluation, and so the manager can provide information and persuasion. Assael (1987), 
describes consumers decision-making as a process beginning with need arousal, information 
processing, brand evaluation, purchase, post-purchase evaluation. This approach assumes systematic 
decision making among consumers and East claims that this limits the value of the approach, since it 
seems more suitable for one-off decisions rather than repeat buying behaviour. The reinforcement 
paradigm focuses on the way behaviour is modified by the environment, whereby managerial control 
is achieved through changing the consumer's situation. This approach is less useful for explaining 
complex behaviour that is built on a variety of past experience. The habit paradigm focuses on 
established patterns of behaviour, which is rapidly mobilised in response to relevant stimuli in the 
situation. Here behaviour is understood in association with particular stimuli, which, once identified 
can be used to elicit behaviour. 
This rational utility approach was used as a framework for analysing recreational behaviour 
as a five-phase process (Clawson and Knetsch: 1966). It has also been used to explain tourism 
demand, and has been applied to countryside recreation demand (Mathieson and Wall: 1982, and 
Coppock and Duffield: 1975 respectively). In terms of tourism consumer behaviour theory Moutinho 
(1987) developed and adapted the general theory that highlighted the specific characteristics of the 
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purchase of tourism 'products'. Ryan (\ 991) states that tourism products are not typical of the usual 
consumer processes because they are not physical purchases, but rather the ultimate intangible good. 
The consumer gains little of real benefit for what is essentially a major purchase apart from 
photographs and souvenirs which in themselves serve only as an evocation of memory. Unlike other 
major purchases, the consumer pays a substantial amount of money on trust, or without really 
knowing what the experience will entail and what satisfaction will derive from it. Consumers spend a 
large portion of the year 'anticipating' the holiday. They begin the selection, planning, information-
gathering, and saving process, as a way of seeing them through the dark months of winter. 
In terms of leisure behaviour, Zuzanek and Mannell (1983), investigated the relationships 
between work and leisure and proposed four hypotheses, where individuals are perceived as having a 
choice between doing more work or having more free time. Although some researchers have noted 
that modem society can place various temporal constraints on individuals, the groups with the highest 
participation levels noted time constraints most. However, tourism also faces much competition from 
other leisure activities that require some travel, but no other elements such as accommodation 
(Ryan: 1991: 22). 
Middleton proposes a stimulus-response model of tourism consumer behaviour (1994). The 
buyer characteristics and the decision process are grouped around the central motivating focus of 
needs, wants, and goals, with three interacting elements which will determine the consumers' 
disposition to act in certain ways. Middleton suggests that these can act as either constraints upon 
purchase decisions, or reinforce motivation. These are demographic/economiC/social positions that 
act as limits within which the motivations and buyer behaviour are cited. Psychographic attributes 
such as personality traits that indicate the type of person the buyer are, for example, confident or 
diffident, assertive or submissive. Finally, attitudes, which may be a conscious or unconscious stance 
taken about knowledge and beliefs about products as well as people. These can be broadly grouped 
'into 'lifestyles'. Motivation is the dynamic process in the model, and bridges the gap between felt 
need and the decision to act (as well as buyer's characteristics). However, motivations may be 
influenced through marketing , ___ .. ions, especially in the product design, and in the ways that 
products are presented to prospective buyers (Middleton: 1994:56). Research about consumer 
behaviour in tourism is therefore directed towards attitudes, psychological profiling and socio-
economic characteristics. 
3.3: Key concepts in consumer behaviour in leisure, recreation and tourism. 
3.3.1: Choice and decision making. 
There is much documented research focusing on particular aspects of the tourist decision 
making process. Tourists make decisions based on a range of internal factors and external influences. 
Internal factors include perception, image of a destination, perceived benefits, and motivation. 
External influences include social status, price, lifestyle factors, stage in the family life-cycle, social. 
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economic and political factors. Great attention has been given to the actual processes involved in the 
travel decision focusing on the set of choices available to the consumer and the range and class of 
products that make up this range of choices. Some studies consider the extent of problem solving in 
the decision making process for different products, or the level, and nature, of information search 
(Fodness and Murray: 1997; Vogt and Fesenmaier: 1998). 
Dimanche and Havitz (1994) note that a large portion of research is devoted to segmentation 
and description of tourists, rather than to understanding behavior or experiences. In the main, 
research has therefore been concerned with specific aspects of the decision process in the tourism 
context. For example, the relationships between perceptions of, and preferences for, destinations in 
destination choices (Driscoll, Lawson and Niven: 1994; Goodrich: 1978; Woodside and Lysonski: 
1989; Gitelson and Kerstetter: 1994; and, Sirakaya et af: 1996). The types of decision made by 
different groups, and satisfaction levels (Van Raaij and Francken: 1984); family travel behaviour and 
management implications (Michie: 1986); attitude determinants in relation to the travel decision (Urn 
and Crompton: 1990); and a set of propositions related to choice sets and destination selection 
decisions (Crompton and Ankomah: 1993). Mayo and Jarvis (1981) differentiated between routine 
decision making and extensive decision making in the leisure travel decision process. Mayo and 
Jarvis also go on to describe 'impulse decisions', not considered in advance, but unplanned and often 
stimulated by external factors. 
Some conceptual development work has also been found in the literature, for example the 
typology of pleasure trips proposed by Lue, Crompton and Fesenmaier (1993), and the econometric 
modeling of destination choice by Morley (1994). Other related research that may be applied to 
tourism decision processes include a choice sets model of retail selection (Spiggle and Sewall: 1987), 
the perceived attractiveness of destinations (Kim: 1998), and the effects of prior knowledge and 
experience related to the phase of choice process (Bettman and Park: 1980). Mcwilliams and 
Crompton (1997) found that destination advertising affected low involvement decisions as well as 
high involvement travel decisions. 
Within this literature it is evident tha choice process in tourist consumer behaviour has 
been conceptualised from four different perspectives. Firstly, as a cognitive process involving 
perception, needs, stimuli, expectations and satisfaction. As a reasoned action determined by attitude 
influenced by social groups; as an economic activity involving notions of utility; and as a leisure 
participation embedded in notions of competency, destination attributes and intrinsic arousal (Urn and 
Crompton: 1990: 458). 
3.3.2: 'Involvement' and 'commitment'. 
Dimanche and Havitz (1994) in their review of the current literature in consumer behaviour, 
identified four topic areas that appear prevalent in the study of consumer behaviour in tourism and 
recreation contexts; ego involvement, loyalty and commitment, family decision making, and novelty 
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seeking. They argue that of the four topics reviewed, the 'involvement' variable has been the subject 
of most research, and is recognised as a significant variable in the consumer behaviour literature. 
Havitz and Dimanche (1990) in their discussion of the literature admit from the outset that the 
construct has not been well specified, and lacks operational definitions, although they do say that 
advances have been made in the study of involvement. At first conceived as a uni-dimensional 
construct, researchers have now successfully argued that involvement is a multi-faceted construct 
including; importance facets; pleasure facets; sign value facets; and risk facets. Havitz and Dimanche 
propose a definition of involvement as: 
"Involvement is a psychological state of motivation, arousal, or interest between 
an individual and recreation activities, tourist destinations, or related equipment, 
at one point in time, characterised by the perception of the following elements: 
importance, pleasure value, sign value, risk probability, and risk consequences." 
(Havitz and Dimanche: 1990: 184). 
Mcintyre (1989) takes a different view, using the consumer behaviour notions of 'high' and 
'low' involvement in a product or activity as a continuum. Mcintyre is concerned with the notion of 
'enduring' involvement (169) and tries to measure this on a twelve-point scale related to campers in 
Australia. Clement and Josaim (1995) found that there was a relationship between involvement and 
the decision to take a spring break by American students. Buchanan (1985) states that commitment 
requires consistent, or focused behaviour, and is a function of "side-bets" (403). Commitment also 
involves some degree of affective attachment to the goals and values of a role, activity or 
organisation. Buchanan argues that commitment to activities can be linked to leisure social worlds, in 
that the higher the level of commitment, the more active involvement in memberships of social 
organisations that coalesce around spheres of interest or involvement in activities. Within these 
institutions there will be one or more small groups of people that set the standards for attitudes and 
behaviours in the activity. Buchanan says that commitment has not been adequately integrated into 
leisure behaviour research (although Selin and Howard did some later work on ego-involvement in 
leisure, 1988). 
However, commitment to travel in general, as a way of life, or to destinations, appears to 
have been virtually neglected by research, as does 'commitment' or 'involvement' in regard to 
particular activities that are conducive to incorporation into a holiday package or setting, such as 
cycling or walking holidays. 
3.3.3: 'Loyalty' and 'novelty'. 
Much of the research on loyalty in tourism and recreation has focused on measurement and 
conceptual issues, as in the study of 'involvement'. The early work did not generally distinguish 
between loyalty and commitment, and uses of different terms was a problem, researchers used 
attitudinal and behavioural measures inconsistently and interchangeably (Dimanche and Havitz: 
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1994). Four types of behavioural loyalty measures have been used in consumer research; sequence of 
brand purchase; proportion of brand purchase; probabi lity of purchase; and corn binations of the three. 
The attitudinal component is even more complex and is often ignored as it is often confused with 
commitment. There has been too little research in tourism and each used different scales (Dimanche 
and Havitz: 1994). 
The concept of novelty seeking is not new in tourism research. In theoretical terms, novelty 
or the discontinuation of routine, leads to high arousal states, and tourists are conceived as seeking 
new experiences that provide new sources of stimulation. Novelty is often cited as a key motivation 
factor for tourism, and there appears to be a difference between tourists going on novel trips and 
those going on familiar trips. The novel tourists spend more money, and seek more advice. This 
research in tourism is traced back to Cohen (l972) and Plog (l974) and the more experiential 
definitions of behaviour that were reviewed in the previous chapter. Recent research by Currie (1997) 
takes a conceptual approach to the development of a pleasure behaviours framework based on the 
liminoidlliminal behaviours theory outlined earlier. 
3.3.4: Family roles. 
Family decision making has received relatively little attention from leisure and tourism 
researchers despite its importance in consumer behaviour literature (Jenkins: 1978). Much of the 
family work has focused on the effects of leisure on family cohesion, gender roles, and perceptions of 
fun and work, and so leisure serves as an independent variable in this research. In contrast the 
primary contribution of consumer research is to do research where leisure is the dependent variable 
and gender roles etc become independent variables. The authors argue: 
"This type of research is vitally important. For example, knowing who makes the 
decision about travel destinations in a household, and which family members 
influence this decision could contribute greatly to the effectiveness of 
communication strategies and other marketing decisions". 
(Dimanche and Havitz: 1994: 50). 
The role of children is becoming increasingly important as they are future consumers but also they 
have influence in the family decision and they have some discretionary income, and this also means 
that stage in the family life cycle is important. 
3.3.5: 'Perception' and 'image'. 
Some of the earliest work considered the role of perception in the recreation experience 
(Mercer: 1971). Chon (1990) states that the role of behavioural analyses of tourism is to understand 
the psychological forces that motivate the traveler, that influence the various decisions about travel 
that they make, and that determine the level of satisfaction. Chon reviews the role of the destination 
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image in tourism literature, and presents a traveler satisfaction/dissatisfaction model based on this 
literature. In his review Chon identifies that research has focused on; the influence of destination 
image in traveler satisfaction; the role of the destination image in buying behaviour; the change in 
destination image; the formation and modification of image; destination image assessment and 
measurement and; the role of a destination image and tourism development (1990). 
The central claims of these studies are that destination image plays a critical role in the 
individual's travel purchase decisions. Further, that people rate satisfactory experiences against 
previously held images or perceptions of destinations, and therein lies the importance of this type of 
research for marketing of destinations (Echtner and Brent-Ritchie: 1991; Jenkins: 1999). Fakeye and 
Crompton (1991) conceived destination image as evolving from organic, through to, induced image, 
and on to a complex image. These stages were linked to the functions of promotion (informative, 
persuasive, reminding) which were tested on prospective, first time, and repeat visitors to the Rio 
Grande Valley in Texas. McKay and Fesenmaier (1997) attempted to demonstrate how the visual 
element of advertising influences the individual's image of destinations with some positive results. 
3.4: Relationships between tourism, leisure and recreation behaviour. 
Ryan (1994) applied some leisure behaviour concepts to tourism behaviour. Although his 
study was concerned with aspects of service quality, it was unusual in that it noted parallels being 
made between leisure activities and tourist consumer behaviour. Ryan states that there is a difference 
between notions of 'fun' and 'leisure', the former is qualitative, surface-behaviour, being silly, 
growing out of an activity, purposeless, unique (not everyday) (1994: 295). 'Leisure' is more serious, 
institutionalised, involving choice, and so by implication, pre-meditated, and so analyses of leisure 
have tended to delete the fun and spontaneous enjoyment from them. Tourism literature has tended to 
focus on determinants of holiday choice and behaviour. In accounting for the lack of cohesion 
between the two fields Ryan attributes that the organisation of academic departments is to blame, but 
als", ;..~~,.e may be a distinct difference between the leisure activities undertaken as part of daily life, 
with those of holiday leisure experiences. However, Ryan argues that this view ignores examples 
such as visiting friends and relatives, and Timeshare holidays, where familiarity and lack of risk are 
deemed to be determinative of behaviour. The concepts drawn from leisure studies that could be 
useful to tourism studies are listed as the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum (Butler: 1991), the notion 
of 'involvement' (see above), and amongst others motivation, especially when the concepts of 
boredom and frustration are considered. Ryan argues that motivation for leisure and tourism is the 
source of the most overlap in leisure and tourism behaviours. 
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3.5: Criticisms of the rational approach. 
Brent Ritchie (1996) produced a thorough revIew of tourism marketing research, its 
achievement and shortcomings. Brent Ritchie lists the areas that have gained critical mass, or 
theoretical or insightful rigor as: tourism marketing/market research; market segmentation; travel 
motivation; models of decision making/ consumer choice; information acquisition and processing; 
macro travel statistics; scaling and attitude/perception measurement; destination image measurement; 
analysis and forecasting demand. The shortcomings of tourism marketing research are identified as: 
findings ignore the notion of bounded rationality in decision making models; there is a lack of 
empirical motivation research fmdings; there is inadequate attention to the context of decision 
making, focus on the quality of service rather than the quality of experience. 
In terms of motivation, Brent Ritchie argues that the strengths have been made in theory 
development but that the theory has been unable to be statistically or empirically validated due to 
difficulties involv}ng: " .... the unwillingness or inability of travellers to articulate their exact 
motives." (Brent Ritchie: 1996: 64). Further, research uses recollection measures, after the fact, 
which may bear little relation to actual pre-purchase motivations. There is little linkage between push 
and pull factors in a predictive framework. 
The rationality paradigm has been criticised as being too simplistic, in that the empiricist 
approach used cannot effectively measure potential or deferred demand, but merely actual tourist 
demand (Mathieson and Wall: 1982:16). Also technological, social and psychological developments 
will influence tourism behaviour in the form of demand (Middleton: 1994), and Urry (1995) claims 
that there are fundamental social limits to growth, not limited by supply, but by the immense costs of 
congestion and overcrowding, and conflicts of interest (1995: 132). Consumption then, becomes 
relational and there is coerced competition where; one person consumes at the expense of others; 
satisfaction is relative; and consumption confers social status or good taste (Urry: 1995: 135). 
Mansfield argues that most researchers have developed and applied a probabilistic approach, 
-based or. ~_tdom-utility theory, which assumes a degree of uncertainty. Information can at best 
present a picture of the probability of acquiring a given utility at a potential destination, where 
utilities are composed of both rational and irrational components (Mansfield: 1992). Tourist travel 
involves elements of uncertainty, such as climatic conditions and the quality of services and facilities 
(Mathieson and Wall: 1982:26), so it is clear that demand for leisure, recreation and tourism is not 
purely governed by economic rationality, although the key assumptions have been widely applied to 
the study of these phenomena. 
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3.6: Propositions regarding the nature of the 'day visit' as consumption 
behaviour. 
Based on an analysis of the rationality theory of tourism and leisure behaviour, as well as 
initial observations gathered on field study visits to the Peak National Park and the pilot study 
interviews, some propositions can be developed to demonstrate the issues of relevance later to this 
thesis. 
Mode of transport issues do not receive consideration in the consumer behaviour theory for 
tourism, All the respondents in the pilot study for example traveled to the Peak National Park by 
private car. Due to the transport infrastructure in the Park (i.e. limited bus routes and train stations), 
travel decisions for day visits are more likely to be influenced by mode of transport, and availability 
of public transport for non-car owners, than for usual tourist decision making, where transport is 
often organised as a part of the itinerary. It is proposed that transport or access issues may influence 
the decision making processes of 'day visitors', and also perhaps tourist decisions, such as flight 
times to destinations, or even fear of flying, for example. In very general terms the analysis of the 
pilot study data suggested that visitors to each of the locations can be broadly classified according to 
where they live, or according to activity. It may be possible to suggest that relationships exist 
between the places that the people live in and the places that they visit on 'day visits' as well as other 
variables such as purpose of trip. Pearce (1995) argues that analyses of tourism flows can help 
identify key indicators of demand for tourism in regions of the world or on a more local level. 
Oppermann (1994) modelled tourist flows in Malaysia and found that demand could be explained by 
the spatial distribution of nodes of access and entry/exit points within the country. 
Fourteen out of sixteen respondents had visited the same place on a previous occasion. Often 
visitors had known about the destination for many years. Visitors had in many instances been to the 
destination as a child on a family trip. Repeat visitors used prior knowledge as the only information 
for the decision, but first time visitors (interviews 4 and 9) used a guide-book and information 
provided through a friend (a leaflet) aille inti .ion tool. The cognitive decision making literature 
asserts that individual's behaviour is driven by information searching and processing (Assael: 1987; 
East: 1997) in order to solve problems (Howard and Sheth: 1969). The tourism product is usually 
conceived as a 'shopping' good (Middleton: 1994), requiring extensive problem solving, a large 
information search, and detailed decision. It is possible to propose that day visits as a cognitive 
process may be different than those for tourism decisions, and that the decision may be more 
comparable to the routinized decision making of more convenience goods. 
Related to the extent of prior knowledge and repeat visiting is the concept of 'confidence' 
(Sheth: 1974). Prior knowledge of a destination could be hypothesised to provide 'day visitors' with 
'confidence' in a number of ways. Confidence in individuals' ability to get to the destination, 
confidence in the knowledge ofthe facilities or general attributes of the destination, confidence in the 
expected outcome of the visit. The construct 'confidence' could be conceived as an indicator of a lack 
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of risk associated with the decision for a 'day visit'. In the interviews respondents do not talk of 
'confidence' but of 'knowing' about how to get to the place, about it's qualities, attractions, 
attributes. Research should consider that there is a strong possibility that prior knowledge leads to 
confidence, and may affect the decision making processes of 'day visitors' and perhaps tourists too 
(Bettman and Park: 1980). 
The pilot study data revealed that 'day visits' to the Peak National Park were not planned in 
as much detail as other tourist trips. In some cases decisions were made on a spontaneous basis on the 
day of the visit (interviews 2 and 16 are good examples). In a society that is increasingly dom inated 
by rapid access to information, such as Teletext and the Internet, as well as individuals increasing 
knowledge, and expertise in holiday-taking, it may no longer be possible to assume that tourist 
decisions are the result of extensively planned and anticipated processes over long periods of time 
(Mansfield: 1990). 
Visits were made most often with family members, and/or spouses. None of the interviewees 
was visiting the Park unaccompanied. Eight out ofthe sixteen interviews were conducted with people 
who were bringing children for a visit. Four visitors were travelling with spouses. The travel decision 
is very rarely an individual event (Mitchie: 1986), attention should be given to the dynamics of 
family decision making in future studies. This is so not only in the 'day visitor' context but also in 
the wider travel decision making research programme. There is no consideration given in the tourist 
consumer behaviour literature in terms of empirical studies of the roles of different family members 
in the decision making process. Decisions may be made for the 'good' of the children, or in order to 
give them 'something to do' in the school holiday times, or parents may be persuaded by children to 
go On leisure days out or even holidays. The ways in which these types of decisions are made are a 
rich potential source of data to the consumer behaviour analyst, and may help understand tourist 
behaviour as a process of negotiation, deliberation, and family considerations over individual 
preferences which are lacking from the literature at present. 
Prevailing weather conditions were a powerful influencing factor in the decision making 
process, three quarters of the respondenKdtoothe we}' as a determinant in the decision to make a 
day visit that day. This factor may be attributed to the time of year (May), but it certainly signifies a 
heavily weather dependent product and/or, a range of activities that are weather dependent. Sekulic 
and Ilic (1997) considered the impact of climate and biological quality in the Adriatic on tourist 
motivations, finding that environmental quality does affect motivation. 
From a very brief assessment of the rational approach to tourism and leisure behaviour, there 
appears to be various concepts that could be relevant to the study of 'day visits' to the Peak National 
Park. However, it was noted previously that responses from the pilot study data about motivation for 
'day visits' provided a catalyst for the development of the study and the next section looks in more 
detail at the various approaches to the theory of motivation for leisure, and tourism behaviours. 
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3.7: 'Motivation' and leisure/tourism consumer behaviour. 
Motivation theory as an idea underpinning action was operationalised as a set of 'needs' by 
Murray (1938) and gained currency after the work of Maslow (1943). Without going into all the 
details of the 'hierarchy of needs', it is necessary to state here that the theory entailed a logical 
progression in a five stage hierarchy from basic human needs of food and shelter though a series of 
stages that concluded with the pinnacle of 'self-actualization'. Ryan notes that up until Maslow, 
psychology had been concerned with the study of abnormal behaviors, and that Maslow's 
contribution was that to understand psychological health, normative behaviour also should be 
analyzed (1997). Witt and Wright, in a thorough review of Maslow's work, claim that Maslow 
himself had concerns about the applicability of the theory to work motivation, let alone tourist 
motivation (Witt and Wright: 1992). However, the popularity of the theory in tourism studies is 
probably due to its simplicity for non-psychologists and it is today almost ubiquitous in consumer 
studies, marketing and, leisure and tourism texts (Cooper et al: 1998). The theory lacks empirical 
support in the field of leisure and tourism however. The only published work found that used the 
theory as a framework for the analysis of tourism motivation was Pearce and Caltabiano (1983), who 
inferred travel motives from tourists experiences, and a study that used a combined approach to 
demonstrate four domains of motivation for visitors to festivals (Crompton and McKay: 1997). 
Possibly the earliest contribution specific to the motivation for travel, in particular leisure 
travel, was the work of Plog (1977). Based on in-depth interviews about destination preferences in 
the U.S.A., Plog developed a typology of travellers along a continuum in which all citizens could be 
included. Plog defined the extreme types as 'psychocentric' (people who did not travel very far, and 
kept to things that they knew) and 'allocentric' (people who were curious about other places, and 
adventurous), with the majority falling into the 'midcentric' range. Plog's theory was indeed useful as 
a general classification, but in operational terms, travel is supremely more complex than the model 
allows. Travellers have different motivations for different trips, and the model could not account for 
the changing nature of tourist destination preferences (Cooper et al: 1998). Althou~' . Ie theory 
developed by Plog was not grounded in the notions of homeostatic theories, the analysis was heavily 
interpretive. Madrigal (1995) studied whether there was a theoretical relationship between personal 
values and Plog's model of traveller personality type. His work suggests that Plog's personality types 
can be conceptualised within the broad motivational perspective, the values of 'self-fulfillment' and 
'accomplishment', both internal motivators, were related to allocentrism, and the results also 
supported the value of 'security' as being important to psychocentrics. 
In terms of social psychology, the major contribution to the theory of motivation for leisure 
and tourism must be the work of Iso-Ahola (1980), that built on the notion of intrinsic motivation 
developed by Oeci, linked to a level of optimal arousal. The ensuing academic discussion that 
followed with Oann made a lasting impression on the study of tourism motivation, and serves as a 
useful context for the major issues in the debate in sociology, psychology and social psychology. 
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Dann conceived the 'push' and 'pull' factors of tourist motivation as deriving from "anomie" and 
"ego-enhancement" (1977, 1981), as opposed to Iso-Ahola's analysis of the individual 'escaping' and 
'seeking' based on environment and stimulation levels (1980, 1982. Also see Mannell and Iso-Ahola: 
1987). Mansfield has argued against this apparent link between the 'escape' from a mundane or urban 
environment associated with everyday life, coupled with a 'seeking' that is based on either 
destination attributes or a compensation mechanism on the basis of a lack of supporting evidence 
(1992). Although Dunn Ross and Iso-Ahola (1991) explored the links between motivation and 
satisfaction, and found that seeking and escaping dimensions were important motives and satisfaction 
factors, with seeking factors being more significant (1991: 284). Moore, Cushman and Simmons state 
that the argument may be terminological since the psychological literature views the external event, 
especially stimuli associated with goal objectives, as incentive motivation in any case (1995: 72). 
Despite these theoretical debates, motivation has retained its primacy as an explanatory construct: 
"An analysis of the motivational stage (which generates the whole (tourist) 
process) can reveal the way in which people set goals for their destination choice 
and how these goals are then reflected in both their choice and travel behaviour". 
(Mansfield: 1992:401). 
Pearce developed the concept of a 'career travel ladder' (1993) that built on the notion that 
stages in the life cycle held value in determining the motivation for leisure travel, which was drawn 
from the notions of family life cycle developed by Rappoport and Rappoport (1975). Pearce argued 
that at different stages of the life cycle, individuals were motivated by different factors that would 
influence their travel choices and decisions. Pearce later extended this analysis to claim that 
motivations can change within the one holiday experience (1993). Gray proposed a simplified 
motivational theory based on two main determinants, 'wanderlust' and 'sunlust' (1979) based on the 
type of experiences sought by travelers. Krippendorf (1987) identified eight sets of reasons why 
people travel: recuperation and regeneration; compensation and social integration; escape; 
communication; freedom and self-determination; self-realization; happiness; and, travel broadens the 
mind. A going away from motive (as opposed to seeking motive) connects all these motives, and 
Krippendorf argued that motives are personal and self-directed. Crompton (1979) similarly identified 
nine motives for vacation travel, seven of which he claimed were social-psychological, the remaining 
two being cultural motives (which were found to be relevant to particular destination attributes). 
Crompton found that the motives were: escape from a perceived mundane environment; exploration 
and evaluation of self; relaxation; prestige; regression; enhancement of kinship relations; and, 
facilitation of social interaction. The latter two cultural motives were: novelty; and, education (1979). 
Crompton based his fmdings on empirical research based on 39 unstructured interviews, and through 
his analysis pinpointed one of the fundamental and recurring problems of tourist motivation 
methodologies; namely that although individuals put effort into the destination selection process, the 
benefits and satisfactions derived were not related to, or derived from, a destination's attributes 
(1979: 415). 
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Whilst Ryan (1997) accepts the view that experiences may be expressed in many different 
forms, the 'underlying' motivations, he argues, will remain few in number (1997: 28). Ryan takes the 
Leisure Motivation Scale developed by Ragheb and Beard in 1983 as representing the continuing 
themes that emerge from an analysis of the research findings in tourism motivation, and classifies 
them into the four categories of motivational need (adapted from Maslow): intellectual need; social 
need; competence-mastery and; stimulus avoidance (I 997: 28; see also Ryan and Glendon: 1998). 
Fodness (1994), in an exhaustive empirical study sought to formalize the conceptual 
relationships between motivations and the attitudes of tourists in Florida using functional theory. On 
the premise that an individual's reasons for holding certain attitudes are derived from the notion that 
attitudes serve psychological needs, Fodness sought to extend this framework to tourism through the 
assigning of reasons to four dimensions of functional theory: 
"The reasons people give for their leisure travel behavior represent the 
psychological functions (the needs) the vacation serves (satisfies) for the 
individual. This approach has intuitive appeal. It directly addresses the question 
of why tourists behave as they do.". 
(Fodness: 1994:445) 
However detailed and extensive the construction of the research method developed by F odness, the 
issue remains that the reasons given by the respondents bare little relation to the functional theory 
concepts utilized. This has not stopped a great deal of published work in tourism motivation studies 
linked to attitudes (e.g Chon: 1989, Verbeke and Rekon: 1996), preference and participation for 
activity (e.g Lang and O'Leary: 1997), expectations and goals (e.g Rekom: 1994), novelty seeking in 
behaviour (e.g Crotts: 1990), or more conceptual studies in tourism motivation (see for example; 
Corey: 1996; Pearce: 1996; Holmberg: 1993; Robie et af: 1993; Anderson and Shaw: 1999; and 
Przeclawski: 1991). 
Witt and Wright propose an econometric, rational, utility approach to the study of 
motivation, and they apply the expectancy theory, where expectation of a given outcome, or 
---consequence .~~ ... : decision, will be determined by the value, or attractiveness of that outcome to the 
individual (1992: 45). They point out that the major limitation of the approach is the complexity of 
the methods required to test it, and that it would be difficult to use the model to predict behavior 
(1992: 49). 
In the previous chapter the tradition in qualitative sociological theory discussed how tourist 
motivations were inferred from analyses of social behaviour. Bums and Holden (I995) explain that 
motivational theory has been mainly applied to the task of increasing the productivity of workers 
within the capitalist system. They argue that all human behaviour is driven by two basic drives; a life 
instinct (Eros) where energy is oriented towards self-preservation, and finds release through sexual 
gratification; and a death instinct (Thanatos) where energies are directed towards a release from 
anxiety and a retum to the inorganic state. Bums and Holden add that: "Using psychoanalytic theory 
to analyse marketing in the tourist industry, advertising directed at these drives is evident."(Bums and 
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Holden: 1995:36). Bull (1991) identified a series of traits that he considered as being important in 
determining tourist behaviour, including: venturesomeness (the degree of risk); hedonism (the degree 
of comfort required); changeability (the extent to which something new is required); dogmatism (the 
extent to which the individual cannot be persuaded to change perceptions); and, intellectualism (the 
degree of 'culture' required). 
3.8: Problematic issues in theories of motivation. 
The theoretical problem of motivation is a question of epistemology. It is a question about 
what we can reasonably expect to 'know' about individuals internal 'drives' by asking them about 
their motivations. It is a question of whether these subjective 'drives' are available to us as part of our 
consciousness, or whether we simply repeat the 'needs' that have been suggested to us as needs. 
These social influences come from our immediate social peers, the wider contexts of our particular 
social realities in this place at this time and, the influence of the media? Dann, Nash and Pearce 
(1988) point out that the study of tourism motivation is fraught with theoretical problems concerning 
for example, the nature of internal drives and their recoverability through asking people what their 
motives actually are. 
Parrinello hints that recent psychological theories suggest that motivation involves much 
more complex processes that may not be understood solely in psychological terms, and that tourist 
motivation today is possibly so complex: " ... in so far as the actual decision-making of the tourist is a 
consequence of a much wider experience and of a much greater quantity of information available." 
(Parrinello: 1993 :234). Parrinello argues that in post-industrial societies characterised by a dominant 
service sector, the production of knowledge, technology and information and the speed of change, 
motivation has been intertwined with the anticipatory phase, where societies are saturated with tourist 
culture, and so motivation and anticipation are now loaded with meanings (Parrinello: 1993). 
Moore, Cushman and Simmons, in their analysis of the relationships between leisure and 
tourism, cite the wor~_'" Leiper (1990a), who found that the range of needs and motivations 
identified from tourism studies closely paralleled those for other forms of leisure (1995). Motivation 
for tourism then appears to be applicable at least to other forms of leisure, and perhaps even other 
forms of activity especially where motives to do with the notion of 'flow' (where the individual 
attains a high level of involvement in an activity) are considered (Csikszentmihalyi: 1975). 
As early as 1982, Pearce bemoaned the lack of coherent theory of tourist motivation that 
built on previous studies. Mansfield (1992) asks in his review of the literature what is the academic 
contribution to the understanding of travel motivation, and argues that the achievements of the 
various approaches within psychology have been limited. There are evident problems in the 
attainment of a useful theory that would enable the prediction of tourist behaviour including the use 
of traditional research methods, such as: the use of observation rather than direct questioning; and the 
incoherence of categorisations (i.e by type of motivation -physical, personal. prestige - or according 
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to its control time - short term or long term}. Mansfield further argued that difficulties such as 'single 
trait' versus 'multimotive' initiated travel~ and the complex nature of travel motivations if travel 
behaviour is sometimes controlled by intrinsic motivations (which is almost impossible to measure by 
deterministic methods), would prevent the development of a solid theoretical base (Mansfield: 1992). 
Although, this has not prevented researchers from using this limited knowledge to try to explain and 
predict tourist behaviour; 
"Despite the awareness of the oversimplification of travel-motivation theories 
and their insufficient contribution to the understanding of travel behaviour, it is 
surprising that researchers still use such theories to account for the generation of 
tourist flows.". 
(Mansfield: 1992:405). 
Mercer (1971) talks of motivational concepts in the anticipation phase of recreation and of 
how it is related to goal-directed behaviour (see quote at the heading of this chapter). Indeed Mercer 
asks such questions as the extent to which adverse home environment affects motivation to visit, the 
role of distance in the travel phase of the process as being neither a dependent or independent 
variable but rather a utility or dis-utility? These questions appear to have been afforded little 
discussion in the review of the literature above, yet still appear apposite to the issues driving this 
study. Motivation as a construct represented by a set of methods has remained un-problematised by 
researchers in the context of recreational behaviour and supposed motives (with the major exception 
of Dann: 1981). 
To expect to build a body of sound research without a firm, conclusive, theoretical 
underpinning remains problematic, and the hypothetico-deductive method is itself open to questions 
of applicability where internal, subconscious human drives are the subject of study. Howard and 
Sheth, in their description of the theory of consumer behaviour pointed out the operational problems 
associated with combining highly abstract concepts (including motivation) with relatively objective 
intervening variables within the same framework (1969). Motivation is the 'thorn in the side' of 
leisure and tourism research for these reasons (McCabe: 2000a). S attempts have been made to 
propose theories of motivation for leisure travel, but the operational methods used to study 
motivation are complex, even unwieldy, and lack predictive power. Since the construct of 
'motivation' has been used to define and explain tourist, as well as recreation and leisure (to lesser 
extents), behaviour, it has assumed a status in the theory that it may not deserve. There are 
fundamental problems with a general theory of tourist motivation, it is a subjective, psychological 
construct, and therefore open to refute. The attitude construct that is generally used to measure the 
construct is not without problems (Gnoth: 1997) as there is no way of knowing whether attitude is 
equivalent to motivation. Research fmdings are not comparable with each other, tourist motives have 
sim ilarities to other types of activity, and results lack predictive power. Tourist 'motivation' has been 
conceived as a unidimensional construct. Gnoth (1997) distinguishes between 'motives' which are 
equivalent to behavioural approaches, and 'motivation', which is conceived from the cognitive 
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approach, and is object-specific. In his formulation these two aspects of the construct are both in play 
to drive behaviour. McCabe (2000a, 2000b) has discussed the theoretical issues in the problem of the 
'motivation' construct in tourism, using evidence from the pilot study data from this thesis that 
supports Gnoth's proposition ofa process of motivation formation. However, Gnoth does not propose 
a new method for measuring the constructs, instead he recommends the attitude construct. Gnoth el al 
(2000) did some interesting work trying to establish the relationship between 'mood' 'emotion' and 
motivation for travel. Proposing that mood and individuals' underlying emotions regarding skills and 
challenges at work affected their motivation to take a holiday, and based on the 'flow' theory outlined 
earlier, and the concept of static versus dynamic orientation, Gnoth el al found it difficult to establish 
clear relationships given the process characteristics of the concepts. The literature described above is 
driven by deterministic epistemology and method, however, a brief review of the qualitative 
consumer behaviour literature may reveal alternative approaches to the issue of 'motivation'. 
3.9: Qualitative approaches to consumption behaviour in tourism and leisure. 
Athiyaman (1997) states tourism demand research can be criticised for being mere 'data 
hammering' (221) with little concern for theory development. However, it has been noted above that 
theory developments have taken place in some key areas of tourism and leisure research. In this next 
section, qualitative research approaches to consumer behaviour shall be assessed. McDaniel and 
Gates (1993), argue that qualitative techniques are less costly and often valued more highly than 
survey research data because they offer more valuable insights into the minds of the consumers. Riley 
(1995, 1996) used grounded theory analysis and in-depth, conversational interviews for his study of 
the underlying dimensions of prestige related to certain travel behaviors. Although there are few other 
studies in tourism that utilise a grounded theory approach, with the recent exception of work by 
Decrop (2000). 
Hirschman and Holbrook (1980) identify the symbolic, and esthetic components of the 
consumption behaviour process, which included attention to the symbolic uses of e\l _ . ay products 
such as clothing, the role of culture in shaping shared symbolic responses, and the cognitive 
mechanisms underlying esthetic response. Hirschmann (1980) argued that there were three theoretical 
issues in the symbolic aspects of behaviour. Contemporary consumer research holds the notion that 
products can serve as symbols, and as such may be evaluated, purchased and consumed based on 
their symbolic content. Because a symbol is something that serves to represent something else, it 
follows that products bought as symbols possess meanings beyond their tangible actuality. Put 
another way, consumers imbue some products with attributes beyond their immediate physical 
nature: 
"The symbolic meaning of a product may, in some product classes, overcome or 
dominate its technical performance as a determinant of consumption. This is 
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especially likely if the product is frequently used to signifY social position and/or 
self identity.". 
(Hirschman: 1980: 4). 
Despite the obvious relevance of symbolism in consumption processes for many products, Hirschman 
claims that there has been almost no effort at developing an integrated framework for the analysis of 
symbolic consumption, Brown (1992) argues that the experiential focus in consumer behaviour 
literature is based on the premise that consumption of goods (and we assume, services) may depend 
more on social meaning than on functional utility. Products have always been seen as responses to 
behaviour and not the causes of behaviour, but products may also playa priori roles: 
"Thus the social actor uses products to clarify patterns of behaviour associated 
with social roles and often relies upon the social information inherent in products 
to shape self-image. Goods can act as social tools when their symbolic qualities 
promote communication between an individual and his or her significant 
references. " 
(Brown: 1992: 58). 
Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) went on to investigate the experiential aspects of 
consumption. They argued that the information processing model of consumer behavior that has 
prevailed has recently come into question by researchers who feel that it neglects important aspects of 
consumption phenomena such as playful leisure activities, sensory pleasures, esthetic enjoyment and 
emotional responses (1982: 132). Consumption itself incorporates feelings of 'fun' and 'fantasy' 
according to the experiential view. This is derived from a phenomenological perspective, that views 
consumption as a subjective state of consciousness containing a variety of symbolic meanings, as 
well as hedonic responses. Wallendorf(l987) wrote of the qualitative research methods used in these 
types of studies. These were qualitative and eclectic, and involved talking about their own (the 
researchers) personal experiences of the travelling in order to elicit experiences from informants. 
Belk, Sherry and Wallendorf (1988) used a variety of research techniques to produce a 
.:Jualitative analysis of buyer and seller behaviour at a swap meet. It provides a good example of the 
early development of interpretive, qualitative research in consumer behaviour. The study was 
essentially an ethnographic approach to consumer behaviour, but it fails in that it does not really 
describe the theoretical achievement of this approach, instead focusing on swap meets and their 
histories and characteristics, as well as describing in detail the swap meet on which their article is 
based. They conclude with some emerging themes and hypotheses; that the meets are characterised 
by the interplay of freedom versus rules; boundaries versus transitions; competition versus 
cooperation; and sacred versus profane. 
Thompson et al (1989) provided a systematic account of the existential-phenomenological 
approach to consumer behaviour experiences from philosophical assumptions right through to 
methods of data collection and analysis. Later still, Hirschman and Holbrook (1992) contributed to 
the theory by discussing the variety of approaches to postmodern consumer research. The authors 
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describe the philosophical continuum of social science research beliefs, and the epistemological and 
methodological assumptions and approaches of each major view along it, and how these are 
translated into research strategies. 
In terms of theory development there are some interesting contributions to consumption 
studies in leisure and tourism. Brown (1992) described tourism consumer behaviour from an 
alternative perspective, focusing on tourism and symbolic consumption, which he describes as the 
relationship between people and their possession of tourism experiences and places. Brown argues 
that these notions have clear references for tourism analysis as there is a clear a hierarchy of tourism 
settings, where experiences of one or another are seen as providing references for social groups. In a 
similar way, Brown goes on to consider the psychological bonds that we form with physical places. 
Although most of the research has been done on the home, and the long term attachments we develop 
with the home and its contents, and the ways in which these attachments can come to represent 
enduring symbols of the self. 'Rootedness' is probably beyond our grasp in the highly mobile rapidly 
changing nature of society (Tuan 1980), which may allow us instead to make attachments to, and 
representations of self-image in, tourism places. Destinations may come to embody shared meanings 
as symbols endowed with cultural significance to form a relationship between tourist and 
environment. One may develop psychological bonds with places that are spatially dispersed. This is 
opposed to the concept of place-identity associated with embeddedness in the home environment, 
identity may be related to greater geographical awareness. 
Crouch (2000a) describes the changing geography of the consumption of leisure in the last 
decade of the post-modem era. The cultural shift into post-modernity is characterised by a sense of 
rootlessness, the importance of the visual in tourist experiences, detachment, extreme sensations and 
fleeting movements through space, separated from everyday life. It is these features that have resulted 
in a new geography of leisure in both the cities and the countryside. Crouch identifies seven 
categories of new leisure geography that can serve as a frame for analysis: 'themed places' (2000a: 
262), shopping leisure, new sports stadiums, 'city-type' leisure developments in the countryside 
(200'-_:.'" ~ (2), heritage leisure, city-centre cultural leisure, and micro-geographies of virtual leisure. In 
general terms Crouch talks of the ways in which town and city leisure forms have become dispersed 
into rural and suburban areas, and gives examples of the relocation of shopping malls in new facilities 
near to motorways, or the relocation of football stadiums to brown field sites. Raves and music 
festivals now go on throughout the summer, as packaged leisure, outside the cities. Nature has 
become more significant in the new geography of leisure, although Crouch argues that it is often an 
adjusted, managed 'nature' (after Urry: 1995). This demand has spawned new places to see 'nature' 
such as wildlife parks and country zoos and open farms, often located in tourism areas. Central to an 
understanding ofthese concepts is an understanding of the changing nature of consumption itself, not 
simply in terms of production and buying, but in terms of 'making sense' and 'making value' of the 
things we do and the places we visit (2000a: 268). Leisure plays a central part in the buying of 
clothes, kinds of foods, past-times and visits to places that make up the lifestylisation of 
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consumption. The making ofthemed sites, or commercialising places under a name or brand, depends 
on the re-imaging, or re-Iabelling of landscapes used in advertising. The design of new buildings and 
the copying of 'rural' types of landscape in new developments at the edges of cities blurs the 
traditional distinction between town and country, and furthermore in the context of heritage sites, 
creates an 'unreal', pastiche or false geography (270). This commercialisation of places has changed 
the ways in which we think about and so the meanings attached to places. Crouch argues that at the 
core of the consumption ofleisure is an appreciation of 'culture' (271); 
"In terms of leisure we make and reproduce culture through what we do and use 
and the sense we make of places. The way we 'make sense' of leisure 'products', 
events and places is influenced by numerous contexts: advertising and other 
media. family, friendships and schooling. All of this helps us to make sense of 
places and our lives." 
(Crouch: 2000a: 271). 
In such a way, definitions of 'consumption' must include experience, enjoyment and the everyday 
significance of things and places. Leisure doesn't just happen in these new geographic spaces, but in 
more mundane, lived experiences in people's lives. There are some key themes that Crouch refers to 
as exemplifying his view of the everyday nature of the symbolic consumption of new leisure 
practices: the importance of social orientation and kinship in leisure participation and meaning; the 
dichotomy of the 'gaze' associated with the touristic spectacle of new leisure versus the culturally 
embedded, everyday experience of leisure; and the changing structure of society and the opening up 
of leisure practices to new groups. The way in which rural life is created and consumed is also a 
feature of Crouch's earlier analysis (1994). The changes in the rural economy are opening up new 
forms of capitalisation, market opportunity and consumer choices. The importance of national 
identity in all of this is profound. Marketing materials may offer escape from one environment to a 
contrasting opposite environment, but in doing so makes problematic what rural space is all about. 
On the one hand is the real concrete space, and on the other, some underlying sense of identity with 
that space which is a symbolic and cultural pte. ,nenon. The needs of the interlopers and the 
identities of the locals then become of central importance; how are rural cultures and environments to 
be consumed? Crouch argues that part of the escape is an escape into another culture out of one's 
own, in other words the escape is an escape for home, as opposed to away from home (1994: 96). 
Rural spaces then become consumed by different people in different ways with front areas for 
celebration and presentation and back-regions for withdrawal and privacy (See for example: 
Goffinan: 1959, Urry: 1992). 
Urry (1994) argues that identity is formed through consumption of leisure goods, services 
and signs in the post-modem age, opposing the traditional notion that identity is formed through 
occupation and employment. As such, studies of identity can help in our understanding of 
consumption. Further, Stebbins (1997) proposes that within different types of tourism, and in his 
research he looks at cultural tourism, distinctive identities are generated. [n other words there are 
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many potential different types of tourist/social identities rather than one over-arching identity for 
tourism. Prentice, Witt and Hamer (1998) concur that since people experience tourism in many 
different ways it is not possible to make generalisations about experiences even if tourists are 
consuming the same 'product'. 
It is clear from this review that qualitative approaches to consumption focus on the more 
experiential, symbolic components of consumption in leisure and tourism, incorporating notions of 
fun, hedonism and identity. This is in addition to some of the concepts of conventional consumer 
behaviour theory that are linked to the dynamics of social interaction with places. Qualitative aspects 
of consumption appear to have more of an inclusive approach to the possible relationships between 
motivation and behaviour on the one hand and identity and the importance of 'places' in tourism and 
leisure behaviour on the other, than the rational approach described in earlier sections. The rational 
approach tends to aim for the scientific verifiability of certain constructs at the expense of a more 
rounded contextualisation of the nature of the consumption experiences in relation to culture and 
physical space. On the other hand, as can be noted from the above, qualitative approaches are diverse, 
ranging from conceptual pieces to a whole range of interpretive methods that lack generalisability. It 
may now be pertinent to assess the contributions made to the study of consumption from two 
disciplines; sociology and geography as distinct from the discussions above to look for possible 
connections between motivation, experience, identity and place. 
3.10: The Sociological context of consumption behaviour. 
The sociological perspective into the analysis of consumer demand for leisure, recreation 
and tourism can be broadly summarised as being concerned with the explanation of the phenomena 
within the context, and organised structure, of society, and it's changes over time. Sociological 
theorists of leisure and tourism are concerned with four constructs central to society; work, family, 
religion and leisure (Smith and Godbey: 1991). Ryan argues that attempts to explain tourism demand 
without reference to social change can at-best yield inc ": lete forecasts of tourist movements 
(1991). The sociological view holds that society shapes the attitudes, motivations, preferences, 
choices and actions of individuals within that society (Lee: 1993). Such changes are not limited in 
terms of the amount and nature ofleisure time, but also the nature of, and changes in, work (e.g Dann 
and Cohen: 1991). Tourism is typically viewed as a special leisure activity (Ryan: 1991). Cohen 
(1996: { 1984}), states that the sociology of tourism is concerned with the study of touristic 
motivations, roles, relationships and institutions and their impacts on societies that receive them 
(1996:51). Cohen argues that functional definitions of tourism are theoretically barren (52), and 
identifies conceptual approaches based upon theoretical ideologies (such as Dumazedier (1967) see 
chapter 2). In terms of the issues facing tourism studies, Cohen argues that there are 4 key areas, the 
tourist, relations between tourists and locals, the structure and functioning of the tourism system, and 
the consequences oftourism (1996: 53). 
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Crick (l996{ \989}) compares the travel literature with academic studies to demonstrate the 
way in which 'tourism' as an activity has been derided by literary figures and ignored by sociologists, 
despite its obvious presence in contemporary social life. Crick comes up with some compelling 
arguments as to why this situation has come about. Tourism study's envelops an array of different 
disciplines and this means that there are many different viewpoints on the subject. But since tourism 
is conceived as 'the intersection' (1996: \9) of a number of wider phenomena, such as leisure, play 
and conspicuous consumption, it should be absorbed into these study fields. Crick doubts that this 
will happen due to the diverse features of the tourism system and the incommensurability of the 
disciplines (in some cases) that makes synthesis out of the question. The fmal fundamental 
uncertainty for tourism studies for Crick remains the lack of understanding about what a tourist is. 
Quantitative statistics about '''passport' -type definitions are oflittle use" (1996: 20), since they tell us 
nothing about the basic understandings that pleasure/leisure motivations are the reason for tourism. 
Similarly, Crick asks if we are to attribute the same motivations to the vast array of different 'types' 
of tourism (1996:20)? Crick argues that it is perhaps misleading to concentrate on the study of 
touristic motives, roles, experience and behaviour since such a focus will only miss out a lot about the 
international tourism system. In discussing tourism meanings and motives (in a paper about 
international tourism), Crick asks some pertinent questions: 
"What do tourists say about their leisure experiences? What do they learn from 
other cultures? Why do they go on overseas holidays? In what ways are their 
ideas and attitudes changed by these experiences? Much of the extant social 
science literature on tourism does not ask such questions because in most 
disciplines contributing to the field tourists themselves are not the object of 
study. Sociology has done some work on meanings but anthropology has tended 
to concentrate on cultural repercussions in the destination country, and 
disciplines like geography and economics seldom mention human beings at all. 
A large area in tourism research has been neglected, although increasing 
attention is being paid to it in social psychology." 
(Crick: 1996: 32). 
Crick talks of the 'supposed' motive of promoting peace and understanding through tourism, 
and questions certainly the extent to which this ideal is possible in an activity laden with image 
representations of paradise in often, poverty ridden countries, the power relationships evident in the 
mainly servile host-guest encounter, and the actual possibility of inter-cultural learning when the 
hedonistic behaviours of tourists do not convey social norms of the host countries. Crick argues that 
what is needed are accounts of how the hosts typify and categorise tourists themselves to learn what 
their view of the interaction really is. Such accounts would be interesting in terms of classifying 
behaviour, since it was noted earlier that tourists are prepared to classify the behaviour of others and 
compare their own behaviour. Such a contrast between tourists and hosts perceptions of behaviour is 
potentially rewarding. 
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Crick argues that the anthropological study of tourism is a study of people who are out of 
culture (1996: 37). They have stepped beyond the bounds of normal social reality, the 'ludic' and 
'liminoid' realms, of ritual and play, of 'inversion' of social roles and structures. However, there is a 
problem with elevating such notions of sacred quest and play into an explanatory framework. For 
example, the complexity of the phenomena, and so variations need to be looked for in terms of 
experiences in order to demonstrate that whilst play or sacred journey may be relevant for some 
tourists, not all will aspire to such ideals. Some tourism is more structured than everyday life 
(1996:38). This is also an important argument against the contention that all tourism is a search for 
escape. 
Talking of tourist motivation, Cohen (1996) identifies that instead of focusing on the short 
term, simple processes of immediate satisfactions and causes of behaviour, studies of tourism 
motivations have reoriented to an emphasis on the long-term relationships between tourism and the 
individual's psychological needs and 'life-plans' (1996: 55). This reorientation accords with theories 
developed by, for example, MacCanneli (1976) who argued that tourism is linked to basic structural 
themes and cultural symbols of modern society. MaCanneli argued that sightseeing is ritual and that 
tourists search authenticity of experience analogous to religious pilgrimage. Tourism as antithetical to 
everyday life is the over-riding outcome of the studies undertaken so far of tourist behaviour, 
according to Cohen (1996: 56). However, as noted earlier some authors argued that MacCannell is 
outdated in terms of both time and theory since tourism is now conceived in terms of post-modern 
consumption. For example Baudrillard (1998) argued much more forcefully that tourism IS 
represented as image and the political economy of the sign. Tourism is now post-modern, or 
characterised by increasing reflexivity by individuals and society (Lash and Urry: 1994). 
Urry (1988) talks of holiday making as being 'postmodern' in the context of theoretical 
developments about post-industrial society. Mass tourism is explained by Urry as the organised, and 
socially constructed opposite to work. Tourism of this sort has become a central feature of consumer 
culture. Urry argues that the 'post-(mass) tourist' does not have to leave the house to experience all 
the 'framed' experiences of tourism, as she can watch them on T.V. The post-tourist can move easily 
between 'high' culture and 'pleasure principle' to gain the benefits of both types of experience. The 
world is a stage and the post-tourist can playa multitude of games. One part of those games is that 
the post-tourist 'knows' that she is a tourist, that there are multiple texts and no single authentic 
experience. This allows her to play many different games. Urry says that what we now consume are 
not products but signs or images, and identities are constructed through the exchange of sign values. 
Although attempts are made to dominate through the assignation of single, univocal meaning to 
signifiers, the images are taken in the spirit of the spectacle, and that: 
"This world of spectacle is one in which there is nothing which is original, no 
real meaning, everything is a copy, or text upon a text. It is a depth less world of 
networks of information and communication in which information has no end-
purpose in meaning." 
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(Urry: 1988: 39) 
Selwyn (1996) argues that the search for the 'other' in tourist experiences is conceived 
around a notion of a world that is more structured, whole and authentic, than that of everyday life, 
although it is important to note that not all tourists are searching for the same authenticity. Instead 
Selwyn distinguishes between what he terms 'hot' and 'cool' authenticity (1996:21). In the former, 
the quest for the 'other' is described as being a quest for something that is 'authentically social' 
(1996:21), in that the 'other' derives from an imagined world, pre-modem, in which the locals are 
friendly. In the latter, the quest of the tourist is a quest for knowledge - although the validity of this 
knowledge may be drawn into question - and as such the 'observer' is centrally placed to 
differentiate between the knowledge of the anthropologist and that of the tourist in the 'high street' 
(1996: 2617). Only through the adoption of this approach will the relationships between: the 
narratives of the tourists, the people who live in tourist destinations, and the 'observers' of post-
modem tourist activity, be bridged. However, the idea that a search for authenticity is based on an 
assumption of alienation, Selwyn argues is outdated and of limited explanatory power (1996:3). 
"Following the absolute triumph of consumerism, individuals have become, in 
the penetrating words of Baudrillard (1988) 'no more than monitoring screens' 
.... 'monitoring screens' cannot feel alienated." 
(Selwyn: 1996: 3/4). 
However there are some criticisms that may be levelled at this rather apocalyptic view of 
experience and meaning. It is simply wrong to assert that firstly, the 'individual' is the basic unit of 
existence in society. Individuals do not exist in a vacuum of social influence even in their 
consumption activity. Secondly, not all tourism is about consumption, although much of tourism 
experience is understood as being packaged, organised and sanitised, and therefore, commoditised. 
Some tourism is about 'gazing', and so Urry claims this is part ofthe commodification process, in the 
creation of signs or markers about tourism as the medium through which memories are created and 
stored (Urry: 1990; Crawshaw and Urry: 1997). However, some tourism is about sensing and 
experiencing bodily (B~~..:~~.· 1998), hedonically (Veijola and Jokinen: 1994; Hyde: 1998), and not 
easily connected to consumption processes as conceived in the rational utility approach. Thirdly, it is 
not possible to argue that people do not imbue their experiences with meaning. Whether or not that 
meaning is 'real' as Urry argues, is difficult to ascertain. However, one must proceed from the idea 
that meaning is 'real' enough to the individual. Whether that meaning presupposes an authentic 
experience or not is a debate that shall be returned to later in the thesis. One may now turn to micro-
sociological approaches to consumption. 
Rojek's phenomenological sociology of leisure (1995) is concerned with how people 
construct meaning and negotiate social interaction. The approach is oriented around the 
methodological standpoint of the naiVe or native actor, in other words, it attempts to make sense of 
the world by using the constructs and categories used by individuals themselves in daily life. Rojek 
defines 'everyday life' as residual, what is left over after the distinct, superior and structured 
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activities have been singled out, (health system, police, judiciary). What is left over is the raw 
substance of everyday human existence, simple but rich. It is not the expression of conscious choice 
in lifestyle terms, rather, everyday life is incidental to conscious lifestyle and unavoidable. Everyday 
life is the relatively minor background discourse that is in a state of tension with the foreground. 
Rojek proposes that we must proclaim the knowledge and creativity of modem consumers in making 
leisure choices, and so consumption and leisure practice should be studied at the level of the micro-
politic rather than the macro, where leisure is seen in terms of freedom, not class domination. 
Rojek, however, makes three criticisms of this position: proponents tend to place the 
consumer in the heroic role, endlessly knowing the deceptions of the capitalist culture industry and 
remaining free. Rojek warns that this view comes very close to those of the capitalist industry claims 
about freedom of choice and self-determination. The second problem is that micro-politics occur in 
the macro context, so it may be fashionable to ignore such structuralist concepts as class, race, 
gender, but they are more than 'empty abstractions' (1995: 106). Thirdly, in focusing on the micro, 
researchers are in danger of producing an ahistorical, asocial account of the social actor, divorced 
from herlhis context: 
"Actions seem to occur outside of structures of motivation; effects seem 
confined to immediate interaction experience; actors are quite misleadingly 
reduced to a common plane of empowerment, producing a zero-sum model of 
life chances and leisure choices. All of this is objectionable at both the level of 
social theory and the level of ordinary observation." 
(Rojek: 1995: 107). 
This is a simplistic view however, and there are examples in the literature where thinkers 
have broached the gaps between everyday realities and the wider context of social theory. For 
example, Cohen and Taylor (1992, 2nd ed), define everyday life as a mixture of 'chained activities', 
which render collective life predictable, and escape attempts aim to use these as a precondition of 
freedom. Reality is formed of multiple life worlds and 'escapes' happen when the individual 
suspends self-consciousness and can c:>.' an adequate opportunity for self-expression, this is where 
she really lives. The life-worlds that Cohen and Taylor document are sex, gambling, holidays, sport, 
games, drugs, and therapy. Assertions of authenticity may tum out to be organised deceptions and 
typical of this is the fantasy escape messages of consumer culture. They provide enticing images to 
the consumer of escape from monotony and do not provide any means of empowerment to make the 
trip possible. Leisure features heavily in Cohen and Taylor's argument as they see that it is in leisure 
that the chained activities of everyday life threaten to engulf consciousness with their denial of 
freedom. Instead of being satisfied with our consumption of market goods we (consumers) are left 
wanting, dissatisfied and psychologically left with sensations of: incompleteness; arbitrariness; 
fragmentation; and indifference. According to Cohen and Taylor, modernity represents a great poetic 
age, when the release of energy brought about by constant change and upheaval created a sense of 
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poetry of involvement with an activity that could mitigate against the effects of mundane work and 
bureaucracy. Something that is not available in the post-modem age. 
However, despite the fact that leisure has been conceived as myth, deception, and empty 
time-filling activity in the critical sociology of leisure, the weekend remains an immensely popular 
attraction in our time budgets, in fact Rojek argues that we live for leisure, we are engaged and our 
emotions and interests are stretched to the full. Rojek asks a pertinent question about theorists' claims 
of leisure as deception and denial of freedom; 
"Are we to grandly attribute false consciousness to them? Must we insist that 
they are poor drabs who confuse the vulgar pleasures of patriarchal capitalism 
with real freedom?" 
(Rojek: 1995: 127). 
There is some doubt that critical sociology has exaggerated claims of repression, yet Rojek 
claims that there are still four sources of dissatisfaction in modem life; mortality, inequality, change 
and myth. In a very simplistic summary there appear to be criticisms of both the macro approach to 
social theory of tourism and leisure, and the micro approach. In the former, macro perspective theory 
appears to have no basis in everyday life experiences of ordinary people, and is not capable of 
accommodating personal meanings. In the latter, micro approach, the opposite occurs in that the 
focus is on the empowered individual and is not capable of accommodating issues of culture and the 
ideological structures that impinge on individuals in society. 
In terms of examples of direct contributions within the classic rational, positivist framework, 
Jenkins (1978) carried out work on how families make travel decisions. Using focus group interviews 
with husband and wife teams, Jenkins found that families have little difficulty in allocating influence 
for decisions among family members. Husbands dominate in information collection, length of 
vacation decisions, and lodging decisions, whilst children have influence in activity range, and 
selection of destination points. In terms of social classification theory, Bultena and Field (1978) 
studied visitors to National Parks in America to test the argument that the poor in society are 
underrepresented as visitors to national parks. They found a positive correla .:~: but not one that was 
strong enough to say categorically that the National Parks are elitist. 
In a recent conference on consumption and representation, a number of more interpretive 
approaches to the consumption of tourism were discussed. Voase (1999) talked of the production and 
consumption of the touristic historic city. Voase argued that tourists to York were 'dazed' as opposed 
to 'gaze' (after Urry: 1990), inasmuch as they were unable to distinguish what was authentic about 
the city, disinterested in 'discovery' preferring the well-marked routes and attractions. Goulding 
(1999) and Goulding and Domic (1999) argued that the production of cultural heritage and the 
consumption of such heritage attractions at museums created meaning in terms of national identities 
for consumers themselves. Andrews (1999) described an ethnographic study of the consumption of 
Magaluf and Palmanova. Andrews argued that the tourist built environment of the resorts is 
constructed to convey meanings in terms of consumption of tourist goods, in the way that the built 
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environment is arranged and designed. There is no means of escape within this urban space, they are 
places 'of and for' mass consumption of hedonistic tourist behaviour (Andrews: 1999: II). 
Dann (1999) is concerned with the distinction between notions of 'traveler' and 'tourist' 
within travel writing. Being able to disregard aspects of space and time, the travel writer can connect 
with the 'anti-tourist' (165, after MacCannell: 1989) in all of us. The distinction has sparked off a 
debate about the authenticity of tourist experiences, whether we seek contrived or genuine 
experience, it has helped define tourism as, for example 'sacred' journey (Grabum: 1989), or as play 
(Lett: 1983). The tension that is formed when tourists meet other tourists is called 'tourist angst' by 
MacCannell (1989), who assumes that tourists seek to distance themselves from their fellows. 
Tressider (1999) has argued that the tourist landscapes of national parks represent a sacred space to 
tourists, creating a means of reference to allow us to find roots away from the 'horrors' of 
rootlessness in post-modern culture (1999: 144). Dann argues that although there have been studies of 
the messages of tourist brochures and their meanings (e.g Selwyn: 1996, Dann: 1996a,b), there have 
not been any studies that investigate " ... the sources of tourist angst, or the tensions they conceal or 
reveal." (1999: 160). Dann argues that travel writers, by banishing the tourist from the Eden of the 
undiscovered places of the world, unwittingly become mediators of the tourism industry, promoting 
the experiences that they write about as desirable places for others to visit. Dann further argues that 
writers are complicit in this. The travel book is still a marketing tool (Dann: 1996b). The surprising 
thing is that in the world of the mass-media 'gaze', the travel book is still so popular, Dann argues 
that it is precisely for these reasons that travel books appeal to the anti-tourist in us all. Dann uses 
what he describes as the universal human frames of experience 'time' and 'space' which still must 
partially account for the popularity of such books. Roe (1992) writes of the social construction of 
space in travel writing as composed of mobile, timed elements which adds support to Dann's view. 
Parrinello (1993) identifies that motivational studies in tourism can start off from the context 
of everyday life (see Berger and Luckmann: 1966, and Schutz: 1972 {1938}), which he says offers the 
advantage of being rich in implications and open to a number of methodological instruments (1993). 
He says that the push factors have more significance in studies of everyday life, the ordinary " Id 
pushes us to tourism. Parrinello discusses Dann's (1981) touching upon issues of time anticipation. 
Dann identified that motivational studies could utilise Schutz's social phenomenological critique of 
Weber's description of motivation as reasoned action. This framework shall be described in more 
detail in subsequent chapters. In terms of anticipation, the construct allowed for a distinction between 
motives based on previous experiences and motivations directed to the future. Parrinello argues that 
Schutz considered work time as the starting point of analysis and the framework can be used to link 
anticipation with tourist motivation in the shifts from one area of meaning to another. However, 
Schutz originally used the framework in the context of describing the ordering of experience under 
schemes, and so, the motivational context of meaning and work and anticipation is only one way of 
using the conceptual framework. 
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However, Karch and Dann (1996{1981}) in a detailed ethnographic study of the roles 
assumed in encounters between beach boys and predominantly white, western tourists, used the 
framework to discuss the imputation of the roles taken up by the protagonists and the difficulties in 
the assignation of identities in these often complexly negotiated interactions. One of the more 
difficult aspects in the encounter is the imputation of motive. Karch and Dann argue that the 
vocabularies of motive (1996: 177, their italics) vary according to the situation. These vocabularies 
may be non-verbal signals as well as verbal. The authors note also the dynamic nature of the roles 
taken up during such encounters. It is in a discussion of these roles that the social exchange function 
of the relationship is couched in the tenus of the future-directed motive on behalf of the tourist for 
when she gets back home. For even though the beachboy-tourist encounter is very much a one-to-one 
affair, where an audience is definitely not desired, the motives for her actions are still socially defined 
and so the 'social approval' motive expressed by tourists for their behaviour, is valid. 'Karch and 
Dann argue that it is: " ... by understanding this and similar processes that we come to grips with true 
causality." (1996: 187). 
The sociological input into our understanding of the motives, experiences and behaviour of 
tourism and leisure phenomena is then characterised by a rich interpretive theory. There is on the one 
hand, macro-social theory that attempts to understand and interpret behaviour in the context of the 
changing nature of society and its structures. On the other hand there is the study of the micro-politic, 
which takes as its basis the everyday life-worlds of individuals in society. Each perspective can be 
seen to be concerned with the motives for leisure and tourism behaviour, the nature of tourist 
experiences and the effects of tourism in host communities. However, before moving to summarise 
this discussion, a further theoretical perspective is required that may inform this analysis, the 
geographic perspective. 
3.11: The geographic context of consumption behaviour. 
I~.":'._ugh it was noted in earlier sections that consumer behaviour studies do consider 
destinations in tenus of images and perceptions of place, the relationships between notions of place, 
location, interaction with the environment, or the meanings attributed to places are not features of the 
theory as such. The obvious exception being in the sub-field of environmental psychology, which is 
allied to social psychology. The interaction between people and places as a concept central to tourism 
studies has been outlined by Fridgen (1984) in a hybrid, inter-disciplinary approach that incorporates 
the study of the interaction's of people with their physical and/or social environment. There is, 
however, a body of geographic research on the demand for leisure, recreation and tourism. 
The field of cultural geography has produced some interesting accounts of human 
interactions with environments, yet there are few studies that consider the ways in which individuals 
interact with holiday or leisure environments. Lefebvre (1991) argued that space is not a priori but 
that it is socially produced. In particular Lefebvre notes the distinction between spaces that are tamed 
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through destruction and spaces that are appropriated for consumption. Crouch and Ravenscroft 
(1995) examine the relationships between the ways in which 'space' is represented in terms of the 
'countryside', and how countryside space is constructed for leisure. All of this is happening in real 
geographic, and, social, spaces. The 'countryside' in this view is not just a place, but comprises a 
duality of identities, it is both a product presented for consumption, and a place where many different 
practices occur (289). Leisure happens in 'real' places, and so the way in which we come to know 
places is contextualised through our leisure practices. Although this knowledge is individually 
located, as leisure practices are often shared, the knowledge may also be shared, social knowledge. 
The meaning associated with leisure practices have been neglected by researchers as practices in 
everyday life. An understanding of the meanings of leisure practices will shed light on the ways in 
which we make sense of the places where leisure practices occur. Crouch and Ravenscroft argue that, 
while in normal circumstances multiple constructions of the countryside would not cause problems, 
the essential problematic of the countryside is the incommensurability between the causal spatial 
determinism view of the countryside, and that of the organic symbolic role of the landscape: 
"Rather than seeing the countryside purely, or even predominantly, as a site or 
place where practices and processes happen for all sorts of reasons, therefore, it 
is all too often appropriated as a signification of certain social or cultural values -
it is reified as both product and location." 
(Crouch and Ravenscroft: 1995: 290. Their emphases). 
Yet space is neither an object, nor a priori. It is a frame of reference for actions since actions 
and practices produce the social world, it is these that constitute space. So, rather than being causal, 
the countryside is fundamentally politicaL in that it is practice that gives meaning and function to 
space. Space becomes embedded in the meaning of the phenomena themselves (291). We bring that 
experience of place into our everyday lives. Our everyday lives do not end as we enter countryside 
space and vice versa, Crouch and Ravenscroft call this a circularity of meaning (291). Leisure 
practices happen in bits of countryside, not in some great notion of countryside. And so the spaces are 
contextualised through the pr ____ es. This is not to suggest that the places themselves do not hold 
meaning for the participants. The features of the places are embedded in the values and practices 
themselves, and so places become part of the metaphor. This combination of metaphor and 
materiality (practices and places) is crucial in making geographic knowledge. Crouch (1999a) refers 
to the embeddedness of the everyday practice and meaning of the use of space for leisure/tourist 
consumption, as 'lay' geographic knowledge, which he describes as: 
·' ... a process in which the subject actively plays an imaginative, reflexive role, 
not detached but semi-attached, socialised, crowded with contexts. The resulting 
knowledge resembles a patina and kaleidescope rather than a perspective with 
horizon, a series of mutually inflected and fluid images rather than a map .... the 
subject bends, turns, lifts and moves in often awkward ways that do not 
participate in a framing of space, but in a complexity of multi-sensual surfaces 
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that the embodied subject reaches or finds in proximity and makes sense 
imaginatively. This combination contains meanings of landscapes, fragments, 
spaces, whole and abstract places, abstractions of the city and the country, street, 
nation, gender, ethnicity, class, valley, arena and field, through which human 
feelings, love, care and their opposites may be refracted. The subject mixes this 
with recalled spaces of different temporality." 
(Crouch: 1999a: 12). 
Ravenscroft (1999) argues that the negotiation of new access agreements for ramblers in the 
countryside represents the perfect simalcrum of hyperreality (a copy for which there is no original). 
In his analysis of the meanings bestowed on the new access sites for leisure in the countryside, 
Ravenscroft delineates what he means by the countryside as space and place. Arguing that the 
countryside itself comprises a set of identities beyond 'its' physical form since 'it' is both products 
presented for consumption as well as a place where practices occur. The issue of leisure and the 
consumption of countryside space therefore. assumes a central role. Spaces can be either absolute or 
abstract. In the former, the characteristics of the space are more important than its uses, in the latter 
the space is capable of separating meaning from practice. Ravenscroft refers to this in the context of 
the hyperreality of new access agreements in the countryside. Rather than re-opening up traditional 
routes of access from pre-enclosure Britain to ramblers, the agreements create models of realities that 
never existed, designed to be consumed by 'uncritical' consumers (1999: 83). 
However, Crang (1999) describes that recently, after Urry and others, more interesting work 
on the tourist experience has blossomed, images are now problematised. Recent work on the semiotic 
economy of tourism, and the anthropology of mythical and cultural studies had located tourist 
experience as an activity embedded within a web of signification: 
"Rather than a narrow motivational psychology, founded on behaviourist ideas 
of the subject, these approaches have opened up ideas about the entanglement of 
the social and the psychological." 
(Crang: 1999: 240). 
Central in this is the notion of the 'gaze'. Tourism is linked to signified markers of places that make 
them stand out for special attention, making 'sights out of sites' (1999:240). Crang argues that spaces 
are created through practice rather than through the cold production of images and brochures for 
consumption. He demonstrates this through the use of photographic images. 
Crouch (1999b) uses interview data to support the notion that space is embodied through 
practice. Looking specifically at allotment holders and caravan holiday-makers, Crouch argues that 
the production of space through interaction with a place through such types of usage, provides the 
subject with greater access for making sense of the world than through a flat-view gaze (1999b: 263). 
The words that users talk in interview are interpreted by Crouch as representing people's embodiment 
in space and practice (265). Kayser Nielsen (1999) argues that identity is connected to dimensions of 
space rather than time. Space is a 'working partner' (278) with whom you interact in order to create 
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aspects of life. One of such aspects of life is leisure. Leisure is becoming increasingly important in 
view of a corresponding decrease in importance of working roles. There are different places within 
our lives that help us to understand and make sense of our identities and childhood home is powerful, 
especially in childhood. Kayser Nielsen says that this power diminishes through into adulthood. 
Identity work by the subject in relation to leisure and home, is embedded through routines, habits, 
and invented traditions, characterised by action and practice. 
Hughes (1998) in talking of the semiological realization of space, says that the 
representation of space is never a simple given because of the mediating influences that make it a 
social construction. Space is socially constructed and organised for mass tourism and so tourist places 
carry 'markers' (after MacCannell: 1976). Indeed, towns and cities that have out-dated industrial 
function have refigured their identities to place themselves on the tourist map. The effects of all this 
signification of places on a global level is to homogenise them and remove the original meaning of 
daily life within them. However, on a local level, the need to vie for market share has driven localities 
to create messages of spatial distinctiveness and cultural peculiarity in order to persuade visitors. 
Ringer (1998) deals with the social construction of the tourist space of destinations in an edited 
volume that focuses on the international destination context. Saarinen (1998) focuses on the social 
construction of the Finnish Lapland, specifically how destinations are formed through the production 
of spaces (after Shields: 1991) in an on-going and institutionalised way. Saarinen shows how 
traditional cultural spaces in Lapland have been transformed through the destination production 
process in terms of both physical change and development and also through the introduction of non-
local cultures. 
The contribution that this perspective might bring to an understanding of the consumption of 
the Peak National Park by 'day visitors' is an appreciation that the experiences, feelings and 
meanings associated with leisure landscapes may result in 'day visiting' behaviour quite distinct from 
the social, psychological or economic conceptualisations. Landscape, or place, may be a pivotal or 
integral factor in decisions to visit places. The notion of 'countryside' spaces as places embedded in 
practice and activities appears to have been neglected in consumer behaviour tht _ ': in tourism 
generally. Although Butler (1992) argues that despite much of the world's landscapes having been 
modified and adapted for tourist uses, there is little evidence to suggest that tourists have particular 
preferences for landscape types and features. Butler's research can be interpreted as reinforcing the 
view that people make connections between practices and actions and specific places. 
3.12: Summary. 
In this chapter the disciplinary contexts that have analysed consumption in terms of theory. 
processes and practices have been reviewed. These disciplines were identified as being rational 
consumer behaviour theory, which draws upon psychological constructs, sociology, whose macro and 
micro approaches were discussed, and geography. It is by no means a complete analysis of the 
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cannons of theory and research in each case, but was selective in detailing the issues that could be 
relevant to the context of 'day visitor' experiences in the Peak Park. 
The general consumer behaviour frameworks were discussed as a context for a review of the 
key constructs used in the analysis of leisure, recreation and tourism behaviour. It was noted from 
observations of 'day visitor' behaviour and from the small pilot study undertaken that a set of 
propositions could be developed and applied to 'day visitor' behaviour in the Peak National Park. 
The particular problem of the 'motivation' construct was identified as being both theoretical and 
methodological. Out of a discussion of the pilot study data concerning 'day visitors' motives in 
chapter 1, the question of motivation for a 'day visit' generated problematic issues. Positivist 
methodology has been criticised generally for being unable to take account of the more experiential 
aspects of leisure, recreation and tourist behaviour. The data demonstrated that conventional notions 
of motivation for tourism and leisure were simplistic and unable to account for the dynamic and 
inherently social nature of motives proposed in chapter 1. Some qualitative approaches to consumer 
behaviour were reviewed. Issues concerning the more symbolic aspects of tourist behaviour, the role 
of the hedonic response in leisure and issues regarding the over-emphasis on aesthetic need in 
recreation behaviour may all be relevant to this study. All of these issues have been conceived from 
the viewpoint of the construct of 'motivation'. Yet the question remains as to whether it is possible to 
conduct empirical research that will shed light on 'motivation'. This theoretical question can be 
translated into another. Is it possible to construct abstract concepts about internal drives from a 
positivist analysis of survey data concerning the reasons why individuals indulge in leisure travel? 
Both questions are to do with academic beliefs that underpin the structures of empirical inquiry, yet 
both appear to be given little consideration in the conventional consumer literature, especially the 
tourism literature. 
The sociological context of consumption of leisure and tourism identified that there are two 
broad identifiable approaches to sociological thought. The macro-sociological perspective takes an 
interpretive strategy to develop understanding of the phenomena, related to the structural changes in 
. Nider society. This approach has produced some classic work accounting for the consumption of 
leisure and tourism as a response to changes in work and family life structures from the modem to the 
post-modem eras. On the other hand, the micro-sociological perspective takes the point of view of the 
individual in society and accounts for the consumption and experiences of leisure and tourism as an 
escape from the pressures, stresses and confines of everyday life. Each of these perspectives is 
concerned with what motivates individuals in their choice of leisure and tourism. In terms of 
methods, Dann (1981; and Karch and Dann: 1996 and also see Parinello: 1993) identified a social 
phenomenological approach developed by Schutz (I 972{l938 }) that could be used to understand 
motivation from a more sociological perspective. This approach offers a useful methodological 
framework for this analysis, as it is based on a detailed analysis of the talk of visitors themselves and 
is concerned with their experiences. It further otTers a possibility of the drawing together of relevant 
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concepts from sociological analyses into the debate from the micro-political perspective and as such 
afforded an opportunity to apply concepts from one perspective in another. 
The perspective of cultural geography added an interesting account from the point of view of 
the social actor, of the relationships between places and people and the types of practices or activities 
that happen in leisure or tourism commodified places. Here places are conceived not as objects or a 
priori but as containing real meaning in that, places become embodied through interaction and 
practice. In this sense, leisure and tourism places become 'socialised' entities, endlessly being 
produced and reproduced in a political, institutionalised and cultural process. Space is embedded with 
markers, representations of identities and actions that could provide a pivotal contribution to an 
understanding of the motivations for 'day visiting' behaviour in the Peak National Park. This view 
also focuses on the everyday life perspective of ordinary social actors, although the methods used in 
such analyses are heavily interpretive in many cases. Studies that focus on analyses of the 
experiences of visitors themselves were few in numbers. There were key issues raised about the 
applicability of micro-analyses of everyday life in the wider social theory context. It is to these 
analytic issues that this thesis now turns. 
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4.1: Introduction. 
At the beginning of this thesis it was stated that an inductive approach to research was 
adopted. This means that no prior research instrumentation was chosen (Miles and Huberman: 
1984; Denzin and Lincoln: 1994; Flick: 1998; Saunders and Thornhill: 1997, Silverman: 2000). 
Initial observations of 'day visitor' activity led to the development of a very general research 
problem that developed further with the analysis of pilot study interview data. It was also stated that 
the outcomes of these interviews led to the development of a less-structured interview to elicit in-
depth, conversational data about 'day visitors' experiences in the Peak Park (Denzin and Lincoln: 
1998; Marshall and Rossmann: 1999; Creswell: 1994; Holstein and Gubrium: 1995). The resulting 
interview data were the accounts of 'day visitor' experiences and the collection of, and analytic 
approach to, these accounts are the subject of this chapter. As such, it seeks to describe what is 
meant by 'accounts', the perspectives from which accounts can be analysed and the approach 
adopted for the forthcoming chapters. 
The initial problem therefore was informed by the need to talk openly with visitors to the 
Peak Park to explore their descriptions of their experiences. Once this data had been collected, the 
problem then became one of the status and meaning of this interview material. Theoretical choices 
had to be made to determine how to treat these data, but even more importantly, decisions had to be 
made about the overriding research aim of this thesis. Was the topic of analysis the 'meaning' of 
talk about experience in terms leisure and tourism theory, and the motivations of 'day visitors', or 
were the interview transcripts and what work they achieved on the behalf of the speaker the proper 
starting point of analysis? Underpinning this issue is a philosophical question that is central to 
discourse theorists across the social sciences and is concerned with the nature of reality. A full 
discussion of the extensive debate within the social sciences on matters of truth and knowledge is 
neither practicable nor desirable -f~is shot. _ apter (see Phillips: 1987; Hughes: 1990; Popper: 
1972). Rather, the focus of discussion can be readily narrowed down to the key issues above. As a 
qualitative framework had already been adopted, the question became whether the analysis aimed to 
understand 'experiences' as phenomena (social constructionism), or to understand descriptions of 
experiences in interaction (ethnomethodology)? This thesis adopts a mixed position, a conversation 
analytic constructionism (Buttny: 1993). 
Since the research problem was developed out of a desire to understand multiplicitous 
descriptions of behaviour an emphasis on 'accounts' from an ethnomethodological perspective 
(using conversation analytic techniques) was favoured. However, in seeking to understand 'day 
visitors' experiences in a way that relates to the tourism and leisure theories discussed in the 
previous two chapters some assessment of the work that such accounts achieve from a social 
constructionism stance would also be necessary. As such, combining the approaches is useful 
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because it allows a focus on the mundane ways that people organise and construct their talk to 
achieve 'things'. The focus on interaction, rather than only the content of accounts, takes the 
emphasis away from the complexities of ascribing accounts as motives, towards an emphasis on 
what work accounts achieve in the interaction setting. 
The following sections of this chapter focus on how this approach was derived. The 
discussion begins with a brief review of the alternative approaches to tourism analysis that have 
been adopted previously. This is followed by a brief consideration of the epistemological context. 
The literature describing the development of ethnomethodology as a paradigm for the study of 
accounts is followed by a discussion of the 'accounts' literature from the different approaches that 
led to the adoption of the Conversation Analytic (CA) constructionist approach taken in this study. 
The chapter ends with a description of the research process followed and details relating to the 
participants that took part. 
4.2: Alternative voices in tourism studies. 
It was noted in the previous chapter how the mainly positivist orientation of conventional 
consumer behaviour theory limits understanding of tourism and leisure behaviour. The contributions 
of alternative approaches were also discussed and collectively they were shown to be more able to 
discuss the nature (chapter 2) and meanings associated with experiences of leisure and tourism 
(chapter 3) with more depth and resonance. However, in terms of actual, clearly defined discussions 
of methodology, there are few examples in the leisure and tourism literatures. Although there is a 
great deal of qualitative research, much of it is rooted within positivist philosophy (Veal: 1997). 
These methodological approaches tend to be assumed rather than fully described in many of the 
studies discussed in the previous two chapters. Evidence of concern for methodology as opposed to 
method is relatively small in tourism and leisure research, with some notable exceptions (e.g. Dann, 
Nash and Pearce: 1988). 
Masberg and Silverman (19%) cond .. ___ j a phenomenological study of visitor's 
experiences at heritage sites. Culler (1981) mapped out the semiotics of tourism, as being concerned 
with the categorisation of social objects as cultural signs. Katriel analysed the discourses in the 
production of heritage in the settlement Museums ofIsrael (Katriel: 1994). Ryan (l995) wrote of the 
important methodological contribution that could be gained from conversations, especially with 
older members of society, who he found used past experiences to determine their future holiday 
behaviour. Riley (l996) claims that there is only one known use of grounded theory in the tourism 
literature, which he himself is in the process of completing. He states further that despite an 
increasing amount of qualitative consumer behaviour texts that use interpretive techniques, these 
lack methodological rigour. Riley argues that since consumer experiences are socially constructed. 
theory could benefit from a more phenomenological approach to understanding consumption 
phenomena through the micro-study of everyday life for a few people in society. There have been 
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some feminist studies of leisure undertaken using qualitative methodologies, for example Henderson 
(1990) who took a symbolic interactionist framework for her analysis of the containers that 
American farm women structure their leisure experiences. Henderson bemoans the lack ofa feminist 
perspective on leisure (Deem: 1986, is the obvious and major exception), and she also claims the 
significance of doing the research in this particular way (long, unstructured interviews about past 
lived experiences going back a long way in time with elderly women). The significance of the 
findings is clear. Women have different leisure experiences than men, and therefore gender is a 
useful approach in the understanding of leisure as a phenomenon. 
Walle (1997) considers the qualitative versus quantitative debate in tourism and 
recommends an eclectic approach based on the fact that the complexity of the phenomena makes it 
conducive to a mixed approach. Qualitative research has usually ~n limited in tourism to 
providing new concepts and areas of further research in a quantitative way. In terms of consumer 
behaviour, Walle states that the discipline is embracing qualitative methods as a way of getting to 
grips with the c<!mplexities of the phenomenon. He says uses of these qualitative techniques are now 
at the cutting edge of consumer research. His own research is based on a literary criticism approach 
to tourism consumer behaviour (Walle: 1996). 
This is a brief overview of the contribution to understanding that different approaches 
within leisure and tourism can offer. The rich anthropological tradition within tourism research (e.g. 
Smith: 1989 {1977}; and Bums: 1999) based on participant, and other, observation techn iques, for 
example has been disregarded here. Since anthropology primary concerned with the effects of 
tourism activity and interactions on the host population. Such an approach is not relevant to this 
thesis. However, there has been some tangential research undertaken in the field of cultural 
anthropology, that explored that ways in which Masai life and culture is 'produced' for tourists 
(Bruner and Kirshenblatt-Gimblett: 1994). It may now be possible to assess the possible approaches 
that could have been used to undertake such an analysis of experiences. 
4.3: The epistemological context. 
In the last three decades, this epistemological status of science has come into question 
(Phillips: 1987). Epistemology is a branch of philosophy that asks the question, what is the character 
of our knowledge of the world? (Hughes: 1990:5). 
" ... epistemology becomes ... the theory of the growth of knowledge. It becomes 
the theory of problem solving, or, in other words, the construction, critical 
discussion, evaluation, and critical testing, of competing conjectural 
theories. " 
(Popper: 1972: 142). 
It is unclear from the literature which came first, the changes in the logic of science or the 
epistemological questions which expanded these themes into the wider realm of the sciences (Ayer: 
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1982). Bryman and Burgess (1994) examined the trends in British sociology and noticed a shift in 
emphasis from a discussion of method to methodology. Secondly, they noted a shift trom 
quantitative methodologies (positivism) to qualitative ones (this position has no one umbrella 
category, sometimes it is referred to as post-positivism (Phillips: 1987), relativism, social 
constructionism, alternative enquiry or interpretivism). Sometimes the range of alternative views 
within this approach is conceived as a continuum (see Hirschman: 1986; Hirschman and Holbrook: 
1992). In some cases the debate between the two approaches seems incommensurable, such as in 
social work research where the two opposing 'sides' have reified the belief systems of their positions 
(Atherton: 1986). 
Bryman and Burgess identifY that these shifts are apparent in the development of research 
strategies away from deductive reasoning. There appears to be a focus on two general modes, 
analytic induction and grounded theory. In the former the researcher usually approaches a problem 
with a rough definition of an issue. The data collection and analysis process is characterised by a 
continual process including revision of hypotheses when necessary. Sometimes the initial problem is 
redefined in the process. Grounded theory bears much resemblance to analytic induction in respect 
of the interrelationships between data collection and theorising. It is concerned with the generation 
of theory from data (Glaser and Strauss: 1967). Data are collected and then related to a general issue 
of concern, categories are developed which fit the data, and more data are then collected until the 
categories are saturated (Strauss: 1987; Corbin and Strauss: 1990). The researcher then tries to 
develop more general and possibly abstract expressions of these categories capable of embracing a 
wider range of objects (Strauss and Corbin: 1990; Pidgeon and Henwood: 1994). Bryman and 
Burgess argue that in general there are few genuine cases of grounded theory using this approach. 
Watson (1997) argues for a pragmatic pluralist (and problem-based), approach to study to find 
useful orientations and insights across the range of approaches that may bear influence in his 
anthropological study of management. Other approaches include those based on the analyses of 
language; discourse analysis, symbolic interaction ism, and ethnomethodology; and the classic 
approaches of ethnography. Since this study is about the accounts of 'day visitors' experiences, it is 
interested in the analysis of the conversational organisation of accounts, and the rhetorical and 
constitutive business they achieve for speakers. Further, of the approaches outlined above, only 
ethnomethodology is interested in the everyday methods employed by ordinary members of society 
in accomplishing social life, and so ethnomethodology became the paradigm most suited to the 
methodological concerns of this thesis. The following section describes the main background and 
key concepts of the approach, as a basis for developing a framework for the following analytic 
procedures. 
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4.4: Ethnomethodology: a paradigm for the study of accounts. 
Developed by Garfinkel (1967: 1994), as a way of studying the practical sociological 
accomplishment of everyday life, ethnomethodology was to allow the treatment of practical 
activities, practical circumstances and practical sociological reasoning (Garfinkel: 1967: I) as 
empirical topics for the first time. 
In describing the origins of ethnomethodology, Cuff, Sharrock and Francis (1990 {I 972 }), 
state that Garfinkel was influenced by two key thinkers, Talcot Parsons and Schutz. From Parsons 
Garfinkel became interested in the 'theory of action' (1990: 167) and the problem of social order. 
Radically different from Parsons, was the philosophical writings of Alfred Schutz, who was 
interested not in social systems of action, but rather from the level of action as experienced by the 
actor in the world of everyday life (1990: 168). Schutz's writings were basically rooted in a critique 
of Weber's conception of an interpretive sociology, and especially of subjective meaning, and ideal 
types. Schutz argued that the social world is characterised by a mass of intersubjective experiences, 
and so the world is eminently social and objectified as such. 
Garfinkel took from Parsons the idea that social order is produced because social actors 
were able to recognise and comply with normative, social constraints. From Schutz, Garfinkel took 
the notion that social actors' understandings of situations were not produced by a common culture, 
but locally from within the activity or setting, in that social order is participant-produced (Cuff et af: 
1990: 173). This is the key to ethnomethodology. Garfinkel proposed that the realities of social life 
should be conceived as consisting in, and only in, members' understandings (op cit: 174). Heritage 
(1984), in the key examination of Garfmkel's project, interpreted that Garfinkel meant 
ethnomethodology to be the study of a particular subject matter. Heritage defined that Garfinkel 
meant ethnomethodology to be the study of commonsense knowledge and the range of procedures by 
which ordinary members of society make sense of, find their way about in, and act on the 
circumstances in which they fmd themselves (Heritage: 1984). 
In other words, _ .. "", finkel was concerned with the most commonplace activities of daily life 
as a starting point of inquiry, rather than the grand sociological theories or meta-theories explaining 
the social order. His view was that social life - or activities - where people produce and manage 
settings of everyday life, are identical with their methods for making those settings 'accountable' 
(Garfinkel: 1967: 1). According to Garfinkel, it is the properties of 'accounts', as 'reflexive' and 
'incarnate' (ibid) that make 'accounts' of everyday life the site of, social activity and therefore of, 
empirical enquiryl. Garfinkel explained what he meant by 'accountable', thus: 
"I mean observable-and-reportable, i.e. available to members as situated 
practices of looking-and-telling. I mean, too, that such practices consist of an 
endless, on-going, contingent accomplishment; that they are carried on under 
1 Although Garfinkel did not envisage ethnomethodology as a theo~, but rather as a programme of 
empirical enquiry (Cuff, Sharrock and Francis: 1990 {3rd edition}), It has become to be thought of 
as such (e.g. Silverman: 2000). 
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the auspices of, and are made to happen as events in, the same ordinary 
affairs that in organising they describe; that the practices are done by parties 
to those settings whose skill with, knowledge of, and entitlement to the 
detailed work of that accomplishment - whose competence - they obstinately 
depend upon, recognise, use, and take for granted; and that they take their 
competence for granted itself furnishes parties with a setting's distinguishing 
and particular features, and of course it furnishes them as well as resources 
, 
troubles, projects and the rest." 
(Garfinkel: 1967: 1\2). 
In particular, Garfinkel found that social order could be recovered from an analysis of indexical 
expressions and other practical actions. Indexical expressions are the opposite of objective 
expressions. In other words, they are the expressions in interaction that are entirely dependent upon 
the context of the occasion of their use. That is to say that indexical expressions hold some 
equivalence in terms of the logic of phenomenological thought (Husser!: 1973). Such 
understandings are most often taken-for-granted in society as objective. In terms of practical actions 
and practical circumstances for ordinary members of society, Garfinkel noticed that lay sociological 
reasoning was not a topic. In other words, the resources, aims, excuses, opportunities, tasks and 
grounds for arguing (1967: 7) employed by members of society are not of interest to them, they are 
taken for granted and it is this that constitutes members' reflexivity to practical accomplishments. 
This ongoing reflexivity in the production of indexical expressions has rational properties from 
which the social accomplishment of the organised artful practices of everyday life can be discerned 
(Garfinkel: 1967{1994}: 62). 
Coulon (1995) argues that individual's accomplishment of their daily lives: 
communicating; making decisions; and reasoning using commonsense knowledge requires modified 
sociological methods. Conventional sociology treats actors to be irrational beings, whereas 
ethnomethodology is interested in the actor's practical experiences. Whereas sociology applies 
values and norms, rules and structures fL __ ~ )reexisting theoretical frameworks, ethnomethodology 
proceeds from a viewpoint of the processes through which the supposed stable features of organised 
everyday life are continually created and being recreated. These shared assumptions are denoted 
through some key concepts. 
Social life is constituted through the language of everyday life. Sociologists seek ways to 
remedy the indexical nature of practical discourse. Indexical expressions are those such as "that", 
"I", ''you'', that draw their meaning from the context, that determine the contextuality of other 
words. It means that although a word has a trans-situational significance, it also has a distinct 
significance in each situation in which it is used, and so the comprehension of the word requires 
indicative characteristics (Coulon: 1995). As such, words only gain meaning from the context in 
which they are used. For Garfinkel the entire range of natural language is indexical, in other words 
for every member of society the meaning and significance of words depends on the context in which 
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they are used. The very intelligibility of social exchanges does not suffer from indexical expressions 
(as sociologists are continually trying to remove them from their analyses) but rather depends on 
them. Indexicality also means that talk is always locally produced and managed, and so 
generalisation is not possible. 
'Reflexivity' refers to the taking into account of the nature of the interactional setting (in 
this case interviewee-interviewer), and the roles of each in order to inform analyses of the data. As 
such, reflexive re-formulations could be implicit in the answers. The subject topic revealed through 
reflexive thinking may not be the topic of conversation or interaction. In this way topics developed 
through reflexive thinking represent tacit knowledge. Members use reflexive practices all the time 
and unconsciously, they take this for granted. Reflexivity is oriented towards building and 
maintaining the meaning, order and rationality of what social actors are doing. Reflexivity refers to 
the equivalence between describing and producing an action, between it's comprehension and the 
expression of this comprehension (Coulon: 1995). 
Coulon goes on to describe the concept of accountability in ethnomethodology. 
Ethnomethodology analyses everyday activities as 'methods' for making those activities visibly-
rational-and-reportable-for-all-practical-purposes, i.e., 'accountable' (1995: 23). The two defining 
characteristics of accountability are that it is reflexive and rational. To say that accountability is 
reflexive is to say that the accountability of an activity and its circumstances is to partly constitute 
those activities. To say that accountability is rational is to say that it is methodically produced in a 
situation, in a describable, intelligible manner. The property of these accounts is not to describe a 
social reality but rather to reconstruct a precarious social order to enable us to understand each other 
and be able to communicate. Accounts then, do not describe the social world but reveal its 
constitution: 
"If I describe a scene of my daily life, it is not because it describes the world 
that an ethnomethodologist can be interested in but because this description, by 
accomplishing itself, "makes up" the world or builds it up. Making the world 
visible is making my action comprehensible in doing it, because I L _·..!al its 
significance through the exposition of the methods by which I make an account 
of it." 
(Coulon: 1995: 26). 
The final concept is that ofa 'member', the notion of which does not refer to a category but 
to the mastery of natural language. Because people are speaking natural language they are somehow 
heard as engaged in the objective production and display of commonsense knowledge of everyday 
activities as observable and reportable phenomena (1995: 26, after Garfinkel and Sacks: 1970). 
Coulon goes on to discuss the lay sociologist, and the documentary method, of 
interpretation. The documentary method is already operative by lay sociologists in the processes 
through which people understand each other in the world. Garfinkel describes the documentary 
methods as consisting of treating an actual appearance of a thing as "the document of," as "pointing 
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to," as "standing on behalf of' a presupposed underlying pattern. "Not only is the underlying pattern 
derived from its individual documentary evidences, but the individual documentary evidences, in 
their turn, are interpreted on the basis of "what is known" about the underlying pattern. Each is used 
to elaborate the other." (Garfinkel: 1967: 78). In terms of a 'pattern' Garfinkel refers to something 
that is accountable, i.e., reportable, observable, describable, as 'meaning' and therefore open to a 
process of interpretation. Individuals unveil social reality to each other, making it readable by 
building up patterns (Coulon: 1995: 33). The documentary method is used by sociologists whenever 
they are historicizing a person's biography, or producing a biography. The documentary method 
works to select and organise past occurrences so as to furnish the present state of affairs with the 
relevant past and prospects. It is this method that allows us to reconstitute the meaning of a 
conversation. We are engaged in this all the time, selecting and giving meaning to 'things' and 
interpreting what is going on in conversation. 
Lynch and Peyrot (1992) argue that ethnomethodology does not believe that people make 
sense of each other's actions by attaching culturally encoded meanings to words and gestures. They 
treat meaning contextually, in that they try to unpack relational configurations that enable sense or 
meanings to be produced in situ. Context is not: 
" ... a fixed set of social, cultural, environmental, or cognitive "factors" 
impinging upon specific instances of conduct as though from outside. Instead 
the term describes a "reflexively" constituted relationship between singular 
actions and the relevant specifications of identity, place, time, and meaning 
implicated by the intelligibility of those actions." 
(Lynch and Peyrot: 1992: 114). 
Garfinkel's early empirical data came from the LA medical examiner-coroners office's, and 
consisted of the reports of suicide statistics and the way that they were constructed. Members were 
required as part of their jobs to formulate accounts of how a death 'really-for-all-practical-purposes-
happened.' (1994: 64). As such, Garfinkel recommended a very broad range of appropriate settings 
for the capture of empirical data. Indeed, any occasion whatsoever could be examined . .he 
features of "choice" among alternatives of sense, facticity, objectivity, cause, explanation, of 
communality of practical actions. (op cit: 1994: 68). Garfinkel then argued that the social structures 
of everyday activities provided infinite subjects, contexts, objects, resources, justifications, 
problematic topics since all expressions could become objects of analysis (Garfinkel: 1967). 
In terms of the paradigmatic stance of ethnomethodology, analysis preempts arguments of 
selective objectivism, as they focus on the locally managed, ongoing practices of reality construction 
and maintenance as an accomplishment of social reality (Miller and Holstein: 1993). Talk and 
interaction are the data of ethnomethodological studies, representing a radically social approach to 
everyday life. Czarniawska-Joerges (1992) describes the epistemological position of 
ethnomethodology as located at the edge between social constructionism and existentialism on the 
continuum of paradigms. According to Czarniawska - Joerges, accountability is a sign of s(xial 
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competence, and that even where there is no audience we are still engaged in the business of 
accounting to ourselves. There are three characteristics of this accounting process. First, there is an 
unattainable wish for distinction between context free and context bound expressions. Secondly, the 
accounts are not usually the focus for the accountants themselves. And thirdly, thanks to this lack of 
interest in the 'meta-accounts' (1992: 118), what is taken for granted can remain so, and so 
everyday life is an accomplishment for the participants, and a day can be called a success if the 
social reality did not collapse. However, it is not only talk that constitutes the 'stuff of interest to the 
ethnomethodologist, as Watson lists a gamut of culturally available 'texts' that may be studied from 
the perspective (1997). 
4.5: Alternative approaches to accounts. 
Garfinkel argues that the 'how' and 'what' of talking are indistinguishable, and that an 
analysis of the 'how' is the only way of approaching the 'what'. To recognise what is being said 
means to recognise how a person is speaking, for example, metaphorically or narratively. Shared 
meaning is a shared agreement not of substance but of method, rationality is a method acceptable 
without discussion. However, this is not a wholly accepted view. Czarniawska - Joerges assesses the 
application of ethnomethodology in the context of her study of complex organisations and fmds that 
these settings are more problematic than everyday life settings, because they are extensively 
different. Czarniawska - Joerges has a problem with ethnomethodology with its emphasis on the 
'how' social reality is accomplished, relegating the 'what' is being accomplished in terms of topics 
or discourses. This is an essential tension between researchers who view ethnomethodology as 
separate from and incommensurable with, social constructionism. Czarniawska - Joerges states her 
problem succinctly, thus; "There is no soul without a body and no substance without form ... but a 
solution that recommends only the study of the body and the form does not solve much." 
(Czarniawska - Joerges: 1992: 123). 
"', Conversely, the main problem of constructionism, according to Greene (1990), is the issue 
of 'intersubjective meaning'. It is the foundation of this type of inquiry, yet proofthat 'meaning' can 
be shared between social actors would be very difficult to substantiate, despite the compelling 
arguments that interpretations of meaning are grounded, based on inductive methodology. Some of 
the other claims are similarly problematic. Interpretive knowledge is derived from emic 
understandings of the perspectives and meanings of the researched, and it encompasses tacit 
information, i.e. that which is not spoken but inferred through action. It is an hermeneutic approach 
utilising holistic 'pattern theories' (Greene: 1990: 235) that are more web-like and circular 
(heterarchic) as opposed to hierarchic. It is also openly contextual and value-bound, and as so, it is 
always problematic and contested. As knowledge is socially constructed, universal social laws are 
not possible; and 'only time-and context-bound working hypotheses (idiographic statements) are 
possible' (Lincoln and Guba: 1985: 37). If all this is true, then how can individual research studies 
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be connected to each other? In other words, it is counter science, in that progress following this 
method is impossible (Greene: 1990). However, this assumes that there is only one way to approach 
social constructionism that would be false. It is not a fixed approach, there are a range of different 
stances that can be adopted, from more realist, towards more relativist positions (for a full 
discussion on the approach, the reader is directed to: Lincoln and Guba: 1985; Denzin and Lincoln: 
1981; Guba: 1981; Greene: 1990; and Geertz: 1973; Rabinow: 1986; Miller and Holstein: 1993; 
LeCompte: 1990). 
However, it could be argued that there is more common ground between the two 
approaches than areas of distinctive difference. Social constructionists and ethnomethodologists 
argue that the things we treat as 'objective facts' are discursive constructions, or locally managed 
accomplishments. Both approach language as flexible, action-oriented and the site of social life, 
rather than a tool for reflecting the inner worlds of speakers (Stokoe: 2000). Both perspectives aim 
to analyse the 'situated conduct of societal members in order to see how 'objective' properties of 
social life are achieved' (West and Fenstermaker: 1993: 152). This common ground can also be 
located in the different treatments of accounts as phenomena. Antaki (1994), in his study of 
accounts as research phenomena, reviews the various approaches that can be taken and lists: 
attribution theory, the discursive action model (of Edwards and Potter: 1992), Conversation Analysis 
and Social Constructionism. In this sense, both the discourse approach and the conversation 
approach are both figured to be derivative from ethnomethodology to some greater or lesser extent 
(Potter and Wetherell: 1987). Antaki achieves this using a synthesised review of the boundaries and 
analytical limits of each approach to the subject. Social constructionism seeks to locate accounts 
within the wider cultural references. Accounts are conceived as storied events in ordinary members 
of society's lives, which can be interpreted as meaningful and 'real' although multiple (there are 
multiple realities). 
Buttny (1993) argues convincingly for a conversation analytic constructionism approach, 
that enables him to interpret the 'meaning' of an account (through drawing upon a socially 
constructed 'fL .. _Jgic' of shared understanding) as well uncover the methods used by persons to 
present their activities so as to render them sensible, normal, understandable (the 
ethnomethodological concern) (1993: 15). Buttny describes ways of accounting as: excuses or 
justifications (after Scott and Lyman: 1968); or as reasons or causes of behaviour, in the mode 'I 
did X because of y' (Antaki: 1990); to provide a description of an event or action; as a re-
presentation of events in narrative (Labov: 1992); or as motive-talk (Buttny: 1993: 16-20). Buttny 
(1993) and Antaki (1994) add that accounts can serve as presenting and managing impressions of 
self (after Goffinan: 1959), as Buttny describes: 
"To achieve the status of full-fledged members of society, one must avow 
claims to a right or good character, in terms of socially-approved statuses, 
competencies, goals and the like. When one's actions are not consistent with 
one's claims to good character, this may be discrediting because it is 
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expressive of social or moral failings. This inconsistency between the claimed 
and the performed creates a social disequilibrium that moves the individual to 
attempt to correct the incident through accounts and thereby prevent threats 
to face. Social equilibrium can be restored when the recipient accepts the 
proffered face work." 
(Buttny: 1993: 21). 
It is this plethora of related, yet subtly different, inter-lapping approaches to the study of 
accounts that makes navigation of the subject difficult. It would not be correct to say that 
ethnomethodological approaches are more rigourous or meaningful analyses of accounts than social 
constructionist approaches, since the latter can be powerful (See Shotter's work on accountability 
from the constructionist stance for example: 1984; 1989; 1993). Neither would it be right to say that 
mixed approaches offer the best solution to the points of contact between the two paradigms. It is 
more a concern for the direct ramifications in the context of this thesis, which will determine the 
choice of approach. 
Firstly, it can be noted that the methodology had to help understand the problem identified 
at the beginning of this thesis. It was discussed that due to the range of different reasons that were 
given within the same interviews for a 'day visit', it was difficult to sort out and analyse the 
different motives that were produced as responses to questions within the pilot study interviews. As 
a result, the focus became located in a concern for what the speakers achieved through the 
formulation of such various and compellingly detailed accounts. In other words, having the option 
of inferring meaning to the talk as motives for behaviour by the adoption of a social constructionist 
approach, may not have helped to solve the problematic aspects of the accounts for 'day visitor' 
behaviour. It was identified earlier on that, not only was the problem of this thesis the problem of 
motivation for 'day visitor' activity, it was specifically an interactional problem. However, this is 
not to say that the content of the talk was not meaningful, or that an analysis of the meanings of the 
talk-as-accounts was not desirable. Only that the interactional aspects of the pilot study data proved 
as interesting phenomena as the accounts themselves. 
It is the intention of this thesis that the approach followed here is concerned with how 
accounts for 'day visitor' behaviour are produced in the interactional setting of the interview. 
Further this thesis is interested in the work that these accounts achieve in terms of resources to , 
make presentations of self within that setting. As such, an ethnomethodological approach was 
chosen to study accounts as reflexive, indexical sites of social activity (Garfinkel: 1967; 1994). It 
would be too limiting to search for only causes, or excuses or blaming. Accounts for experience can 
be descriptions, as well as all these other types, and ethnomethodology provides an open book 
definition that doesn't impose limits or restrictions on the analysis that is imperative in this 
instance. Accounts are seen as observable, reportable accomplishments, which make up the world 
for the speaker's, that are analysable using the documentary method and other procedures. 
However, accounts may be conceived as resources for impression management in interaction 
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(Goffinan: 1959). Further, accounts are the site of meanings for leisure and tourist behaviour. They 
provide cues and references to the theory of such behaviour that may be interpretable through a 
cautious naturalism (Gubrium: 1993) or a conversational analytic constructionism (Buttny: 1993). 
Having now established an ethnomethodological orientation to the work, the following section 
describes the methodology chosen. 
4.6: Choosing a methodology. 
Theory, in Silvennan's view, provides an arrangement of concepts that define and explain 
some phenomenon, or in another way, a 'footing' from which to consider aspects of the world 
(2000: 78). In this view, ethnomethodology is a paradigm, consisting of ontology (what reality is 
like) and epistemology (the nature and status of knowledge). Methodology provides a framework for 
the study and a set of tools or methods as specific research techniques (Silvennan: 2000: 79). In his 
review of the approaches to qualitative research, Silverman (2000) lists observation, texts and 
documents, interviews and audio-visual recording as the main tools available to social scientists. 
There are two recent trends in ethnomethodological research studies that can be associated with 
Garfinkel's focus on members' practices as study-able phenomena (Bogen: 1992). First, there is a 
body of work that examines the situational dependency of rules and rule fonnulations. Second, there 
are those tending towards Conversation Analysis (CA), that conceive social activities and linguistic 
activities as being governed by constraining interactional rules, which are formal and hence 
fonnally describable (Psathas: 1995a; 1995b). This latter strand, makes CA more amenable to 
integration within mainstream sociology than the characteristics of the fonner approach, and has 
contributed to the more modest success of the ethnomethodological perspective (Bogen: 1992). The 
CA approach however, is characterised by an orientation towards talk-in-interaction, although some 
researchers have attempted to adapt CA for use with interview and textual data (Baker: 1997; 
Hutchby and Wooffitt: 1998). Having conducted in-depth, casual, semi-structured interviews that 
are perfectly acceptable for analysis within a ethnomethodoL.:;' .il perspective, since Garfinkel 
argued that most human language can be classed as indexical and therefore open to scrutiny, it was 
found that this type of data is less easily managed from a CA approach. This is because the 
interviews are not naturally-occurring talk, but managed, ordered and organised according to the 
needs and demands of the interview encounter. The researcher as second party to a conversation is 
simply not the same as being the discrete and distant analyst of previously recorded material, and 
posits the researcher in an awkward position especially from the point of view of CA. 
A further approach to the study of accounts comes from a social psychological background. 
Discursive psychology and a related version of discourse analysis (DA), are related to 
ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis, and developed by Potter and Wetherell (1987; 1994. 
See also Edwards and Potter: 1992; Edwards: 1994). In its original conception, this method was 
concerned with the 'interpretive repertoires', a similar concept to 'discourses' that are available to 
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actors. As a consequence, there was less focus on the interactional order and rules. There are three 
key features to this approach to DA. It treats talk and texts as social practice, as such it pays close 
attention to features of linguistic content, meanings and topics, as well as to linguistic form. The 
DA approach of Potter and Wetherell is more interested in sociological problems than linguistic 
ones. Secondly, DA is concerned with action, construction and variability. The third feature is that 
DA is concerned with the rhetorical or argumentative organisation of talk and texts as authentic 
(Abell and Stokoe: 1997; 1999). However, as it has developed, discursive psychology has drawn 
more heavily on CA theory and procedures, with less focus on the identification of 'repertoires' 
which appear beyond the data. In their most recent work, Edwards (1998) and Potter (Puchta and 
Potter: 1999) both approach their work in the CA tradition, as do other discursive psychologists 
(Antaki and Widdicombe: 1998; Houtkoop and Antaki: 1998). 
Similarly, work within the CA tradition has engaged the extent to which 'culture' can be 
tolerated within their analyses (after Moerman: 1988, which inspired a special edition of the Journal 
"Research on Language and Social Interaction" (Volume 24, 1990/1». Notably, Heritage (1991) 
talked about the possibility of recovering meaning as intention in talk-in-interaction, and although 
with the data that he used it was not possible to say categorically what the intentions were for the 
action, he argues well with some overlapping data. The links between phenomenological thought, 
the interactional order, society and the self has been made eloquently recently by Malone (1997). 
Malone draws a thread through Schutz's descriptions of the Lebenswelt (Schutz and Luckmann: 
1973), ethnomethodology, Goffinan's interaction order (1979) and the conversation analytic 
Programme of Sacks that sought to formalise a rigorous method of handling the events of everyday 
interaction as sociological data (Sacks: 1992). In this way Malone constructs the basis for the 
identification of the presentation of self in everyday talk through the reconceptualisation of 
information, meaning and intention within conversational data (Malone: 1997: 144). 
"In the interaction order, information, intention, and meaning are dependent 
on the twin demands of self-presentation and sense-making so there are no 
simple signs. All information transmission between people must be treated as 
potentially complex." 
(Malone: 1997: 145). 
There are then, different styles of study but these are not necessarily incompatible (Psathas: 
1995b). There are differences in emphasis, in method selection and formulation, and of foci, but 
they complement and supplement each other. There is a shared foundational position with regard to 
the effort to describe and analyse everyday naturally occurring activities, by preserving their in situ 
order and organisation as phenomena for study (Psathas: 1995,b). This view provides us with the 
opportunity to respond actively to the aims of the thesis as they developed from an inductive process 
of problem identification and selection. And it may be appropriate at this point to make a simple 
restatement of the central purpose of this thesis. Pilot interview data conducted in situ revealed a 
problem in the ways that questions about motives for going on a 'day visit' to the Peak National 
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Park were responded to by hearers. The content of those responses revealed that accounts for 
behaviour consisted basically of intentional reasons and situational/context-specific reasons. The 
intentional reasons offered appeared to hold anomalies with the tourism motivation literature that is 
predicated upon the notion of a physical and psychological 'escape' beyond customary experience. 
On the one hand, 'day visitors' were understood to be going back to the same places within 
the Park that they knew and liked. On the other hand, the volume and intensity of visitor activity in 
some key places, cast doubt upon the achieve-ability of such an intention. There is both an 
interactional element to this research problem - that of understanding (classifying and ordering) the 
range of motives described, their significance, status and the work that they achieved in the context 
of the interview setting. And secondly, there is a problem about the meaning of such responses to 
visitors themselves in the context of the theory of tourism studies that is interested in notions of 
'escape' and motivation more broadly. This entirely problem-based concern necessitated a mixed 
methodological approach to the analysis of the interview data. From CA comes the concern for the 
structures within the talk and the interactional rules that bound the production of that talk. From 
this approach a systematic analysis of the accounts can be achieved, that will be able to order, 
classify and assess the status and significance interaction ally of the accounts of 'day visitor' 
experience. This analysis is achieved first by an unmotivated look at the interview transcripts to try 
to ascertain the underlying features of the accounts generally and the work they achieve 
interactionally (this is the object of chapter 5). Chapter 6 develops a framework for analysing 
accounts for behaviour within a CA approach, derived from Schutz's specification of the interpretive 
meaning context as motivational context. This is a major finding of this thesis since it develops a 
new method of understanding, organising and classifying accounts as motivational talk. 
However, chapter 6 begins to deal with a grey area in the different methodological 
approaches to data. For the method to be effective, the issue of context must be confronted. In CA 
and discursive approaches, there is a debate about context, for CA context refers to programmatic 
relevance or rather the sequential ordering of talk. In other words, an utterance gains its relevance 
from the programmatic, or sequential context of the directly preceding utterance. In discursive 
approaches, context is more loosely defined by the meaning of the talk. However, there is way to 
navigate this issue using the documentary method. The documentary method allows that meaning 
can be assigned to an utterance as being a document of an item, which may not necessarily be 
unequivocal to another use of that item. The analysis of chapter 6 draws upon this documentary 
approach since it will be argued that meaning of the surrounding talk must be interpreted in order to 
analyse the structure from a CA approach. In other words, the analysis in chapter 6 takes a step-wise 
approach using the documentary method and CA description procedures to enable a detailed 
analysis of the rational properties of accounts. 
Such formal properties allow the analyst to answer only one part of the broad research 
problems identified above. This thesis is also interested in why respondents choose the methods they 
do to account for their 'day visitor' behaviour. In other words, there is a problem of understanding 
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the meaning and relevance of reasons in talk to the body of knowledge in tourism and leisure 
studies. What does the production of such accounts actually achieve for the respondents? A more 
discursive approach that locates the meaning of the talk in the broader context of the discourses in 
social life makes up the final chapter of analysis (chapter 7). Here the interest is on the presentation 
of self in the interview setting, and what it achieves in the construction and production of accounts. 
There is one particular focus that pulls these different approaches together however. 
Throughout the following chapters, one eye is focused on the interactional setting of the interview 
itself and the influences that this may have on the production of talk, always. This is a pervasive and 
fundamental aspect of the analytic work that follows in subsequent chapters. There can be no 
apologies made for having chosen to carry out the research in the manner in which it developed. To 
achieve the depth of response in terms of descriptions of experiences, only interviews from a casual, 
conversational approach provided opportunities for such access. What was obtained from the 
interview process was a set of data that is extraordinarily rich in expressions, details, experiences, 
formulations, and theories for behaviour. However, now that this mixed methodological approach 
has been described, and before looking at the data, it may be pertinent to describe that process in a 
little detail. 
4.7: The research process. 
The interviews were developed along the lines of a phenomenological inquiry (Husserl: 
1973; Thompson et al: 1989; Morgan: 1985). Emphasis is placed on how individuals make sense of 
their world, how categories and definitions are shared, how responses are made to social 
phenomena, and how individuals create meaningful identities. Morgan refers to this as 'work', the 
everyday business of producing everyday life (Morgan: 1985: 187). The goal of the 
phenomenological interview is to attain first-person descriptions of some specific domain of 
experience, and the course of the dialogue is flexible, allowing the respondent to develop topics 
(Thompson et al: 1989). Questions from ._:~. Lllterviewer flow from the course of the dialogue and 
not from a pre-determined path, and so a more conversational interview can be achieved rather than 
a question and answer session. As a result of this procedural application of method, the interviews 
consisted of long, fairly uninterrupted 'monologic' talk by the respondents, which causes particular 
methodological issues from the CA analytic perspective (Hutchby and Wooffitt: 1998: 185). Long 
stretches of uninterrupted turns, seem to be more text-like narratives than collaboratively produced, 
turn-by-turn action sequences emerging from two or more participants. With such data, how is an 
examination of the sequential properties of the turns to be undertaken? Further, there are detailed 
transcription procedures recommended for the analysis of talk in CA convention to facilitate the 
analysis of the interaction (Jefferson: 1984). Such a transcription process would not be possible with 
an emphasis on the speakers' accounts of their visits to the Peak National Park, through the analysis 
of long stretches of speakers' talk. Long, storied accounts of experiences do have value in CA 
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studies in terms of incidences of for example, self-monitoring, and especially relevant for the 
following analysis, design features of the accounts. Speakers can be demonstrated to repair their 
formulations, and report reflected experiences, anomalous events and information about themselves, 
that have sequential relevance (Hutch by and Wooffitt: 1998). Further, there is the opportunity to 
look for normative properties within larger patterns of monologic talk. It is from this approach that 
the interviews-as-accounts were analysed. 
In-depth, conversational style interviews offered the best way of obtaining the kind of 
qualitative, detailed descriptions of the 'day visit' experiences of a limited number of subjects. The 
interviews undertaken for this research followed the procedures stated above. The interviews had 
been designed to let the respondent draw out the topics of their choosing, through the approach of 
having only one preset question for each of the interviews. A look at the range and breadth of talk in 
the transcripts reveals that respondents really did have some opportunity to shape the flow of the 
topics of conversation. This is not to say that the interview was not structured, however. The 
interview situation was always approached from the notion of the interviewer-interviewee 
relationship. In other words, the interviewer was actively seeking some talk about something that 
the respondent obliged in providing, it is in this sense that the interviews produce accounts as 
opposed to natural conversation (see Baker: 1997). Holstein and Gubrium (1995) also argue that the 
researcher is always going to structure the interview encounter through the research agenda. 
Further, it was not an intention to avoid the topic of causality, in other words, the interview would 
approach 'why' questions if they were appropriate, for the simple reason that such responses were 
the focus of the research problem. 
The ensuing narrative's from 14 respondents provided a rich account of experiences from a 
range of individuals, and in two cases, couples. Two of the tapes were spoiled, five of the tapes were 
fully transcribed. The data consisted of long accounts of recollections of experiences of day visits in 
the Peak District. The interviewer did not make notes, or have scripted questions, and the interview 
fonnat was of the most infonnal, casual style. The method of data collection was designed so that 
access to the most mundane, trivial aspects of responc' s everyday leisure activities were to be 
obtained. The issue about how to analyse these data became critical only after the interviews were 
conducted, in other words the analytic framework was not established until after the interviews were 
conducted. 
The following section introduces the recruitment process and the cohort of participants. All 
interviews were held only with those members stated and the author of this thesis. Names, as well as 
some other personal details, of respondents have been changed to protect anonymity. A description 
of the interviews follows, before an analysis of the structures within the accounts-as-narrative is 
presented. 
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4.8: The interview data. 
4.8.1: The recruitment process. 
Twelve in-depth interviews and two shorter interviews (conducted with members of a 
Ramblers Club on a ramble to which the author was invited) were conducted during the period from 
November 1996 to August 1997. The sample could be classified as a convenience sample, in that the 
initial criteria for respondents were that they were willing to talk in depth about their experiences of 
visiting the Park (Strauss and Corbin: 1990). As such, respondents were self-selecting, and this fact 
poses a problem concerning the validity of the data that was generated by such a sample. This issue 
will be discussed in the following section. Almost every weekend (and during some weekdays of all 
the school holidays) during this period the interviewer travelled to the Peak District to distribute 
advertisements to recruit respondents. The initial leaflets contained a lot of information about the 
project on A4 size paper, and were placed under windscreen wipers of car windows. Due to a lack of 
response the leaflets changed in design. They became A5 in size, and the information became much 
briefer and consequently vague. The interviewer aimed for maximum coverage over as wide an area 
of the National Parks' car parks as possible during this period. The overall response rate was very 
low, less than 1% (although it is not possible to be entirely accurate about the amount of leaflets 
distributed, it was in excess of 2000). 'Day visitors' who chose public transport were not omitted 
from the study. The twelve vary in length from 35 minutes minimum up to I hour 25 minutes 
maximum, most are around I hour, 15 minutes long. 
4.8.2: The cohort of participants. 
The participants were gathered from a variety of sources. One was an old school friend of 
the interviewer another three were informal colleagues. One interviewee was the subordinate of a 
colleague of the interviewer, one was a friend of a friend of a friend and the remaining eight (six 
plus the two ramblers club interviews which came from the one source) responded.i1 
advertisement. All of the participants were happy to be interviewed for the project, and consented to 
requests for a follow up interview if necessary. The respondents were not asked about personal 
details such as age, employment characteristics, ethnic background etc. as the sample would be too 
small in any case to make generalisations along these lines. In order to give some idea to the reader 
of the cohort of participants a brief description is given below from information given on the tape 
and observations. Names as well as some other personal details have been changed to protect 
anonymity. 
I. Emma and Sam. 
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Are a couple in their late twenties/early thirties. He works as a P.C support technician and she is a 
systems accountant. They live in Nottingham and have no children. The main topic of conversation 
in this interview was their descriptions of mountain biking in the Peak Park. 
2. Leon. 
Is a junior manager with a hospital trust, and lives in Derby, with his fiancee. He is also in his late 
twenties/early thirties. Leon talks about informal visits to the Park in the school holidays, although 
his most recent visit had been a sponsored walk in the Peaks. 
3. Jim. 
Is a salesman in his early thirties, he comes from, and lives in, Derby, with his girlfriend. He is a 
fell runner, who visits the Peak Park almost every weekend for this purpose. Our conversation is 
almost entirely about fell running. 
4. Barbara. 
Is a widow in her late forties/early fifties, she is not in paid employment. She lives in Derby. She 
talks in the interview about how she has recently started walking and likes nature. 
5. Pam. 
Lives alone in Ambergate, Derbyshire and is in her mid/late fifties. She is a retired teacher, who 
comes from Derby and says that she moved back to the county because it felt like home. Pam talks 
about walking mainly, but also other types of experiences, camping, and general visiting the Peak 
towns and amenities. She sold her car as a conscious decision to use only public transport. 
6. Keith. 
Is a research student at the University of Derby in his mid thirties. He lives alone in Derby, and does 
not have private transport, but talks about taking the train and walking out into the countryside 
mainly around Matlock. He also talks about cycling into the Peak Park. 
7. Ralph. 
Is a lab technician at the University of Sheffield. He lives with his girlfriend in Sheffield and is in 
his early thirties, and has recently taken up walking in the Park. This tape was unfortunately very 
poor quality recording, but some stretches of the recording were useable. 
8. Samantha. 
Is a research student at the University of Derby. English is not her mother tongue. She likes to 
experience new places, and found out about the Peak Park when she and her husband moved to 
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Derby with his work. Samantha talks of liking to go and see natural places, and taking photographs. 
She is in her late twenties. 
9. Sadie. 
Is a physically less-abled woman In her late forties who lives in Derby. Being confined to a 
wheelchair means that she does not get out as often as possible. She talks about how she is 
dependent on her ex-husband to take her out, and she talked about an encounter with a duck in the 
Park at Derwent Reservoir. 
10. Mary and Tom. 
Are a couple from Somerset. Mary works as an administrator at the University of Derby, Tom is not 
working. They are in their early thirties, and their talk is mostly about their interest in mountain 
climbing. This tape was spoiled and unusable. 
11. Anne. 
Is an unemployed woman in her late twenties who lives in Sheffield. Her wholefood business folded 
after only a year trading leaving her bankrupt. She talks about informal visits to the Park, walking a 
friend's dog, and contemplating life at ancient pagan sites, such as Arbor Low and the Nine Ladies. 
This tape was also spoiled and unable to be used. 
12. Fred. 
Is an engineer in his early fifties who lives in Sheffield. He has two daughters who are at university. 
He is separated from his wife who prefers to live in the South. He talks about walking in the Park 
with friends and his daughters, and he is also a keen amateur photographer. 
13 and 14. Sutton-in-Ashfield Ramblers Club. 
Two interviews \\_.:.' recorded with ramblers during the walk, a twelve-mile circular hike from 
Hartington, taking in some of the Dales of the lower Peak District. The interviews were held with 
Don, the leader of the walk that day, and Jerry, who has been rambling with the club since 1968. 
4.8.3: The interview setting. 
Where possible the interviews were conducted at the home of the participants In the 
evenings after work. There were some exceptions however, as respondents were given the choice of 
meeting place. Two respondents chose the interviewer's home (Keith and Jim). One chose a public 
garden, Barbara, one was conducted at the respondents workplace in work hours, Leon, and two 
were conducted at the interviewer's workplace, also during work hours, Samantha and Mary and 
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Tom. A further interview was conducted in the garden of the participant's home during the daytime. 
Pam. The two interviews with the ramblers club were held during the walk itself 
4.8.4: The interview. 
In all the instances the interview was held between only those mentioned above. All the 
respondents were told that the interview was expected to take between 45 minutes and one hour and 
a half. But also that it was entirely up to them to speak for as long or as short a time as they wished, 
that it should take place wherever they felt comfortable, as long as it would be fairly quiet so as not 
to impair the audio quality of the tape. A tape recorder was placed in-between the interviewer and 
the respondent, there were few occasions for disturbances. In all cases the interviewees offered 
coffee before the interview began, to allow for an uninterrupted session. In the interview with Fred, 
the interview was interrupted so that we could walk out onto his balcony to see the view, to highlight 
his point at the time. In the interview with Barbara, the interview was interrupted due to a council 
lorry entering the area. In the interview with Sadie, the telephone rang. 
In all cases the interviewer endeavoured to keep his contribution to the interaction to a 
minimum. Open questions were asked in all instances, and the participants were encouraged to talk 
at length through such devices as; 'Tell me in as much detail as possible about your last visit to the 
park?'. In most cases the participants appeared relaxed and happy to talk at length. The interviewer 
encouraged the participants wherever possible through nodding, saying 'yes', using minimal 
responses which were designed to allow the speaker to continue their turn at talk. In one case, the 
interview with Ralph, the interview did not proceed very well. He was ill disposed to give detailed 
replies to inquiries, his partner sat beside him, but did not contribute to the interview, despite being 
encouraged to take part. The interviewer tried to encourage discussion by using 'coaxing' devices, 
such as talking about his experiences but to little effect. In other instances the interviewer 
participated actively in the talk, especially where there was a delicate matter or felt the need to probe 
on a subject area, and this often helped as a relaxed, informal - ,"ag made for long and detailed 
responses by participants. 
Where the decision to visit the park was shared between more than one participant, the 
interviewer tried to arrange for both parties to be interviewed together. This was only possible in two 
instances, with Emma and Sam, and Mary and Tom. However, in some instances it was not possible 
to have both participants present to discuss the shared nature of the experiences. Leon and 
Samantha describe usual visits that are made with partners and/or friends. Sadie has to be taken out 
by her ex-husband, who was in the house during the interview, but in a separate room, listening and 
occasionally commenting. Jim does fell running with a partner, but this only became evident during 
the interview. The remaining participants were single, widowed or separated and talked in terms of 
both shared and singular, personal experiences of visits. 
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Participants were selected on a purposive sampling basis (Strauss and Corbin: \990), in 
that they were available and willing to talk about their experiences based on a recent (i.e within one 
week ideally) day visit to the Peak National Park. The notion of theoretical sampling was similarly 
employed (Strauss: 1987) in that participants were sought on the grounds of achieving the greatest 
diversity of possible visitor types and experiences. Indeed the selection of participants can be viewed 
as highly successful considering that informal drives out, walking, mountain biking, climbing and 
running are all highly popular activities in the Peak Park. 
All participants were given the same information before the interview began, although the 
preamble to the interviews was not tape recorded. This information included; 
1. The information was to be used as data for a PhD thesis. 
2. The identity of the participants would not be revealed. 
3. What was to be required of the participant(s) (i.e that they are to asked to describe their 
experiences in the peak park, based on their most recent visit and anything else they want to talk 
about connected with that). 
4. That the purpose of the project was to analyse these experiences to attempt to understand 
the reasons why day visitors visit the places they do. 
At the end of nearly all the interviews the respondents hoped that the interview 
would be useful for the research. The issue concerning the validity of data gathered from such a 
group can be overcome by applying the principles of ethnomethodology that were discussed in the 
previous sections. If the point of analysis for the following chapters is the content of experiences as 
'truth', then validity problems for the analyst would arise (Silverman: 1993). However, for the 
ethnomethodologist, interviews can be analysed for the basic properties of social interaction of 
which they are constituted (Cicourel: 1964). It is these properties that form the basis of analysis of 
the forthcoming chapters. These properties consist of member's everyday commonsense knowledge 
of social structures (Silverman: 1993: 97). It may be claimed that the respondents in this study 
represent a small, homogeneous, middle-class group and that the methods deployed by other groups 
to account for their behaviour may be entirely different from those identified in this analysis (such as 
working class-people, people from ethnic minority, and homosexual groups). It is without doubt that 
the topics, and even the methods employed in the construction of topics, may be different for 
different groups in society. However, the 'work' that such accounts achieve in constituting the social 
world is still given priority in ethnomethodological analyses. The interviewer and the interviewee 
are understood to be oriented to the accomplishment of a task, if the groups had been more 
heterogenous, the relationship between the parties may have displayed different characteristics, but 
must still be understood as an accomplishment of social interaction (Cicourel: 1 964). It is this 
accomplishment of social interaction that provides a point of analysis, and also offers, for Coulon 
(1995), the means to overcome issues of validity of interview material. 
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4.9: Summary. 
Lynch and Peyrot argue that there IS no single unified way of approaching 
ethnomethodology, some are more CA oriented, and others are more interpretive in character. 
However, Lynch and Peyrot also find some defining characteristics that bind the two approaches. 
They are surprisingly realist (as opposed to some qualitative social constructionist sociology), and 
characteristics of the methods used, are that they feature diligently working through specific pieces 
of text attending closely to the features of descriptive method. Ethnomethodologists insist that the 
immediate, singular details of social actions are orderly and intelligible at their surface (Lynch and 
Peyrot: 1992: 117). Although there are different approaches to ethnomethodology that are defined in 
terms of the level of interpretation of the talk that can be tolerated in analysis, there seems to be 
convergence in some key areas. Discursive approaches appear to be moving more towards CA 
conventions and methods, and so more flexible applications of CA have been developed. 
Conversation analysis has been embraced by different disciplines as a rigourous way of approaching 
data, and from this development flows debate about the exact boundaries of CA inquiry. This debate 
has stretched into what can be classified as 'data' within CA (Hutchby and Wooffitt: 1998). 
In its concern with accounts primarily, this study has advocated a combined approach. 
Wanting to pay close attention to the concerns of ethnomethodological inquiry, using the analytic 
approach of CA, yet also wanting to have some flexibility in terms of the transcription procedures 
followed and the level of abstraction from the data, because of the topic under investigation. 
Interview data of the type generated in the research for this study partially necessitated such an 
approach, yet also the analysis was developed particularly in order to attend to the concerns of the 
research problem. 
The focus of this study is the way in which social actors, through their actions, engage in 
reproducing intelligible representations of their actions, as choices, accountable to other 
knowledgeable subjects (Garfinkel: 1967). As such it is concerned both with the structural features 
of the conversations as texts, including how members 'tell' their experiences; as stories (Coffey and 
Atkinson: 1996) or; as accomplishments (Lerner: 1992; Mandelbaum: 1993); or as belonging to 
others (Perakyla and Silverman: 1991). There is an interest in some of the resources members have 
drawn upon in the construction of their experiences, to demonstrate how members are reflexively 
oriented to the intelligible reproduction of accounts of their experiences in a particular setting 
(Jefferson: 1990). This unmotivated look at the accounts for the structures contained and the work 
that such structure achieves in the interactional situation, forms the focus of the following chapter. 
This use of 'experience structures' as a method of understanding social actions, views 
motivation for normative, appropriate conduct as part of the actors awareness of their accountability 
for different courses of action. Social actors, in their re-constructions of experiences, account for 
their behaviour, in terms of normative role representations of self, directed towards other social 
actors (Goffinan: 1959). A small amount of work has been undertaken within conversation analysis 
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on accounts, including a study of accounting for achievement in parent-teacher interactions (Baker 
and Keogh: 1995). A very early sociological paper exam ined the issue of 'accounts' for untoward 
behaviour, and found that they were classified into two types, excuses and justifications, each with 
their own sub-types (Scott and Lyman: 1968). Scott and Lyman argued that 'accounts' bore a family 
resemblance to 'motives' (1968: 46). There have also been social-psychological studies of the 
accountability of conduct (Semin and Manstead: 1983; Antaki: 1994; Buttny: 1993). However, the 
analytic techniques and devices for a CA study of accounts has been limited (with the exception of 
Buttny: 1993; Hutchby and Wooffitt: 1998). This thesis proposes that there is a scheme for 
recognising and classifying accounts within experiences of behaviour. In constructing experiences, 
actors account for their behaviour as reasons for that behaviour, and Schutz's scheme for ordering 
interpreted meaning can help us to identify and organise and understand these reasons (Schutz: 
1972 [1938]). This is the focus of the analysis in chapter 6. 
In chapter 7, the analysis turns to the work that such accounts performs for the speakers in 
terms of a resource for the presentation of self, and also to demonstrate aspects of their spatial 
awareness and practices. The following chapter however, begins the search for the structures in the 
interview talk from an unmotivated glance at the interview transcripts. 
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Chapter 5. 
The structu re of accounts. 
5.1: Introduction. 
The structure of accounts. 
This chapter begins the analysis of the findings with an 'unmotivated' search (Sacks: 1992) 
of the data. This is to show how accounts in conversational interview talk can be demonstrated to be 
oriented to structure. In providing an analysis of some of the methods used by respondents to 
organise and produce these accounts, the chapter begins the task of identifying the rational properties 
of accounts of 'day visitor' experiences in a wider sense. This task is carried over into the next 
chapter (6) in a focused examination of the structures that can be identified in the accounts of and for 
'day visitor' behaviour more specifically. The difference between an account of behaviour and an 
account for behaviour can be described by stating that the former is a description of some event or 
experience, and the latter is talk that gives some reason for an event or experience. The work that all 
this accounting achieves for the respondents is briefly discussed in this chapter, but is the main topic 
of chapter 7. 
This is not to say that the three chapters that follow are distinct and separate. Each seeks to 
take a slightly different topic of analysis that could be applied to the data dealt with in the other 
chapters. In this chapter the search emphasis was placed on the structures within the talk in a broad 
sense. These are structures that pervade the descriptions of events and activities in the interviews-as-
accounts. These structures are analysed as serving particular functions in interaction. Respondents 
were found to orient to accounting for their experiences that served to demonstrate to the hearer their 
reflexivity to the interview situation and, the normal, rational and social nature of their behaviour. 
These structures serve as resources for the members to achieve credibility in their accounts. Finally, it 
will be shown, by working through specific examples of data, that the structured format of accounts 
allows the respondents to demonstrate identity work in their accounts. 
5.2: Opening responses as narrative t~ __ ~ 
In an unmotivated search of the transcripts of the interviews, it was noticed that opening 
responses to the frrst (and only predetermined) question of the interview, provided interesting 
responses as answers to the question. There appeared to be story-like elements to the production of 
responses and each response clearly demonstrates an orientation to the demands of the interview. The 
conversational nature of the interviews produced long narrative-like sequences that appeared to be 
structured like 'stories' about experiences. Coffey and Atkinson (1996) suggest that this type of data 
is important. Although Coffey and Atkinson's work is not conversation analysis but more derived 
from socio-linguistics, their work attempts to formalise a framework for the analysis of narrative 
structures. 
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Using this framework to identify the narrative qualities of the accounts of 'day visitor's' 
behaviour will enable it to be demonstrated that members orient to a 'prepared' text. In other words, 
the narrative qualities of the interview demonstrate the actor's reflexivity to the situation at hand, the 
interview. Not only does this demonstrate a reflexive approach to the production of talk, but also a 
reflexivity to what subjects interpret as the demands of the interview itself, i.e. what the interviewer 
wants as the outcome. Whereas most CA work is based upon 'found' data (already reproduced for 
another purpose), these interviews were pre-arranged and this analysis hopes to demonstrate that 
'preparedness' of the respondent's talk through the use of narrative structure in the production of that 
talk. 
The word 'narrative' has more than one definition, but Coffey and Atkinson (1996) take an 
inclusive approach. They argue that narratives can be useful in qualitative analysis. Narratives have 
significance for the narrator and the audience; they have an internal logic and a sense of temporality. 
The narrative should further have a beginning, middle, and end as well as a scheme. They are ordered 
discourses that serve functions, not only of the communication of past-lived events. Stories often are 
ordered around key events or happenings. They are a way of passing on cultural information, and of 
situating the moral order of the social group through stories that tell of the consequences of breaches 
of the moral order. 
Stories are sometimes treated as fixed and seamless texts, the product of uninterruptable 
monologues. But conversational stories have been shown to be in part the product of interactional 
procedures involving both recipients and storyteller (Lerner: 1992). Many stories are told after a story 
preface sequence, and then the 'story-in-progress' (Lerner: 1992: 248) is maintained or abandoned 
moment by moment as an accomplishment of all the participants throughout the course of the telling. 
On the completion of the story the recipients usually demonstrate their understanding and 
appreciation of the story. Lerner describes the assisted storytelling (analysing the role of all the 
participants, teller and recipients or 'consociate' storytellers, who collaborate in the storytelling) as a 
concerted achievement of the participants. 
Coffey and Atkinson use an 'evaluation model' approach (1996: 58, after Labo" _ :)2 and 
Cortazzi; 1993), to suggest that the structure of a story contains an abstract, orientation, complication, 
evaluation, and result and coda (which ends the narrative with a formulation). The abstract 
commences the narrative by summarising the point or by giving a statement of a general proposition 
which the narrative will illustrate (Coffey and Atkinson: 1996: 60). The orientation gives the 
situation, the time and the person/people involved. The orientation is followed by a complication that 
consists of narrated events. The evaluation and results return to the major point and serve to reorient 
the narrative back to the present situation as an end of the story. Cortazzi calls this the coda, the 
ending of the narrative as a signal for the interviewer to ask another question, or prompt, and takes 
the story back to the beginning at the same time (1996: 61). 
The opening question by the interviewer in this study and subsequent responses by the 
participants demonstrates an orientation to a narrative structure like that described by Coffey and 
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Atkinson (1996). This orientation sets out the rules of the interviewer/interviewee relationship as well 
as provides the participants with an opportunity to introduce their 'topics' or themes that recur 
throughout the interviews. All the interviews started with a variation of the following question; 'Tell 
me in as much detail as you can about your last visit to the Peak Park?' It can be noted that the 
question asks for detail, as much as possible, thus inviting a description of an account of a specific 
event in the recent past. 
It may now be pertinent to examine some responses to opening questions to show how 
respondents interpreted what was required from this type of question. In all of the following extracts 
from the interview data, the transcripts are reproduced in courier new font. The emphasis of this 
analysis is placed, not on the tum by tum sequences of utterances, but rather the talk of the 
respondent. The reason for this is that responses were often comprised of long turns by respondents. 
The emphasis of analysis seeks to focus on the work that these responses achieve for speakers, and 
therefore the transcription conventions of CA have not been applied. Instead a very simplified 
transcription procedure has been adopted (See Hutchby and Wooffitt: 1998). Commas indicate 
fractional pauses, and full stops indicate pauses of less than one second. Larger pauses have not been 
marked in the transcripts. Although greater detail in the transcription would no doubt have 
contributed to a greater clarity of analysis, the emphasis here is on the use of larger pieces of the data, 
and so the use of CA transcription conventions would have rendered the narrative detail difficult to 
examine. A simplified system of transcription allows greater emphasis to be placed upon the 
sequences of what Hutchby and Wooffitt call 'monologic' talk (1998). 
Data extract 1 provides a good example of the way that speakers orient to the task that was 
being asked of them. This orientation can be applied in terms of narrative structure using the 
framework developed by Coffey and Atkinson (1996). 
(Key: (SM) = Interviewer, B = Barbara) 
Extract 1. 
Barbara. 
1.1.SM: 
1.2 
1.3.B: 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
1.10 
1.11 
1.12 
1.13 
1.14 
1.15 
1.16 
If you would like to tell me in as much detail as you 
can about what you did on Sunday? 
I woke thinking that I needed to go for a walk, which 
I usually do at the weekends, and it was a reasonable 
sort of day. I had done sort of most of the Tissington 
Trail, and I decided to try the High Peak Trail, I have 
very little knowledge of it, but in the last year I have 
decided to do more walking, so I just packed a sandwich, 
a drink and an apple, and I got out my walking boots and 
socks and off I went, and I parked at Parsley Hay, and I 
walked South, and I didn't really know how far I had 
gone to be honest. I walked down to the next picnic 
spot, which wasn't quite far enough, so I walked down to 
the next, and then I kept walking, and then I looked at 
my watch and found I had been going for two hours, and I 
thought I had better turn round and go back, and then I 
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1.17 
1.18 
1.19 
1.20 
1. 21 
The structure of accounts. 
discovered that I'd got another five miles to go, and 
didn't realise that I had walked quite so far, so by the 
time I got back to Parsley Hay I was very foot-weary, 
over done my time on the car parking, but I had enjoyed 
myself, even though my feet were hurting. 
At lines 1.3 - 1.5, Barbara begins her response not with a direct account of the trip or event 
itself, but with what could be described as Coffey and Atkinson's 'abstract' of a narrative account of 
a visit to the High Peak Trail. It is not a recollection of an experience so much as a contextualisation 
provided in advance to ground the description to follow. It is the general proposition for the day visit: 
"I woke thinking that I needed to go for a walk, which I usually do at the weekends, and it was a 
reasonable sort of day." The abstract can be heard as contextualising talk, providing an explanation of 
both personal and environmental circumstances, that indicate to the hearer the feelings of the 
participant, the temporal context, and the weather conditions. These elements of the 'abstract' work 
to describe to the hearer the normal turn of events, that has the effect of contextual ising the following 
account in a very general sense. In this way, the 'abstract' provides the hearer with a sense that the 
following description of events on the occasion in question can be placed within a context of other 
similar experiences, that this behaviour is not abnormal to Barbara. 
What can be heard as the 'orientation' follows from lines 1.5 - 1.8: "I had done sort of most 
of the Tissington Trail, and 1 decided to try the high Peak Trail, 1 have very little knowledge of it, but 
in the last year 1 have decided to do more walking .... ". This can be understood to be an 'orientation' 
because Barbara still does not relate the actual events of the 'day visit' episode. Instead this sequence 
provides further context about the choice of walk on that occasion, which includes information about 
the place and who went, but not the timing of the trip which had already been mentioned in the 
abstract. 
The orientation can be heard to provide further, more detailed context to the following 
description of events. The orientation here serves as an account for the choice of location of the walk 
on this occasion. It is ended with a formulation, "but in the last year 1 have decided to do more 
walking ... " that is ur~uv~ ~tood as working to explain her decision to walk in a place of which she has 
little knowledge. 
Barbara then continues with the account of her actions on the day, in terms that Coffey and 
Atkinson called the 'complication,2. Barbara first lists the items that she packed for the trip, followed 
by a list of the events in what appear to be a sequential, chronological order: " ... so 1 just packed a 
sandwich, a drink and an apple, and 1 got out my walking boots and socks and off I went, and 1 
parked at Parsley Hay, and 1 walked South, and I didn't really know how far I had gone to be honest. 
I walked down to the next picnic spot, which wasn't quite far enough, so I walked down to the next, 
2 The 'complication' in this instance is not to be confused with the CA term 'trouble'. The 
'complication' is part of the analytical framework for describing the narrative order developed by 
Coffey and Atkinson (1996), and not a 'trouble' as normally used in CA analyses. Although the 
'complication' could be described within CA as a 'trouble', the purpose here is to demonstrate the 
narrative logic using that framework. Later sections refer to 'troubles' in the talk to demonstrate other 
work that they indicate within a CA approach. 
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and then I kept walking, and then [ looked at my watch and found I had been going for two hours, 
and I thought [ had better tum round and go back, and then I discovered that I'd got another five 
miles to go, and didn't realise that [had walked quite so far ... " 
There are clear sequential elements to this complication section of the narrative. The first 
utterances from "so" (line 1.8) to "socks" (1.10) are heard as a description of events leading up to the 
trip. The following utterance "and off I went" (1.10) is heard as a formulation used to introduce the 
actual events of the trip itself. This account takes up the remainder of the turn and contains a clear 
story-like formulation with beginning, middle and end in itself. 
From lines 1.12 - 1.15, the account of the story begins with the scene being set, Barbara 
started to walk. However, a trouble is then introduced when she says " ... and I didn't really know how 
far I had gone to be honest." This trouble is then explained by the next few turns. This trouble can be 
related to the idea of the story being used to communicate a 'key' event. At the first picnic spot she 
realised that it wasn't far enough, so she walked on, and on, until she looked at her watch and found 
that she had been walking for two hours. From lines 1.15 - 1.18, the discovery that, first Barbara had 
been walking for two hours, followed by the revelation that she had got five miles left to walk back, 
indicate that the trouble, or the 'project' of this account is the realisation that she had walked too far, 
but had not realised how far she had in fact walked. This is followed by a formulation of the 
consequences of this discovery and realisation, in a conclusion to the tale from lines 1.18 - 1.20: 
" ... so by the time I got back to Parsley Hay I was very foot-weary, over done my time on the car 
parking, ... ", which can be heard as the 'evaluation' of the events in terms of Coffey and Atkinson's 
scheme. 
The result and the ending formulation follow, " ... but I had enjoyed myself, even though my 
feet were hurting.", which despite not returning us to the present situation, works to conclude the 
story with a positive evaluation. 
This opening response to the first question, specifically about a particular visit, contains an 
encapsulated version of events and episodes from Barbara's life that are elaborated upon over and 
again during the first half of the intL IV. Although it cannot be demonstrated here, her talk in the 
interview includes topics such as; needing to get out at the weekends; the weather conditions; 
walking and the Tissington Trail; the key events in her life during the previous year and; what 
happens on the walks. In this way, it provides a frame of reference for the interview by introducing 
themes that are recurrent, that can be understood as interpretive frameworks (Gubrium: 1993). 
The narrative structure format allows the respondents to orient their talk to interpretive 
frameworks that provide the hearer with a sense of the purpose of the interview, accounting for her 
'day visitor' behaviour as ordinary, rational behaviour. The context setting work described in the 
abstract and orientation places the events of the 'day visit' in question in the context of other. similar 
visits. By describing what normally happens the respondent is heard as orienting to 'doing-being-
ordinary', in that by doing the same or similar things on a regular basis, the thing in question 
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becomes customary behaviour. This context setting works to lend credibility to the following 
account. This point is further elaborated through an analysis of extract 2. 
In extract 2, Pam begins a long first response in a similar way In that she does not 
immediately begin to describe the events of the 'day visit', but contextualises the trip by talking about 
her usual experiences with her friend. In the interview with Pam it takes much longer for the 
introductory 'story' to develop (around 4 pages of text). The interviewer's question is different in this 
case because Pam had began talking about her 'day visits' to the Park before the interview proper (the 
tape being tumed on) had begun. Here only the narrative extract that displays the narrative structure 
(ending at line 2.3 1) is presented. 
Extract 2. 
Pam. 
2.1.SM: 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6.P: 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
2.10 
2.11 
2.12 
2.13 
2.14 
2.15 
2.16 
2.17 
2.18 
2.19 
2.20 
2.21 
2.22 
2.23 
2.24.SM: 
2.25.P: 
2.26 
2.27 
2.28 
2.29 
2.30 
2.31 
I should have turned the tape on ages ago really, 
it is all interesting stuff to me, erm, but I wanted 
to ask you about Tuesday anyway, so if you tell me, 
er, just how it carne about that you visited where you 
did and what you did? 
Yes, well normally this friend who comes up from 
Warwickshire, she is interested in walking and what 
we've done in the past is, we've stayed away from 
the big tourist attractions, and er, she's only 
usually here for two days and we've gone up to a 
particular point and we've done a walk from there, 
and that's been the whole day, and this time before 
she came I thought well there's so much to see that 
she never gets to see we drive past places and I say 
'I must take you there sometime'. she did go to 
Haddon Hall once about six years ago, and it was 
this time of year and she, er, she always was a 
photographer now she's into camcorders, but then she 
was fascinated by the roses so I thought well i'm 
going to make a tourist day for her, and I said 
'this time you've got a private tour r~!de, and er, 
we went walking on Sunday because of the traffic, we 
just went walking round here ... 
yes 
but then on Monday morning we set off nice and 
early about nine, because I wanted to go to Bakewell 
market, she hasn't been to a really big market in 
the country before where they still sell live-stock, 
and I knew we had to get in there before 10 o'clock 
other wise the traffic queue would be way back to 
you know? 
Pam begins at lines 2.6 - 2.12 (until, " ... been the whole day") with what can be understood 
as an abstract, that sets out the nonnal tum of events in these matters. In a similar way to the 
introductory line from the previous extract, this normal or usual behaviour sets the context for the 
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narrative complication (turn of events) that follows, and it is in this way that these openings are heard 
as abstracts. Pam gives more detail about the normal turn of events, and goes on to say at lines 2.12 -
2.15 (" ... and this time" ending at " ... there some time.") that can be classed as the orientation. This is 
quite clearly different from the abstract in a number of ways. The abstract refers specifically to 
previous events that are different from the actual lived events on this last day trip, they provide 
context, but not in any lived sense to the forthcoming details of the day visit of the previous week. 
Her utterance; " ... and this time ... " acts as a signal or marker for the end of the abstract and the 
beginning of the orientation. 
The orientation, as in the previous extract, does not directly refer to the events on the 'day 
visit' described either, but it more clearly demonstrates the time, the people involved and the nature 
of the events, if only as being different from those described in the abstract. At lines 2.15 - 2.19 ("She 
did go ... " ending with" ... by the roses ... ") Pam introduces a side-sequence, that may be termed an 
exception to the general turn of events. Her friend had been to Haddon Hall once before - exceptional 
in that this is not the usual walking visit experience - but this side sequence serves another purpose. It 
specifically links the other person into the complication that follows, it tells the hearer that the friend 
wanted to be taken to other places. This orientation ends with a sequence from lines, 2.19 - 2.21 
(" ... so I thought ... " ending with " ... private tour guide ... ") that fmalises the contextual information 
for the epic description of the weekend's actual events that follows directly after this sequence. 
In extract 2, Pam talks about their usual behaviour as; staying away from the big tourist 
attractions (line 2.9), but that in this case, the visit that shall be discussed in the interview, she had 
decided to make a tourist day for her (line 2.20). Here Pam can be heard to orient to what being a 
tourist is all about. In other words, Pam is heard as resisting a tourist identity in the first instance, and 
then actively adopting a tourist identity in the second instance. In saying that she stays away from big 
tourist attractions, Pam is understood to disassociate her own, usual behaviour from that of tourists. 
However, on the 'day visit' in question in this interview, Pam accounts for her behaviour by saying 
that she was going to make a tourist day for her friend, in other words, adopt a tourist identity for the 
day, and visit the same places as other tourists. The narrative framework demo\!~';"~Jes Pam's 
reflexivity to her own (and that of her friend) behaviour as well as to the requirements of the 
interview. Through working up a notion of tourist places as big attractions, Pam can be heard to 
categorise spaces, and this can also be heard in extract 3, that presents the evaluation and result of the 
narrative sequence of events. 
Extract 3. 
Pam. 
3.1.SM: 
3.2.P: 
3.3 
I know where it is, I think 
yes, its just, you know you can't miss it, you just 
go up until you come to the island 
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3.4.SM: 
3.5 
3.6.P: 
3.7 
3.8 
3.9 
3.10 
3.11 
3.12 
3.13 
3.14 
3.15 
3.16 
3.17 
The structure of accounts. 
it's an open island isn't it, and the book-shop's 
down ... ? 
the book-shop is, is sort of, you have to go right 
round the island and almost come back to where you 
started and the ... its just down there, the village 
of Hassop isn't until much further on, but that was 
their station, and the trail goes right past it when 
you're walking on the trail you can actually come 
into the bookshop from there, so another favourite 
place, and er, she bought some there as well and she 
was very pleased. And that was her full two day, 
well three day visit really, and er, it's just that 
decision to take her to tourist places rather than 
just do the walking this time, er 
In extract 3, Pam returns to the theme of the narrative after a lengthy section of talk 
describing the events of the 'day visit'. Pam returns to account for the places that they visited on the 
day by saying that it was simply the decision to take her friend to 'tourist places rather than just do 
the walking' that caused all those events. In comparing her usual behaviour of just walking to that on 
this visit, Pam differentiates between places that are used for walking, and therefore not tourist 
places, and those that are used for tourists, the big attractions (and it may be assumed that visiting by 
car is a characteristic). Narrative formats give respondents a resource to structure ideas about their 
identities into a story of some events in their lives. By starting their talk with sequences that explain 
their normal behaviour, they can be heard to be doing identity work, as well as make credibility 
claims for their behaviour. The use of narrative format for opening responses provides a structure for 
an account of some event or behaviour that can be shown to be different from the normal turn of 
events. This format provides a resource for working up themes and topics that are oriented to 
throughout the interviews. 
It is not always the case however, that the interviews follow this narrative format. In extract 
4, Emma is interrupted by the interviewer and responds accordingly. It could be argued that Emma is 
forced to react to the interviewer's interruption by the normal rules of interaction, however, all that 
can be definitely stated here is that the narrative text is broken, and so the 'prepared' story structure is 
broken. 
Extract 4. 
Emma and Sam. 
4.1.SM: 
4.2. E: 
4.3 
4 . 4 
4.5 
4.6 
4.7 
4.8 
Tell me all you can about the last time you went to the 
Peak Park on a day trip? 
Right, the last time we went was a week last Saturday, 
whenever that was, the beginning-mid November, and it 
was to go mountain biking, and the reason that we went 
was because it was a route that we picked out of a book 
Mountain Biking in the Peak District. But we 
deliberately bought that book because that is where we 
wanted to cycle, and we started from Bakewell, and went, 
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4.9 I can't remember the names of the places now ... 
4.10.SM: You can get the map out if you want? 
4.11.E: O.K. 
Emma responds by giving the date of the last visit first from lines 4.3 - 4.5, and then goes on to state 
the purpose for the trip at 4.5 - 4.6. It appears from a reading of this introduction that what is heard in 
this tum is an orientation, rather than an abstract. Emma then goes on to give an account of the reason 
why they had decided to go mountain biking at lines 4.6 - 4.8 on that route. Emma follows with a 
justification for that statement at lines, 4.8 - 4.10 that might be equivalent to the complication but 
does not include the actual events of the cycle ride itself which begins from lines 4.10 - 4.11, and the 
interruption from the interviewer at 4.12. The recurrent themes of the conversational interview are 
introduced in this opening statement. The talk goes on in greater detail about the topics of mountain 
biking, the Peak District and places within it, and their reasons for going there and doing that activity. 
However, unlike the two previous instances the narrative structure of 'normal' events as a 
context for some 'unusual' event on the day in question, is not produced in this interview. Instead a 
descriptive account of the time, the activity, and the reason for that choice is given, followed by the 
description of the actual lived events. The narrative logic that was evident in the structure of the 
previous two responses, does not appear in this example, this excerpt appears to have a different logic 
structure. It appears to be formulated more like a response to an interview question, rather than a 
storied event, as an account for their behaviour. The narrative structure in this case appears to be 
inverted. Emma's tum begins with an orientation, detailing the time, the activity and a reason for 
going (lines 4.3 - 4.8 ending in 'District'). This is followed by a formulation detailing the abstract, 
about buying a book about mountain biking. It may be possible to hypothesise that the narrative 
structure of the responses is not a given, but rather, narrative structure is one amongst a range of 
resources that can be used in opening responses to questions to develop accounts of experiences. 
Leon gives an account of what he did on his last visit to the Park in extract 5. 
Extract 5. 
Leon. 
5.1. SM: 
5.2 
5.3.L: 
5.4 
5.5 
5.6 
5.7 
5.7 
5.8 
5.10 
5.11 
5.12 
If you just want to tell me in as much detail as you 
can about what you did when you visited the Peak park? 
Well last weekend we walked from sheffield to 
Hathersage, which is 15 miles. We did it for charity, 
but that's by the by. We chose that walk because we live 
in Sheffield, I used to live in Sheffield, I now live in 
Derby, done it many times before with my Dad, erm, and 
the rest of the family. It's been a days walk before, 
and then we've gone on to Castleton by bus. We done it 
because we know the terrain, because it's a very nice 
walk to that area, go through, over Stanage Edge, and 
walk into Hathersage, and its just a beautiful walk. 
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In this case an abstract of the normal turn of events is also not heard until after the 
orientation, and is given in the form of an account for his behaviour on the day in a similar manner to 
the previous extract. One possible interpretation of the inverted abstract and orientation here may be 
because it later becomes apparent that this walk is in fact an unusual event recreating a family 
tradition. What is evident from this opening is the ordered way that the narrative is introduced via 
contextual, orientation, information (lines 5.3 - 5.5). This opening is followed by a justification for 
the trip (lines 5.5 - 5.8). Some difference is flagged up from the usual experience of a family 'day 
trip' (lines 5.8 - 5.9). A brief description of the journey or events (5.9 - 5.11) is followed by a 
formulation of an evaluation of the walk, which serves the purpose of closing the tum, what could be 
tenned the 'coda' (5. 12)(Coffey and Atkinson: 1996). 
Summary. 
The preceding discussion has focused on the way that respondents in four cases responded 
to an initial question asking them to give details of their last 'day visit' to the Peak National Park. It 
was argued that some respondents, when asked to describe their experiences in this way, presented 
their responses in a narrative structure that has some correlation with the narrative structure proposed 
by Coffey and Atkinson (1996). Narrative structure is not the only method that respondents can use to 
open an interview, and the examples of Emma and Leon in extract 4 and 5 above demonstrate that 
evidence of the elements of narrative formats can be seen in varying sequential order. Where 
inversion of the abstract and orientation occur, members produced accounts for their behaviour in 
terms of reasons for their actions. Use of the narrative structure appears to obviate this necessity. 
Respondents can be understood to be demonstrating their reflexivity to the demands of the interview 
situation, by having understood and interpreted the requirements of the interaction as either an 
account in a story of events, or as a reasoned account as an answer to a question. In constructing 
openings to the interview, the type of response given d_;-: .ds upon the interactional procedures and 
accomplishments of both the member and interviewer-as-recipient, and the meanings associated with 
the purpose of the interview by both parties (after Lerner: 1992). 
What is apparent is that the question produced responses from members that use narrative 
logic to 'frame' the account of the events surrounding the most recent day trip to the Peak Park. This 
narrative structure allows contextual information (people, places, activities, times, preferences, 
values) and themes (topics) to be introduced that are drawn upon by the members throughout the 
interviews. The contents of the interviews in tenns of topics are thus reflexively ordered, or 
. prepared' . 
Coffey and Atkinson (1996) consider the functions of narratives in analysis as allowing the 
analyst to focus on the social action implied within. This type of analysis is slightly less structured, is 
more context-dependent and focuses on the effect of the story told. The stories serve to illustrate 
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social objects, relationships, and experIences within a subject. As social actors we all tell our 
experiences and our lives, and so we chronicle our lives as a series of events, happenings, decisions. 
The narrative structure gives respondents a resource to present a great deal of contextual information 
and mundane detail that serves specific purposes. It was demonstrated that the structure for this 
ordering of specific events and happenings allows members to account for their behaviour as normal, 
typical, social behaviour, and as a resource to make claims about their identities. Pam was heard to 
resist a tourist identity and also to adopt a tourist identity for her visit to tourist places. She was also 
heard to categorise spaces as being tourist or walking places. 
Members showed a degree of 'prepared-ness' in their reflexive task, USIng narrative 
structure to introduce themes and contextual information that are used as referents in the subsequent 
interview. Narrative structure helps members to orient their talk to the topics and themes that are 
essentially recipient-designed, but recurrent throughout the interview and it is in that sense that 
narrative structure works for the respondents in providing structure and topics as resources for the 
following interview. It could be hypothesised that these narrative openings to the interviews provided 
the 'key' information in condensed form, but a much more detailed treatment of the interview data 
would be required to demonstrate this more fully. However, that is not the task of this section. This 
section demonstrates that structure, and in this case, narrative structure, is important to both recipient 
and respondent. These openings show reflexivity to the demands of the interview setting and also 
demonstrate an orientation to providing accounts for actions that serve specific functions. The next 
section looks at the structures discovered in respondent's accounts as constructions and formulations 
of experiences. 
5.3: The construction and the formulation of experiences. 
5.3.1: Listing devices. 
The second feature discovered from an unmotivated search of the data, was that members 
used lists of 'things' in their construction and formulations of accounts '_ rei' I!ir experiences. Lists are 
most often constructed in three parts, that speakers and hearers are oriented to the three-part nature of 
lists, and that they can serve particular conversational functions (Jefferson: 1990). Lists can constitute 
a turn at talk enabling the hearer to monitor the last component as a sign of list completion. Lists can 
also be a conversational sequential resource. By virtue of this three-part structure to some lists, 
members can orient to matters such as ''weak'', "absent" or "missing" third parts. Third items may be 
used to accomplish particular interaction work, such as topic-shifting and offense avoidance. Finally, 
lists can be constructed by more than one speaker. Jefferson details the variety of list types and their 
interactional uses as empirically observable recurrent phenomena that show up in various forms. 
The three-partedness of lists is visible mostly in the list-like ''triple singles" (Jefferson: 
1990: 64) by which people indicate 'muchness'. Jefferson also identifies three part lists within larger 
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three part lists. However in the analysis of the conversational material generated in this study, only 
one triple single list was found (extract 6). 
Extract 6. 
Emma and Sam. 
6.1.E: 
6.2 
6.3 
6.4 
6.5 
6.6 
6.7 
6.8 
6.9 
6.10 
6.11 
Because you just don't want to be ... the whole 
point ... one of the main reasons for going up there 
is to get away from people, and civilisation, and 
what you are used to in your daily life, which is 
like loads of people, loads of crowd, hassle, hassle, 
hassle, you just want to get away from it. And it's very 
picturesque as well, I mean it's not picturesque in your 
quaint little white-washed cottage type, but the 
villages up there are really pretty as well, the actual 
people are friendly as well, we actually stopped in 
Taddington, we stopped talking to this guy, didn't we ... 
In extract 6, Emma uses a complicated listing procedure, in the one tum at talk Emma uses 
this device on no fewer than four separate occasions. Firstly, Emma lists three things that she wants 
to get away from as reasons for "going up there" (6.2) (a full discussion of 'reasons' is held over until 
the following chapter). To "get away" - "from people" (6.2 - 6.3), "and civilisation" (6.3), "and what 
you are used to in your daily life," (6.3 - 6.4). In the second list Emma gives three items that describe 
her daily life; ''which is loads of people, loads of crowd, hassle, hassle, hassle, you just want to get 
away from it." (6.4 - 6.5), and the only example of a triple single. The final phrase; "you just want to 
get away from it" can be heard as a reiteration of the reason 'for going up there' (i.e the Peak Park) 
(6.2). The fmallist can be heard to continue the list of "main reasons" started by Emma at 6.2. If we 
consider that the first "main reason" is to "get away from", the second half of the tum provides us 
with the second and third items of main reasons in the list. "And it's very picturesque as well," at line 
6.6 becomes the second reason, that is given a description in a side sequence from lines 6.6 - 6.8. The 
final item in the list; " ... the actual people are friendly as well" (lines 6.8 - 6.9), which is also given an 
explanation via a side sequence story about an encounter with a local person. It is possible to hear 
from this one example how the lists are used in different ways. First, there is the list of the main 
reasons that forms the project of the response. These main reasons are then explained and elaborated 
to show firstly why Emma wants to get away from what she is used to in her daily life, and secondly 
what constitutes daily life, which is given emphasis of muchness through the listing of the triple 
single word 'hassle'. 
Jefferson found that three-partedness is not only a recurrent, observable phenomenon, but 
also has "programmatic relevance" (1990: 66) for list construction. In other words, lists not only can 
and do appear in three parts, but 'should' (66) appear in three parts. This is indicated by two 
phenomena. Firstly, three part lists can be constructed with less than three items, these last items 
being generalised 'list completers'. Secondly, three-partedness as problematic for list-makers is seen 
when members address the programmatic relevance of three-partedness by engaging in a search for 
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the third item. In such cases, the third item is sometimes found, and sometimes not, in which case 
members close the list with a generalised list completer. But this is not to say that list completers are 
only produced in these cases, sometimes the general list completer is heard to be serving a specific 
function. Three-item lists can be seen as relatively complete, no more can be added, especially with 
triple singles. In the cases of list completers it may be seen that there are many more possible items 
that can be added to the list, but are not perhaps relevant, or there is no point in trying to complete all 
the nameables. 
The following examples can be shown to demonstrate the programmatic relevance of three-
partedness in list construction. The target utterance is marked in the following extract with an arrow. 
Extract 7. 
Sadie. 
7.1.S: 
7.2 
7.3 
7.4 --. 
7.5 
7.6 
(Continued) 
NO, we had ice cream, can't remember where we went, he 
took us, he aimed higher all the while this was one of 
the highest, but it was an organised high, paths for 
people to walk, roads and, even a shop, and he said 
there was a story about the dam, now, I believed all my 
life, I'm sixty, my mum's mother ... 
In extract 7, Sadie is describing the place that she was taken on her day trip to the Peak Park. 
"He" (7.2 and 7.3) refers to her ex-husband who " ... aimed higher all the while ... " (7.2), meaning he 
drove the car higher all the while and they stopped at; " ... one of the highest," (7.2/3). In describing 
how the place was "organised" (7.3), Sadie lists three items; " ... paths for people to walk, roads and, 
even a shop ... "( continued) (7.3/4). The three part list here is used in a specific way to describe the 
full "organised high" (7.3) of the place. Earlier on in the interview, Sadie used three-partedness in a 
different manner (extract 8). 
Extract 8. 
Sadie. 
8.1. S: 
8.2 
8.3 ---. 
8.4 
8.5 ---. 
8.6 
8.7 
8.8 
8.9 
8.10 
No, and we've been, I'd better start at the beginning. I 
lived in Luton, I was born there, my mother came from 
Sheffields, she went round Hope, Castleton, everywhere 
round there with her husband when they were courting. He 
took me to Hope, and Castleton, all round there, he 
bought me a carton of Cornish cream, double cream ice 
cream and he brought me that, and he had a Cornet to then 
he went to toilet, we went to the snake pass, we saw 
Ladybower Reservoir, excuse me I'm not very good on 
roads ... 
(continued) 
Sadie begins to describe biographic details of her background (8. I - 8.2), and then goes on to 
say that her mother came from Sheffield (8.2), who; " ... went round Hope, Castleton, everywhere 
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round there when they were courting." (8.3/4). In this instance 'everywhere round there' is heard to 
be a generalised list completer that is doing a specific task. There are many other place names that 
Sadie could add to the two places that she mentioned, but there would be no point in this case. The 
places that they visited are not the topic here. Sadie goes on to say that "he took me .. " (8.4), followed 
by a repeat of the list of two places with an approximation of the same list completer directly after 
this first instance at lines 8.4 - 8.5, where clearly the topic is the sameness of the two experiences and 
not the list itself. 
In extract 9, Fred orients to the three-partedness of list construction in an equivocal listing 
situation. 
Extract 9. 
Fred. 
9.1.F: 
9.2 
9.3 ---. 
9.4 
9.5 ~ 
9.6 
Long walks I, I like to sort of quite stretch, stretch 
myself with er a days, a full days walk, and probably do 
twelve to fifteen miles, that sort of thing, er, I 
belong to a walking club that we go occasionally and 
have weekends doing between 12 and 20 miles on a 
Saturday, similar day on a Sunday. 
In talking about how he likes to stretch on long walks, Fred says that he likes a full days 
walk; " ... and probably do twelve to fifteen miles, that sort of thing ... " (9.2/3). Here Fred is 
generalising between parameters of two figures, a third is not called for, but Fred adds a generalised 
list completer. Fred's use of the generalised list completer at this point is unwarranted as this tum 
may be interpreted not as a list of distances that he walks but a more general statement of the types of 
lengths of walk he undertakes. His use of a generalised list completer can be interpreted as possibly 
signifying the general nature of the distances given or that the completer is given even though it is not 
needed. Note that further on, Fred constructs correctly the parameters of distances between two items 
only (9.5). Samantha constructs a lis'·:"- ?Iaces using a generalised list completer (extract 10, line 
10.3), but then describes the image of these generalised places using a fully constructed three part list 
(10.4 - 10.6), which demonstrates the relative utility of generalised list com pieters as a resource in 
'place construction'. 
Extract 10. 
Samantha. 
10.1.S: 
10.2 
10.3 ---. 
10.4 
10.5 
10.6 
10.7 
Well the thing is I suppose people sort of you know how 
London has a glamorous image and then when you say 
something like Derby or like Leeds, or whatever, they 
us, typically image a place that's heavily 
industrialised, that's very grey with loads of factories 
allover the place, then you want to say 'no, that's not 
the only aspect of Derby, there's such nice places than 
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10.8 there, nice villages and nice nature around. 
Sometimes, however, the generalised list completer is used as resource after a search, and 
Samantha can be heard to search for items in extract 11. Samantha begins to list the places that her 
neighbours have visited around the world, and begins to get into trouble after the fIrst listed item, 
" ... Iike to cypress, I don't know, Zimbabwe, what have you ... " (lines 11.5 - 11.6). After the second 
item is listed, Samantha formulates a generalised list completer rather than attempt to continue the 
search for a third item. 
Extract 11. 
Samantha. 
l1.1.S: 
11.2 
11.3 
11.4 
11. 5 
11. 6 --. 
11.7 
11. 8 
11. 9 
11.10 
11.11 
11.12 
Oh, you see this is the thing, I mean , if you are 
living in the country where you were born you tend not 
to sort of look around, I mean I bet you, I've seen more 
parts of England than most of the British people, like 
among my neighbours they've been going on around all 
over the world, like to Cypress, I don't know Zimbabwe 
what have you, and erm, if I say something like 'oh by 
the way, do you know in' I don't know where could it be, 
yea in Aberdeen, 'it's really really nice, have you been 
to St Andrews', 'oh I heard about' (Laughs), you know, 
so that's why I think it's always nice to sort of.know 
where you're from and look around. 
The three-partedness of list construction is not a universal feature of the conversations, 
however. Barbara (extract 12) provides a list of the spring flowers that she was pleased to see, 
coming up on her visit to the Park, and lists three items and a generalised list completer (12.2 - 12.3). 
Extract 12. 
Barbara. 
12.1.B: 
12.2 --. 
12.3 --. 
12.4 
12.5 
12.6 
Yes, yes, and I was pleased to see you know, sort of 
spring flowers coming up, there was lots of Cowslips, 
and Violets and Coltsfoot, that sort of thing, and I am 
always keeping my eye open for wildlife, but I never 
seem to see much. I saw a Hawk, but I am not very good 
at identifying birds of prey in the air. 
When naming places that he remembers visiting as a child with his family, Jim (extract 13) 
presents a list of six items (13.2 - 13.5). Possibly as a sign of competency, Leon (extract 14), in 
describing the features of the "over-commercialised" (14.7) "front" (14.7) of Matlock Bath, lists 6 
items a total of 10 times (14.7 - 14.10) in succession. 
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Extract 13. 
Jim. 
13.1.SM: 
13.2.J: 
13.3 
13.4 
13.5 
13.6 
Extract 14. 
Leon. 
14.1.L: 
14.2 
14.3 
14.4 
14.5 
14.6 
14.6 
14.7 -+ 
14.9 
-+ 
14.10 
-+ 14.11 
14.12 
14.13 
14.14 
14.15 
14.16 
14.17 
14.18 
14.19 
14.20 
The structure of accounts. 
Where did you used to go do you remember? 
Yes. My childhood memories are of Tissington Trail, 
the early part when it was just being sorted out, and 
the High Peak trail, Black Rocks, Edale, Chatsworth 
Park, Stanton Moor, I remember the rocks on Stanton 
Moor. 
Well they have actually done something about that, I 
think they have painted the walls in luminous arrows 
actually into the cavern, so when you shine you light 
its shows you the way. There's a place I don't go often 
in the Peak Park, that's Matlock, sorry Matlock Bath, it 
reminds me of the seaside too much, now to me that is 
over commercialised. That· front is·j-ust, you've got 
nick-nack shop, pub, nick-nack shop, pub, pottery shop, 
amusement arcade, amusement arcade, fish and chip shop, 
pub, and bikers. Now for me, they completely ruin the 
place, every Sunday you can't move for them and they're 
sat in the pub in their leathers, and fair enough, they 
all might be very nice people but the place looks like a 
T.T rally. Up at the top at the Heights of Abraham, 
there's a cavern up there that I've been down, one of 
the show-caverns up there, and that's really good, and 
that again was quite a few years again, but I wouldn't 
go up in those cable cars, they move too quickly for me, 
but for me, Matlock Bath is far too commercial, I 
suppose its pandering to the tourist needs but ... 
In this last case, we can interpret Leon's action here as serving to exaggerate a state of 
affairs in a dramatic way. Leon is not concerned with accurately attending to reality, but rather to 
emphasise something, in this case the "seaside"-ness (line 14.6) of the businesses in Matlock Bath. 
However this exaggerated view of reality (of places in this case) can also take the three-part format. 
Take for instance Keith's description of a bookshop in Galway (extract 15). 
Extract 15. 
Keith. 
15.1.SM: 
15.2 
15.3 
15.4.K: 
15.5 
15.6 
15.7 -+ 
15.8 -+ 
15.9 
I only ask because I thought, I wonder if you go to 
the Peak District for the same reasons that you got to 
Ireland? 
Well it's funny you should say that (laughs) because 
there's a massive book-shop in Galway called Kenny's 
bookstore, and it's like a small warehouse on three 
floors packed with hundreds and hundreds of thousands of 
books, five, six, seven deep some of them dating back to 
the Sixteenth Century and, er, it's just a phenomenal 
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15.10 
15.11 
15.12 
15.13 
15.14 
15.15 
15.16 
15.17 
15.18 -. 
The structure of accounts. 
range and I could spend ages in there, it just gives an 
extra flavour like if you've got an interest in Botany 
then going for a walk up in the Peak District makes it 
that bit more interesting to understand what you're 
walking over, understand what you're seeing, otherwise 
you just let it rollover you, but cos, I, I spend most 
of my time on my own, so erm, I'm sure if I went with 
other people I'd spend just talking about. Eastenders 
and. shopping, shoes. I'm sounding patronising. 
Describing its "massive"-ness (15.5), Keith resorts to multiple three-part lists involving 
numbers. He describes it as being on ''three floors" (15.617), with "hundreds and hundreds of 
thousands of books, five, six, seven deep" (15.7/8). These lists emphasise quantity to the hearer. It is 
interesting to note that further on in this extract, Keith provides possible evidence of a "weak" 
(Jeffeson: 1990: 78) third item list. Talking about spending a lot of time on his own, Keith says that if 
he went with other people he would spend his visits talking about; "Eastenders and shopping, shoes" 
(15.17/18). Although there seems little to connect the first two items in this list, they are items of 
popular culture, whereas the third appears to be positively dis-connected in these terms. 
The most common use of the three-partedness of lists, and which indeed appears to be the 
most recurrent and regularised use of lists from a general reading of the texts, are those listing 
reasons, or accounts for behaviour. At the beginning of this discussion of listing procedures, the 
complicated lists produced by Emma in the production of accounts for behaviour was examined 
(extract 6). It was interesting to notice that respondents drew on lists as a resource for accounting for 
behaviour, and it can be demonstrated by drawing on three extracts from one interview, extracts 16, 
17, and 18. 
Extract 16. 
Keith. 
16.1. SM: 
16.2 
16.3.K: 
16.4 
16.5 
16.6.SM: 
16.7 
16.8 
16.9 
16.10 
16.11 
16.12 
16.12.K: 
16.13 
16.14 -. 
16.15 
16.16 
But that's not really the reason why you go there, 
the reason that you go is to_? 
Is to just get in the open, to see the wide spaces, to 
see the plants and you know, to be there in the open 
really. 
And is it, when you said that the wide open views, 
the wider the better, is that what appeals to you, I 
mean, I know that the Peak District has got a wide range 
of different landscapes and that's what makes it 
particularly appealing for some people, but, is that 
what appeal to you, is that what you prefer in 
landscapes or ... ? 
Er, well yes, obviously the higher the better to get 
the better view, but it's quite satisfying to know that. 
at the end of the ride you've got. fabulous grub and 
you've got these book-shops so all in all its sort of. 
you can't go wrong. So. where one would be satisfying, 
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16.17 -. 
16.18 
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you've got two and you've got a third one so. it's self-
explanatory. 
When faced with a direct request for his reasons for gomg ''there ... '' (16.1) from the 
interviewer, Keith lists three items (16.3/4) followed by a generalised list completer " ... and you 
know ... "(l6.4), which has the effect of making Keith search for another item. Keith abandons this 
search in favour of a return to, or a re-listing of, the first item. When asked to specifY this idea of 
"open" -ness (16.6/7), Keith shifts topics by introducing a three part list after stating the "obvious" (at 
lines 16.12 - 16.13), that the higher the better the views, that it is "quite satisfYing" (16.13) to know 
that there is "fabulous grub" (16.14) and; ''these bookshops" (16.15). He numbers these as being 
"one" (16.16) and ''two'' (16.17), and then signals a return to the idea of open-ness as "a third one" 
(16.17). Rather than define the notion of open-ness for the interview, Keith opts to downplay the 
significance of open-ness through the introduction of the list of two items as being "satisfYing" 
(16.13 and 16.16), and adding on open-ness as a supplement to the other two, more tangible items. 
This work is heard as evidence of the deliberate use of listing to shift the topics, and re-order the 
relative import given to one item. 
In the first response of Keith in the interview (extract 17) he constructs the 'things' that he 
does in the Peak Park in a list of three items consistent with the interpretation above, namely; 
" ... food, walking and bookshops" (17.2). 
Extract 17. 
Keith. 
17.1.K: 
17.2 -. 
17.3 
17.4 
17.5 -. 
17.6 
17.7 
c,' 17.8 
most of my trips into the La. the Peak District revolve 
around food, walking and book-shops. I normally get the 
food first, and the book-shops corne at the very end, 
just while I'm waiting for the bus or train, and the 
walking is just. is just for peace of mind, and just for 
something to do and to. just clear the air, and that's 
basically what my days out are. Is there anything else 
you want to ask? 
Keith goes on to say that the food, he gets first, the bookshops come at the end These items 
are treated together, almost as if they are both objective staples. The walking is treated as something 
that warrants a justification, as a more subjective item, that is constructed as a list of three; " .. .is just 
for peace of mind, and just for something to do, and to, just clear the air ... " (lines 17.5 - 17.6). In 
extract 18, Keith constructs a list of three items that; "most people are looking for" (18.5) on trips to 
the Peak Park; " ... food, something to do, and easy to do it." (18.5/6), and even constructs his 
decision in a list of three items further on in the extract, describing the "spur-of-the-moment" (18.9) 
as; ·' ... because I thought I've got the opportunity, I like doing it, and I can bribe the other person by 
the food, and it worked." (18.9 - 18.11). 
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Extract 18. 
Keith. 
lS.1oK: 
lS.2 
lS.3 
lS.4.SM: 
lS.S.K: 
lS.6 
lS.7.SM: 
lS.S 
lS.9.K: 
18.10 
lS.ll 
Summary. 
The structure of accounts. 
So again, even though the journey was different, the 
journey was quite unusual that I went by private car, it 
still ended up doing what I usually do. 
Yes 
Which is in essence what most people are looking for. 
food and something to do, and easy to do it. 
And you've been, when did you decide then, was it, 
that you were going to go, you suggested it? 
It was on the spur of the moment, yes, because I 
thought I've got the opportunity I like doing it and I 
can bribe the other person by the food, and it worked. 
List production, in the previous examples has been identified as resource for the respondents 
in structuring their accounts of their activities, experiences and behaviour in the interview setting. 
Lists used in the orderly production of talk by members were described in circumstances such as; 
naming places, describing images, and for describing experiences in a way that make them 
recognisable as logical, chronological events or 'happenings' in their lives. Different types of list 
production were identified in different circumstances. The three-part orientation to lists in the 
construction of accounts or justifications for behaviour was most common. It can be argued from the 
examples above that the particular interaction work accomplished by the three-part construction of 
lists of accounts for behaviour can be understood as lending force or weight to a particular 
justification. Just as a triple-single list signals 'muchness', the three-parted justification list works to 
lend veracity to the justification. Secondly, in the case of justification lists there is a possibility that 
the two features are compatible ....... ~J1er words, accounts for action may be assumed to be interpreted 
by members as requiring list production (as both task and resource {Jefferson: 1990}) to achieve 
greater credibility or force to the recipientihearer. Further, it was noted that lists could be greater than 
three-parted in cases where respondents wanted to demonstrate breadth of knowledge of a place, or to 
add dramatic realisation of a place. In constructing accounts of their experiences, members can be 
heard to orient to the establishment of credibility for their reasons for doing 'day visits' to the Peak 
Park. This is in part attributed to the demands of the interview situation since listing reasons can 
demonstrate reflexivity. However, in demonstrating 'knowledge' (through the production of a list of 
items) about places, happenings, 'things' in the world, as well as reasons for their behaviour, 
respondents are warranting their talk about their experiences. They can be understood to use lists as 
making claims to the hearer for the veracity of the experience. Another resource that can be used by 
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respondents to make claims of credibility is the use of 'others' in accounts of experiences. This 
resource is the focus of the analysis in the following section. 
5.3.2: Reconstructing experiences of 'others' as social action. 
In accounting for experiences of 'day visits' to the Peak National Park, respondents were 
found to reconstruct dialogues with others in their accounting work. These dialogues are understood 
to serve specific purposes in the interactional setting. Mandelbaum (1993) describes how 
responsibility is interactively constructed in storytelling, which she describes not as a performance 
activity between 'performer' and 'audience' (252), but rather, that storytelling is interactively 
achieved by both teller and recipients. Stories are different from usual turn-by-turn talk, they are told 
in long 'runs' constructed from multiple units of talk often by a single member. Storyteller and 
recipient work together to achieve this rearrangement of tum taking, in order to begin, sustain and 
end the storytelling. Mandelbaum argues that; "recounting an event in story form involves showing 
how the events were produced or brought about by someone or something." (1993: 262). In such 
cases of stories where action is accounted for, participants are concerned with 'what actually 
happened' (263). As such conversational storytelling provides an interactive method for proposing 
versions of reality for a social purpose. The reconstruction of reality is therefore undertaken in order 
to make a point, and to conduct a social act. 
In the case of the talk generated in these interviews, the respondent's work is different in 
that the storytelling is not undertaken between co-participants in the past events at the telling of the 
story (apart from the instance of Emma and Sam). Stories are constructed of social events often 
involving others. Speakers must assume that they are making sense in the production of talk that is 
oriented to the mind of the recipient (Goffinan: 1959). However, it will be argued in this section that 
members often and recurrently go beyond the normal social requirements of sense-making, orienting 
their talk by referring to shared experiences with absent co-participants in the events within the 
constructions of stories. However, the respLa" __ ilts are not interested in simply describing the feelings 
of absent others (Perakyla and Silverman: 1991), rather that the respondents reconstruct dialogues 
with others (or internal dialogues) for specific purposes in accounting for their experiences. It will be 
claimed that in the following extracts, members can be heard to orient the production of these 
dialogues for specific reasons. It is proposed in the following analysis that members do this to 
achieve validity in their accounts for behaviour as a 'real', credible 'version' of events, that can be 
demonstrated to have 'actually happened', because they can be corroborated by absent 'others'. 
In extract 19, Emma and Sam are heard to have interactional trouble in the construction of 
an unequivocal view of something that 'really happened'. The extract comes from the early stages of 
the interview and represents the mid-section of a long piece of jointly produced talk (of which there 
are many examples in this interview). The answer sequence relates to the interviewer's question 
concerning the different types of experiences they have in different types of landscape (the views 
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from the tops of hills and the bottom of Dales). This extract could be heard as representing a trouble 
in the collaborative construction of what can be expected to be achieved on a mountain bike 
experience in the Park, in terms of solitude experiences and the masses of walkers, which ends 
unresolved with the introduction of other topics. 
Extract 19. 
Emma and Sam. 
19.1.S: 
19.2 
19.3 
19.4.E: 
19.5 
19.6 
19.7 
19.8.S: 
19.9 
19.10.E: 
19.11 
19.12.S: 
19.13 
19.14 
19.15.E: 
19.16 
19.17 
19.18 
19.19 
19.20 
19.21 
19.22 
19.23 
19.24 
19.25 
19.26 
19.27 
19.28 
19.29 
19.30 
19.31 
But all these places are the same, if you just 
cycle out for about ten minutes you are away from all 
these people, 
Yes because walkers tend to, unless they are serious 
hikers, tend to swarm around those sorts of centres and 
only walk half an hour or so round them, it's like when 
you go up Winnats Pass, that's really desolate up there. 
But again, walkers have their own footpaths and we're 
not allowed on them so. 
There are a lot of Bridleways, though, and like 
tracks. 
It's surprising how much ground you can cover 
especially if you go on the road even though there 
are hills. 
Oh we went to Edale, no that was when we went round 
the reservoirs wasn't it?, That was another lovely 
day, because we started off at the visitor's centre 
at the bottom of Ladybower or Derwent, I can't 
remember which one it was now, we got, now that's 
something else that we try and do as well is set 
off early because the traffic up through the A6 
through Matlock up towards Bakewell, even at 11 
o'clock on a Sunday morning, you get in queues of 
traffic, it's like mental. So we get up really 
early and get there before the traffic and before 
the people, and like the visitor centre we got 
there about 10 and we set off, and we cycled around 
Derwent and there weren't that many people there 
but we cycled round it, and that was quite nice as 
well, that was lovely because they'd got really 
good paths round those reservoirs, hadn't they? 
Sam's turn at lines 19.1 - 19.3 beginning with "But ... " can be heard as a response to 
Emma's previous turn, and also an interactional trouble, these places are always busy, but the busy-
ness can be avoided by "cycling out for about ten minutes" (line 19.2). Emma can be heard to agree 
with Sam's assessment (19.4), and then elaborates with another example ofa place (lines 19.7 - 19.8). 
Sam's turn at (19.9 - 19.10) beginning "But again ... " signals the upcoming 'trouble' of constructing 
the 'actual' difficulty of avoiding walkers. Emma responds to Sam's challenge by expressing the 
range of paths are available to cyclists which can also be used by walkers (lines 19.11 - 19.12). Sam 
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does not respond to Emma's turn but rather changes the topic of the conversation with his turn at 
19.13 - 19.15. Emma, in her turn, changes the topic once again (lines 19.16 - 19.31). The trouble 
itself can be heard to clarify for the listener aspects of the story that one thinks that the other has 
either got wrong, or requires further explanation. It is not only an interactional trouble, but it serves to 
demonstrate the shared, or in this case, equivocal construction of what is achieved in terms of 
subjective experience. The issue is not resolved and the participants move on to other topics. 
Although there is no reconstruction of a dialogue in this extract, the speakers claim knowledge of the 
actions of others in this sequence, and work to establish a credible version of how other visitors can 
be avoided. They are heard to describe and classify the activities of walkers as either 'serious hikers' 
(Emma, line 19.5) or 'walkers' who 'swarm' (I9.4/5) around certain tourist destinations which 
implies that certain groups of visitors are able to get away from these people, such as themselves. 
However, Emma is heard as doing more than simply describing other people as 'real', objectively 
drawn into the topic. She can be heard to orient to a notion of her own identity as a cyclist, through a 
comparison to what others are doing, the masses of people who go to places like Winnat's Pass or 
Ladybower, or Derwent reservoirs for walking. Not only does Emma construct a differentiation 
between hers and Sam's activities, but also she is heard to make a distinction between different types 
of walker. This categorisation work can be related to Goffinan's notion of 'footing' (I979) in that she 
is heard to create a typological difference between what they do themselves, indicated by the use of 
'we', and what others do, 'the people'. This contrasting the behaviour of themselves with that of 
others, works to make credible their claims of being able to get away from 'all these people' even 
though they go to the same places as others. 
In another example, Emma and Sam ask each other for examples or clarification or for other 
ways to corroborate a story. Extract 20 is taken from a much later portion of the interview with 
Emma and Sam. 
Extract 20. 
Emma and Sam. 
20.1. 8M: 
20.2 
20.3 
20.4.E: 
20.5 
20.6 
20.7 
20.8 
20.9.8: 
20.10.E: 
20.11.8: 
20.12 
Do you go to places, have you got a map book for 
places outside the Peak Park, or do you just 
particularly go to the Peak Park? 
Not in the midlands we haven't. This one does go to 
places outside the Peak Park, like that one we did 
between Ashbourne and Derby. Have we been anywhere 
outside the Peak Park, where we have been out for a 
day? 
Yeah we went to Clumber park. 
Oh, yes, Clumber Park, 
That was with the neighbours, and we couldn't take 
them anywhere too difficult, 
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20.13.E: 
20.14 
20.15.S: 
20.16.E: 
20.17.S: 
20.18 
20.19 
20.20.E: 
20.21 
20.22 
20.23 
20.24.S: 
20.25 
20.26 
20.27.E: 
The structure of accounts. 
That was because we just wanted to go for an easy 
cycle, that was a bank holiday, wasn't it? 
It might have been, yes. 
That was heaving with people 
We just didn't know much about it, we had only just 
moved to Nottingham, so we were just trying to find 
out a bit about the area, 
I'm like really middle-aged and like going to 
National Trust houses, and we've been to Haddon, and to 
Chatsworth a few times, and I haven't been to Kedleston 
recently, 
I've never been there, driven past it hundreds of 
times. Your Dad keeps threatening to take me to the 
golf course with him. 
We haven't really been out other than that. 
Despite the evidence of what might be called 'interactional troubles' about the fine points or 
the details of their recounting of experiences between the two participants in the interview, the work 
that they are doing is clearly the interactional production of responses to questions. The couple 
clearly demonstrate their orientation to producing recognisable versions of events as accounts of 
experiences. Getting the 'correct' version of the account is seen as important in this interactional 
setting because it makes credible their claims in accounts. However, in their collaborative production 
of accounts for the visiting experiences they can also be heard to be working interactionally at being a 
couple (Mandelbaum: 1993). Their use of tum-by-tum sequences of asking questions to clarify 
details of events for example works to display their partnership in interaction. The extract also 
contains markers for the production of notions of self, through giving accounts for their behaviour 
based upon accounts of experiences involving others. For example, when Sam talks about going to 
Clumber Park with the neighbours, his account for this trip was that they (Emma and Sam) couldn't 
take 'them' anywl . ,. ·too difficult. Here Sam is heard to account for some behaviour that they 
normally would not do, as they can visit places that are more 'difficult'. This use of footing to justify 
some experience works to link in notions of self and identity into a believable and credible account 
for doing something. 
But what of the other respondents who as individuals could not draw upon this collaborative 
resource for the production of accounts? There is evidence in the transcripts that suggests that these 
other respondents still refer to shared experiences of the Peak Park, reproducing dialogue with others 
that they shared their experiences with, or with themselves, as part of these accounts. 
Leon, for example talks a great deal about his experiences as part of a couple. Leon 
'recreates' the discourse between him and his fiancee, as a resource for describing events in their 
leisure lives. In a long extract (21), Leon uses this device many times, as we can see from a reading 
of the transcript below: 
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Extract 21. 
Leon. 
21.1.SM: 
21.2.L: 
21. 3 
21.4 
21.5 
21. 6 
21.7 
21.8 
21. 9 
21.10.SM: 
21.11 
21.12.L: 
21.13 
21.14 
21.15 
21.16 
21.17 
21.18 
21.19 
21. 20 
21. 21 
21. 22 
21. 23 
21. 24 
21. 25 
21. 26 
21. 27 
21. 28 
21. 29. SM: 
21. 30 
21.31.L: 
21. 32 
21.33 
21. 34 
21.35.SM: 
21. 36 
21.37.L: 
21. 38 
21. 39 
21. 40 
21. 41 
21. 42 
21. 43 
21. 44 
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Together with all the other bits and bobs? 
Yes you've got little ice creams and then you've got 
your 'I was at Castleton' keyring and the tea shop, and 
your missus or your husband says 'I like that Blue John 
ring, I'll have that'. Every time we go, She has got a 
ring, a bracelet, she's got the earings, oh no she got a 
pendent, but she got that from Bakewell, the pendent, so 
I don't think, oh she wants a brooch. It is an expensive 
stone, but it is beautiful. Every time we go, she ... 
I should think that stops you getting I the car very 
often? 
She says ' shall we go to Castleton today?' and I say 
'what do you want now?', 'nothing but whilst we're there 
we can always have a look can't we?'. I am not one of 
these fellas, I mean I hate shopping, I despise 
shopping, not food shopping I don't mind that because 
its something that I'm going for, but when she goes out 
to town, when she goes to Meadowhall, when she goes 
shopping, and I am dragged round from shop to shop to 
shop, and I really hate it, unless I'm buying something 
for me, unless I'm going for something special, like if 
I'm going out, if we've got a wedding to go to, or if 
I'm buying whatever, it is one of the dullest things you 
can do, but going round somewhere like Castleton, and 
looking at this jewelry that they do, now I could look 
at that for hours, because it is so intricate the work 
they do and the way that they cut the stones is 
wonderful. 
So that type of shopping is alright, as long as it is 
not Meadowhall? 
Oh yeah, actually when we go to Sheffield that is 
alright cause Vera goes to Meadowhall, and I go to the 
pub, so that's not so bad on a Saturday, but I'm not 
really keen on Meadowhall at all. 
When you are deciding when to go to places like 
Castleton, is it Vera that says 'shall we go?'? 
No it's usually me actually, because I' 11 say, 'where 
do you want to go?', and she'll say 'Oh I don't know', 
because I'd say somewhere and we'd be 'no, went there 
last time, went there last time' or 'it's too far', 
because, she drives there, she drives back. Well it's 
usually both of us, one of us will suggest somewhere and 
the other one 'do you want to go here?' 'mmmmm not so 
keen' 
In the first example, Leon is describing a generalised, hypothetical way that money gets 
spent on day trips to the Peak Park. He uses the subject 'you' and 'you've' to denote this, and then, 
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'your missus or your husband' to denote the supposed, general way in which special items of jewelry, 
or presents are purchased. We note here that Leon may be drawing on a gendered discourse, and can 
interpret this tum as being oriented to the 'norm' of male and female behaviours. In the second 
sequence Leon is describing a supposed 'actual' discourse, which is doubly interesting in that it 
shows as a discursive device the (in this case, ironic) interpretive work done by Leon in his fiancee's 
idea to go to Castleton. Hutchby and Wooffitt call this 'active voicing' and it can be demonstrated to 
lend credibility to an account (1998). Note how Leon also must recreate his interaction with Vera, 
which is exemplified in the third example in the extract. Here Leon is reconstructing as a real event 
the usual way in which decisions are made to visit the Peak Park. It is Leon that asks where Vera 
wants to go because she has to drive (he does not drive), he also lists suggested destinations, and 
provides Vera's reasons as dialogue why she does not want to go to these places. Then he changes his 
explanation to suggest that it could be either one who suggests places, weighs up the pros and cons 
and decides. In this extract there are three different ways that Leon uses the reconstruction of a 
dialogue to help in the accounting of, and justification for, 'their' visits to the Peak Park, which 
works to enable him to construct a believable account for their behaviour. Leon also constructs his 
dialogue with his fiancee to draw up a relational framework in accounting for experiences between 
them. He can be heard to distinguish between 'self and 'other' in terms of a rhetorical notion of 
gender identity. He talks about what Vera likes to do and contrasts this with his own preferences that 
works to present himself as a normal man in society. Such work can also be seen in the following 
extract. 
In extract 22, Barbara also draws on her experiences as a part of a couple, but since she is a 
widow she uses the past tense in her description of their usual behaviour. The interview with Barbara 
provides the only example in the data of the production of a dialogue with herself, or an internal 
discourse, which is heard as concerning the recent death of her husband. In extract 22, Barbara is 
recounting an experience of an unusual walk that she "did" last summer with her sister at Monsal 
Head. 
Extract 22. 
Barbara. 
22.1. 8M: 
22.2 
22.3 
22.4 
22.5 
22.6 
22.7 
22.8.B: 
22.9 
22.10 
22.11 
22.12.8M: 
I did a walk at Monsal Head myself last year, but I 
was walking from outside there, it was a long walk where 
part of it went through Monsal Head. I just can't think 
where the two walks are that you are talking about, but 
I am sure there are more than one, because we sort of 
crossed one just for a small part. I suppose the more 
places you know about. 
Yes the more adventurous I get I suppose. I don't mind 
taking my sister with me but she is shorter than I am, 
she doesn't walk as fast, she hasn't quite got my 
stamina. 
Do you set a pace then? 
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22.13.B: 
22.14 
22.15 
22.16 
22.17 
22.18 
22.19.SM: 
22.20 
22.21.B: 
22.22 
22.23 
22.24 
22.25 
22.26 
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I don't think so, but she keeps saying 'slow down, oh 
for God's sake slow down Barbara' you know I say you 
can't dawdle, it can't do you any good if you dawdle. 
Well no, I'm not a. I don't hurry but I have got my own 
pace, and I don't like being pulled back, that's 
probably why I go on my own most of the time. 
There is something about going on your own though, it 
has its own benefits, you know, its own rewards? 
But, how many times can you say to yourself 'isn't 
that a lovely view', you know really it's much, really, 
I think it would be better walking with someone else, 
you know, you can sort of share your thoughts, but 
walking on your own sometimes, you know, I sort of look 
round and think 'I'll have a little cry now', yes. 
This reversion to a discussion with herself allows Barbara to construct the disadvantages of 
walking alone and present them to the analyst, first in an ironic way, and secondly in a way that 
describes her feelings of walking alone as undesirable or sad. At line 22.22 for example, Barbara may 
have been having difficulty in fmding a formulation for this second construction that may have been 
overcome by the use of this resort to an inner dialogue. This second piece of inner dialogue is 
presented as a 'thought' that is commonly used by the respondents to reconstruct versions of their 
experiences. In extract 18, for example, Keith describes his 'thoughts' as a way of presenting to the 
interviewer an account for how the decision was made to go on this particular trip (lines 18.9 -
18.11); "It was on the spur of the moment, yes, because I thought, 'I've got the opportunity, I like 
doing it, and I can bribe the other person by the food, and it worked"'. In extract 2, Pam recreates a 
discourse with her friend visiting from Warwickshire. The work that this achieves is understood 
firstly as a way of setting the context for the unusual experience related in the interview (2.15) and, 
secondly, as a way of introducing the actual description of events as the type of experience her friend 
should expect (2.21). 
Summary. 
Stories as accounts of 'real' I ived events are achieved partly through the use of recreating a 
dialogue that can be heard as attempts to heighten the veracity or believability of the account to the 
recipient. By referring to absent others who possibly shared the experience, respondents can be heard 
as making claims that the story or account could be corroborated by those others. This device also 
helps respondents produce credible versions of past experiences, reproducing dialogue or 'thoughts'-
as-dialogue to create a dramatic or three-dimensional character to the events being recounted. Yet it 
was also described how the construction of 'others' in accounting of experiences on 'day visits' to the 
Peak Park has implications for the development of some ideas about identity or 'self. In other words, 
talk about 'others' has implications for the presentation and management of notions of 'self in the 
interview situation. The respondents can be heard to orient to presenting notions of their own 
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identities in accounts for the achievement and maintenance not only of credibility of their versions of 
events, but also to demonstrate a reflexive orientation to self-presentation in accounting. 
5.4: Conclusion. 
In the preceding analysis some of the devices that respondents drew upon to construct 
experiences of 'day visits' to the Peak Park were discussed. Interviewees (or members) were found to 
orient their talk to the tasks facing them in the interactional setting of an interview, by using narrative 
structure forms that revealed their orientation to the task of the interview or the mind of the hearer 
(Goffman: 1959). As such, respondents can be heard to be oriented to 'frontstage' activity, they are 
orienting their talk to the audience in the production and construction of accounts of their experiences 
as 'day visitors' in the Peak National Park. In response to opening questions in a number of instances, 
members were heard to have oriented to narrative structure as a device to introduce topics, themes 
and 'projects' of ideas that are recurrent throughout the interviews. Context setting enabled the 
respondents not only to orient their talk to the production of key themes or topics, but also to present 
their behaviour as normal, social activity. In order to do this context setting, respondents oriented to 
the production of identities. They achieved this by developing accounts of their most recent 
experiences that included some contextual information, or orientation, some justification for their 
visit, and often an explanation of how the experience was unusual or different from the normal 'day 
visit' to the Peak Park. This narrative format served members in allowing them to introduce the actual 
accounting of the events on the trip. However the narrative structure of the opening sequences from 
these examples also highlighted the interactional orientations and procedures of the members to the 
task of producing coherent accounts of experiences. 
Members, in their constructions of experiences, used listing devices as both task and 
resource in their formulations (Jefferson: 1990). Examples were given in the analysis of different 
types of lists that highlighted the complex, three-parted nature of this listing procedure used by 
respond~ .. ~'.: especially in their accounts of, or justifications for, behaviour and, their accounts for 
behaviour. The work that this listing device accomplished for members was proposed to be adding 
validity or credibility to reasons for actions, or demonstrating muchness and therefore a rationale for 
behaviour. 
Finally, the interviewees were found to reconstruct their experiences as accounts of their 
social interactions. In the interview with Emma and Sam, it was noted how they sometimes had 
'troubles' in reconstructing their accounts of behaviour as they disputed various details of substantive 
issues. The two participants can be heard to work together in the co-production of accounts about 
their experiences and these were contrasted with what they assumed were the experiences of other 
visitors to the same places in the Park. This is a vital point in the analysis and one that will be 
returned to in subsequent discussions. Emma and Sam are understood to work not only in the c0-
production of substantive details of their experiences on day visits but also to make value-judgements 
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as to the types of experiences that are possible by other groups of people, who they classifY as 
'serious hikers' or 'walkers' who 'swarm'. In categorising notions of own behaviour and that of 
'others' Emma and Sam can be heard to relate to identities that are associated with being a cyclist. In 
extract 2, Pam was heard to resist a tourist identity and then adopt a tourist identity for the specific 
purposes of the trip on that day. This lay-theorising (Garfmkel: 1967) about the types of experiences 
that others have, based on their judgements of the behaviour of others, and making comparative 
distinctions between the behaviour and so the identities of 'self and 'others' can be demonstrated to 
be doing specific work in the interviews. In this way, the social actions of others are reconstructed as 
well as those ofthe respondents. 
The work that this interactional co-production serves is further seen in the interviews with 
only one person present. It was claimed that these single members reverted to recounting 
conversations or thoughts with others or themselves, which helped in the reconstruction of accounts 
of experiences, justifications for behaviour, or accounts for action in terms of a social or internal 
discourse. The work that this device achieves for members is that it creates veracity of the account, 
constructing the notion that others were present on the occasion and can support or testifY to the 
events as actually happened. This device lends credibility to an account for some action, since it 
works to re-create that action in the most 'real' sense possible, the re-creation of the interaction 
between the participants whilst on the trip. 
In all of the preceding discussion the analysis has concentrated on the methods used by 
respondents to construct accounts of experiences, as oriented to the tasks of the interview setting. In 
all these structures the importance of accounting or justification or reasons for behaviour has been 
mentioned. Such was the extent of the talk of accounts as a recurrent feature of the talk, that it was 
felt that a close examination of the phenomenon in a separate chapter was necessary to describe the 
methods used to analyse these accounts. 
Chapter 6. A Framework for the Analysis of Accounts for Behaviour. 
Chapter 6. 
A framework for the analysis of accounts for behaviour. 
6.1: Introduction. 
This chapter continues with the analysis of the conversational interview data. Here the focus 
is on a specific inquiry into the methods employed by the members in their production of accounts for 
the 'day visitor' behaviour that they contain. It is here that the link between the literature on 
'motivation' for tourism is made with the analysis of the devices used by members in their production 
of credible accounts for behaviour. In chapter one, the reasons given by respondents to the pilot study 
questions were presented as problematic in terms of an analysis of 'motivation' since respondents 
appeared to construct multiple reasons or accounts for their behaviour when asked in different ways 
to account for their actions. It was claimed that these different types of reasons could be categorised 
as generalised intentions, and pragmatic or utilitarian reasons, and thirdly, that individual's reasons 
were bound up in social, or inter-personal, facilitators or constraints. 
This chapter takes an approach informed by CA methods to analyse the conversational 
interview data in terms of the accounting procedures used by respondents. These accounts may be 
conceived as reasons, intentions, justifications or explanations for behaviour from a simple content 
analysis of the texts. However, in this chapter the accounts are analysed using the social 
phenomenological critique of 'motivation' as meaningful grounds for action proposed by Weber. In 
particular, this analysis draws on Schutz's explanation of the ways in which subjective meaning 
contexts are ordered and arranged, and specifically the use of the 'in order to' motive and, the 
genuine 'because' motive, described by Schutz (1972 {1938}). The potential of this approach to 
inform theory about motivations for travel was identified by Dann (1981), Dann and Cohen (1991) 
and Karch and Dann (1981). It is the aim of this chapter to demonstrate that in the conversational 
data, members construct accounts for their behaviour in terms of reasons for their 'day visitor' 
behaviour that relate to previous lived experiences (because of) and intentional objects, or 'projects' 
of end results (in order to). Edwards and Potter (1992) and Moir (1993) L::::':_l further that members 
talk is naturally oriented towards believable accounts for social action. It may be useful to begin the 
discussion by describing Schutz's formulation of the world of experience and how it is ordered under 
schemes as a prelude to a discussion of the motivational context as meaning context. 
6.2: Schutz and the ordering of experience. 
Schutz (1972 {l938}) found that objects are constructed as we encounter them in stream of 
consciousness. They follow one another in a sequence and our experience of the object is built up, 
after which we can, by means of a monothetic glance, look upon the whole sequence as something in 
itself, the object of outer experience. Each lived experience that enters into the total object experience 
is surrounded by a halo of retention's and protentions. That is, each new lived experience in the here 
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and now is partially determined by the retention of earlier lived experiences. In view of the highly 
complex structure of meaning configurations it is necessary to define what is meant by the 
interpretation of lived experience. Individuals encounter new objects and perceive them in relation to 
previous experiences which appear to them as 'ordered' (1972: 8 I), as knowledge of what to expect, 
just as the external world is presented to them as ordered, and this ordered world appears as self-
evident, taken-for-granted. These ordered experiences Schutz refers to as patterns of order, which are 
synthetic meaning configurations. Schutz calls these patterns, 'schemes of experience' (81). 
The schemes of experience have a special task in the construction of meaning of lived 
experience, once an experience has been brought to attention. They order the lived experience within 
the total configuration of experience. Schutz says that this occurs in a synthesis of recognition, the 
individual takes the experience to be classified, refers it back to the schemes on hand, and fixes its 
essence. However, this act is not unidirectional. The intentional reference is conceived in two 
opposite directions forward as well as being referred back to other lived experiences. Schutz called 
the process of ordering lived experiences under schemes the, "interpretation of the lived experience" 
(op cit: 84). 
Schutz takes Weber's classical view of motivation as a context of meaning which appears as 
meaningful ground of a given piece of behaviour to illustrate the ordering of experience. His 
criticisms of Weber's account of motivation are: 
I. The subjective view of the actor and that which the observer objectively supposes, 
represent two different contexts of meaning. For Schutz, the two are incommensurable 
2. The meaningful ground of an action which is understood as a unified datum IS 
always merely relative to a particular 'here and now' and so is in need of supplementation; 
3. It is unclear as to whether the 'intended' meaning of an action is identical to its 
motive or not. 
According to Schutz, Weber uses the concept 'motive' to mean both the 'in order to' motive 
oriented to a future event, and at other times the 'because' of motive, in relation to a past lived 
experience. Weber was alert to such issues, indeed, he was most concerned over tlL '" .:ent to which 
the attribution of effects to causes can be abstracted from the events of history (see for example, 
Eldridge: 1971). Weber further was concerned with the concept of action as a basic unit of analysis, 
and with the ability of the sociologist to assign meaning to action. However, in this analysis these 
issues of meaning and the problem of reasonable-ness become less significant since the emphasis of 
this chapter is to use the framework for understanding meaning contexts to analysis the 'methods' by 
which participants achieve reasonable grounds for their actions, rather than the meaningful grounds 
themselves. Thus the issue of causality in this analysis becomes one of understanding how social 
actors accomplish causal histories of their behaviour in interaction. It is argued in this chapter that 
Schutz's description of the motivational meaning contexts as 'in order to' or 'because' relations 
provides a legitimate frame for analysis of these methods. 
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[n tenns of the 'in order to' motive, Schutz relates the explanation of this back to his 
discussion of internal time-consciousness, where every action is carried out according to a project and 
is oriented to an act phantasied in the future perfect tense as already executed. [f anyone asks about 
the meaning or the rational basis for an action, the 'motive' is the 'project' of the action, or the final 
aim, even though there may be many actions undertaken in order to complete that aim. Interpreting 
the actor's 'motive' as his 'expectations' we can say that: 
" ... the motivational context is by definition the meanmg context 
within which a particular action stands in virtue to its status as the 
project of an act for a given actor. In other words, the act thus 
projected in the future perfect tense and in terms of which the action 
receives its orientation is the "in-order-to motive" (Um-zu-Motive) 
for the actor." 
(Schutz: 1972: 88). 
Now, the action does not have to be in the future, a subject could be asked why she did something 
and could reply that she did it 'in order to' such and such. If the reply was given in a future tense, the 
orientation is future, and so the reason is still characterised by being full of "empty protentions" (89). 
What is being said has not happened, it remains a project, even if the event has happened itself, the 
project is still a project - empty. It may be useful to provide an example from the data in order to 
illustrate the point, taken from the interview with Jim, a fell runner. 
Extract 23. 
Jim. 
23.1.SM: 
23.2 
23.3 
23.4.J: 
23.5 
23.6 
23.7 
23.8 
23.9 
Do you still run when you go on holiday, do you go to 
the same type of places, where you can still run or do 
you try and get away from it? 
No. It depends, I go away a lot in the Summer anyway, 
I take a lot of weekends in the lakes and in Wales, and 
that is specifically for running or climbing, in terms 
of a proper holiday I take that as a break, to blow the 
cobwebs away. I wouldn't choose a place for its running 
potential. 
In extract 23, Jim is asked for an account of his behaviour in relation to his holiday 
preferences. Jim responds by accounting for his behaviour in tenns of 'specifically for running or 
climbing' (line 23.6) or 'in terms of a proper holiday' (23.6/7). The turn is constructed using the 
present tense ('I go', 'I take') to account for the different types of holiday. The 'in order to' relation is 
heard in an abbreviated form on line 23.7: '(in order) ... to blow the cobwebs away.' 'Blowing the 
cobwebs away' is heard as a gloss for 'taking a break' from the running and climbing (for which Jim 
takes a lot of weekends away in the swnmer anyway). Further, the 'in order to' relation can be 
substituted for the word 'for' at line 23.6 in a logical reconstruction of the text. In this way, each 
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action is provided with an account, or a reason. The use of the past tense in the last line of the extract 
gives the orientation of meaning of the tum, which by definition provides the motivational context. 
The context is heard as thus, 'I take a proper holiday in order to take a break, in order to blow the 
cobwebs away, not for running potential'. Although the turn is constructed using the present tense 
mainly, the orientation is future and so the motive remains a project. This is so even though the tum 
is interpreted as referring to past experiences in terms of schemes of experience that Jim has ordered 
and retained and projected as normative behaviour. 
Ordinary language fudges the distinction between the 'in order to' motive and the 'because 
of motive, because we can say 'because of when we mean 'in order to'. Schutz says that any 
'because of statement that is logically equivalent to a projected, intentional 'in order to' statement is 
termed a 'pseudo-because' relation. The difference between the two is that the 'in order to' statement 
pictures the goal as future, while the pseudo-because statement pictures this as a project that occurred 
in the past. According to Schutz (1972:92) the two are not the same thing as the 'in order to' series 
begins with the project itself, and the pseudo-because statement takes for granted the constituting 
factors behind the project. The project itself; " ... necessarily refers back to past acts analogous to the 
projected one. These past acts are now reproduced in the consciousness of the person formulating the 
new project." (Op cit: 90). 
Each new experience is formulated in terms of goals of previous similar type experiences. 
The means-ends sequence is itself seen in the context of past experiences involving the realisation 
that certain ends are accomplished by certain means, each 'in order to' motivation presupposes such a 
stock of experience in the 'I can do it again' mode. In the following extract, taken from the interview 
with Fred (extract 24), a shortened version of the 'because of statement is used in the pseudo-
because relation.3 
Extract 24. 
Fred. 
24.1.SM: 
24.2 
24.3.F: 
24.4 
24.5 
24.6 
So which place would you say you go to most 
frequently? 
Stanage Edge without a question, that's because it's 
so quick and I can get there, and I love walking on 
Stanage Edge as the sun's setting, because it sets, 
Stanage Edge is roughly East to West ... 
In extract 24 Fred uses the because statement twice. In the first use at line 24.2, Fred is , 
heard as providing an account for his behaviour in going most frequently to Stanage Edge, as, ' ... it's 
3 A detailed analysis of the text's reveals that members use the full 'because of statement only 
infrequently. The 'of is not understood as a significant factor in the analysis since mem.ber~ would 
not be expected to use the formal language constructions of Schutz's 1938 German. As It W111 ?e 
noted later members use tenses and constructions that differ greatly from the formal construction. 
However, because-relations can still be analysed for their meaning contexts. 
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so quick and I can get there, and I love walking on Stanage Edge as the sun's setting, ... '. Note that 
Fred uses a three-part list construction to formulate his response. The final item is heard as the project 
of the tum since it is supplemented by an account of its own which is not completed. It may be 
hypothesised that Fred's love of walking at sunset may be linked to his liking for photography or the 
grand views of the Peak Park from that place, both being mentioned by Fred in other parts of the 
interview. However, the use of the first because statement is heard as the 'pseudo-because' relation 
since the list of reasons are not describing a single past event in Fred's experience, but rather a 
general, recurring pattern of behaviour. The reasons, the closeness, the knowing that he can get there, 
and his love of walking there at sunset are all projects that occurred in the past. Fred can be heard to 
have loved walking at Stan age Edge once, and found it easy to get to, and close, and so his response 
is formulated in the 'I can do it again' mode. 
The present tense of the formulation obfuscates the future orientation of the turn, and this is 
a general problem of the analysis, that while the genuine 'because' relations are easy to identify and 
codify, the 'in order to' and 'pseudo-because' relations are more difficult to identify. In extract 24, 
the account given by Fred of his motives for his behaviour are clearly constituted out of previous 
experiences. They are reproduced as a project (instead of the project being stated in itself), which 
allows the interpretation that the use of the because statement is the 'pseudo-because' relation. In 
extract 25, Jim provides another example of the use of the because statement in a 'pseudo-because' 
relation. 
Extract 25. 
Jim. 
25.l.SM: 
25.2.J: 
25.3 
25.4 
25.5 
25.6 
You know quite a bit of it anyway very well. 
Yes. You are comfortable with what you know 
aren't you, that would be my favourite area. But 
its catch 22, I go there a lot because I like it, 
but I like it becaus' ~ go there a lot. It's hard to 
say why I like so much. 
In extract 25, Jim uses the because statement twice in a formulation of what may be 
interpreted as lay theorising (Garfmkel: 1967), formulating a response that can be heard to provide a 
theory of the reasons why 'you are comfortable with what you know' (line 25.2). The use of the 
because statements on lines 25.4 and 25.5 provide the reasons why Jim goes there a lot and why he 
likes the place. These reasons are constituted out of past lived experiences, but oriented (using the 
present tense) not to a particular act, but to recurring behaviour. He can be heard to formulate a 
theory that frequency of visiting behaviour influences feelings for a place, and that feelings for a 
place cause visiting behaviour. On line 25.5/6, Jim says that he cannot say why he likes the place so 
much in a specific sense. 
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The contrast between the pseudo-because relation and the genuine one is that genuine 
because statements cannot be translated into 'in order to' statements. This is a different kind of 
meaning-context. It relates to past lived experience directly. In explaining the difference Schutz says, 
"In the in-order-to relation, the already existent project is the 
motivating factor; it motivates the action and is the reason why it is 
performed. But in the genuine because-relation, a lived experience 
temporally prior to the project is the motivating factor; it motivates 
the project, which is being constituted at that time. This, then, is the 
essential difference between the two relations." 
(Schutz: 1972: 92). 
In every genuine-because relation, the motivating and motivated lived experiences have the 
temporal character of the past. In extract 26, Barbara constitutes a description of a past lived event 
that is supplemented by a reason using the genuine' because relation'. 
Extract 26. 
Barbara. 
26.1. SM: 
26.2 
26.3.B: 
26.4 
26.5 
26.6 
26.7 
26.8 
26.9 
26.10 
Yes, do you go on walks to other places besides the 
peak district? 
I have been, I went one weekend to Melbourne and, sort 
of Melbourne Hall, around there, and there'S a pond 
there, erm, I was a bit disappointed because it wasn't 
quite long enough, once I had been round the water and 
then through a little wood, that was it I had done it 
all in an hour and that wasn't long enough, I like. 4 
hours is my maximum really that's as long as I want to 
be walking, save my feet. 
Barbara begins her answer to the interviewer's question by beginning a formulation that she 
then changes to a description of a single experience (also left uncompleted) followed by a description 
of what was there. At line 26.5, Barbara says that she 'was a bit disappointed', and then uses the 
because statement indicating a following reason for this disappointment, 'it wasn't quite long 
enough' (26.5/6). The remaining part of the turn from lines 26.6 - 26.10 represent a side sequence 
providing contextual information about why the walk wasn't long enough. The use of the past tense 
and also the description of the lived event indicate the temporal character of the turn. The evaluation 
of the event and the stated reason for that evaluation all have a quality of being constituted out of past 
lived experience. There is a possibility of an equivocal hearing of the turn however, considering the 
last lines of the fragment (lines 26.811 0) appear to constitute a supplementary project, that might alter 
the context of the turn to indicate a 'pseudo-because' relation, 'I like ... to ... save my feet'. However, 
this is heard as a new project, separate from the previous singular lived event identifying Barbara's 
optimum length oftime for a walk, whereas the previous project had been concerned with too short a 
walk time/length. 
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Continuing with a careful analysis of the context of because statements in the texts, reveals 
the temporal qualities of the experiences that are being constituted. This work in tum allows the 
analyst to overcome the problems encountered in the extracts above when taking the past and future 
perfect tense rules described by Schutz. 
6.3: Interpreting meaning contexts as motivational contexts. 
The conversational data of members accounts of experiences of their 'day visits' to the Peak 
National Park can be analysed in terms of the accounting methods/procedures used in the 
construction of experiences as behaviour using Schutz's framework. This method identifies that three 
possible alternative types of accounting may be used in the construction of experiences. Experiences 
are constructed by members as accounts in terms of the 'in order to' motive. In this case an account 
for some behaviour is oriented to a future projected intention, which is the motivating factor (even 
though the project itself is made up of meaning contexts that are themselves derived from past lived 
experiences). Secondly, a 'pseudo-because' relation may be used, which is logically translatable into 
an 'in order to' relation, but relates the project as occurring in the past. Thirdly, respondents may 
construct a 'genuine because' relation, which is identified as being drawn from previous lived 
experience also, but that the lived experience is given as an a priori to the projected intention. 
Schutz's description of these relations in motivational meaning contexts is understood to be 
applicable to the analysis of members constructions of these relations in the accounts of experiences 
of 'day visitors' to the Peak National Park. As such, the constructions of grounds for social action or 
accounts for behaviour in phenomenological interviews can be conceived as meaning contexts of 
motivation. However under the Schutzian critique described earlier, the meaningful grounds or 
accounts for behaviour can only be understood as situated within the 'here and now' of the context of 
(in this case) the conversational interview. The accounts as motivations constructed by members 
within the interview context cannot be assigned to have meaning beyond the realm of the situated 
production of talk oriented to a project by an actor, since the analyst and actor cannot be supposed to 
share contexts of meaning. However, Schutz (as noted in the previous section), equates 'motive' for 
an action described by an actor in three ways. As his " ... expectations ... " (Schutz: 1972: 88), or the 
final goal of an action (the 'in order to' motive) or the motivated action itself constituted out of past 
lived experiences as an explanation (the 'genuine because' motive). In other words, the motivational 
contexts can be understood in terms of their 'intended' meaning-as-motive, or 'explained' action-as-
motive in the accounts of experiences. This view that 'motivation' is identifiable and describable 
within the social world is not shared within ethnomethodology or conversation analysis. 
Garfinkel (1967) argues that since we construct accounts for our decisions in a retrospective 
way, the analysis cannot presume to reveal the actual 'motive' for 'day visitor' behaviour from 
interviews. In fact Garfmkel identified that decision making might have little to do with the selection 
of a course of action on the basis of an information search, but may instead be the product of our 
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ability to articulate grounds for decisions made. Garfinkel views accounts for behaviour as "assigning 
outcomes their legitimate history" (1967: 114). In such a context, motivation for action is not 
understood as the unassailable 'real' psychological 'motive' for some behaviour, but rather the 
accomplishment of rational, credible grounds for such action. This accomplishment is oriented to the 
demands of the interactional setting, locally managed and maintained between the speakers and 
recipients. 
6.4: Issues arising from the use of Schutz's description of the ordering of 
experience as an analytic method. 
In Section 6.2, it was noted that the accounts for behaviour identified in the talk of the 
extracts from the data tended to use present tense constructions. This factor created a number of 
analytic issues. Schutz, in his description of the motivational contexts as meaning contexts formed 
free examples to illustrate his arguments of how the meaning contexts were ordered under schemes of 
experience. In his explication of the examples Schutz simply rearranged the wording of the 
illustrations to demonstrate their logical meanings. For example, Schutz's formulated statement that 
begins his analysis of the 'genuine because' relation is couched in the present tense, "I open my 
umbrella because it is raining" (Schutz: 1972{1938}: 92). Yet in continuing with the analysis, Schutz 
abandons the actual statement in order to demonstrate the logical constitution of the pragmatically 
conditioned complex of lived experience that allows him to make the distinction between the two 
relations (the 'in order to' and 'genuine because' relations). This is a necessary task in order to 
demonstrate the analysis of each example as being indexical of a category. This was also a task in the 
analysis of the conversational interview data in this thesis. Indeed, the analytic relations themselves 
were often not apparent in the data as 'features' of the conversation in their own right. The narrative 
data then often needed to be manipulated to indicate how the relations are logically equivalent to the 
accounts for experiences as conversational device. Further, many of the actual instances of the word 
'because' in the texts were analysed and found that they were used as indicators of accounting for 
some behaviour, but only through an analysis of the contexts within which they were formulated. The 
use of some examples may help in an explanation at this point. 
Extract 27. 
Samantha. 
27.1. s: 
27.2 
27.3 
27.4 
27.5 
27.6 
27.7 
27.8 
27.9 
Our most usual activity, we'll just go out there and 
walk and enjoy the scenery, and we'll be taking lots and 
lots and lots of photos, because er, I don't know it's 
one other thing that we usually do, you know it's very 
nice seeing the ducks over there, you see the thing is, 
I I have been living in a big city throughout my life a~d this is about the first time in the countryside, soo 
for me, for me, it's like, it is really something new" 
so I want to sort of capture it in the camera and send 
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it off to my relatives who are still living in Tokyo or 
New York or whatever, 
In extract 27, taken from the interview with Samantha, when asked what they usually do in 
the Peak District, Samantha formulates two three-part list constructions. She says from lines 27.1 _ 
27.3; "we'll just go out there and walk and enjoy the scenery and we'll be taking lots and lots and lots 
of photo's". The two lists can be heard to work in different ways as was noted in chapter five. The 
first list details things that they normally do. It is tempting here to interpret this list of items as 
indicating the use of the 'in order to' relation, to hear the list as an account for 'going out there' 
behaviour. In this interpretation 'and' would be substituted for 'in order to'. However, this 
interpretation would be wrong as the list serves a different purpose, it 'describes' normal events it 
does not account for those events in any way. The second list ('lots and lots and lots') serves to 
denote muchness. Samantha then introduces the because statement at line 27.3 as a discourse marker 
to account for this behaviour. Perhaps the second list warrants some further explanation? However, 
the formulation of the account is fmaIly achieved after some initial trouble as an account of recurring 
behaviour; 'because er 1 don't know its one other thing that we usually do' (lines 27.3/4). At line 27.4 
Samantha recovers to formulate an elaborated account for the behaviour of taking lots and lots and 
lots of photos. This turn could be heard as meaning; "I take lots of photos because the countryside is 
something new to me and therefore 1 want to capture it on camera in order to send images of it to my 
relatives abroad". This use is then heard as the 'pseudo because' relation since the intentional project 
can be reconstructed from the formulation. The talk between lines 27.4 and 27.9 can be heard as 
providing contextual information for the project that follows on line 27.9/11. 
There are two issues that become apparent from an analysis of this extract. Firstly, the 
context of the narrative talk must be scrutinised and interpreted in terms of contextual 'meaning' so 
that the analyst can decide whether the speaker is constructing an account for some behaviour, or 
some other formulation, such as a description of an event or activity or behaviour. This process 
requires some work on the behalf of the analyst drawing upon the social stock of knowledge as a 
member of society to accomphsn shared understanding or meaning in the interactional setting 
(Gubrium: 1993). Secondly, the ordering of lived experience under schemes using the 'in order to' 
and 'because' relations is complicated and requires that the analyst re-orders the original, or spoken, 
text. These two aspects of the analysis may be problematic within the tradition of Conversation 
Analysis. This is not to say that a sequential analysis of the data cannot be achieved. Although the 
theoretical scrutiny here is a psychological construct, 'motivation', the object of study is the situated 
talk of members in their construction of 'motives' as accounts for behaviour, as intentioned activity 
or causal behaviour. To this end, it is possible to contend that members use 'because' statements as a 
device in the construction of accounts for their behaviour, which can be analysed using Schutz's 
framework. In this sense the analysis does not follow the analytic style of psychological attribution 
theory (Edwards and Potter: 1992) where 'motives' and 'causes' are implied and inferred in 
descriptions of events. Nor does it infer 'motives' from analyses of 'script formulations' (Edwards: 
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1994). Edwards describes how actors account for their actions as scripted or exceptional events, in 
other words, as general patterns or single instances, anomalies that work to produce a picture of an 
actors disposition. However, this analysis does take a 'commonsense' understanding of what 
accounting talk is as its basis for the detailed analysis of the conversational devices. In this chapter, 
the object of the analysis is only to describe the methods used by speakers for constructing accounts 
for behaviour. However, this is an important issue since the following chapter identifies what work 
these methods of accounting achieve not only in the interactional setting, but also in terms of issues 
relating to leisure and tourism behaviour. 
Similarly, the concept of 'intention' has been scrutinised by Heritage (1991) and found not 
to be recoverable within conversation analysis thinking. Although Heritage did not use the method 
proposed by Schutz, strict adherents to this approach would not allow that 'intention' could be 
recovered within the tenets of the paradigm. As noted earlier, this analysis depends on the 
recoverability of the projected 'intention' within the meaning context as motivational context. A 
further issue of the study is that of alternative formulations of accounts for behaviour. As a judgement 
on behalf of the analyst is necessary in order to categorise the talk as an 'account' of something (i.e. a 
cause of some behaviour), the narrative interview data had to be scoured for examples of such 
accounting talk. In this search it was noted that members used alternative constructions in their talk. 
This may be demonstrated with an example. 
Extract 17. 
Keith. 
17.1.K: 
17.2 
17.3 
17.4 
17.5 
17.6 
17.7 
17.8 
most of my trips into the La .. , the Peak District 
revolve around food, walking and book-shops. I normally 
get the food first, and the book-shops come at the very 
end, just while I'm waiting for the bus or train, and 
the walking is just. is just for peace of mind, and just 
for something to do and to. just clear the air, and 
that's basically what my days out are. Is there anything 
, ? 
else you want to ..... .:..._. 
In extract 17, Keith describes the activities that he does on most of his trips to the Peak 
District (lines 17.1-17.2), followed by the normal course of events on those trips (lines 17.2 - 17.4). 
Keith then is heard to provide an account for the walking, it is justified with a list of reasons (lines 
17.5 - 17.6). This last section ofthe tum can be interpreted as meaning that the walking is undertaken 
'in order to' achieve an end result of that activity; 'peace of mind, and just for something to do and to 
just clear the air'. Keith's use of the alternative construction 'just for' to indicate an account for his 
actions could be heard as necessary considering his formulation of 'the walking' at line 17.4 instead 
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of the first person singular, 'I go to walk (in order) to ,4. In other cases the analysis of the text is less 
clear, such as in the following example of extract 28, taken from the interview with Don. 
Extract 28. 
Don. 
28.1.SM: 
28.2.0: 
28.3 
28.4 
28.5 
28.6 
28.7 
What's your favourite area? 
I still think Kinder, there's plenty of nice places, 
you can go round Monsal Dale and Water-cum-Jolly Dale 
and up Ravenstall Craggs, and Cressbrook Dale and it's 
nice, it's quite dynamic it's, you're high up with views 
that sort of thing, but there's something about Kinder, 
that I find attractive, it's ruggedness. 
It is difficult to assess whether Don is giving an account for some behaviour or action in 
extract 28, that requires the logical insertion of a because statement, or whether he is in fact doing 
some other work with this turn. The extract begins with the interviewer's question asking Don to say 
what is his favourite area of the Peak District at line 28.1. Don replies by naming a place, 'I still think 
Kinder', then introduces a development to the topic of the turn, 'there's plenty of nice places'. In this 
analysis there can be no justification for the insertion of a 'because' statement in between 'Kinder' 
and 'there's', since Don is not providing an account for some behaviour, although he is indeed 
accounting for some preference. This is the essential difference here, because statements are a device 
that are used to account for some behaviour, accounting for preference does not automatically require 
the use, or the logical insertion of, a because statement. The side sequence that follows in lines 28.2 
(beginning with 'you') and ending at 28.6 (with 'thing') is heard as an explication of Don's turn at 
28.2 ('there's plenty of nice places') which serves to demonstrate Don's knowledge of nice places. 
Don then reorients to his opening phrase using the word 'but', 'but there's something about Kinder 
that 1 fmd attractive, its ruggedness.' In accounting for what it is about Kinder that Don fmds 
attractive, it is again tempting to hear, and therefore to logically inse' .. ,: because statement in the 
manner; 'I still think Kinder because there's something about it that I find attractive, it is rugged'. 
There is no doubt that this turn could have been constructed using this formulation, and there are 
many examples of uses of because statements in the constructions of accounts for preferences, liking 
or disliking talk. However, in Schutz's description of the meaning context as motivational context it 
must be reasserted that Schutz is talking about the ordering of 'motive' talk under schemes of 
experience, in other words of an order X causes Y behaviour. In the case of extract 28 it would be 
wrong to interpret the turn as an account for behaviour in a causal manner, since the turn provides 
evidence of a different type of accounting work. Don is accounting for his preference for a place. 
However, this is not to say that the analysis of because statements that do not do account for causal 
4 The use of brackets to enclose 'in order' is deliberate since it was noted earlier in this section in 
extract 23, that members commonly use the shortened 'to' to indicate an account for some behaviour 
in the 'in order to' relation. 
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behaviour is not a legitimate area of study, only that in this analysis accounts for behaviour that use 
motivational context constructions are the topic of analysis. What is important to note then, is that 
because statements in the interview data, although they may indicate 'accounting work' on the part of 
the members of some kind, do not necessarily indicate 'because relations' of the type described by 
Schutz. Consider the example of extract 29, taken from the interview with Emma and Sam. 
Extract 29. 
Emma and Sam. 
29.1. SM: 
29.2 
29.3.E: 
29.4 
29.5 
29.6 
29.7 
29.8 
29.9 
29.10 
29.11 
29.12 
29.13.S: 
29.14.E: 
29.15 
29.16 
29.17 
29.18 
29.19 
29.20 
29.21 
29.22 
29.23 
29.24 
29.25.S: 
29.26 
29.27 
29.28 
But when you are on your bike, you do want to get 
away? 
We've been walking as well. But when we went up the 
high peak trail, and Tissington, I mean there were lots 
of people around but our reasons for going up there were 
slightly different because I didn't want to go up any 
hills and it was easy and it was easy, and it is still 
quite picturesque. The further you go up it, I mean when 
you are near to Tissington there is lots of people 
around, but the further you go the less people there 
are. There were lots of French students on bikes, with 
long skirts on, 
They were a nightmare 
They were ... ,I mean that is something that's good as 
well, most of the time in places like that you find that 
walkers are really friendly and they will say hello to 
you as you pass by, because I know that mountain bikes 
aren't particularly ... , people aren't fond of them in 
the Peak District and ruining the countryside and all 
that, but they are usually quite friendly,but these 
stupid girls on these bikes they gangs of them in the 
middle and they would be charging down at about 20 miles 
an hour down a bit of a hill, and it's like 'get out of 
the way', a nightmare. 
You had to almost run into them before ... ,even if you 
shouted at them they wouldn't move, they would sit there 
totally oblivious to any sort of courteousness to any 
other human beings. 
In extract 29, Emma uses the because statement twice. In the case of the first use at line 
29.6, Emma formulates an account for some behaviour in the 'genuine because' relation. This 
relation is heard as such since the project of Emma's tum here is not evident, it is taken for granted, it 
is not possible to know why Emma did not want to go up any hills, only that that was the reason why 
they went to the Tissington Trail. Further, Emma is constructing an experience of a past lived event 
where both the motivating intention and the motivated action have the temporal quality of being in 
the past. In Emma's second use of the because statement at line 29.17, the use is entirely different. 
From the context of the tum, it is known that Emma is constructing a lived event and her use of the 
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word here serves to demonstrate her knowledge of something, in that she is accounting for her 0\VT1 
knowledge. She is not providing a 'motive' for her behaviour. Emma is providing an account of what 
is 'good' (29.14) about the Peak District, that people wilI say helIo when they pass by on their 
mountain bikes despite the fact that Emma knows that walkers do not like mountain bike[r]s. 
Edwards and Potter (1992) argue that accounting work is a regular feature of conversation. 
As noted above, there are different types of accounts that can be identified from an analysis of 
conversational interview data using Schutz's description of the ordering of lived experience under 
schemes of meaning contexts (in this case an explicit search for the motivational meaning contexts). 
However, the method described by Schutz using a search for because statements, has indicated that 
members use the construction in different types of 'accounting work'. It was also claimed that 
members did not necessarily use the because statement to construct an account for something. A 
wider reading of the fully transcribed interview material reveals that some interviews contain many 
more instances of the because statement than others, and this may be a result of the ways in which the 
respondents interpret the interviewers questions and understand what is required of them (Moir: 
1993). It is now possible to assess the range of because constructions and the work that they do as 
accounting devices in the construction of experiences of tourist behaviour. 
6.5: The range of accounts using because statements. 
In the previous section, some issues that arose during the analysis of the interview data using 
Schutz's ordering of the meaning context as an analytic framework were discussed. In this section the 
range of types of because statements found in the data are discussed before moving on to describe 
four longer extracts in detail. In section 6.4, alternative accounting devices were noted, as well as the 
uses of the because statement that served different purposes to accounting for behaviour. In particular 
it was noted that because statements were used to account for preferences and also to account for 
someone's own knowledge of something to be true. Both these examples could be described as 
- 'justifications' -as-accounts (Scott and Lyman: 1968). Don is heard as 'justifying' his preference for 
Kinder above other nice places. Similarly, Emma is heard to 'justify' her assertion that the Peak 
District is nice because walkers are friendly which allows the claim to be made that her justificatory 
work provides evidence that she is aware that some walkers do not like mountain bikers. The use of 
the because statement in these cases can be said to be doing 'justificatory work', in that it provides 
members with a device that alIows them to construct accounts that serve to legitimise their talk. Now, 
the examples illustrating the use of the 'because relations' (Schutz: 1972 { 1938}) discussed in section 
6.2, can also be categorised as serving to do 'justificatory work' for members in their accounts for 
their behaviour as motivational meaning contexts. This section now moves on to consider the range 
of contexts for the use of the because statements and the work that they achieve for members 
beginning with extract 30, taken from the interview with Emma and Sam. The extract starts with the 
interviewers question which is taken up by Emma. 
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Extract 30. 
Emma and Sam. Emma's turn. 
30.1.SM: 
30.2 
30.3 
30.4 
30.5 
30.6.E: 
30.7 
30.8 
30.9 
30.10 
30.11 
30.12 
Do you just get that from being on top of the hill, 
you don't seem to like the dales as much, I don't know 
whether it's because there are more people there and so 
it's not so attractive, or whether you need to have a 
view to feel good? 
That is some of it, the view is what makes it because 
by seeing around you so far around you, that there is 
nobody or anything that is the attraction of it being so 
solitary in the middle of such a nice place I suppose, 
well you know what I mean, an unbuilt up place, with not 
many people. Whereas in the Dales, it seems very pretty 
but you could walk in any wood or whatever and see that. 
In extract 30, Emma uses the because formulation on line 30.6 in the construction of an 
answer to the interviewers question, asking whether the views are part of the attraction of visiting the 
Peak National Park. Emma here is using the construction to facilitate a 'description' of what makes it 
so attractive, being able to see so far with nobody else around you. This turn still has the quality of an 
account of the 'just-whatness' (Psathas: 1996b) of the views that makes it good. This use of a because 
statement has a much more descriptive resonance than justifications using the 'because relation'. The 
because statement here is not a motivational context, it does not serve the purpose of an account for 
some behaviour. It could be heard to be doing 'elaborative' work in that it allows the member to 
expand on a description. There were many instances during the interview with Emma and Sam that 
because statements were used. A couple of turns after extract 30, Emma uses the statement again 
(extract 31). 
Extract 31. 
Emma and :sam. 
31.1.S: 
31.2.E: 
31.3 
31.4 
31. 5 
31.6.S: 
31.7 
31. 8 
31.9.E: 
31.10 
31.11 
31.12 
Castleton is always heaving, but 
You see I love Castleton, I think it is a really 
pretty little 'I'd love to live here' type places but it 
is always full of folk, mind you Bakewell's really nice 
as well but that 
But all these places are the same, if you just cycle 
out for about ten minutes you are away from all these 
people, 
Yes because walkers tend to, unless they are serious 
hikers, tend to swarm around those sorts of centres and 
only walk half an hour or so round them, it's like when 
you go up Winnats Pass, that's really desolate up there. 
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Extract 31 is interesting for two reasons. Firstly, Emma and Sam are heard as oriented to the 
joint production of an answer in this sequence. The extract is taken from a longer sequence of talk 
labelled extract 19 in the previous chapter that highlighted the interactional troubles that the members 
had in the joint production of their experiences. The frrst two turns can be glossed as talk about places 
being 'heaving with folk'. Sam's tum at lines 31.6 - 31.8 is heard as being oriented to describing how 
you can get away from all these people (we may assume this is something desirable, and places that 
are heaving with folk are not), by cycling out for about ten minutes. Emma agrees at line 31.9, and 
introduces the because statement as a device that enables her to elaborate how this getting away is 
made possible, not through her own behaviour - cycling for about ten minutes - but by talking about 
the behaviour of others - walkers. It may be possible to interpret Emma's tum here as a necessary 
accomplishment of a satisfactory answer sequence since Sam's tum from lines 3 I.6 - 31.7, could be 
heard as an incomplete formulation. Sam begins his tum by talking about these places being all the 
same, but then changes the topic to talk how it is possible to get away from all these people. Emma's 
response at line 3 1.9 can be heard to be oriented to the first part of Sam's tum, she accounts for why 
these places are all the same. 
Emma does not use the because statement as a 'because relation' since she is not accounting 
for some behaviour of her own or even that of Sam. She uses the formulation as a device for 
accounting for why places are the same, drawing upon her experiences of the behaviour of others -
walkers. There is no projected intention in her use ofthe formulation, and although her assessment of 
the behaviour of the walkers is based on her own previous lived experiences of these places, there is 
no motivated action evident in her construction of the tum. Emma is heard as accounting for why a 
place is like it is, due to the behaviour of others, and as such her use of the construction in the tum is 
heard as doing 'elaborative work' and also completing the topic started in the previous tum by the 
previous speaker. These examples of members using the because statements to describe the social 
world is understood as demonstrating the rationality of accounting talk. The use of the because 
statement allows members to rationally account for preferences, likings, places, and things that they 
know about the world. The use of the formulation further d ___ :'::~lstrates members reflexivity in that 
their production of accounts is designed to not only constitute those activities, knowledges and 
preferences, but also to communicate them as normal, social activities, within the social order 
(Coulon: 1995). 
A little further in the interview with Emma and Sam, Emma is heard to use multiple 
formulations of the because statement, as in extract 32. These multiple constructions allow the 
analyst to distinguish between the different types of uses of because statements in relation to the uses 
of 'because relations'. 
Extract 32. 
Emma and Sam. 
32.1. SM: What would make you go to different places though, 
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32.2 
32.3 
32.4.E: 
32.5 
32.6 
32.7.S: 
32.8 
32.9.E: 
32.10 
32.11 
32.12 
32.13 
32.14 
32.15 
32.16 
32.17 
32.18 
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why would you go to the Southern bit, as opposed to the 
Bakewell end? 
Well, apart from the fact that we follow this book 
quite a lot now, because it is easy to do because it is 
all planned out for you, time really 
Your family are from near the Peak District aren't 
they? 
That's why we've been to Carsington well, quite a bit, 
because I'm really familiar with it because I used to 
live in Hulland Ward, and my Dad lives there now. I 
would probably be more likely to go to the southern Peak 
District to walk, if we wanted to go for a walk, because 
I am familiar with it, especially around Dovedale and 
Ilam and all round that area, rather than go further up 
here. I don't know if this is in the Peak Park but up 
towards Manchester, North of the reservoirs, we have 
never been up there have we, yet? 
In extract 32, Emma fonnulates multiple because statements on two occasions. ill the frrst, 
in line 32.5, Emma uses the because statement initially in the 'genuine because' relation. This is 
understood to be the case since Emma is accounting for her behaviour without constituting a project 
in the response, which is taken for granted. She says that decisions about where to go in the Peak 
District are made on the basis of time, apart from the fact that they follow the book quite a lot now, 
which is accounted for using the 'because relation' thus; "because it is easy to do" (line 32.5). This 
account is not logically equivalent to an 'in order to' relation as Emma is heard describing what they 
do and the reason for that behaviour in tenns of past lived experiences. What can be interpreted as 
being the motivating project of the behaviour (say, the time constraints involved, and the convenience 
of the book) is taken for granted. However, Emma then provides a supplement to this account using 
the because statement again on line 32.5/6, "because it is all planned out for you". This use may not 
be heard as a 'genuine because relation' since it is not used in the fonnulation of experiences5 as 
motivational contexts. This second use is heard as an elaboration or description of the 'just-whatness' 
that makes it easy to do. One interpretation of Emma's use of multiple because fonnulations, is that it 
could be used as a resource to correct a perceived incomplete fonnulation at the frrst attempt. 
Emma's second construction of because statements at line 32.10 serves a similar purpose. The frrst 
use is an example ofa 'genuine because relation', they have been up to Carsington quite a bit because 
they are familiar with it. The motivating project is not constituted here the temporal quality of the 
turn is past. 
However, the second use of the because statement provides an account of why Emma is 
familiar with it because she used to live in Hulland Ward. This second use serves to elaborate the , 
5 This is not to say that Emma is not drawing upon past lived experiences to constitute her 
fonnulation of this description of the qualities of the book that make it easy to do. Her knowledge 
built up over time enables her to account for the ways in which the book makes it easy, these ways 
are not motivational features in themselves however. 
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'just-whatness' that makes Carsington familiar to Emma, the fact that she used to live there. As a side 
issue, Emma uses an interesting formulation of the because statement at line 32.13. This example of 
the 'pseudo because' relation is interpreted as such since the context formulation is in the future 
tense. Although the 'natural' hearing of this part of turn would normally indicate a 'genuine because 
relation', the turn can be reorganised to demonstrate the logical equivalency to the 'in order to' 
relation. The tum can be restated thus: 'if we wanted to walk, we would probably choose to go to the 
Southern Peak District in order to go somewhere that we are familiar with.' 
Because statements can also be used by members in the construction of accounts for 'non-
behaviour', or 'dis-preferences', or 'not-wanting-to-talk'. Extract 33, also taken from the interview 
with Emma and Sam (simply because it provided such a rich source of diverse uses of because 
statements) provides evidence ofthis type of work. 
Extract 33. 
Emma and Sam. Emma '8 turn. 
33.1.E: 
33.2 
33.3 
33.4 
33.5 
33.6 
33.7 
33.8 
33.9 
33.10 
I must admit that I don't know whether I'd like to get 
up to Saddleworth moor up there, because I think that it 
would be a bit too desolate for me, and it's almost 
like .... very much out of the way of anything, but 
knowing that you are never that far from anywhere, 
whereas that I think it would be just nothing, whereas 
you've got nothing but scenery haven't you at Dovedale. 
Mind you I do like it around Dovedale and Ilam and all 
that, I mean we went for a walk around there, didn't we, 
last summer, and it was beautiful. 
Emma's use of the because statement at line 33.2, is not to produce an account for her 
behaviour, but rather her dis-preference, for visiting a place. She accounts for why she isn't sure 
whether she would want to go up 'there', Saddleworth Moor. This may be interpreted as a 
motivational meaning context since it could be argued that dis-preference contains a motivated 
element, made up of past lived experiences that may allow some judgment to be made as to the 
relative dis-utility of an item. When Emma says that she thinks it would be 'a bit too desolate for me' 
she is drawing upon a stock of knowledge. This may be comprised of images on T.Y., or photographs 
or stories about it from others or articles that she has read When she does this, she is partially 
reconstituting the place as being desolate. If Emma had said, "I will go there because it is desolate" 
this would have been interpreted as a 'genuine-because' relation, since the project is not stated but 
taken for granted. The lived experience of desolation, and its qualities would be the motivating factor, 
it would motivate the project being constituted (Schutz: 1972 { 1938}: 92). The motivating project can 
be constituted as "since I want to get away from lots of other people and I like being on my own and I 
know it is desolate there I will go there in order to achieve this". This interpretation remains despite 
the fact that Emma is effectively reversing this relation of the order: "I would not like to go there 
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because I think it is a bit too desolate". The lived experience of not liking desolate places is logically 
a priori to the motivating project, not wanting to go to Saddleworth Moor. 
Before moving on from this discussion of the ranges and types of because statements found 
in the interview with Emma and Sam, it may be worthwhile describing how Emma and Sam account 
for each other's behaviour as in extract 34. 
Extract 34. 
Emma and Sam. 
34.1.SM: 
34.2.E: 
34.3 
34.4 
34.5 
34.6 
34.7 
34.S.SM: 
34.9 
34.10.E: 
34.11 
34.12 
34.13 
34.14 
34.15 
34.16.S: 
34.17.E: 
34.1S.S: 
34.19 
34.20 
34.21 
34.22.E: 
34.23.S: 
34.24 
34.25.E: 
34.26.S: 
34.27 
34.2S.E: 
34.29.S: 
34.30 
34.31 
34.32 
34.33 
34.34 
Well what types of things do you like doing? 
Drinking, and going out, when time and not being too 
knackered permitting, I did used to be well into 
painting, water-colour painting, but I haven't had time 
to do that of late, and photography and I haven't had 
time to do that of late, and badminton at the moment 
trying to get fit and healthy, 
You do that every week, badminton, but you don't go 
out painting every week? 
Mm, I haven't done that for quite a while actually, 
that sort of got dropped, priorities of time, 
housekeeping now. You see I was doing that when I was 
living with my Mum while Sam was still in Kent, and she 
was doing all the washing and ironing and the hoovering 
and all that, and now I've got to do it all 
I'm not saying anything 
So what are your hobbies dear? 
Washing up, doing the ironing, no I like doing sporty 
things I used to playa lot of football, and I'd like to 
play a lot more than I do now and also I really want to 
get more involved in mountain biking, 
Yes, that is something, 
I mean I love pootling about but I do sometimes get 
frustrated and I want do it a lot harder, 
Because I pootle. 
Well you don't pootle, you just do compared to my 
pootle. 
Because you're so hard, aren't you? 
Well I'm not compared to a lot of things, but I would 
if I was on my own I would go a hell of a lot faster and 
a lot harder, I would really push myself, and I would 
like to do that a bit more. But I also like to go out 
and get drunk. I just don't really want to go to work. 
I've got so many other things I want to do, 
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34.35.E: 
34.36.S: 
34.37 
34.38 
34.39 
34.40 
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Work takes up a lot of time for both of us, 
Because our jobs are often at different times, it is a 
bit of a strain on the social life, I'd like to get back 
to normal both working roughly the same hours we would 
have a bit more time to do what we wanted, hopefully it 
won't be too long before we get that sorted. 
This extract, essentially about things that Emma and Sam would like to do more of if they 
were not constrained by commitments to work, house work and each other within their roles as men 
and women living as a couple, demonstrates another type of use of the because statement. Emma uses 
the formulation on two occasions (lines 34.25 and 34.28) and Sam uses it once (at line 34.36). All the 
uses within this extract demonstrate the jointly produced nature of accounting procedures in this type 
of interview setting. It shows how members co-produce accounts of things. Emma's initial use of the 
statement at line 34.25 is in response to Sam's explanation that he would really like to get more into 
mountain biking. Emma agrees with the turn that is heard to suggest that she share's that wish. Sam 
then takes a turn that is heard as meaning that the day trips that they take together mountain biking 
are somewhat frustrating. Emma then comes in with a because statement that describes her own 
behaviour as the reason why Sam is frustrated. Now in terms of the motivational meaning contexts, 
this extract is again formulated in the future sense, Sam would like to do something in the future. 
However, this instance is an example of the 'genuine because' relation as in extract 33, since the 
motivated lived experience constitutes the motivating project of this response sequence, the meaning 
contexts of which both appear as past. The interesting feature here is that Emma can be heard as 
constituting the account on behalf of Sam in the order: 'Sam sometimes wants to do it (mountain 
biking) harder, but he can't because I (Emma) pootle'. Sam provides the motivating project and 
Emma the motivated lived experience as an account for Sam's motivating project. 
Emma's second use of the formulation at line 34.27 is heard as doing a different type of 
work altogether. Here Emma accounts for the differences in their 'pootling', offered by Sam as an 
explanation of his previous turn at line 34.26, as 'because you're so hard, aren't you?' She is 
providing an account of what Sam is, 'hard', that makes his 'pootling' faster than hers. The account is 
heard as an ironical device however not as an account for a past lived experience even though the 
sense of irony must be formed about perceptions of the way the two of them have actually 
experienced cycling together. Emma could be heard to use the accounting device here as a tool to 
portray a gender stereotype role for Sam. When Emma uses the formulation 'because' at line 34.26 
she is not heard as accounting for the differences between the two in terms of the speed at which they 
cycle. Emma is heard as constructing an account of the gender differences between them in a very 
humorous, possibly sarcastic, sense, thus, 'because you are a man and therefore 'hard' your pootling 
is faster than mine as a woman?' This humour and sense of irony is difficult to demonstrate without a 
detailed summary of all the non-verbal signals and full CA transcription notes of the interaction. 
However. even with such sparse detail as the mere transcribed text, the sense of irony in Emma's tum 
is difficult not to interpret. This is because Emma provides an account from a gender perspective. but 
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then challenges Sam to agree when she says 'aren't you?' (34.26). Sam is heard to respond to this 
sarcasm at line 34.27 'well I'm not compared to a lot of things ... ' in terms of his 'hardness' as a man, 
especially if we hear that his use of the word 'things' is interpreted as an alternative formulation of 
'people' or 'men'. Sam, in this interpretation, is heard not as 'rating' his 'hardness' compared to 
women or objects (as things) but in terms of his own gender. It is the context of Sam's response to 
Emma's turn formulating an ironic question to him, that the gender work can be understood. Emma's 
sarcastic use of the formulation 'because' in the turn at line 34.26, is heard as such since her tum is 
not interpreted as a serious account of Sam's rank amongst men as 'hard' or 'not hard', even though 
the turns in this extract represent 'gender trouble' in the talk. Sam's expression of 'frustration' at 
having to go a certain pace on their cycles out to the Peak Park together is heard as gender work in its 
own right and this gender work generates the interactional trouble. 
Sam is heard as presenting maleness in this turn to the interviewer when he says that he 
wants to 'do it a lot harder'. Emma's next turn in response using a because statement demonstrates 
that her interpretation of Sam's turn is oriented to an explanation of his frustration, because she, as 
woman, 'pootles' and so the trouble begins. Sam changes the topic away from the gender trouble at 
line 34.31, saying that he also likes to go out and get drunk (another possible hearing of a 
presentation of normative male behaviour on his behalf). He then goes on to introduce another topic 
change to the subject of work, and the trouble is resolved. Sam uses the because statement (line 
34.35) to provide an account for Emma's turn on line 34.34 explaining that work takes up a lot of 
both their times. This last use is not indicative of motivational meaning context although it serves to 
produce accounting work for the participants about the nature of their work lives. There are a number 
of reasons why this represents a simplistic analysis of gender issues in talk-in-interaction. The 
participants do not actually occasion their gender in their talk and so the above interpretation takes a 
step 'beyond the data' (Stokoe: 2000: 13) to make inferences about the work that their talk achieves. 
Stokoe (2000) provides a critique of the literature on the development of gender and discourse 
research, and argues that gender can be approached from the CA perspective (after Zimmerman: 
1987), despite the ideological dilemmas in the arena of gend..,. ~. talk. Studies of gender in talk can 
be achieved through the assumption that speakers "must orient to gender in order to warrant claims of 
its relevance to interaction." (Stokoe: 2000: 10). This analysis cannot be achieved in this study. What 
can be maintained however, is that accounts of and for behaviour produced by participants in this 
study possibly occasion an orientation to gender discourses or stereotypes, that may be the subject of 
further research and analysis. 
Summary. 
Although there may be other uses of because statements in the interviews that are formulated 
in different ways, further analysis along these lines is not necessary here. It has been claimed that use 
of a because statement denotes some kind of accounting work on behalf of members, a device to 
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account for things. These accounts serve to legitimise the item in question. They are used to either 
'justify' some behaviour or to 'elaborate' a description of something. The range of things that can be 
elaborated is probably immense, however, it was noted that members account for feelings, knowledge 
about something, the 'just-whatness' (Psathas: 1995b) of something. In terms of the motivational 
meaning contexts, it was further noted that members formulated 'genuine because' relations to 
account for non-behaviour (not-doings) as well as for behaviour. Finally, accounts using because 
statements were used as ironical device in the joint production of trouble between co-participants in 
the talk. This was heard as representing gender work on the part of participants. Some of the 
complexities of this type of analysis may now become apparent. Schutz's descriptions are elaborate, 
yet do not include sufficient examples to fully explain the use of the 'in order to' and 'because' 
relations within the motivational meaning contexts. Only through very careful analysis of the data can 
the 'in order to' relations be identified through a search for 'to' and 'for' type formulations. The use 
of the because statement does not necessarily indicate a 'because' relation in terms of motivational 
meaning contexts. However, all this analysis serves to demonstrate that accounting work is a natural 
orientation in the production of this type of talk (Edwards: 1992; Moir: 1993). It may be useful at this 
point then to look in detail at some longer stretches of the narrative data to describe how the analysis 
proceeded to set the context for the discussion of topics of accounts in the following chapter. 
6.6: Analysing accounts for behaviour. 
The case studies that follow highlight some of the issues raised in the previous discussion. 
They were selected to demonstrate the range of accounting work and the variety within the different 
interviews, the methods used to work through the interpretation of the textual data in the context of a 
longer extract. In order to facilitate discussion of each case study, the material has been broken into 
sections. 
Case Study 1. 
The case study is drawn from the interview with Emma and Sam. This extract was drawn 
from the first part of the interview after a brief introductory set of questions concerning their most 
recent visit to the Peak Park, and is divided into three separate segments. In all cases, as before, the 
interviewer is identified by (SM), members are identified by use of a first initial (i.e. (E) = Emma, 
(S) = Sam). '''' Denotes speakers own words verbatim, " denotes analysts reordering of speakers 
words to demonstrate analytic relations, 
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Extract 35. 
Emma and Sam. 
Lines 1-15. 
35.1.SM: 
35.2 
35.3 
35.4.E: 
35.5 
35.6 
35.7.S: 
35.8.E: 
35.9 
35.10.S: 
35.11 
35.12.E: 
35.13 
35.14 
35.15 
35.16 
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It's nearly there, in that area. So when did you 
start getting an interest in mountain biking in the Peak 
District then.. sort of off-road biking? 
Well probably a year or so ago, because we were living 
in Kent still and we only did it when we came back up 
every now and again, and was dragged into it 
That was two years ago now isn't it? 
Yes but not up here specifically, that was just going 
out on the bikes 
yes, but we did go out in the Peak District with your 
sister 
yes, and then when we moved up here, then it's like 
well my attitude personally is that it's silly not to 
make the most of it when it is there on the doorstep, 
that's why we go up there, rather than ... I don't know, 
Leicestershire. 
This segment of the extract begins with the interviewer's question asking for an account of 
the speaker's interest in mountain biking in the Peak Park6• The floor is taken by Emma who gives a 
formulation about the period of time and a because statement to elaborate this time period. This use 
of the because formulation is not a motivational meaning context as it allows Emma to account for, 
not the activity and their participation in it, but of the length of their involvement. This interpretation 
is justified as Sam then introduces a trouble at line 35.7, and the next two turns (Emma's response to 
Sam at line 35.8/9, and Sam's turn at line 35.10) are taken up by the trouble about the details of the 
length of their involvement. Emma signals an end to the trouble and shifts topic to talk about "when 
we moved up here" (35.12), and the remainder of this segment is oriented to providing an account for 
their behaviour since they moved. Partially this interpretation is indicated by Emma's explicit 
formulation that she is accounting for her behaviour thus; "that's why we go up there, rather than ... .l 
don't know, Leicester" (35.14/15). This turn can be re-ordered then as 'that's why we go up there, 
because it is there on the doorstep', where the because statement is equivalent to an 'in order to' 
relation since it is not grounded in past events specifically, but is formulated in the generalised 'I-can-
do-it-again' mode. Also, the project of the turn, the motivating intention, is given by Emma; "my 
attitude personally is that its silly not to make the most of it" (35.13/4). Although the motivated lived 
6 This is not to say that Emma is not drawing upon past lived experiences to constitute her 
formulation of this description of the qualities of the book that make it easy to do. Her knowledge 
built up over time enables her to account for the ways in which the book makes it easy, these ways 
are not motivational features in themselves however. 
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experience of knowing that the Peak Park is on their 'doorstep' (the action), their knowledge of the 
Park as being somewhere that is good to visit as well as convenient, is taken for granted. This 
knowledge and experience is anticipated in the motivating lived experience (the project), 'in order to 
make the most of it'. As stated in an earlier section members' use of the 'in order to' relation is rare 
however, the interpretation of this sequence as an account for behaviour in the 'in order to' mode is 
clear. 
In the next segment there are further accounts. It follows on directly form the previous 
fragment. 
Extract 35. 
Lines 16 - 29. 
35.16.SM: 
35.17 
35.18.E: 
35.19.SM: 
35.20.E: 
35.21.S: 
35.22 
35.23 
35.24 
35.25.E: 
35.26 
35.27 
35.28.S: 
35.29 
So you say you were living in Kent last year, or a 
year ago 
Two years ago. 
Did you do the same type of thing down there? 
yes, but it .... 
The countryside is just not the same, so we did go 
cycling but it was mostly on little side roads and B 
roads, there's ... one of the main reasons for me moving 
up here was because of the peak district being so close. 
There wasn't so much open and free countryside if you 
like, as there is, I mean the South East is like 
overcrowded so ... 
some of it is very pretty, but you can't get away from 
it all. 
In this section it is tempting to jpfpr many uses of the 'because' relations as Emma and Sam 
co-produce accounts for past and current behaviour in a comparison of two places. Great care must be 
taken to demonstrate the correct uses of the motivational meaning contexts in such cases. The 
sequence begins with the interviewer's question. This question moves back to the topic of the time 
when they moved from Kent (line 35.16/7). After the response from Emma at line 35.18, the 
interviewer shifts topics to ask whether they did the same type of thing - mountain biking - in Kent 
(line 35.19). Emma takes the floor to respond affirmatively (35.20) but is interrupted by Sam who 
takes over and completes the turn (35.21 - 35.24). Sam can be heard to account for both their past 
behaviour, in Kent, in the first part of his turn here. It is logically possible to insert a because 
statement if it were possible to reorder this sequence as; 'yes, we did go cycling, but the countryside 
is just not the same, because it was mostly on little side roads and B-roads'. In this construction it 
would be possible to infer a 'genuine because' relation. However, looking closely at the context of 
the talk, what is noticed is that Sam is not formulating a motivational meaning context in this 
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instance. What in fact his talk serves to do, in this part of the tum, is to account for the lack of 
sameness of doing the activity in the two places. In this sense he is not accounting for the actual 
behaviour, and therefore he is not accounting in terms of the motivational meaning contexts in the 
'genuine because' relation. Sam then goes on to shift topic to actually formulate a specific account 
for a behaviour; "There's .. one of the main reasons for me moving up here was because of the Peak 
District being so close" (lines 35.23/24). This is an example of the 'genuine because' relation. Sam is 
heard to 'explain' his 'deed' (Schutz: 1972{1938}: 91) in terms of past experience. He knew from 
experience that if he moved up to Nottingham then the Peak District would be close, the motive for 
him moving to Nottingham, the action, and the motivating project, are both constituted in the past. 
Emma takes a tum at 35.25 - 35.27, that reorients the talk to the previous topic, 'why it 
wasn't the same down there', providing more accounting work that explains this difference. The 
countryside wasn't so open and free, and it can be assumed that the contrast here is with the Peak 
District, not Nottingham, and the South East is described as overcrowded. 
In the [mal tum of the sequence, Sam (lines 35.28/29) completes the discussion of the 'just-
whatness' of the differences between the two places; "some of it is very pretty, but you can't get 
away from it all". There are again two possible interpretations of this tum. Perhaps the complexity of 
this sequence of the talk is an effect of the orientation to the interviewer's initial question. In replying 
to a question asking whether they did the same activity in Kent as they do in the Peak Park, the 
speakers appear to orient their talk to accounting. This accounting work is directed to both the 
differences in the experience of the activity and accounting for moving up here to be close to the 
Peak Park. It must be assumed from this talk that the Peak Park is better than Kent, and there are a 
number of reasons-as-accounts in the answer sequence that provide testimony to that interpretation. 
However, it would still be wrong to infer from Sam's [mal tum that the motive for him moving up 
here was to get away from it all. Sam is clearly orienting his talk to the construction of a notion of 
difference between the two places. The construction of Kent in negative terms may imply a motive 
for moving up to be close to the Peak Park, however, Sam is heard to construct experiences of other 
places (possibly, but not definitely, the Peak Park in tl".._ ~lstance) to provide contrasting, negative 
notions of life in Kent. His use of the formulation; "but you can't get away from it all" does not imply 
an X causes Y relationship, it is simply providing an account of the 'just-whatness' about Kent that it 
is not possible to do. 
In the next sequence, following on directly, the interviewer probes on this notion of the 
differences between the two places. 
Extract 35. 
Lines 30 - 46. 
35.30.SM: 
35.31 
35.32.S: 
So that is the difference the Peak District is more 
free or ... ? 
Definitely. 
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35.33.E: 
35.34 
35.35 
35.36 
35.37 
35.38 
35.39 
35.40 
35.41 
35.42 
35.43 
35.44 
35.45 
35.46 
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you feel a lot freer I suppose, a lot more far removed 
from civilisation than you do in the South East 
countryside,you are always conscious that there is a 
main road about five miles away, or whatever, and when 
you get right up into the hills in the Peak District, 
and I mean I know that there's like honeypot areas, and 
you avoid them, and that is something we consciously do, 
avoid them, unless we happen to be like going past them 
or whatever, because we went to Chatsworth Farm, didn't 
we on the way back, cos it was like, you know Chatsworth 
is just down the road, and they have got this like farm 
shop with lots of nice things in so we stopped there. 
But places where we know there's going to be heaving 
with walkers and stuff we just avoid totally. 
In this lengthy section of the talk mostly performed by Emma, the topic of accounting for 
'feelings' is discussed. This topic may be in response to the interviewer's question, although it must 
be stressed that the orientation to an account for feelings was not necessarily called for by the 
question. Members naturally tum to accounting practices in the interview situation as they try to 
interpret and understand what is required of them (Moir: 1993). In her turn Emma uses the because 
statement on two occasions. She begins her account for her feeling more 'freer' by saying that she 
feels 'a lot more removed from civilisation than in the South East, because in the South East you are 
always conscious of a main road being nearby'. This reordering of this part of Emma's tum has 
included another use of the because statement. This is not a motivational meaning context in this 
instance. The tum is clearly oriented to the production of an account for the ways in which the Peak 
District feels more free than the South East, again formulated in terms of the negative aspects of the 
South East, rather than the positive aspects of the Peak Park. However, Emma then orients the topic 
to say "and when you get right up in the hills of the Peak District" (35.36/37). In this part of the turn 
it may be inferred that she may then explain how you don't feel like you are near to main roads or 
civilisation, but then Emma shifts topic at line 35.37 to account for her knowledge of 'honeypot' 
areas in the Park. We may interpret that in stating that she feels a lot freer up in the hills of the Peak 
District, Emma also recognises that there are places that may be as overcrowded as the South East 
within the Park. She glosses this overcrowding as 'honeypot areas' (line 35.38). After saying that 
they consciously avoid these areas, (35.38/39), Emma says ''unless we happen to be like going past 
them or whatever" (35.39/40), and uses the 'genuine because' relation to give an account of a lived 
experience of a visit to Chatsworth Farm as an example. Although this use of the 'genuine because' 
relation could be heard as equivocal, a logical orientation to the context of the talk identifies it as a 
motivational meaning context. Emma begins by stating that they avoid such places, unless they 
happen to be passing, as in the instance when they visited Chatsworth Farm. The tum can be heard 
then as; 'we went to Chatsworth Farm because we were passing, even though we nonnally avoid 
these places'. The motivating project is taken for granted and not constituted in the turn it is not 
possible to know what was the project of their visit to the Peak Park that day, only that they were 
passing. Now, Emma formulates another use of a because statement in an abbreviated version. as a 
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multiple construction that was described earlier. In this case, the second use is a 'genuine because' 
relation also, since Emma is reconstituting her account for her behaviour of stopping there. She firstly 
reiterates the reason as being 'just down the road" (35.42) and then adds to the justification with "and 
they have got this like farm shop with lots of nice things in" (35.42/43). This is an example of an 
account for her behaviour in the 'genuine because' relation since the tum formulates a motivational 
meaning context for an actual lived event, where the motivating project and the motivated action both 
appear as past. 
In the final sequence of the extract the ways in which the because statements are formulated 
as motivational relations (as responses to a direct call for accounts from the interviewer) are 
demonstrated. Again this section follows on from the previous line (note that lines 35.50 - 35.60 of 
this extract were previously analysed as extract 6 in chapter 5). 
Extract 35. 
Lines 47 - 79. 
35.47.SM: 
35.48 
35.49 
35.50.E: 
35.51 
35.52 
35.53 
35.54 
35.55 
35.56 
35.57 
35.58 
35.59 
35.60 
35.61.S: 
35.62 
35.63.E: 
35.64 
35.65 
35.66 
35.67 
35.68 
35.69 
35.70.S: 
35.71.E: 
35.72 
35.73.S: 
35.74 
35.75 
35.76.E: 
Is that because you are on your bikes, and you are 
conscious of wanting to be away from that, or is because 
of some other reason? 
Because you just don't want to be, the whole point, 
one of the main reasons for going up there is to get 
away from people, and civilisation, and what you are 
used to in your daily life, which is like loads of 
people, loads of crowd, hassle, hassle, hassle, you just 
want to get away from it. And it's very picturesque as 
well, I mean it's not picturesque in your quaint little 
white-washed cottage type, but the villages up there are 
really pretty as well, the actual people are friendly as 
well, we actually stopped in Taddington, we stopped 
talking to this guy, didn't we ... 
Yes cause your bike broke down, so we got down to fix 
it 
yeah and we happened to be going past this little, 
through Taddington, this little village, and this 
little, it had got like a shop in his garage, a mountain 
bike shop in his garage, and he was just talking to this 
man outside and we said 'have you got a minute mate, can 
you fix me gears' and he said 'yes' and stood chatting 
to us for ages, he was really friendly, wasn't he? 
Yes 
really nice, saying 'if ever you're here again just 
call in duck' 
We have been to the honeypots as well, like when we 
had people staying here not long after we ... we took them 
to places ... 
Yes, it's easy to go and take them to these places, 
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35.77 
35.78 
35.79 
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because they are just like, oh, just go there or there 
because there is so many of them around, we went to 
Chatsworth, didn't we, we've been to Chatsworth loads ... 
There are two important sequences in this section ofthe interview in terms of 'because' and, 
'in order to' relations. Emma's turns at talk from lines 35.50 - 35.60, and from lines 35.76 - 35.79 
are reconstructed below inserting the 'because' and, 'in order to' relations to facilitate an accessible 
hearing of the accounting work in these sequences. 
(lines 35.50 - 35.60) 
(E) 'Because' 
you just don't want to be, the whole point, 
one of the main reasons for going up there is 
in order (1) 
'to' get away from people, and 
in order to (2) (get away from) 
civilisation, and 
in order to (3) (get away from) 
what you are used to in your daily life, 
(side sequence listing things to get away from in daily 
life) 
(item l)which is like loads of people, 
(item 2)10ads of crowd, 
(item 3)hassle, hassle, hassle, 
you just want to get away from it. 
And 
(another of the main reasons is) 
because ('pseudo-because' relation) 
it's very picturesque as well, 
(side sequence explaining picturesque) 
I mean it's not picturesque in your quaint little white-
washed cottage type, but the villages up there are 
really pretty as well, 
(another of the main reasons is) 
Because ('pseudo-because' relation) 
the actual people are friendly as well, 
(side sequence giving example of friendly people) 
we actually stopped in Taddington, we stopped talking to 
tu.!.':; guy, didn't we ... 
(lines 35.76 - 35.79) 
(E)Yes, it's easy to go and take them to these places, 
'because' 
they are just like, oh, just go there or there 
'because' 
there is so many of them around, we went to Chatsworth, 
didn't we, we've been to Chatsworth loads ... 
This longer sequence of talk begins with Emma responding to the analyst's call for an 
account of why they want to avoid 'honeypot' places. She begins by using the because statement in 
an incomplete formulation of an account (35.49). In Chapter 5, it was noted that this tum from Emma 
held a complex listing device. The list in this tum acts to facilitate an account formulated in the 'in 
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order to' relation. Emma lists three things that she wants to get away from as reasons for "going up 
there" 'in order to' "get away" - "from people" (35.50), "and civilisation" (35.51), "and what you are 
used to in your daily life," (35.51/2). In Chapter 5 it was described how Emma then constitutes a list 
describing what she is used to in her daily life. The fmal item in the list can be heard to continue the 
"main reasons" started by Emma at line 35.50. If it is considered that the first "main reason" is the 
"get away from", the second half of the tum provides us with the second and third items of main 
reasons in the list. "And it's very picturesque as well," at 35.54 becomes the second reason. This item 
is given a description in a side sequence from lines 35.54 - 35.56, and the final item in the list; " ... the 
actual people are friendly as well" (lines 35.5617), is also given an explanation via a side sequence 
story about an encounter with a local person. These were highlighted in the reordering of the text 
above as logically equivalent to the 'pseudo-because' relation since they both formulate a motivating 
lived experience in the 'I-can-do-it-again' mode. This interpretation is heard since Emma changes 
topic at these stages in the talk, these two descriptions of the place serve as an account for their 
visiting behaviour, whereas the first main reason for going up there was to get away from things in 
her daily life. In these second two reasons Emma is formulating reasons as positive attributes about 
the place that motivate them to go there. The actual experience of these attributes is heard as the 
motivating project for going again. In other words Emma is heard as saying 'I go there in order to get 
away from things in my daily life, and also in order to be somewhere picturesque and in order to meet 
friendly people'. 
In the second fragment from this section of the extract Emma gives more reasons using the 
because statement. Firstly, the intervening talk between Emma and Sam is heard as an elaborated 
story of an experience that serves to demonstrate their knowledge that the people are friendly. 
Describing their going to the 'honeypots' (Sam, 35.70 - 35.72), giving an example of having people 
to stay as an occasion for going, Sam is heard as shifting the topic back to the subject of 'honeypots'. 
Emma takes the floor and uses the because statement in the first instance as an account for why it is 
"easy" (35.73) to go to these places. This tum is poorly formulated, and so Emma uses the because 
statement again at line 35.7:" __ . j way of elaborating the account; "there is so many of them around" 
(line 35.75). These uses of the because statement are not understood as a motivational meaning 
context since they are not used in the formulation of an account for their visiting behaviour but as an 
account for why it is easy to go to them. Emma then finishes the segment with an example of 
Chatsworth. 
Interpretation. 
In extract 35 Emma and Sam can be heard to formulate an account of the development of , 
their interest in mountain biking in the Peak National Park. The respondents work together to produce 
a legitimate and coherent account of their behaviour. This legitimacy work is both the process and the 
product of accounting of and for behaviour in what was called the 'seamless' re-production of 
experience in the talk. In the case of this long extract with Emma and Sam it can be demonstrated 
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thus. The speakers begin by formulating an event in time that becomes a trouble for them since the 
temporal description is disputed. Emma uses a because statement in her turn as a signal that she is 
accounting for what she has said about the time that they first started getting involved in mountain 
biking in the Peak Park. Once the trouble has been resolved, Emma then accounts for their current 
behaviour since they moved up to Nottingham in terms of the 'in order to' relation. This account 
furnishes the tum with the project of the behaviour, the intended outcome of visits to the Park, 
'making the most of it'. Emma accounts for why they make the most of it in terms of it being on the 
doorstep. Although Emma's account was expressed as a "personal attitude", she later says that that is 
the reason why they go up there, rather than other places. This 'making the most of it' can lead to an 
assumption that the Park has certain qualities that are taken for granted as Emma is heard as 
constituting her motivation for going up there as a 'monothetic glance' (Schutz: 1972{l938}: 90). 
Using Schutz's description would make the consideration that behind this intention is a range of lived 
experiences that Emma and Sam have accomplished as a set of component steps that enable this 
project to be realised by the use of certain means. Accounting for their behaviour as 'being on the 
doorstep' could be interpreted as a 'synthesis of recognition' (ibid: page 90). Thus 'we have found on 
previous visits that the Park is easy and convenient to get to, and it has certain qualities that make it a 
really good place to visit, that attract us to it more than other places - such as Leicestershire - and we 
go there in order to make the most of it.' The more cases of such rational principles of the action, or 
the component steps, the more such steps are taken for granted in the constitution of the project. 
Schutz argues that this is the explanation as to why practice and exercise increase efficiency (ibid: 
page 90). 
In the second section of the extract, the members were heard to orient their talk to the 
production of a comparison between the two places in response to the interviewer's question asking 
them if they did the same type of activity when they lived in Kent. These turns created a complex 
issue for the analysis of the accounting work. Emma and Sam were found to be accounting for 
positive qualities of the Peak Park and negative qualities of Kent to produce a legitimate account for 
why the same type of leisure activity is different in the two places. These a' i .s of the accounting 
work were not found to be motivational meaning contexts, however, the work served to substantiate 
Sam's use of the 'genuine because' relation, providing an account for why he moved up here, 
because the Peak District is so close. The accounts of why mountain biking in Kent is different from 
that in the Peak Park lends credence to the reasons for moving up to Nottingham. 
In the third part of the extract Emma and Sam are asked to describe their feelings when they 
visit places. These feelings are not accounted for using the 'because/in order to relations' since they 
are not behaviour, but an example of a lived experience is provided by Emma using the 'genuine 
because' relation, twice, where it was argued that the second use serves to elaborate the first. Emma's 
use of the motivational meaning context of a lived experience at this point serves to illustrate a topic 
shift away from her feelings up in the hills, towards her recognition that, as in Kent, the Peak Park 
can be overcrowded. 
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In the fourth section of extract 35, members oriented their talk to a direct call for an account 
from the interviewer. The first use of the because statement is an incomplete account, which is 
discarded and Emma then re-formulates the response beginning with the 'main reasons' type 
construction. Again Emma formulates 'in order to' relations as getting away from things you are used 
to at home or in daily life, as well as in terms of positive attributes of the qualities of the Park. In the 
last part of the extract, Emma uses the because statement on two occasions that are heard as accounts 
for why going to some places in the Peak Park is easy. These two uses were not interpreted as 
motivational meaning contexts as they do not account for the behaviour itself. These types of account 
serve different purposes in that they add legitimacy to what members know about something from 
previous lived experience. Although they are not motivational meanings they do hold value in the 
formulation of motivational meanings by adding context which serves to legitimise the account for 
doing something. 
Case study 2. 
This extract is taken from the second of the conversational interviews and was held with 
Leon, a junior manager with a hospital trust in Derby. The interviewee had been on a sponsored walk 
organised by his father, and the first section of the interview was taken up with questions about this 
visit. However, the walk was not the usual type of visit experienced by Leon, and he had previously 
related a typical recent visit to Bakewell in the school holidays three weeks prior to the interview. 
Extract 36. 
Leon. 
Lines 36.1 - 36.27. 
36.1. SM: 
36.2 
36.3.L: 
36.4 
36.5 
36.6 
36.7 
36.7 
36.8 
36.9 
36.10 
36.11 
36.12 
36.13 
36.14 
36.15 
36.16 
36.17 
36.18 
36.19 
36.20 
Is it that for generally what you do, just to have a 
look around the shops, or walking? 
Yes, go for a walk if its a nice day, take a picnic 
lunch with you, if it's a rotten day, just eat it in the 
car. Or go out for a pub lunch, it's just nice, it's 
nice to get away from all the same houses, and the same 
buildings and the traffic. I mean I know there's a hell 
of a lot of traffic that pile through those little 
roads, but it's different, I don't know, it's village 
life, although they are towns, they are very close-knit 
communities they are, and they don't like outsiders, 
they like the tourists for their money, but they don't 
like outsiders, because I know somebody who actually 
lived in Castleton, I did nurse training with her, 
before I packed in, and she lived in Castelton, and she 
said that they loved them for their money, but they hate 
them in other ways, because she said 'this is where I. 
live, stop poking your nose in my house'. :eop le.walk1ng 
round the back where the church is, there 1S a l1ttle 
green round the back of all the shops, there are people 
nosing in at people's houses and you are thinking 'my 
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God, somebody is going to come out and slap you'. For 
business it is wonderful, for privacy, I suppose it's a 
bit of a nightmare, people move out that way to get away 
from things like that, and come the summertime, come 
spring and summer, they are inundated with it. I bet 
it's nice in the winter, a bit cut off, but very nice. 
The section 36.3 - 36.7 can be reconstructed inserting the 'in order to' relation as' , , 
(Analysts words in bold, speaker's words held up as motivational relations denoted by") 
Yes, 
(that's what we generally do, look around the shops, 
and .. ) 
go for a walk if its a nice day, 
(and) take a picnic lunch with you, 
if it's a rotten day, just eat it in the car. 
Or go out for a pub lunch, it's just nice, (i.e we do 
this 'because') 
it's nice (in order ... ) 
'to' 
get away from 
(item l)all the same houses, 
(item 2)and the same buildings 
(item 3)and the traffic 
This extract begins with the interviewer's question asking Leon to describe his general visits 
to the Peak Park with his fiancee. Drawing on a previous turn from Leon which was about looking 
around the shops and going for a walk, this extract is interesting for a numbers of reasons. Leon is 
heard to orient to the question by formulating a description of the normal events in a day visit to the 
Peak Park. Leon then switches topics to give an account for that behaviour that is heard in terms of 
the 'in order to' relation. The remainder of this extract is focused on a formulation of an account 
explaining why Leon knows that tourist traffic associated with village life is different from the traffic 
that he wants to get away from at home as his project for going to Castleton. The first noticeable item 
in the .~ .. is the similarity of the project of Leon's intended motivation for going to the Peak Park 
with that produced by Emma and Sam in the previous case study. 'Getting away from' things 
associated with home and work, is a formulation of a projected account for day visitor behaviour in 
the Peak Park in both instances. Although Leon formulates a different list of items that he wants to 
get away from, he similarly acknowledges that overcrowded areas are found within the Park, that he 
also visits them. His account is focused on how such overcrowded-ness is different in the Park, and 
his talk is oriented towards demonstrating his knowledge of why it is different, because it is 'village 
life'. During the course of this account of difference, Leon uses the because statement twice (at lines 
36.12 and 36.16 respectively). Leon's use of the statement in these two instances may not be heard as 
motivational meaning contexts, since their use is to serve the legitimisation of Leon's knowledge 
firstly, and to account for what somebody else said secondly. This is the first instance that the 
because statement has been identified as a device to account for what another person said for the 
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explicit purpose of demonstrating the veracity of a description. In the fmal part of the turn Leon 
makes an interesting formulation that is worth discussing in greater detail. The lines 36.23 - 36.27 
have been reproduced below. 
For business it is wonderful, for privacy, 
I suppose it's a bit of a nightmare, people move out 
that way to get away from things like that, and come the 
summertime, come spring and summer, they are inundated 
with it. I bet it's nice in the winter, a bit cut off, 
but very nice. 
The previous sequence of the turn that demonstrated Leon's knowledge of the qualities of 
village life (that village people do not like outsiders), as an account of what someone else said, led 
directly onto this sequence. Leon firstly says that in some respects the volume of tourist traffic and its 
consequences (people poking their noses in at people's houses) is wonderful for business, but a 
nightmare for privacy. Now, Leon here is making an assessment of the positive and negative aspects 
of tourism for different members of the community. He can be said to be lay-theorising (Garfmkel: 
1967) in that he is constructing a cause and effect statement about the effects of a phenomenon. 
However, in the next part of the sequence, Leon is heard to theorise about the motives and behaviour 
of others; "people move out that way (in order) to get away from things like that" (line 36.23/24). 
Leon can be heard to say in this turn that it is a normal, social desire or motive to want to get away 
from things like that, i.e. traffic and crowds of people, as well as to obtain some privacy. In other 
words, Leon can be heard to constitute normal everyday life for people in society as represented by 
being a) not private and b) full of people and traffic. His construction of motives for others that are 
similar to his own may indicate the relative standing of such a motive in the social stock of 
knowledge (Berger and Luckmarm: 1966). His turn here can be interpreted as his demonstration of 
what 'everyone knows to be true' about the motives for being a tourist, or particularly, for wanting to 
go and live in a tourist resort. 
Interpretation. 
In this extract Leon constructs an account for what somebody else says to demonstrate his 
knowledge of something to be true. He also accounts for the intentions of others in constructing why 
people move up to places like Castleton. This second instance can be heard as lay theorising in that 
Leon appears to be constructing a notion of what 'everybody in society' wants from tourist 
behaviour. He can be heard to formulate a description of 'village life' as an attractive feature that 
makes the traffic problems and crowds different from at home. It is possible to hypothesise that Leon 
is suggesting that people go to the Peak Park to 'get away' from the pressures of home-life, that 
'village life' represents some idyllic lifestyle, which some members of society get to live out. 
However, in places like Castleton this can be a 'nightmare' since the same pressures are present. 
Leon legitimises this theory through his knowledge of people who lived there (using because 
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statements). Such an account for knowledge does different work than the motivational meanmg 
contexts formulated using because statements as 'because relations'. Leon accounts for his own 
behaviour using the 'in order to' relation and was heard to formulate a similar account to Emma and 
Sam. It was speculated that such an account for tourist behaviour was part of the social stock of 
knowledge about the legitimisation of tourist behaviour. 'Getting away' from things in everyday life 
appears to be a rational and nonnative reason for going on day visits as in motives for tourist 
behaviour (cf: Iso-Ahola: 1982; Krippendorf: 1987; Ryan: 1997). Leon and Emma and Sam are heard 
to draw upon the stock of knowledge about tourist motives, available through the social construction 
of tourism as a phenomenon in everyday life, to account for their day visiting behaviour in the Peak 
Park. Similarly, they can be heard to construct a position for themselves inasmuch as their behaviour 
is a) part of, b) separate and different from the behaviour of people like themselves that visit the same 
places as they do in the Peak Park, or c) the lives and behaviour of others who are different from 
themselves in that they have moved out to live in the Park. This use of constructing or making use of 
categories of people, whose actions are accounted for by members (as either good or bad) is referred 
to as membership categorisation (Sacks: 1992). Membership categorisation analysis has further been 
linked to studies in the construction of identity in talk, and these issues are discussed more fully in the 
following chapter (see Abell and Stokoe: 2000). 
Case Study 3. 
This extract was drawn from the fourth interview held with Barbara. Barbara is a widow in 
her late forties, who contacted the interviewer on the Tuesday of 22nd ApriL 1997. The interviewer 
arranged to meet Barbara in Darley Park in Derby as the weather was very pleasant, and the place 
itself would be a neutral setting for the interview. 
The interview began with a question asking Barbara to describe in as much detail as possible 
about the walk she had been on the previous Sunday. Barbara talked at length, finishing with a 
statement about having enjoyed herself even though her feet .. __ .! hurting, to which the interviewer 
added a comment "Well that's the main thing". That statement acted as a prompt for Barbara, 
because she went on straight away to talk more, which is where we pick up this extract. 
Extract 37. 
Barbara. 
Lines 1 -11. 
37.1.B: 
37.2 
37.3 
37.4 
37.5 
37.6 
37.7 
Yes, the weather was kind, there was enough people 
around, I have been a widow for just over a year, so I 
want the sort of walk not necessarily to meet people, 
but to know that there are other people there. 
Eventually I might sort of break off and follow a route 
on a map other than a trail, but at the moment I am 
satisfied doing what I am doing you know, most people 
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say hello to you on the way, whether on a bike or on 
foot, and I feel quite secure doing that, and that's 
another reason why I do it at the weekend, because there 
are more people about and I love Derbyshire. 
This section can be reconstructed highlighting the in 'order to' and 'because' relations thus' , 
(Analysts own words are denoted by (bold) 
Yes, the weather was kind, there was enough people 
around, I have been a widow for just over a year, so I 
want the sort of walk not necessarily to meet people, 
but 
(in order ... ) 
to 
know that there are other people there. 
Eventually I might sort of break off and follow a route 
on a map other than a trail, but at the moment I am 
satisfied doing what 
I am doing you know, 
(because) 
most people say hello to you on the way, whether on a 
bike or on foot, 
and I feel quite secure doing that, 
and that's another reason why I do it at the weekend, 
because 
there are more people about and 
(because) 
I love Derbyshire. 
Barbara's opening turn can be heard as oriented to the preceding talk, she had enjoyed 
herself and the first part of this turn accounts for why she had enjoyed herself; " ... the weather was 
kind, there was enough people around ... " (lines 37.112). This fact that there was enough people 
around, is accounted for in the remainder of the extract. This initial use of the word 'to' can be heard 
as an abbreviated form of the 'in order to' relation. This interpretation is derived thus. First of all 
Barbara describes her personal circumstances, " .. .1 have been a widow for just over a year, ... " (line 
37.2), and then indicates a forthcoming explanation with the word 'so'; " ... SO 1 .... ant the sort of walk 
not necessarily to meet people, but to know that there are other people there." (37.2 - 37.4). Even 
though Barbara is accounting for why there was enough people around, it is the fact that she goes for 
walks alone, which is the constituting meaning context. This fact remains implicit, since Barbara 
accounts for wanting enough people around by formulating her marital status, however Barbara does 
talk about her solitary walks further on in the interview. A note may be made here, that Barbara may 
orient to gender in her account at this point as a woman who is alone, or has suffered the loss of a 
man or partner. Through further analysis it may be possible to uncover the gender stereotypic roles of 
men and women in this turn. Cues to this gender work are given by the occasioning of her status as 
'widow' and what that means in terms of the types of day visitor experiences that she would look for 
and be able to accomplish. 
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Despite the fact that Barbara is heard as accounting for the type of walk that she 'wants', this 
wanting is heard as actual behaviour in this instance since it is constituted out of the stock of previous 
experience of walking alone and what she likes about it. The turn can be fonnulated as; 'I go for 
walks to the Tissington trail in order to know that there are going to be people around because 1 am a 
widow and I don't like being out in the countryside alone because I don't feel secure'. Barbara is then 
heard as formulating an account for her behaviour in the 'in order to' relation rather than simply 
accounting for what she wants from a walk. This interpretation is supported by Barbara's 
supplementary accounting from lines 37.6 stating that she is satisfied with what she does at the 
moment. A because statement was inserted here not as a 'genuine because' relation but to indicate 
that Barbara is accounting for why she is satisfied from lines 37.7 - 37.9. Barbara's last part of the 
sequence shifts topic to provide an account of why she goes at the weekend, this time using the 
'genuine because' relation, since she is fonnulating a motive from past lived experiences, where the 
motivating project and the action itself are constituted in the past. Barbara knows that there are more 
people about since she has direct experience. This reason is supplemented by a second, which is 
logically equivalent to the 'genuine because' relation. Barbara's use of accounting for other reasons 
why she goes at the weekend can be interpreted as supporting the analysis of the use of the 'in order 
to' relation at the beginning of the talk as accounting for her trips to the trails. She can be heard as 
formulating a justification for going to the trail because there are more people around and for going at 
the weekend similarly because there are more people there. 
Extract 37. 
Lines 12 - 22. 
37.12.SM: 
37.13.B: 
37.14 
37.15 
37.16 
37.17 
37.18 
37.19 
37.20 
37.21 
37.22 
When did you first start going to the Peak District? 
When my husband was still alive, we had always talked 
about going for long walks but we very rarely did it, 
but eventually we did start off on the Tissington Trail, 
it is one of my favourite parts of the country, so when 
I sort of got over the initial loss of my husband I 
thought 'come on, there's no use bottling out now, I 
have got a lot of years on my own, so I can't coward out 
now', so it just seemed the obvious place to go really, 
I knew it wouldn't be difficult to walk for the reasons 
I have just said. 
The first thing to note about this last section of extract 2, is that there are no uses of because 
statements. The turn has the character of a biography, using re-created versions of her own thoughts 
and chronologically listing events in her own life to describe when, and why she started going to the 
Peak Park on 'day visits'. This is of course in response to a direct call for an account of the length of 
her involvement in the activity from the interviewer. The analyst must decide from a careful reading 
of the sequence of the tum whether Barbara is heard to be accounting for some behaviour here or 
whether the lack of because statements mean that no accounting work is being done. At line 37.15. 
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Barbara says that they (herself and her husband) eventually went on walks to the Tissington Trail, 
followed by her saying that it is one of her favourite parts of the country (37.15/16). Is it possible 
here to insert a because statement to logically interpret Barbara's meaning context? Did Barbara fail 
to formulate correctly her account using the appropriate construction? Or is Barbara not accounting 
for her behaviour of going to the Tissington Trail, but simply stating that she likes it a lot? These 
questions are theoretical in orientation. The dilemma can be stated thus. Is it only when speakers use 
because statements that motivational meaning contexts and accounting work of other sorts is being 
undertaken by members? Or do members fail to accurately formulate their accounts? It this is the 
case, the analyst is required to alter the speaker's talk to demonstrate the logical pattern of accounting 
work (in the same way that it was argued Schutz demonstrated the motivational meaning contexts). In 
which case the assumption must be here that of Garfmkel (1967 and see also Heritage: 1984), that 
members are always oriented to accounting for their behaviour, and so accounting acts to partially 
constitute that behaviour as socially legitimate. Therefore, although Barbara does not utter a because 
statement, she can be heard as logically oriented to accounting for why she and her husband chose to 
go to the Tissington Trail, because it is one of her favourite places, in the 'genuine because' relation. 
Barbara's later sequence after her fonnulation of an irmer dialogue concerned with getting 
over her husband; "so it just seemed the obvious place to go really" (line 37.19/20) is heard as an 
account in the 'genuine because' relation oriented at her current walking behaviour. This 
interpretation also acts to support the idea of an absent because statement as in the previous 
paragraph. It may be interpreted that it seemed the obvious place to go since it was a place that her 
and her husband went together, there may be memories that are evoked and reasons for going there 
that are connected with the life and times they shared as a couple. She further knew that it wouldn't 
be difficult to go alone. 
Interpretation. 
-tn the case of extract 37, it was argued that there was a case for inferring a motivational 
meaning context in the talk of Barbara where the because statement was absent from the fonnulation. 
Members, since they are naturally oriented to the production of accounts for their behaviour as 
rational social actions can fail to formulate the relational constructs that define the motivational , , 
meaning contexts. This is similar to the way that members often resort to abbreviated constructions of 
('in order) to' relations or alternative fonnulations. Barbara is similarly heard to be oriented towards 
producing a coherent account for her behaviour in the interview setting. Even though she is not 
directly being asked to account for her behaviour, Barbara weaves talk about the history of her 
involvement with accounting talk that serves to contextualise her recent life-events in her current 
'day visiting' behaviour. 
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Case Study 4. 
This extract was taken from the ninth interview in the study. The interviewee is a single 
woman in her mid/late fifties, Pam, who goes to the Peak District on a regular basis, about once every 
two weeks, for walking but also for the general visiting in places like Bakewell and the Chatsworth 
garden centre. The wider text indicates that the two activities are often combined. Pam lives in 
Ambergate, which is close to the Peak Park, and the interview is unusual in that Pam does not 
mention the Peak Park as an entity hardly at all during the interview, in fact only twice throughout 
nearly 10,000 words. Instead she refers to 'Derbyshire'. In the previous interviews the 'Park' is 
constructed as a place by members, but Pam talks of specific places, the 'Dales' the 'Higher Peaks', 
all manner of place names throughout the Park from tiny villages to the larger towns, her knowledge 
of the area is extensive. This extract is taken from the end of the first third of the interview, after 
having had a detailed and lengthy description of the respondents' visits to the Park the previous 
weekend (this interview was held on 11th July 1997) with her friend visiting from Warwickshire. 
This friend had travelled by car, which enabled Pam to show her lots of 'tourist' places in the Park 
that Pam doesn't usually get to see. Pam is restricted in terms of places that she can visit since she 
made a conscious decision to sell her car when she retired. 
Extract 38. 
Pam. 
Lines 1 - 62. 
38.1. SM: 
38.2 
38.3.P: 
38.4 
38.5 
38.6 
38.7 
38.8 
38.9 
38.10 
38.11 
38.12 
38.13 
38.14 
38.1S.SM: 
38.16.P: 
38.17 
38.18 
So which were the first places in the Peak 
District that you can remember ever visiting? 
Ohh, as a very young child going up the Via 
Gellia, because I thought it was a funny name, 
picnicking, which I don't think you'd do these 
days, just stopping at the side of the road up 
there, and picnicking and scrambling over the 
hills with my father and being made aware of some 
of the deep pits that were up there, because he 
always used to say, you mustn't scramble off on 
your own because there are great big holes up 
here, and later on, I suppose I was about 16 used 
to cycle up to Matlock Bath, something else you 
wouldn't do now on the A6, 
No 
I used to say to friends, 'oh we'll see you in 
Matlock Bath at half past six', and er, that wasn't 
as commercialised then, so you'd have a day out 
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38.19 
38.20 
38.21 
38.22 
38.23 
38.24 
38.25 
38.26 
38.27 
38.28 
38.29 
38.30 
38.31 
38.32 
38.33 
38.34 
38.35 
38.36 
38.37 
38.38 
38.39 
38.40 
38.41 
38.42 
38.43 
38.44 
38.45 
38.46 
38.47 
38.48 
38.49 
38.50 
38.51 
38.52 
38.53 
38.54 
38.55 
38.56 
38.57.SM: 
38.58.P: 
38.59 
38.60 
38.61 
38.62 
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round there, and then late teens I knew a lot of 
pot holers and climbers so used to go right up to 
Curber edge, Froggat edge places like that stand 
around holding the ropes for them, nothing would 
ever get me up those cliffs, and Black Rocks, used 
to visit Black Rocks and then I have brought, 
later on, I have brought school children over 
here. erm, I brought a group to the Meerbrook 
camping sight which is just the other side of 
Whatstandwell Bridge, and er, we stayed there in a 
little row of two man tents and walked down and 
visited the pumping station at Cromford, walked up 
the incline to Middleton Top and where else have I 
taken children, erm, I can't remember where i've 
taken children in Derbyshire. I've taken them to, 
you know to other places nearer to school, 
obviously venture into Nottinghamshire, Wollaton 
Park that sort of place, but really there weren't 
tourist places to visit when I was little, you 
just went out as we did every Sunday and you had a 
picnic because it was somewhere really nice, and I 
think that's when I got this love of hills and 
rocks and it was somewhere with some water and 
somewhere with hills that you could climb up and 
that was very different from Chaddesden, very 
different. Then of course when I was very little I 
used to spend a lot of time in the summer over in 
Yorkshire, so again that's hills and Dales, but I 
don't remember specifically visiting places 
because we didn't, we just went out to picnic and 
enjoy the countryside", I don't think anyway if 
there had been places I suppose Chatsworth would 
have been open then I don't know it might not have 
been, but the other thing was that er, we wouldn't 
have the money to visit places, you know the big 
luxury was running the little car, and then you 
took your own picnic out you didn't eat out 
either. 
no. 
Nobody ate out you always took your own food with 
you, it was very different, but you knc.i_i I m glad 
that they did, glad that they took me out" I 
suppose that's what shaped my attitude I might 
have stayed a suburban townie, you never know. 
The extract begins with the interviewer's question asking Pam about the first places that she 
can remember visiting in the Peak District. The question is answered in a long response detailing a 
chronology of biographical visits made to the Park going back to when Pam was a child. One 
interesting point to note is that this sequence demonstrates how Pam constructs a topic of types of 
leisure activities that change at different times in the life cycle, a subject that will be discussed in the 
following chapter. Pam uses the because statement three times in the first sequence of talk. These 
uses do not of course denote the motivational meaning contexts, since Pam is formulating an account 
of her remembrance that serves to verify the memory. This legitim ising and verifying function of talk 
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is concerned with the orientation to the recipient. If Pam had finished the tum at Via Gelia, this 
would have been a very short interview. Pam's natural response is to furnish the recipient with more 
details in an account of why she can remember Via Gelia, because she thought it was a funny name. 
Pam's second use of because at line 38.9, gives an account of how she was made aware of the deep 
pits up there, "because he used to say ... "(line 38.9/10). She then formulates the account her father 
gave her as to why she shouldn't scramble off on her own, "because there are great big holes up here" 
(line 38.11/12). 
The talk from line 38.16 until line 38.36 continues with the topic of the chronology of Pam's 
visits. Then at line 38.36 Pam shifts topic back to when she was little, but that there weren't "tourist 
places to visit" (line 38.36/37) and formulates an account using the 'genuine because' relation. She 
says that; "you just went out as we did every Sunday and you had a picnic because it was somewhere 
really nice, ... " (lines 38.37 - 38.39). This use of the relation is heard since both the motivating lived 
experience and the action itself is constituted out of past experiences. Pam is accounting for 
behaviour in the distant past. The project of the visits may have been in order to go somewhere nice, 
but this is taken for granted by her. Pam's talk following this formulation attributes her current loves 
(hills and rocks and it was somewhere with water) to her childhood experiences in these places that 
were; "very different from Chaddesden, very different." (lines 38.43/44). Pam's use of the word 
'because' at line 38.48 is another use of the 'genuine because' relation. In this instance Pam is 
justifying her remembrances as correct in terms of the genuine 'because' relation thus; I can't 
remember going to tourist places, because we didn't. She is in fact accounting for her own behaviour 
by naming - or typifying - that behaviour. Pam then uses the 'to' ("we just went out [in order] to 
picnic and enjoy the countryside" - lines 38.48/49) to account for the type of visits that they did do. 
This is an interesting section of the talk in terms of the work it achieves in our understanding of 'day 
visiting' behaviour, which will be discussed more fully in the following chapter. In this section Pam 
is heard to define the behaviour and settings (places or sites) for that activity as they happened in the 
past, compared to the contemporary understandings of types of behaviour and types of places. By 
saying that there weren't "tourist places to visit", she can be heard to categorise pl~_~~ These places 
in the past were claimed to be "somewhere really nice" which were the settings for activities, places 
"you just went" and "had a picnic". This can be heard as a claim on her behalf that places that she 
went to and activities that she did when she was a child were experientially different from what goes 
on in tourist places today. In other words, places and activities have become typified as tourist 
activities and places, in a way that suggests that Pam is theorising that tourism has been socially 
constructed in terms of types of places and activities. It may be interpreted that Pam claims that 
places have become designated as 'tourist' destinations or sites in contemporary society, and also that 
activity which may now be classified as 'tourist' were not understood as such when she was a child. 
In her last section of talk from lines 38.58 - 38.62, Paula accounts for what shaped her attitude in 
another instance of membership categorisation. The sequence of talk in which this occurs is repeated 
below to facilitate another reading. 
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(P)Nobody ate out you always took your own food with 
you, it was very different, but you know I'm glad 
that they did, glad that they took me out" I 
suppose that's what shaped my attitude I might 
have stayed a suburban townie, you never know. 
Pam begins the sequence by completing a previous turn that we may gloss as being about 
what life used to be like when she was a child. She then is heard to formulate an opinion about the 
way that she was brought up that can be heard as; 'I'm glad that they used to take me out because it 
shaped my attitude which I'm glad about because otherwise I might have stayed a suburban townie'. 
Because statements have been inserted here to show that the orientation of Pam's turn is to account 
for her current attitude that is demonstrated by her behaviour. In this single turn Pam constructs a 
notion of her past self - a suburban townie - which is heard as a category of type of person, in 
distinction to her current self which is not formulated. This identity work in accounting talk can also 
be heard as a theory that childhood shapes adult behaviour. 
The interviewer shifts the topic to her time in Warwickshire to ask if she ever visited the 
Peak Park then. 
Extract 38. 
Lines 63 - 86. 
38.63.SM: 
38.64 
38.65.P: 
38.66.SM: 
38.67.P: 
38.68 
38.69 
38.70 
38.71 
38.72 
38.73 
38.74 
38.75 
38.76 
38.77.SM: 
38.78.P: 
38.79 
38.80 
38.81 
38.82 
38.83 
38.84 
38.85 
38.86 
And when you were away in Warwickshire did you 
used to corne back? 
No 
Not at all? 
No, I carne back erm, about a year before I finally 
moved back up here, er I was teaching then because 
I had been to college in Warwickshire and so I was 
running a big house, three children, all at school, 
two of them already teenagers, big hands-full, and 
everything was quite stressful, and I thought I 
must get away for the weekend, and so I remembered 
Dovedale, I remembered the Isak Walton Hotel, and 
I just rang them up on the spur of the moment and 
booked a weekend there just for me, 
Good for you, 
And I carne back up and I suppose really after that 
I thought I've got to corne back, I've got to corne 
back horne, I felt such a deep sense of roots, I 
couldn't go and live anywhere else, never mind 
going to live in France or anywhere like t~at, ~ 
really couldn't go and live anywhere else.l~ thlS 
country other than here, Derbyshire's deflnltely 
where I belong. I was back up here then within a 
year and an half, I'm so glad I did. 
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In this final part of this extract there is a return to the theme of 'getting away', in this case 
though, both the 'project' and the event have the character of past-ness. In Pam's case, the segment 
begins with her saying that she came back once, and the turn from lines 38.67 - 38.76 is given over to 
providing an account of this visit in terms of the 'genuine because' relation. Pam lists events 
chronologically that lead to her decision to book herself into the lsak Walton Hotel for the weekend. 
In the final segment of the extract Pam suggests that after this visit she moved back to Derbyshire 
within a year and a half (line 38.86). She describes her feelings during this section, but they are not 
described as an account, but as a set of thoughts. These thoughts could be interpreted as accounted for 
as in; " .. .I've got to come back home ... " 'because' "I felt such a deep sense of roots" - lines 
38.79/80). This interpretation is formulated in the 'genuine because' relation. The remainder of the 
sequence is given over to a supplementary account of how Pam can only live in Derbyshire and no-
where else. 
Interpretation. 
The interesting features of this longer extract are firstly that Pam is heard to account for 
visits made when she was a child. At that time Pam may have had little choice in the type of visiting 
behaviour undertaken within the family situation. Her own childhood accounts for visiting behaviour 
are likely to be different from those of her parents in any case. However, Pam constructs an account 
for this behaviour drawing on a range of different 'theories' about the nature and type of places for 
visiting. There were no 'tourist' places, they simply pulled up at the side of the road and scrambled 
off up hills and rocks and near water, activities which are classed in distinction to tourist places. Pam 
classes herself at the time as a 'suburban townie', but that her upbringing had a positive effect on her 
adult behaviour. 
Pam uses because statements as 'genuine because' relations and also to account for other 
thL;;_ 11an her behaviour, and most interestingly to formulate an account of what her father said that 
serves to add validity and to supplement her remembrances for the listener. 
6.7: Summary. 
The aim of this chapter was to describe and analyse the methods used by members in their 
formulations of accounts in the narratives of the interview data. The chapter began with a notion that 
the concept of motivation in the tourism literature could be approached from a different direction. 
The pilot study data had shown evidence that 'day visitors' to the Peak National Park appeared to 
formulate typically tourist motivations for answers to questions that probed about the reasons for 
their decision making behaviour. Furthermore, members appeared to construct more varied accounts 
for their behaviour, the more questions were asked to provide accounts for their activities. In chapter 
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five in-depth, conversational interviews were described for the features of talk-in-interaction, and it 
was proposed there that the major feature of the talk was the formulation of accounts. It was argued 
that Schutz's description of the phenomenology of the social world, and in particular his 
phenomenological critique of the Weberian view of motivation as reasonable grounds for action, 
could be used as a framework for analysing qualitative data. Schutz's description of the ordering of 
the world of experience under schemes, in this case the motivational meaning contexts, was discussed 
using examples from the data. It was discovered to be the case that members could be heard to 
formulate accounts for their behaviour using 'in order to', 'pseudo-because' and 'genuine because' 
relations. This was not to say that 'real', 'incontrovertible' motives for actions could be recovered 
within such an analysis. Garfrnkel (1967) identified that within ethnomethodological thinking an 
account for some past behaviour is simply to legitimise the outcomes of behaviour. Heritage (1991) 
found that 'intention' was not recoverable within conversation analysis thinking. In this type of 
inquiry, it is the accounts themselves that become the focus of interest, the methods in which they are 
constituted, and the_ work that they perform for the speakers. 
The use of this approach led to the identification of a series of issues, some of which were 
technical, such as the complexity of the analytic task considering Schutz's 1930's German formulated 
examples, and the use of abbreviated versions of the constructs in the everyday use of language by 
members. Other issues were methodological, such as the status of absent formulations (i.e. relations 
that had to be inserted into the body of the textual data to show the accounting work of the talk). It 
was also claimed that while Schutz's framework proved useful as a guide to the analysis and for the 
identification and labeling of motivational meaning contexts, members used because statements 
throughout their production of talk as an indicator of other types of accounting work. A range of 
alternative formulations of because statements that did other types of accounting work for the 
members, particularly these formulations provided a valuable resource in member's constructions of 
the 'just-whatness' of an item was listed. This type of accounting could be labeled as a supplementary 
account or a description. Members accounted for feelings for the just-whatness of places and a whole 
range of items that could ~.)1')e defined as the motivational meaning contexts of Schutz. The 
seamlessness of the production of accounts of and for behaviour was highlighted since the two types 
of account can draw upon the same construction device. The motivational meaning contexts could be 
identified and labeled differently from other types of accounting work, they could also be 
demonstrated using the context of talk to locate 'hidden' projects in the ('in order) to' relation. The 
analysis proceeded with a discussion of four case studies. 
Other types of accounting work undertaken by members may serve to legitimise accounts 
for behaviour. When members for example are heard to account for doing something that is linked to 
some attribute of a place, then the account of the just-whatness of the place serves to legitimise the 
actual behaviour of visiting it. Similarly, members can account for negative attributes of home or 
. . . . , th . beh' f' tt' way' from them It would not work envIronments as a way of 'Justlfymg elf aVlOur 0 ge mg a . 
. . I 'ng contexts be valid to actually infer that these accounts are in themselves mottvattona meant ' 
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however. Schutz's description of the motivational meaning contexts is precise and any attempts at 
trying to 'force' motivational meanings upon accounts that are formulated using the because 
construction lack credibility. Motivational meaning contexts are heard to describe a causal 
relationship ofthe type 'I did X because V', this clearly ascribes an account for an action. Similarly, 
projections are also formulated in terms of causal relationships of the type; 'I do X in order to Y', 
which is heard to constitute an outcome as a result of some behaviour. As such it may now be 
possible to identify the essential characteristics of motivational meaning contexts formulated as 
accounts for behaviour in the data, separately from supplementary accounts that mayor may not have 
an influence on the motivational meaning contexts. Furthermore, it may be hypothesised that answers 
to motivational questions can be formulated in two ways. Either as an account for an action in terms 
of the 'genuine because' relation or in terms of an account for some behaviour that achieves a certain 
outcome in the 'in order to' and 'pseudo-because' relations. 
This is not to say that the psychological construct 'motivation' for an action is recoverable, 
only that m~bers respond to motivational type questions with a formulation of an account in terms 
of these three relations. As such it may be possible to claim that 'motivation' is locally accomplished 
and managed in interaction in member's natural orientation to account for things. The range of 
'things' that may be brought up in talk-in-interaction is possibly endless, however, the methods used 
in the production of accounts appears to orient towards 'because' and '(in order) to' relations. This is 
not to say that there are not other methods of accounting for things in talk. However, in Moir's (1993) 
work in occupational career choice, it was interesting to note that probing questions revealed 
formulations of 'because' and 'in order to' constructions, supplementary accounts detailing childhood 
experiences (biographical accounts), and other items (not behaviour). Moir lacked the analytical 
framework that would have enabled him to order and classify the different types of accounting work 
used as resources by members that has been undertaken in this chapter. As such Moir's work lacked 
detail and an attention to the features and structure of the talk itself, being mainly inferred. Such an 
inference works to demonstrate a more credible or natural orientation to this type of formulation, and 
indeed, Schutz claimed that these constructs were evide .. ~. )f a natural orientation in accounting. The 
possibility for detailed analysis of probing questions that specifically demand accounts for some 
behaviour has hitherto remained troublesome. In this chapter the range of accounting procedures 
available to members has been demonstrated and a framework for the systematic study of accounts 
for behaviour has been developed. 
However the richness of the data in terms of the accounting work undertaken by members , 
serves to demonstrate the ways in which talk that accounts for feelings, liking and disliking, non-
behaviour, and the 'just-whatness' of things supports accounts for actual behaviour. It was noted that 
such work serves to legitimise behaviour or exemplifies or describes contexts of behaviour. As such 
this accounting work is as important as that which is focused on actual behaviour. In the case studies 
d . . . h . f th talk in terms of either the work escnbed above, some Issues were raIsed as to t e meanmg 0 e ' 
that it achieved for members, or the ways that accounting work could be used as a method of 
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introducing categories for members or others in the talk. In the following chapter the major themes 
and topics of the accounts for 'day visitor' behaviour will form the major focus of analysis to assess 
the meaning of this accounting work in the context of leisure/tourism consumption. 
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7.1: The Social construction of identity in accounting talk7• 
In this section, the methods developed to analyse 'accounts' (Scott and Lyman: 1968) will 
be applied to the issue of social representation. This mode of analysis draws on the tradition within 
discursive social psychology of discourse analysis. The approach is not concerned with the discovery 
of psychological universals but the social contexts within which talk is constructed (Potter and 
Wetherell: 1987; Edwards and Potter: 1992). Thus, this section seeks to demonstrate the ways in 
which members construct notions of their own identities through formulating accounts for their 
behaviour. 
In recent years the study of identity has shifted away from being conceived as a purely 
cognitive process underpinning human action, towards the notion of identity construction being a 
social accomplishment of interaction (Potter and Wetherell: 1987). In this way, all manner of 
'psychological' subject areas such as 'blame', 'perception', 'causal reasoning' can be analysed, not 
for the underlying mental processes that may be occasioned in their construction, but for the 
discursive practices in their construction themselves (Edwards and Potter: 1992; Edwards: 1994). The 
notion of identity being a social, interactional accomplishment has been conceived in terms of the 
'self for some time (cf: Goffin an: 1959). Goffinan drew upon the contextual nature of social life to 
develop the theory that people create and sustain social roles, or 'identities' in a dramaturgical 
production of everyday life. This theatre of everyday life is understood as being created for, and 
directed towards others in society and so a direct link between the 'self and society was proposed. 
Goffinan argued that everyone, all of the time, is playing some role, either more or less 
subconsciously. Sometimes people come to believe that they are the people in the role, and at others 
they believe the role is the real person they want to be. This type of cynicism/conviction can also be 
reversed. There are personal 'fronts' which are the expressive equipment used to act out 
performances and these are standardised and fixed. Examples of fronts include sex, age, race, clothes, 
facial expressions, and gestures. Through the performance of a routine using a front, members make 
claims to an audience, abstract claims, and therefore the performance becomes socialised, modified to 
fit social expectations of others associated with the role. 
Performers offer their observers an impression that is idealised in different ways. In the 
context of the performance, the "front region" (Goffinan: 1959: 110) refers to the place where the 
performance is given. The fixed sign equipment in such a place has been termed the "setting" (as 
above: 110). The front region is the point of the direct encounter. The "backstage" or "back region" 
(as above: 114) is the private place where clothes and equipment can be hidden and scrutinised for 
7·. . be d t th 'Tourism 2000' Time for ThIs sectIOn has been modIfied for a paper to presente a e . 
CelebrationT conference, Sheffield, September 2000. 
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flaws or adjusted. The performer can relax here and drop their front, forgo speaking their lines and 
step out of character. The back region will be adjacent (but concealed from the audience) to the front 
region. 
As such, notions of identities become fluid, as individuals slip between negotiated selves 
according to the demands of the interactional setting. Goffman later developed the idea of an 
interactional order for 'self -practice in social encounters (1979). These interactional relationships 
Goffinan called 'footings', consisting of five levels of roles, or identities produced in interaction. 
Malone argued that CA studies could be used to demonstrate the presentation of self in everyday talk 
(1997). Self presentation is understood to be an endless social accomplishment (after Garfmkel: 
1967), reflexively created and recreated in the interaction order that prioritises self-presentation and 
the making of common sense in interaction. Shared meaning is a shared agreement not of substance 
but of method, rationality is a method acceptable without discussion (Garfinkel: 1967). Gubrium 
(1993) argues for a cautious naturalism, in that the agent or member is a practitioner of everyday life 
and is therein engaged in a production of meaning in the local setting of activity and the overall 
products of the enterprise. Gubrium refers to this as the embeddedness (99) of the social construction 
process; 
" ... stressing the formal and informal organisational parameters of meaning 
that impinge on the agent or, putting it in reverse order, that provide the agent 
with interpretive resources. The agent's constructive activity is embedded in a 
context of interpretation." 
(Gubrium: 1993: 99). 
It is this ordinary practical quality of constructive agency that allows one to methodologically tolerate 
the tension between culture and nature, and so features of everyday life are treatable as natural even if 
they are constructed, members' projects take things for granted and as immutable (ibid: 100). 
In studies of identity this naturalism, or attention to the cultural context of an interactional 
situation, allows for the analysis of how social actors orient towards and manage performed 
ideh .... vs. In such a framework, the analysis of previously under-researched data, such as broadcast 
and media interactions can become the subjects of scrutiny for the identity work that they reveal on 
behalf of the participants. A recent study analysed the Panorama interview between Martin Bashir 
and the late, Diana, Princess of Wales in terms of membership categorisation analysis as mentioned 
in the previous chapter (Abell and Stokoe: 2000, 1999). 
The analysis that follows intends to demonstrate how members draw upon social discourses 
of leisure and tourism consumer behaviour in their experiences that can be derived from a close 
attention to the detail of the interview narratives. The intention here is not to provide a full analysis 
but to describe in some detail the identity work achieved by the accounting of experiences in one 
instance in greater detail. 
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7.2: The link between accounts of experiences, identity work and places. 
Experiential accounts can serve to establish warranted identity claims on behalf of the 
participants in the interview setting. In extract 39, Don talks about the 'club's' reasons for going to 
the Peak District and also personal experiences that differentiate his walking activities from those of 
the club. The interview was undertaken whilst on an organised ramble with a walking group from 
Nottingham shire. The extract begins with the interviewer's question asking for an account of Don's 
history of his walking in the Peak District. 
Extract 39. 
Don. 
39.1. SM: 
39.2 
39.3.D: 
39.4 
39.5 
39.6 
39.7 
39.8.SM: 
39.9 
39.10.D: 
39.11 
39.12 
39.13 
39.14.SM: 
39.15.D: 
39.16 
39.17 
39.18 
39.19.D: 
39.20.D: 
39.21 
39.22 
39.23 
39.24 
39.25 
39.26 
When was the first time you came to the Peak 
District do you think? 
Well that would have been the Autumn of '68, when I 
first started walking, because the Peak District 
itself has always been the club's stomping ground, 
sometimes slip over into Staffordshire, and 
Yorkshire and so on, 
Is that the only reason you come to the Peak 
district because it's where the club sort of goes? 
Well no, you come with the club, and the club has 
its own regular programme once a fortnight all 
year through, but, er yes, its on your doorstep. I 
get off to Wales, I've done gold hunting in Wales 
Gold hunting, yes? 
And in fact only last summer I did the fourteen 
three thousands at one go, at about the third 
attempt, although I did that the unofficial way, 
North to South, because its more practical. 
Goodness me 
I mean I've seen Wales from an early point in time 
because I mean it'd be about 1970 one of the club 
members used to have a section, used to go away at 
bank holidays and a guy took me, a guy called Eric 
Stokes, he's now dead and buried, got cancer, poor 
bloke, er, he took me out to er near Capel Curie, 
and I rather liked the mountains, took to the mountains. 
In Don's reply to the interviewer's question, an 'explanatory' account is offered of Don's 
first visit to the Peak District, indicated by Don's use of a because statement. This extract is 
interesting for a number of reasons. The first being that Don accounts, in the way that he gives a 
. ., d ood Do's natural orientation to the 
reason, for somethmg that happened long ago. This IS un erst as n 
production of an account for his behaviour. His first visit to the Park was in the Autumn of '68 (39.2) 
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when he first started walking. The explanatory use of because (at line 39.3) is heard as giving a 
reason why he carne to the Peak Park, 'because' he carne with the club and the club's "stomping 
ground" (line 39.4) had always been the Park. 
The interviewer poses a direct question asking for Don to account for his visits (line 39.6/7). 
Don's reply is equivocal and requires detailed examination. First notice that Don changes the subject 
from first to second person in his tW11 from lines 39.8 - 39.10. Don first disagrees with the 
interviewer's suggestion that the only reason Don comes to the Park is on trips with the club, by 
saying "well, no ... " (line 39.8), which can be heard as a discourse marker. His use of the second 
person from here to say first, that " ... you corne with the club ... " (line 39.8) and then to talk about the 
club's programme is followed by a formulation; " ... but, er, yes, it's on your doorstep." (line 39.9/10). 
Malone (1997) argues that this device of shifting between 'footings' is a signal of the type of 
identities that are being drawn upon. Don, when talking about 'you' to describe in effect 'his' coming 
with the club works to declare a role that is associated with a type of activity. Since the interview 
occurred during a visit to the Peak Park, his use of the pronoun 'you' at this stage could be 
interpreted to mean himself and the interviewer. Yet the tW11 here has the effect of meaning 'all of us' 
(Malone: 1997: 45), rather than in the specific instance of the walkers (interviewer and interviewee) 
themselves. Although Malone signals that the use of the second person singular is always ambiguous 
in English since there is no distinction between how many 'you's' are referred to, the hearer is not 
always the recipient, the' direct target' of the speaker's words (Malone: 1997: 68). In the instance of 
extract 39, Don can be heard to use the word 'you' as meaning 'people like us' (1997: 68, from a 
discussion of Sacks' work on the topic). In other words Don is heard to invoke the second person 
plural. Even more ambiguous however, Don is heard as saying people like us in the sense that 'we' 
are all on the walk with 'the club', which has its own agenda. His talk thus de-personalises the topic 
as if to say that the choice of place of the walks is not his own. Don comes with the club because he 
is a member, and the club comes to the Peak Park because it is on "your doorstep" (line 39.10). At 
this point it is possible to hear that whilst Don is constructing 'the club' as the decision making body, 
he still formulates an account for why the club comes to the ~'':' 6. Park. 
This interpretation gains currency considering the nature ofthe shift in pronoun construction 
to the first person singular as being significant, in that it serves to distance Don's own personal 
preferences in terms of choices of places from the those undertaken by the club in the Peak Park. 
Don's tW11 at line 39.10, "I get off to Wales, I've done gold hunting in Wales". Goffinan (1979) 
agues that when speakers change footing, this implies a change in the alignments of speaker and 
recipient and the management of the talk. Don is heard to refer to two different roles or selves, in that 
he talks about his role in the club in terms of people like us and his separate, solitary walking 
experiences in Wales. And further, his tW11 from lines 39.12 - 39.14 is oriented to his. not 
insignificant, recent walking achievements. It is possible to interpret that the reason "it is on your 
doorstep" is not a positive factor for Don. The fact that the club goes there because the Peak has 
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always been the clubs "stomping ground" and "it is on your doorstep" serves to account for the club's 
activities in the Park. 
However, Don constructs his own, personal activities in terms of other places with actual 
differences from the Peak Park. It is possible to hear that Don draws on a discourse that serves to 
present an identity of what we might call a 'serious hiker' (a category taken from the interview with 
Emma and Sam) throughout the extract. His use of such formulations as "stomping ground", 
"get(ing) off to Wales", and "the fourteen three thousands" suggests this categorisation. These terms 
can be understood to represent a 'technical' language, not everyday life formulations used by the 
'man in the street', but as being indexical of the language of the 'serious hiker'. In Don's fmal turn of 
extract 39, lines 39.16 - 39.21, another account is heard that explains how Don got interested in 
walking in Wales that he ends with the words; " ... and I rather liked the mountains, took to the 
mountains." . 
An understanding of what Don personally likes is heard as opposed to what his actual 
behaviour in the setting of the interview indicates (on a gentle walk around the Derbyshire Dales). In 
this case, it is probably the clearest hearing of a construction of a particular identity in these data, 
perhaps because of the nature of interview setting. Don can be heard to be doing two different types 
of identity work in this extract. He glosses his own identity as 'serious hiker' through stories of his 
own exploits in the first person, and constructs his role as a club member, justifying their visits to the 
Park using the second person formulation. 
In extract 40, (Don's first response of the interview) he begins to talk of the extent of his 
walking. Don constructs a chronology of his involvement with the group that again uses a different 
footing in that Don started coming with 'them' (40.5). 
Extract 40. 
Don. 
40.1.SM: 
40.2 
40.3.0: 
40.4 
40.5 
40.6 
40.7 
40.8 
40.9 
40.10 
40.11 
40.12 
40.13 
40.14 
40.15 
And you've been with the Rambling club since lqhR when 
you left school? 
The Autumn of 1968, went round the corner and had a chat 
with the guy who was then the editor of the Notts free 
press, and I started coming with them, and I've been 
with them ever since and a couple of years after that we 
had a camping group started camping with them, and then 
after I got a camera, which I don't carry so much now, 
except when I'm up in the highlands back-packing, but 
yes, I've given Derbyshire a good walking, still plenty 
of little nook and crannies to find, occasionally go 
over into what's now Greater Manchester and 
staffordshire and down into Leicestershire and so on, . 
and before now I've actually gone over into Lincolnshlre 
and actually walked and seen a ship at sea, 
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This construction has the effect of portraying Don's progression first from being an outsider 
ofthe social scene of the 'club', then to membership and integration into the society of the club 'Tve 
been with them ever since" (40.5/5) and then his role within the club when he changes footing to 'we' 
to refer to the club having had a camping club at line 40.6. His construction first of him and them as 
distinct, through to the construction that confers membership ('we') charts Don's development in 
terms of his social identity as member of the club. He then reverts to his personal identity as what 
was termed 'serious hiker' as he says at lines 40.9110 that; ..... but yes, I've given Derbyshire a good 
walking ... ". A little later in the interview Don says that he usually goes to Scotland each year (extract 
41.3 - 41. 7) and again constructs the language of the 'serious hiker', as when he says he sleeps in the 
'bothies' (Line 41.6). 
Extract 41. 
Don. 
41.1.SM: 
41.2 
41.3.0: 
41.4 
41.5 
41. 6 
41.7 
41.S.SM: 
41.9.0: 
41.10 
41.11 
41.12 
41.13 
41.14 
41.15 
41.16 
What is it about them that you prefer, those areas, 
Kinder and all that? 
Just like the roughness the ruggedness, I usually get 
off to Scotland on my own at least once a year for about 
a fortnight, and I'll go out and do two, three, 
occasionally four day trips, back-packing, using the 
bothies, which are equivalent of a mountain hut, 
yes 
Er, you see originally I was a civil servant for almost 
twenty seven years and so there is a big element of 
escapism in it, originally it was exercise to come in 
the club and after that I wanted to er, spread my wings, 
go a bit further afield, and I started doing that when I 
was 19, I walked the Pennine Way, southwards to home, 
er, the following year I did Offa's Dyke, North to 
South, so on, 
In extract 41 Don provides an account for his behaviour that is not specifically fonnulated in 
response to a request in terms of a why? type question, but which, with careful attention to the detail 
of the talk, can be analysed in tenns of its identity production work. In talking about the yearly trips 
to Scotland, Don begins a new turn with the phrase, "you see ... " (4 I. 9), which acts as a marker for 
the forthcoming 'account'. Don then explains that he was a civil servant for 27 years (a fact that 
might 'explain' any type of errant behaviour!); ..... and so there is a big element of escapism in it, 
originally it was exercise to come in the club ... " (lines 41.10/11). Don is oriented to answering a 
question, what it is that he likes about Kinder Scout and other places (lines 41.1/2). He constructs an 
account at line 41.3/4, and turns the topic to his visits to Scotland, as examples of this 'roughness' 
. . , l' 41 10 be 'nning "so there ..... could be and 'ruggedness' and bemg on hIS own. Don s turn at me. gl 
beca I t to escape' Don can be heard reconstructed as 'I go to Scotland on my own each year use wan . 
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to construct his role in work as requiring that he 'get away' on his own to Scotland, as distinct to the 
more social element of exercising provided as an account for originally joining the club (41.\ 1112). 
Don is heard to construct both a social membership identity as well as an identity that is partly 
formed by his response to his work role and also partly formed by his own desire to escape to 
isolation. His formulation of his institutional identity is placed in distinction to his identity as 'loner" 
through his construction of his account for his behaviour of going off on his own, "spread my wings" 
(41.12). This behaviour of being on his own doing intrepid walks enhances the interpretation of 
Don's identity as 'serious hiker' as is the talk in extract 42. 
In extract 42 Don, when asked how he chooses a route or a place to go, replies that; ·' ... oh 
just look at a map ... and look for a clod of mountains to go and knock off..." (lines 42.6/7), and later 
on in the extract talk of how few there are left to 'knock off for him (42.11 - 42.15). These terms 
refer to a 'discourse' of serious hiking (Potter and Wetherell: 1994). 
Extract 42. 
Don. 
42.1.SM: 
42.2 
42.3.0: 
42.4.SM: 
42.5.0: 
42.6 
42.7 
42.8 
42.9 
42.10.SM: 
42.11.0: 
42.12 
42.13 
42.14 
42.15 
How do you choose to do a route or a, go to a different 
place, y' know, is it? 
With the club? 
No, on your own? 
On my own, oh just look at a map and sort of, you know, 
get some large scale maps and look for a clod of 
mountains to go and knock off, certainly it was that way 
when I was younger, perhaps a little bit more calculated 
about it now, finding my routes and so on. 
Oone all the ones worth knocking off, have you? 
Yes, basically, there's not many, there's Cluny 
Forest,that's going down into the Kyle of Lochelm that's 
a big long ridge, and there's still this stuff out in 
Noidart, there's a couple of big ones out there I want 
to do, that sort of thing. 
This discourse is not lightly used; Don validates his liking for the countryside, and so also 
his current preference for leisure activity type, and also travel behaviour in terms of his self-identity. 
This is most evident in extract 43, where Don gives reasons for his preferred activities based on his 
personal biographical, or genealogical, heritage. 
Extract 43. 
Don. 
43.1. SM: 
43.2.0: 
Is that part of the attraction? 
t married, I'm single Part of it, yes. I mean I am no 
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43.3 
43.4 
43.5 
43.6 
43.7 
43.8 
43.9 
43.10 
43.11 
43.12 
43.13 
43.14 
43.15 
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live on m~ own, have done for about seventeen years now, 
but, posslbly I like the countryside because my mother 
and my father's side of the family were farming people 
off the Welsh Borders originally, but then my 
Grandfather came over to Nottinghamshire, and had his 
last farm just outside Sutton-in-Ashfield, and in fact 
from my very teens, to leaving school I used to go and 
help out on a farm where my uncle worked and I liked 
tha~, used to come back with arms prickled from hay-
maklng and straw, and things like that, you know and 
splatters of shit when you're mucking out stalls and 
that, but I always used to enjoy it, so I think perhaps, 
I enjoy it because that's where my roots lie. 
In this analysis it could be argued that Don is accounting for his behaviour in terms of his 
childhood experiences, he offers a reason for liking what he likes based on the historical fact of his 
lineage as 'farming people' (43.5). In extract 43, the conversation with Don had turned to his visiting 
remote places on his own, and the interviewer's question at line 43. I is a leading question asking if 
being alone is part of the attraction of visiting places like the Scottish mountains. Don at frrst talks 
about the fact that he lives on his own, and then shifts the topic to say that he possibly likes the 
countryside; " ... because my mother and my father's side of the family were farming people off the 
Welsh Borders originally ... " (43.4 - 43.6). This use of the statement 'because' is heard as a 
'justificatory' account that may have several interpretations as to the type of work it serves Don. 
Firstly, Don can be heard to offer a reason for liking the countryside that is based on an account of his 
early socialisation. He likes the countryside because he comes from a line of country folk, who 
moved over to Nottinghamshire (43.617). He used to go and work on the farm where his uncle 
worked (43.811 O), which he liked, and at the end of the extract Don reiterates using a formulation; 
" ... so I think perhaps I enjoy it because that's where my roots lie." (lines 43. 13114). This last 
formulation of the turn, in a sense can be heard to discount the interpretation that Don's reasons are 
grounded in his childhood experiences, and instead almost infer that Don's reasons for liking the 
countryside are more 'naturalistic'. In this it is meant that Don formulates his reason, 'where my 
roots lie' as ifhe had no choice in the ~arter, other than to completely abandon what he considers his 
heritage as a 'country folk'. This abandonment is clearly not acceptable. It also signifies that Don 
identifies himself, as belonging to a classification of people as 'country folk' who are opposed to 
'town folk'. In the previous chapter, it was noted in the case study with Pam, that she also categorised 
her identity in terms of the geographical distinction between 'suburban townie' and the Derbyshire 
that she classed as 'home' or 'roots'. 
Discussion. 
In the interview with Don accounts for behaviour are detected that signify that Don is 
. . .., . th t' d'fferent from the situation in 
workmg to present himself to the mtervlewer 10 a certam way a IS I 
. . . . h' '1 servant.. he is a senior member 
which the mtervlew takes place, Don IS from the town, e was a eivi 
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ofa rambling club, and he is on a gentle ramble as the setting for the interview. Yet it was noted how 
Don accounts for his walking behaviour away from the Peak Park, in his construction of his walking 
experiences. His experiences in the Park are embedded in his social role within the rambling club. 
This is a role that is bound up in the notion of membership in a club hierarchy, due to his length of 
service in the club, since 1968. However, Don's social identity as member of the club walking in the 
Peak National Park is constructed by means of the invocation of a personal identity. It was claimed 
that Don constructs a personal identity of a 'serious hiker', in that he is experienced and competent 
and can draw upon the terminology of the 'knowledged' expert. It is since Don is at pains to establish 
his personal (separate from club) experiences and account for these activities that enable an analysis 
of the identity work Don undertakes in the interview to establish himself as a 'serious hiker', as 
complementary to his club identity. Thus, the individual identity fonnulations serve to legitimise 
Don's role in the club, together with his length of membership. Don draws on changes in 'footing' 
(Goffinan: 1979, Malone: 1997) to differentiate these different identities from each other, legitimise 
his consumer experiences and account for his behaviour. 
Members account for their 'day visit' behaviour usmg fonnulations of accounts for 
behaviour that present some notion of their identities through stories of past lived experiences. This 
identity work is accomplished in some cases when members construct accounts of their behaviour 
that denote levels of 'involvement' in either activity or place. In the extracts above it was claimed 
that Don presented himself as a 'serious hiker' through the use of specialised terminology and 
accounts of stories of behaviour. It was further noted that Don drew on fonnulations of his childhood 
experiences and lineage to account for his interest in the countryside, and subsequent consumer 
behaviour. Accounting for behaviour through the recollection of childhood memories that can be 
associated with the Peak Park itself, or a similar type of countryside, 'day visit' experience or activity 
type serves to facilitate the production of identity work. It may be possible to hypothesise or 
reasonably assume that childhood experience, in what Berger and Luckman term 'primary 
socialisation', defines and shapes individual's everyday reality in adulthood (1966). 
In extract 43, it was noted that Don associates his love v •• ;.~ countryside to his 'roots' being 
from fanning people. Here it may be heard that Don is accounting for his general interest in the 
activity and countryside places as a social identity as well as being place-specific, as though denoting 
that there are 'types' of background, upbringing or social heritage that are specific to places. This 
analysis also infers that 'places' in terms of 'town' and 'countryside' are repositories of different 
realities, each imbued with certain meanings. Country people are different from town people, there 
are perhaps country 'ways' that may be represent social identity characteristics for Don that make 
them different people from town, or city folk. Don seems to suggest that the countryside has meaning 
for him in that he sees the countryside as a part of his personal identity. 
Prior experiences then, serve to enable participants to construct notions of self and identity 
'. . [d fty production in conversational 
m what are essentIally, consumed/consumer envIronments. en I 
. . . ' th' t ct' nal setting (Abell and Stokoe: 1999). 
mtervlews is understood as 'flUId', responsIve to e m era 10 
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When Don legitimises his current behaviour in terms of his childhood experiences, he is in effect 
drawing upon an identity as child within a cultural, and historical setting as ifto relegate the notion of 
choice in the current activity. In other words, he could be heard as saying that he is drawn to this 
activity because it is part of his 'nature'. This type of activity could be heard as 'lay' theorising 
(Garfinkel: 1967). In terms of the earlier debate about the authenticity of tourism experiences, it must 
be made clear that not all tourists will share the same experiences and meanings as Don. However, as 
claimed earlier on in this section, to articulate something is to bestow meaning, in this case about 
experiences of tourism. This meaning can be authentic or inauthentic, recognised as such or not by 
the actors, depending on knowledge and level of involvement they have with a place, activity or 
people. The search for the 'other' in this case seems to be inverted into a search, not for the 'self' but 
for the means to express a meaning for participation in tourism through the invocation of 'self'. In the 
same way that it may be heard that Don's reasons for going to Scotland on his own to 'escape' from 
work, is not an 'escape' for the 'other' but an attempt to demonstrate identity work through the 
invocation of the 'other'. It serves the purpose of saying 'I'm a civil servant, but I'm also more than 
that - I like to do this which is completely different'. Don's experiences are authentically his, rich in 
meaning about his personal selves, his experiences shape him, in the same way that he shapes his 
expenences. 
Interview material such as this is a rich source of data that can help in understanding more 
fully the processes of identity production and meaning and interpretation of individual's tourism and 
leisure experiences. Members draw on social roles to legitimise their behaviour and warrant their 
activity as they account for their behaviour within situational, cultural contexts. They account for 
behaviour simultaneously as they describe consumption experiences, which are themselves rich in 
identity formulations. Therefore talk about leisure or tourism consumption is embedded within 
identity production, and place is an important part of that identity work. Members tend to make 
connections between the places that they visit and events from their past, or personal histories. There 
are different ways of conceiving the purposes that this type of accounting serves in the interview 
setting. The accounts themselves as argued in this thesis, serve to legitimise or warrant the .;c;-.lviour. 
The use of personal histories can be seen as an accounting device, an interpretive framework through 
which the account is to be established as warrantable. Certainly, this interpretation lends itself well to 
the earlier analysis. In interview settings, members orient their talk to structures, but also they can be 
understood to orient their talk to topics of which they have understanding. Talk about personal 
histories, invoking identity work, appears as a natural link for members to provide an account for 
some sort of behaviour that is specifically linked to 'real', physical places. This identity work can be 
linked to actual, specific places, or types of places that can be used as reference points for 
experiences from the past. In the next section these links will be demonstrated in the context of the 
relationships between places, experience, meaning and behaviour. 
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7.3: Self-identity in accounting as the intersection between spatial practice and 
representational space. 
It is perhaps one ofthe most interesting aspects of the interview material that mem bers draw 
upon things from their backgrounds in order to account for their current behaviour. There were 
examples found in the data where members described recollections of childhood memories that can 
be associated with the Peak Park itself, or a similar type of countryside 'day visit' experience or 
activity type in the production of accounts for their day visitor behaviour. These personal biographies 
serve as part of identity work as mentioned above, however, they also serve to legitimise behaviour in 
a particular place (or activity associated within a particular place). It may be possible to reasonably 
assume that childhood experience shapes individual's everyday reality in adulthood. It may further be 
possible to hypothesise that types of experiences gained in childhood are replicated into adulthood. 
This is a complex issue and one that requires further explication. These hypotheses could be analysed 
through an investigation into the way that biographical detail serves the production of accounts for 
consumption behaviour as spatial practice (Lefebvre: 1991). 
Lefebvre argued that space could be analysed in terms of three concepts: spatial practice, 
representations of space, and, representational spaces. In such an analysis space can be understood to 
be produced and so therefore the production of space is both political and a process. Although not 
wishing to subordinate the ideological/political theories that underpin Lefebvre's analysis, the 
political forces that shape the production of space are not the focus of analysis in this thesis. What is 
more relevant here is the notion that the production of space is a process and so, Lefebvre argues that 
the real object of analysis is history. Secondly, if the idea that space is 'produced' is accepted, 
therefore the notion that space is also consumed must be accepted. This is an important point to make. 
Warde (1999) argued recently that places cannot be consumed. However, Lefebvre describes 
forcefully the ideological processes in the rise of capitalism or nee-capitalism as a basis for 
describing the ways in which space is both produced and consumed. Lefebvre describes spatial 
practice as being the embodied association within perceived space, between daily reality and urban 
reality (1991: 38). Daily reality for Lefebvre comprises the daily routines of ordinary members of 
society, and urban reality is comprised of the routes and networks that link up places that are set aside 
for work, 'private' life and leisure (Lefebvre: 1991: 38, his emphasis). A spatial practice must have a 
sense of cohesiveness but not necessarily is it coherent. Representations of space are described as 
conceptualised space, the space of planners and 'technocrat subdividers and social engineers' (ibid: 
38), which is the dominant space and therefore the mode of production. Representational spaces are 
spaces that are: 
" .... directly lived through its associated images and symbols, and hence the 
space of 'inhabitants' and 'users', but also of some artists and perhaps of 
those, such as a few writers and philosophers, who describe and aspire to do 
no more than describe. This is the dominated - and hence passively 
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experienced - space, which the imagination seeks to change and appropriate. It 
overlays physical space, making symbolic use of its objects. Thus 
representational spaces may be said, though again with certain exceptions, to 
tend towards more or less coherent systems of non-verbal symbols and signs:" 
(Lefebvre: 1991: 39). 
Although these three conceptions of space are not the only types of space in society 
described by Lefebvre (he also describes bodily space, abstract and absolute space) these are the main 
ways in which social space can be understood. In terms of the study of the mundane aspects of 
everyday life for members of society and the 'participatory knowledge' (Shotter: 1993: 7) that they 
have of leisure and tourism social spaces, and the ways in which subjects negotiate practice within 
such spaces, some useful work has been undertaken at a theoretical level (for example Lash and Urry: 
1994). Crouch (2000b) called this lay geographical knowledge, which is achieved through 
encountering and 'embodiment' (2000b: 67/68). To Crouch, embodiment is a process of experiencing 
and of making sense of those experiences of places SUbjectively. Leisure and tourism spaces become 
meaningful through social encounters and practices. It is through such encounters and practices that 
the cohesion of spatial practice (Lefebvre: 1991: see above) is achieved with a level of competence 
and a level of performance (Lefebvre: 1991: 33; see also Crouch: 2000b: 72, after Game: 1991: 184). 
The symbolic interactionist approach utilised by Crouch in his analysis is different again from that 
used by Lefebvre and that used in this study, however, the threads that link the concepts remain 
evident. Here the mundane everyday life of the individual and the interactional methods by which 
they accomplish social life are treated as the object of analysis. In the following section it will be 
claimed that members draw upon personal histories as both a method of accounting for spatial 
practice and accounting for their experiences in the Peak Park as representational space. 
It may be pertinent at this stage to refer back to some extracts analysed previously as being 
indexical of this view before moving on to furnish this analysis with some fresh examples. In the 
previous section it was claimed that members perform identity work in the locally-managed, 
recipient-orientl_ ,roduction of accounts of and for behaviour. Examples were taken from the 
interview with Don, who formulated experiences from his background and family life to create a 
working definition of himself in terms of identity as a means of accounting for his current behaviour. 
It can be hypothesised that Don constructs and accomplishes his spatial practice (the individual's 
spatial relationship to social space) which serves to give his talk a sense of continuity and cohesion in 
terms of his accounting for his consumption behaviour. In circular fashion his accounting for 
behaviour is understood to be necessary (Lefebvre: 1991) to achieve spatial practice. It is necessafJ 
here to take a further level of abstraction from the data, but this interpretation can be demonstrated as 
embedded in the accounting talk of the individual. Don can be understood to have created and 
sustained during the interview a series of identities that required him to describe his spatial practice. 
These were formulated in a discussion about what he actually does when he goes out to the Peak Par'" 
. h' Part of his accounting for 
with 'the club' and what he does when he goes to other places on IS own. 
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these practices is based upon his background, the way he was brought up. In order to account for his 
upbringing it was noted that Don created typologies of people whose major characteristic is the 
difference between 'country folk', whereby presupposing its corollary, 'town folk'. 
These types of representations of people and the spaces that are related to them Lefebvre 
called representations of space, that are produced in the ideological process of capitalism. Yet 
through accounting for his current behaviour in terms of his background, the way he was brought up, 
Don makes a connection between his experiences on his uncle's farm for example as an account for 
what he does now. This type of accounting work can be understood to suggest that Don is accounting 
for his actions in places as representational spaces. In other words, when Don accounts for his 
behaviour in the countryside by saying that is where his roots lie, he is not heard as saying that he is 
looking for his roots, but that he visits places because they represent or embody some sort of 
symbolic notion of childhood. It can clearly be demonstrated that what Don accomplishes by and 
through this account is a 'theory' -as-motive for consumption behaviour in the countryside (using the 
analytic framework described in the previous chapter). His theory involves him drawing up a link 
between his activity in the countryside with his roots as a country folk. This theorising necessitates 
that he performs cultural knowledge. This understanding is gained through an application of a 
conversation analytic constructionism approach (Buttny: 1993). However, it has been noted 
elsewhere in this thesis that there is debate concerning the extent that such analyses can be tolerated 
within CA (See Abell and Stokoe: 2000; Billig: 1999; Schegloff: 1997; 1998; Wetherell: 1998). In 
previous chapters of this study, a more CA-based approach has been used to demonstrate the 
structure and form of the talk, and in this chapter a more constructionist approach to the data is 
tolerable since this earlier analysis located clearly the relevance of the form and structure to the 
content and context of the talk. Another example from the previous analysis may be used to 
demonstrate the relevance of this mixed approach. 
It was noted from extract 38 (pages 150-154), that Pam shifts backwards and forwards to 
talk about her past and current activities, and also the way that past experiences serve as a reference 
for the way that she takes her grandchildr ___ . J see places in the Peak Park. Of course she talks about 
the past and her own childhood memories in terms of their difference from those of today. But it was 
also noted that according to Pam the attachment to the place ('Derbyshire' - line 38.84) was so strong 
that she calls it 'home' (38.80) and moved away from her family in Warwickshire to come back, 
'where I belong' (line 38.85). Childhood memories are then used by Pam to justify her move back to 
Derbyshire, even though she carne from Chaddesden, a suburb of Derby (line 38.43). In this instance 
it may be heard that Pam creates an identity with the routine of daily life at home including 'day 
visits' to the Peak Park during her childhood, to which she "felt such a deep sense of roots" (38.80), 
that she made her home in Derbyshire. Pam similarly can be heard to develop a theory about why she 
had done this linked to her childhood experiences of 'day visits' on a Sunday to the Peak Park as; 
"shaped my attitude, I might have stayed a suburban townie, you never know." (lines 38.61/2). By 
. . wh she was young and trips to visit formulating talk about the places her parents took her to VISIt en 
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her grandmother in Y orksh ire, Pam also creates an identity as a method of accounting for her 
behaviour as 'country folk'. She is heard to make a distinction between what she sees is her place 
identity now, with what she may have become if she had not been taken to places by her parents, a 
'suburban townie'. In the previous section, it was noted that this type of work can be called 
membership categorisation. Through the association of lay constructs like 'home' and 'roots' to 
actual physical places like 'Derbyshire' in the development of accounts for behaviour, the subject can 
be said to construct space-representational-talk. 'Home' is not something easily understood however. 
It may be an abstract construct, or home may represent a 'real' lived place. Whatever, home is 
understood as being rich in concepts about identity (Kayser-Neilsen: 1999; Crouch: 1994), and as 
such it may not refer to the place we actually physically live, but can often be linked to childhood 
identity. By drawing upon notions of 'home' to account for her behaviour, and create identity, Pam 
can be understood to portray representational symbolism's about places. Later on, it will be argued 
that such space-representational devices in the accounting talk can be linked to the intentional 
outcomes, or 'projects' of the accounts as 'motive' for day visitor consumption behaviour. 
But first some more examples are provided to demonstrate the prevalence of this type of 
accounting work in the interview data. 
7.3.1: The accomplishment of spatial practice. 
In the following couple of extracts it can be shown that members use accounts of childhood 
experiences as a way of embedding their leisure activities in spatial practice, such as in extract 44. 
Extract 44. 
Jim. 
44.1.SM: 
44.2 
44.3.J: 
44.4 
44.5 
44.6.SM: 
44.7.J: 
44.8 
44.9 
Did you find out about the Peak District because you 
have known about it anyway or through the running? 
I can't remember a time when I didn't know about the 
Peak District, my parents introduced me to it at a young 
age. 
Are they from round here? 
My Father's from Sheffield, so Northern Peak District 
and my Mother is from Birmingham. And I grew up in 
Derby. 
In extract 44, the interviewer asks Jim how he found out about the Peak District. Jim 
. wh h d'dn't kn the Peak District. Jim uses a 
responds by saying that he cannot remember a tIme en e I ow 
. . f be t t ment at line 44 3/4, when he 
construction that could logically lead to the InsertIOn 0 a cause s a e . 
says; "I can't remember a time when I didn't know about the Peak District, (because) my parents 
. ... h' beh iour here and so it cannot be introduced me to it at an early age.". Jim is not accountIng lor IS av , 
17-l 
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stated that this is a genuine 'because' relation, what he is doing is accounting for his length of 
knowing the Peak Park. Jim is heard as saying here that his length of knowing about the place is such 
that it was so long ago that it is beyond his ability to recall. It can also be interpreted that Jim is 
accounting for his lack of memory. Jim later refers to the start of his involvement in fell running 
(extract 45). 
Extract 45. 
Jim. 
45.1.SM: 
45.2.J: 
45.3 
45.4 
45.5 
45.6 
45.7 
45.8 
45.9 
45.10 
45.11 
45.12 
45.13 
45.14.SM: 
45.15 
45.16.J: 
45.17 
45.18 
45.19 
45.20 
45.21 
45.22 
45.23 
45.23.SM: 
45.24 
45.25.J: 
45.26 
45.27 
45.28 
Did you do the running before in a different place? 
No, it all started out in Scouts, and we went on one 
of these hike-type things, it was a race walk, and it 
started out like that, and it just escalated from there, 
from being a race walk to being a run and upwards. I 
haven't raced all that time, but I have always gone back 
and ran, always been up there running, even for years 
that I haven't raced, I've still been up there running, 
maybe on a less frequent basis but still fortnightly or 
something, even when I was over in Liverpool at college 
I was still back across there some weekends to go, it 
was as easy to get to the Lake District, so I split my 
time up a bit more, but still coming across there. 
Were they any other places that you could have gone 
to? 
Yes. Liverpool in a way was a venue for me because it 
was almost equidistant from Wales, the Peak District and 
the Lake District the three most convenient areas for 
doing that, barring the North York Moors, which for some 
reason I never go to, I don't know why, I should, it is 
the same type of terrain, but Wales is one resource that 
is just as convenient as the other in terms of time 
travel. 
Do you go to Wales as well, I mean presumably it is 
North Wales and Snowdonia and around there? 
They are the main attraction. And then there is the 
Brecon Beacons down south as well so, there is quite a 
variety of places to go, it is just where is most 
convenient that's all. 
Although extract 45 does not provide an account for Jim's behaviour, it does give a 
biographical summary of his involvement in fell running as being from when he was in Scouts~ and 
that he has always gone back and kept running (lines 45.6 - 45.8). The interview with Jim is notable 
for its fullness of factual accounts of what he does and very few accounts for that behaviour. At line 
45.17, Jim fonnulates a genuine 'because' relation to describe why Liverpool was a "venue" for him. 
. . d h tenns to describe them as a It was easy to get to three NatIonal Parks for runnmg, an e uses 
. ted outcomes about 'getting 
"resource" (45.23). It is "convenient" (45.23), rather than any proJec 
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away' from things in everyday life, or to experience things about the places th I . 
emse ves, as In 
previous examples. Jim's involvement in fell running can be interpreted as being more important than 
the actual places themselves, which are described as offering features or qualities that make good 
runs. His childhood behaviour has been carried on into adulthood, but the involvement is with an 
activity rather than a particular place. His spatial practice though is dependent on his knowledge of 
places that are good for fell-running. He shows competence in his awareness of such places to 
construct accounts for his behaviour in those places, and also to demonstrate veracity to his 
categorisation of fell-runner. 
Barbara suggests in her interview that she has an attachment to the Peak Park based on 
familial ties and a childhood association with the place (extract 46). 
Extract 46. 
Barbara. 
46.1.SM: 
46.2 
46.3 
46.4.B: 
46.5 
46.6 
46.7 
46.8 
46.9 
46.10 
46.11 
46.12 
46.13 
46.14 
46.15 
46.16 
46.17 
46.18 
46.19 
Is there anything in particular about the Peak Park 
that draws you back to it, or would you be prepared to 
go anywhere? 
I think I would be prepared to go elsewhere, but I am 
very drawn to the Peak, yes, my father was born in 
Bonsall, which is up there, and I like going back there 
occasionally. That's another place I go, as a child we 
were taken back to Bonsall every late summer, autumn, 
and I think it just a celebration of my parent's 
marriage, they used to take us back there every year, 
but to pick blackberries, and I know this place where 
there is all these blackberry brambles, and for years I 
could never have told you how to get there, but having 
driven it myself now I know, I know which bend to stop 
at and where to put the car and which stile to go over 
and go down and overlook Via Gelia, and there are all 
these Blackberries, so for many years we have done that. 
Mum and Dad have gone now, but I still go occasionally, 
but it is not a place, I wouldn't go there on my own. 
The interviewer asks if there is anything that draws her to the Peak Park (line 46.113). 
Barbara says that she is ''very drawn to the Peak" (46.4/5), and then that ''yes, my father was born in 
Bonsall" (46.5). There is a natural tendency is to insert the genuine 'because' relation, as this turn is 
heard to be oriented towards an 'explanation' of why Barbara is drawn to the Peak. Barbara recalls a 
story of being taken there every late summer as a child to celebrate her parents marriage and pick 
blackberries (lines 46.7 - 46.10). Barbara says that it is a place she goes in the present tense and yet 
slips back and forth between talking about the childhood experiences and the fact that for years she 
could not have said how to get there. But, "having driven it myself now I know, I know which bend 
to stop at and where to put the car and which stile to go over and go down and overlook Via Gelia, 
and there are all these blackberries, (continues)" (lines 46.13 - 46.17). As heard in earl ier extracts 
..' d h d of extract 46 she returns to this Barbara constructs her IdentIty as a WIdowed woman an at teen ' 
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projected identity of 'aloneness', by sayIng that she wouldn't go there on her own (46.19). 
Knowledge of this place has been respectively forgotten and re-kindled since Barbara has driven 
there herself, But although she now knows how to get there again, Barbara would not have the 
competence to go there alone because of her identity as a widow, which necessitates her visiting 
certain types of places in which she feels secure. 
Stories of childhood experiences serve as both, a context, and a tool, for the construction of 
identity. Knowing places intimately or for a long period of time serves as a resource for the 
presentation of a certain image of oneself as a type of some sort or another in society, in membership 
categorisation analysis. In the case of the Peak Park, it was mentioned that members draw up a 
distinction between 'townie' or 'country folk'. Childhood involvement in a particular activity serves 
as a resource for accounting for current behaviour in defined spaces. In the examples above identity 
work was demonstrated to show how members 'reinforce' their current behaviour. However, even in 
the interviews where it might not be expected to find any childhood referents in the account of 
behaviour, there are references to early experiences used by members in the construction and 
presentation of roles in the accounts for 'day visitor' behaviour. For example, in the interview with 
Samantha, references to her city upbringing are found that are used to justifY her visits. In other 
words she justifies her visits by the fact that she has never lived or experienced countryside like that 
in her life, because she has always lived in a city (extract 47). This type of formulation works in an 
opposite way to the previous extracts in that rather than 'reinforcing' behaviour, the use of accounts 
of childhood experiences are used to account for 'novel' behaviour. 
Extract 47. 
Samantha. 
47.1. SM: 
47.2.S: 
47.3 
47.4 
47.5 
47.6 
47.7 
47.8 
47.9 
47.10 
47.11 
47.12 
47.13.SM: 
47.14.S: 
47.15.SM: 
47.16.S: 
So what would you say was you most usual activity? 
Our most usual activity, we'll just go out there and 
walk and enjoy the scenery, and we'll be taking lots and 
lOL~ and lots of photos, because er, I don't know it's 
one other thing that we usually do, you know it's very 
nice seeing the ducks over there, you see the thing is, 
I I have been living in a big city throughout my life 
a~d this is about the first time in the countryside, soo 
for me, for me, it's like, it is really something new" 
so I want to sort of capture it in the camera and send 
it off to my relatives who are still living in Tokyo or 
New York or whatever, 
yeah 
mmm 
and how long have you been living in Derby? 
Errm, just about a year and a half, 
47 . 1 7 . SM: aha 
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47.18.S: 
47.19.SM: 
47.20.S: 
47.21. SM: 
47.22.S: 
47.23.SM: 
47.24.S: 
47.25 
47.26 
47.27 
47.28 
47.29 
47.30 
47.31 
47.32 
47.33 
47.34 
47.35 
47.36 
47.37 
47.38 
47.39 
47.40 
47.41 
47.42 
47.43 
47.44 
47.45 
47.46 
47.47 
47.48 
47.49 
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m 
so when did you first go to the Peak District? 
Erm, as soon as we moved over here, 
aha 
so hence it was January. 
So how did you find out about it? 
Well you see when you when we decided that we were 
moving over here to Derby I said so What's around in 
Derby, and so what lots and lots of people started 
saying was they started recommending of me of how 
wonderful is, and usually the second line would be oh 
we've got Peak District, and I thought al-right, first 
they usually, because they usually quite concerned that 
I am from the city so to say, so they something like, oh 
we've got Nottingham, Nottingham is a big, but then you 
go there and its such a big disappointment actually but 
then the second line you would hear, oh you can go over 
to the Peak District it's really really beautiful, and I 
suppose that's how I heard it. But it's really 
unfortunate that you don't have, that the Peak District 
aren't publicised as much as they're supposed to be, 
like in none of my Japanese tour guides, well maybe 
there's this one phrase, oh by the way in Midlands 
there's this Peak District, but then even Nottingham 
isn't well know, I mean what's there, oh there's nothing 
they have this erm, ex- castle for the area that is 
ruined basically, and er, otherwise everything's so 
industrialised over there, and I think compared to that 
the charm of the Peak District should be so much more 
publicised, but unfortunately it isn't so that's why I 
think if the area requires more people to come around 
the area needs to be advertised. 
In extract 47 Samantha describes wnaL she and her husband do on usual visits to the Peak , 
Park, as walking, enjoying the scenery and taking lots and lots of photos (47.2/4). She uses the 
genuine 'because' relation and searches for a reason (47.4/6), before formulating a response that tells 
of her life in the city; "00.1 have been living in a big city throughout my life and this is about the first 
time in the countryside, so for me, it's like, it is really something new, so I want to sort of capture it 
in the camera and send it off to my relatives who are stilI living in Tokyo or New York or whatever," 
(lines 47.6 - 47.11). Here it can be understood that members construct notions of urban space in 
categories. There is a difference here between the 'suburban townie' from Chaddesden, and the 'big 
city' dweller from Tokyo and New York. Using this type of formulated account enables Samantha to 
justify visiting the Park, and taking lots of photos since it is all 'new' to her, the fact that her 
. h d 'd periences which serves as a childhood identity has meant that she has never a countrysl e ex 
. . . . k d d h t she does In other passages of the legItImate account for Samantha to VISIt the Par an 0 w a . 
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interview with Samantha, she can be heard to construct herself as a countryside 'novice', 
simultaneously reinforcing her identity as a city person and justifying her behaviour as a 'day visitor' 
to the Peak National Park. Childhood stories as justifications for behaviour can be used in such a 
negative sense. Barbara gives an example of how negative childhood experiences are used to justify 
actions in extract 48. 
Extract 48. 
Barbara. 
48.1. SM: 
48.2 
48.3.B: 
48.4 
48.5 
48.6 
48.7 
48.8 
48.9 
48.10.SM: 
48.11.B: 
48.12 
48.13 
48.14.SM: 
48.15.B: 
48.16 
48.17.SM: 
48.18 
48.19 
48.20 
48.21.B: 
48.22 
48.23 
48.24 
48.25.SM: 
48.26.B: 
48.27 
48.28 
48.29 
48.30 
48.31 
48.32 
48.33 
48.34 
48.35 
48.36 
48.37 
48.38 
Do you think it would be fairly easy or difficult to 
break into that type of thing anyway? 
I would imagine it was quite easy once you found out 
about them, I haven't made any effort to find out about 
them really. No I think they would be very glad to have 
another member, but I've just not got round to it yet, 
it's quite a new venture to me, it is something I've 
only started doing since Christmas really, it was the 
day after boxing day I took my first walk .... 
Over in the Peak District? 
That first part of the Tissington Trail, yes, I had 
got a cold and I thought my head needed clearing so I 
went up there. 
Was it nice and blowy? 
It was very very cold I'll tell you, but I went well 
prepared so it didn't bother me. 
That's good. Could you tell me again, I know you have 
told me briefly how you decided to get there, if you 
could just elaborate a little bit if you could remember 
any more about why and how you decided to go on Sunday? 
Well I go Saturday or Sunday, erm, ju~t _~ecause I feel 
there would be more people there, I thlnk if I went on a 
week day, I mean I've not tried it, I mean for all I 
know there might be lots of people there on a week day, 
But I meant this particular Sunday? 
This particular Sunday ..... I need to get out of the 
house, I have never liked Sunday's, as a child I always 
hated Sundays, you know you were forced to go to Sunday 
School or something, I hated it, so I have always had 
the urge to go out on a Sunday, even though the place 
may be milling with people. But somewhere like that, 
it's not crowds there's not bus loads of people and 
they are likely'to be the sort of people who like the 
things I like you know the open air and the, what's the 
word far-rea~hing views. I've been looking at houses 
rece~tlY and that's one of the sales pitches, far- . 
, . If I didn't love thlS 
reaching views, WhlCh amused me. f' d' house 
, Id template ln lng a area so much I thlnk I cou con 
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48.40 
48.41 
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ln that area really, but why I chose to go this Sunday 
was no different to why I chose to go up any other 
weekend really. 
Here Barbara is heard to connect an account for why she likes to get out on Sundays that is 
framed in terms of a childhood identity, with an account for going to the places that she does, because 
there will be people like her there (48.33/34). However, not all the interviews contain this type of 
identity work. In the interview with Sadie for example, the talk focuses on how she became disabled, 
and her memories are differentiated between the able-bodied and the disabled trips of then and now. 
Sadie, who is less-abled, and is restricted in the choices available to her for leisure activities, is 
wheelchair-bound, and has difficulty speaking. Sadie is reliant on her ex-husband to take her out in 
the car for day trips, generally touring and stopping at various places. Sadie, in her recounting of her 
experiences that day, says that "I'd better start at the beginning." (extract 49. Line 49.5). Numbers in 
brackets relate to long pauses in seconds. 
Extract 49. 
Sadie. 
49.1.S: 
49.2 
49.3 
49.4.SM: 
49.5.S: 
49.6 
49.7 
49.8 
49.9 
49.10 
49.11 
49.12 
49.13 
49.14 
49.15.SM: 
49.16.S: 
49.17 
49.18 
49.19 
49.20 
49.21. SM: 
49.22.S: 
49.23 
49.24 
49.25 
49.26 
49.27 
My ex-husband looks after me, he often goes, if it's a 
nice day, somewhere for a ride, he wouldn't tell me 
where he was going, 
He wouldn't tell you? 
No, and we've been, I'd better start at the beginning. 
I lived in Luton, I was born there, my mother came from 
Sheffield, she went round Hope, Castleton, everywhere 
round there with her husband when they were courting. He 
took me to Hope, and Castleton, all round there, he 
bought me a carton of Cornish cream, double cream ice 
cream and he brought me that, and he had a Cornetto then 
he went to toilet, we went to the snake pass, we saw 
Ladybower Reservoir, excuse me I'm not very good on 
roads ... 
No, no that's o.k. 
Then he took me up the winding road, there was trees, 
fir trees reminded me of Switzerland and Austria, it 
was very lovely, we got on roads went all round, he said 
this is the most beautiful park (missing text), and we 
got up the top, there were ducks, 
Ducks? 
Ducks, allover, and he said he was going for a walk, 
so I sat there this lady duck come and looked at me, and 
I was singing you see to a tape, and he listened to me, 
, . t h· g me I thought how 
and every eye ln hlS head was wa c ln . ~ 11 and 
weird When Paul come, and it went and ]Olned a , k it 
there' was a big puddle, it was muddy, they'd drun 
and 
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49.28 
49.29 
49.30 
49.31 
49.32.SM: 
49.33.S: 
49.34.S: 
49.35.S: 
49.36 
49.37 
49.38 
49.39 
49.40 
49.41. SM: 
49.42.S: 
49.43 
49.44 
49.45 
49.46 
49.47 
49.48 
49.49 
49.50 
49.51. SM: 
49.52.S: 
49.53 
49.54 
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paddled in it, then there was all around th 
. ' ere were 
young people, hlkers, and they had got a big bag, and 
~~~y was sat on a, there were seats with (missing word 
Was this in Bakewell? 
Darling, I haven't got a clue were l't w as. 
In a town? 
No, we had ice cream, can't remember where we went he 
took us, he aimed higher all the while this was on~ of 
the highest, but it was an organised high, paths for 
people to walk, roads and, even a shop, and he said 
there was a (4)story about the darn, now, I believed all 
my life, I'm sixty, my mum's mother 
your grandmother 
yes, (5)there was a darn near Sheffield, my grandma 
lived at Hillsborough and there was a lots of water a 
reservoir, and a man said he could do it cheaply, the 
darn, and they let him do it, it cracked, all the water 
burst over a town and er, my grandma got a trunk out of 
it because it corne apparently near her, but Paul said 
that it broke further up, and it wasn't cheaply made, it 
was totally different, he didn't believe me, I had 
believed it all my life, 
That the darn was cheaply made and it broke? 
That's right. It wasn't the big darn in Ladybower, it 
was one nearer Sheffield, and I've looked on the map and 
there is water near there 
Sadie begins to give some background information of her family history to contextualise the 
recounting of her most recent experience. In Sadie's case, it is the first few responses that contain the 
interesting turns of talk, which was interrupted by the interviewer so that he could make sure he was 
. ~. :learing the respondent correctly. The issues raised in these rust few turns are the family connection - -". =--=-' 
to the place, the enjoyable experience with the duck at the reservoir, and her relations with her ex-
husband. Sadie says that her mother went all around; "Hope, Castleton everywhere round there with 
her husband when they were courting. He took me to Hope, Castleton all round there (continues)" 
(lines 49.7 - 49.9), inferring that her ex-husband (who hadn't told her where they were going) had 
taken her to the same places that her mother had gone. Later in the extract Sadie relates that the 
landscape reminded her of Switzerland and Austria (line 49.16) and later a story (lines 49.33 - 49.51) 
about the dam at Ladybower that had been told to her by her grandmother, who came from 
Hillsborough. Although it is not possible to hear any tangible ways in which Sadie relates 
experiences of places in the Peak District with notions of self as in the other extracts, what can be 
inferred from this extract is the notion that Sadie relates to this landscape in other ways. The 
landscape reminds her of places she has visited in the past and of experiences from her past. The 
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landscape serves an important function in that it provides a link for Sadie to the past and the family in 
her account of her experience of the Peak Park. 
However, it was noted earlier that spatial practice is constituted by the boundaries of daily 
reality (Lefebvre: 1991). And although spatial knowledge may encompass extreme separation 
between the places it links together, the ordering of spatial practice within social life around work and 
private life including leisure and tourism inevitably means that accounts for behaviour may reflect 
those extremes. In other words, spatial practice in terms ofleisure and tourism behaviour is delimited 
by the spatial practices of other aspects of social life. This can be evidenced in cases where members 
account for their behaviour in terms of 'convenience'. It was noted in the fIrst chapter of this thesis, 
that some respondents in the pilot study formulated accounts for their 'day visitor' decision making in 
terms of their 'knowledge' of the places they were visiting, that decisions were simplifIed by such 
knowledge because they 'knew' how to get there. Such simplifIcation alIowed 'day visitor' decisions 
to be made spontaneously in response to the weather or how they 'felt' on the day. It was claimed 
that this type of decision making did not accord with the general theory of tourist decision making 
behaviour (Driscoll, Lawson and Niven: 1994; Goodrich: 1978; Woodside and Lysonski: 1989; 
Gitelson and Kerstetter: 1994; and, Sirakaya et al: 1996). It was noted however, that some research 
has considered the more 'impulse' related leisure travel decisions (Mayo and Jarvis: 1981). In terms 
of the analysis here, the formulation of such an account for some 'day visit' decision may have a 
different meaning in the work that such accounting achieves for the respondent. For example such 
work may serve to demonstrate expertise, or privilege, however, such work would be difficult to 
demonstrate within the talk itself What can be understood from this type of formulation is that spatial 
practice is built up from knowledge, what Crouch (2000b) called lay geographic knowledge. 
Accounts that draw upon notions of 'convenience' or 'spontaneity' serve to demonstrate member's 
orientation to demonstrating their 'knowledge' of places based on previous experiences or their 
ability to negotiate routes and networks of the social stock of geographic knowledge. It may be 
hypothesised that such a social stock of geographic knowledge is related to member's awareness of 
places within their 'rea_... fhis notion of 'reach' is individually defIned and constructed, as each 
member of society is aware and knowledgeable of different contexts of geographic regions or locales 
or leisure and tourism spaces, that may be constructed out of background knowledge and practice 
from childhood, work and/or leisure and tourism activity. Some examples from the longer interviews 
may be used to demonstrate how members construct geographic knowledge of leisure and tourism 
places. In extract 50, Samantha gives an account of how convenient the Peak Park is in terms of 
being only twenty minutes drive from her house. 
Extract 50. 
Samantha. 
SO.l.SM: 
50.2 
Just generally when you've got visitors ~ 
over or friends? 
Chapter 7. 
50.3.S: 
50.4 
50.5 
50.6 
50.7 
50.8 
50.9 
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That would usually be a very good motivation 
but then when it's a nice weather and both myself 
and my husband love walking around nature those 
things, and you know it's what twenty minutes drivE 
from us, where we live, so we just go off one 
weekend when we're bored if the weather's nice we 
just drive off. 
If it were possible to restructure extract 50, it could be identified that when Samantha and 
her husband are bored and the weather is nice (50.8), they can just drive off to the Peak Park (50.9) 
'because' they like to walk around nature and its only twenty minutes drive. In this extract Samantha 
can be heard to assume that we all 'know' that the Peak Park is a place for 'nature', which is 
something that both she and her husband like to walk around If the conditions are right, they are 
bored and the weather is nice they can 'just go off'. Samantha can be understood to 'know' the 
qualities of the place, the routes to and from it and the time it takes to get there. This makes the 
decision to go easy to make. It can further be noted that this extract provides an unusual account for 
going to the Peak Park as Samantha says they go when they are 'bored' and the weather is nice. 
In general, accounts for behaviour detailed in this study, contained few cases of individuals 
construct frivolous and hedonistic reasons. There are no examples in the transcripts of respondents 
saying that they just go to have fun, although there are some instances of respondents saying they 
want to relax. It may be interesting to dwell upon the possible explanations for this apparent lack of 
attention on the behalf of respondents to the more pleasurable, or hedonistic aspects that may give 
rise to behaviour that is, after all, concerned with leisure time activity. 
One possible interpretation for this lack of attention to pleasure in the accounts of 
respondents may be understood by returning to the notion that members orient to the interaction 
setting. If respondents interpret their task as to present a coherent and legitimate account for their 
behaviour, then it must be asswned that they have access to a range of possible responses of different 
types within the social stock of knowledge. Perhaps to reinforce the legitimacy of their account 
members must orient to providing 'serious' reason;:, L\J; behaviour as opposed to notions of 'fun' 
'fantasy' or 'ludic' accounts of behaviour (Lett: 1983; Gottlieb: 1982). Member's, who are oriented 
to the production of believable, credible, accounts for their behaviour, can be understood to construct 
'serious' reasons to achieve legitimacy and believability. Perhaps to 'admit' to being bored in one's 
leisure time is not socially acceptable. Alternatively, pleasurable aspects of behaviour may be 
conceived as taken for granted and so not deemed necessary to re-produce as an account for 
behaviour in their own right in the interview. Whatever the reasons for this apparent lack of attention 
by members to the more hedonic aspects of behaviour in the production of their accounts for that 
behaviour, does not mean that hedonic aspects are not influential in leisure and tourism behaviours 
(see Hyde: 2000; Gnoth et a/: 2000; Thompson, Locander and Pollio: 1989; Holbrook and 
Hirschman: 1982; Hirschman: 1992). 
Extract 5 I provides another example of this work. 
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Extract 51. 
Emma and Sam. 
51.1.SM: 
51. 2 
51.3.E: 
51.4 
51.5 
51. 6 
51. 7 
51. 8 
51. 9 
51.10 
51.10 
51.11 
51.12 
51.13 
51.14 
51.15 
51.16 
51.17.S: 
51.18 
51.19 
51.20.E: 
51. 21 
51. 22 
51. 23 
51. 24 
51.25.S: 
51. 26 
51. 27 
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If you had to describe the peak park to me, how would 
you describe it, what makes it special to you, if it is? 
Because like I say, because a lot of it is desolate 
~nd,it is so near to home, I mean, on your doorstep, but 
lt l~ so ve~y different. I don't know, you always get 
the lmpresslon that places like Scotland, where there it 
is like amazing spectacular landscape, it is also a long 
way from civilisation, you have got to travel along way 
to get there, even if you lived in Edinburgh, and I mean 
this is only my perception and it is probably wrong, but 
with the peak park you have got all this sort of 
commuter towns, and industrial towns, you have got 
Manchester, Nottingham, Sheffield, even Leicester and 
Birmingham, and it's within an hours drive from that, 
and it is complete nothing, hills, stone walls, you 
know, you can see for miles, just really spectacular 
landscape as well. 
I probably prefer slightly, the Lake District, 
North of the Lakes which is similar terrain but even 
higher, but that it just too far away. 
Yes, but you have to travel, I love that the Lake 
District, Scotland, Cornwall, but where do you work, 
there is nowhere you can commute from, whereas in the 
Midlands you have got all this that is like within an 
hour. 
If you lived in Sheffield it takes no time at all 
to get there, I mean for us it does take a good hour to 
get somewhere good, like Castleton, 
In extract 51, Emma and Sam can be heard to formulate an account for their visiting the 
Peak Park in relation to other places that they know constructing their knowlt-u5'" of places. Now the 
first thing to note from this extract is that the speakers construct places that they have a 'perception' 
of and places of which they have 'knowledge'. In this sense it may be hypothesised that spatial 
practice is made up of places that have characteristics that may be 'known' from other sources of 
information other than actual lived experience of those places. Secondly, the speakers make 
comparisons between places that can be heard as sharing similar characteristics. Thirdly, this analysis 
is all derived from an account from Emma (to begin with) as to what makes the Peak Park 'special' to 
them. This account is formulated not only drawing up ideas about the qualities of the Park in terms of 
landscape features but also in terms of the negotiation of daily reality. The pragmatic concerns of 
work, home life and accessibility of 'desolate' places where they like to recreate all must be 
considered. In constructing a legitimate account of what it is about the Peak Park Emma and Sam 
like, they formulate an account of the qualities of the place; "because a lot of it is desolate" (Emma: 
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line 51.3). They then also account in tenns of the Park's convenience in the constraints of daily 
reality; "and it is so near to home, I mean, on your doorstep" (Emma: line 51.4). Her following 
utterance "it is so different" (line 51.4) can be understood to mean that the Peak Park is different to 
home. The rest of the extract consists of further support from Sam and Emma for this position. In fact 
Sam is heard in his tum from lines 51.17-19, that the Peak Park is not that special compared to other 
places. All of this extract assumes that other places, such as Cornwall, the Lake District, and Scotland 
may be heard as being bereft of employment opportunities in such a face-value understanding of the 
'meaning' oftalk. However, this is not the intention here. What is intended is to demonstrate that in 
accounting for the 'just-whatness' (Psathas: 1995b) of places, members can be heard to draw up not 
only qualities about places, but also references to other places. In doing so, members create 
similarities and differences (qualitative distinctions) between them to accomplish spatial practice. It 
has been demonstrated that members account for their 'day visitor' behaviour by referring to the 
bounded context of daily reality and the possibilities for accessing preferred leisure and tourism 
places that are assumed to hold meaning for them (as per the analysis of Brown: 1992; and Crouch: 
2000a). 
In the discussion of the pilot study data in chapter I, it was noted that respondents refer to 
social relationships in their accounts for the day visitor behaviour. Accounts that focused on 
providing something for the children to do, accounts that centred on the social obligations of 'hosts' 
to provide something for their 'guests' to do were sited particularly. In chapter 3 a criticism was 
made of the consumer behaviour theory in its lack of regard for the social context of studies of leisure 
and tourism behaviour with few exceptions (e.g. Jenkins: 1978; Mitchie: 1986). This is not to say that 
conventional consumer behaviour theory isolates the individual, models of behaviour mostly 
acknowledge the social context as an influence of individual behaviour (see Howard and Sheth: 1969; 
and for tourism behaviour, Middleton: 1994). However, there is no real sense of the depth and 
networks of the social context of behaviour within research findings, despite some useful theoretical 
work (such as Brown: 1992). In the previous chapter it was noted that participants in the interviews 
are heard to perform gender work (see extract 34 with Emma and Sam). In this nextsettion the 
intention is to demonstrate a little more fully, the social context of accounts for 'day visitor' 
behaviour in the accomplishment of spatial practice, not from a gender perspective per se but in the 
sense that social relationships are inherent in accounts for spatial practice. 
Remember that in chapter 5, it was stated that respondents constructed their accounts of 'day 
visitor' behaviour with (absent from the interview setting) others (Perakyla and Silverman: 1991) 
through the use of 'mise en scene' techniques. But first, an examination of evidence from the 
interview with Emma and Sam about the ways in which leisure activities are structured will 
demonstrate that, not only are there constraints of paid work (that necessitate convenience reasons for 
doings). But also that gender relationships structure work and domestic responsibilities and the roles 
of the gendered actors in the choice of leisure activities. 
~ .. 
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The following discussion returns to the first few turns of extract 34 and fr comes om the later 
stages of the interview with Emma and Sam. It has been re-presented below and labelled extract 52. 
Extract 52. 
Emma and Sam. 
52.1.E: 
52.2 
52.3 
52.4 
52.5 
52.6 
52.7.SM: 
52.8 
52.9.E: 
52.10 
52.11 
52.12 
52.13 
52.14 
Drinking, and going out, when time and not being 
too knackered permitting, I did used to be well into 
painting, water-colour painting, but I haven't had time 
to do that of late, and photography and I haven't had 
time to do that of late, and badminton at the moment 
trying to get fit and healthy, 
You do that every week, badminton, but you don't 
go out painting every week? 
rnrn,I haven't done that for quite a while actually, 
that sort of got dropped, priorities of time, 
housekeeping now. You see I was doing that when I was 
living with my Mum while Steve was still in Kent, and 
she was doing all the washing and ironing and the 
hoovering and all that, and now I've got to do it all 
The extract is preceded by a question from the interviewer asking the respondents what 
types of things, meaning leisure activities, do they like doing. Emma takes the floor to list two items, 
'drinking and going out' (52.1) that are dependent on time and not being too 'knackered' (52.2). She 
then goes on to say that she used to be 'into' (52.2) painting and photography, but has not had time 
'of late' (52.5), and at the moment, badminton, because she is, "trying to get fit and healthy" (52.6). 
The interviewer intervenes with another question asking how regularly these activities badminton and 
then Painting are undertaken, and Emma's response appears to be oriented towards the painting. She 
says that; "Mm, I've not done that for a while actually, that sort of got dropped, priorities of time, 
housekeeping now" (52.9-11). Inserting the natural 'because' relation after 'actually' or even after 
'cM-"'ed' provides a logical structure to the construction of the sentence. The latter two phrases are 
heard as reasons for why this activity hasn't been done for a while, or got dropped. In a side sequence 
following directly on, Emma explains that she did these other interests when she was living with her 
mum, who was doing all the housework, and that; ''now I've got to do it all" (52.15). In accounting 
for 'not-doings', as a lack of time available, Emma can be heard to constructing 'what-l'd-Iike-to-do' 
talk as opposed to what she actually does do. In one sense it may be heard that Emma is constructing 
an 'ideal' type of leisure behaviour for herself, possibly this can be interpreted as performing some 
identity function. If one were to refer back to Goffman (1959; 1979) such a presentation of talk about 
what she would like to be doing in her leisure time, one may perhaps conceive that Emma is 
performing some form of identity as an 'artist'. However, this is placed into the context of the 
domestic reality of having to do the housework. This is heard to mean that Emma must resort to 
playing badminton to get fit and healthy. It may be possible at further levels of abstraction or from a 
. . . I of gender roles relationships and feminist leIsure perspectIve to analyse thIS tum as a comp ex . 
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stereotypes. However, that is beyond the bounds of this thesis This extract does h 'd 
. per aps prO\1 e 
indexical evidence that social relationships change over time and in different situations that have 
different effects on the type and accessibility of leisure and tourism opportunities. Emma constructs 
her personal leisure activities as restricted because of her role as woman in the couple, the fact that 
she has got to do the housework. 
There is also evidence in the other interviews of the preferences between the sexes for 
different types of leisure activities and the social relationships that orient and define spatial practice 
as 'day visitor' behaviour for members. 
Extract 53. 
Leon. 
53.1. 8M: 
53.2.L: 
53.3 
53.4 
53.5 
53.6 
53.7 
53.8 
53.9 
53.10 
53.11 
53.12 
53.13 
53.14 
53.15 
53.16 
Have you been back there since? 
No I haven't strangely enough, no I've never been 
back. Grindleford is nice, very very small again, I like 
to go to Grindleford to watch the cricket, because I'm a 
mad cricket fanatic, and that's another thing I like 
about Derbyshire, you've got all these lovely little 
village cricket pitches, and I could sit and watch them 
all day, because I'm sad like that, but Vera hates 
cricket, it's alright if we go with her Mum and Dad 
somewhere, Vera and her Mum will go around the shops, 
and me and her Dad will sit and watch cricket. I'm mad 
about ducks as well, so we, another really sad thing, I 
find it very relaxing to go and sit by a river with a 
loaf of bread and feed the ducks. 80 at Bakewell that's 
the best place for that, behind the market, there are 
hundreds of them. 
In extract 53, Leon constructs an account of his preference for cricket and his fiancee's 
hatred of the game in terms ,,,f' + .... ~ social roles adopted and taken up by both of them. Thus when he 
says that; " ... it's alright if we go with her mum and dad somewhere, Vera and her mum will go 
around the shops, and me and her dad will sit and watch cricket." (53.9 - 53.11), he is accounting for 
both their behaviours. Leon can be heard to be doing gender in terms of his formulated preference for 
different activities that are separated into different spaces. In this way it may be heard that Leon 
constructs a typology of places for different activities that may bear relation to his account of places 
for different genders. Leon uses two examples of 'because' statements in extract 53, firstly a genuine 
'because' relation to explain that he is 'cricket mad' as an account for going to small villages like 
Grindleford, which he then says that he could sit and watch all day; " ... because I'm sad like thaL .. " 
(53.8). In this last use, Leon is accounting for why he is sad like that in a humorous sense, it is not 
heard as a 'because' relation is this instance. 
, .. th P k Par"- as a Leon talks a great deal about his life with his fiancee and their VISitS to e ea 
couple. In extract 21 for example, Leon draws a distinction between different types of shopping 
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activity that are acceptable forms of leisure activity. Firstly, Leon constructs reasons for going to the 
Peak district in terms of the relationship, and specifically the desire of his fiancee to buy jewelry. 
Leon's turn here is oriented towards presenting a typically 'male' view of shopping behaviour. It 
could be claimed that in extract 21, Leon is drawing on a resource of normative male behaviour to 
account for the day visitor behaviour of Vera and himself in his formulation. However, inevitably, 
one can hear that things that they do together come about through the negotiation of everyday, social 
relations between the two of them and the other cast of characters that populate the interview, Leon' s 
and Vera's families etc. Time and activities are negotiated as things done together or things done 
separately but they are all negotiated nontheless. One must assume that there will be incongruent, 
compromise decisions made, or in some cases, a decision is made to do something separately. This is 
the warp and the weft of the fabric of everyday social reality and as much a part of 'day visitor' 
behaviour as any other aspect of social life. It is not sufficient to say that these are individual reasons 
for doing leisure activities affected by significant others. However, these extracts provide evidence of 
the way individuals defme their experiences in terms of how they are shaped and shared with their 
intimate social relations. These relations are produced as oriented, gendered talk, directed towards 
somebody, in this case the interviewer. In this sense then, gender is accomplished in and through, the 
text (Johnson: 1993). The respondents are concerned with representing themselves as normative 
gendered beings and rely on the use of stereotypical notions in order to accomplish this task. 
Individual wants are sometimes suppressed for the sake of those of the other in the relationship and 
this is a dependent factor of the way that domestic relationships are structured. This domestic 
relationship not only structures the responsibilities of work, and childcare, and domestic duties, but 
also leisure activities as they relate to 'day visits' to the Peak National Park and as such the 
geographic, spatial practice. Spatial practice then is not simply social; there is some evidence to say 
that it is gendered. This interpretation could be revealed with a much more detailed analysis that is 
not possible here. Activity type or preference is also related to spatial practice and is similarly 
bounded by the fabric of social relationships, as noted in extract 54. 
In extract 54, Barbara says that she has only taken L ... ' alking since the death of her husband. 
Walking was not something that he wanted to do, and she suggests an account for this as her opening 
explanation for why he did not want to go walking, the fact that he was 23 years older than her (45.3). 
Extract 54. 
Barbara. 
54.108M: 
54.2 
54.3 
54.4. B: 
54.5 
54.6 
54.7 
54.8 
Did you used to go, you have said that you have just 
started going to the Peak Park, but when your husband 
was alive, did you not go walking at all? 
Not really, no, my husband was 23 years older t~~n ~: 
and no it wasn't something he really wanted to , . 
would prefer we had a motor caravan and he was happ1er 
, . h' lunch somewhere or driving that and stopplng and aVlng . home and 
. h e and then com1ng , spending the nlght somew er 
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54.9 
54.10 
54.11 
54.12.SM: 
54.13 
54.14.B: 
54.15 
54.16 
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of course we used it extensively on the continent, 
driving through France and Spain and across to Morocco, 
like a lot of other people. 
So you did longer type journeys, rather than local 
journeys? 
Yes, we had a couple 
foot than a bike. No 
but the interest was 
of bikes, but no, I am happier on 
we did take an interest in walking 
more on my part than his. 
Barbara and her husband had a motor caravan and bikes, which she says that he preferred, 
and that she was happier on foot. Barbara rounds off her answer sequence with a formulation; "No 
we did take an interest in walking, but the interest was more on my part than his." (lines 54.15/16). 
This last turn appears to suggest how individual interests can be subordinated within relationships 
and that one person can dominate what is done in terms of leisure and tourism activities within the 
relationship. It may be assumed that in the case of families where children are involved that the 
activities and reasons for participating in leisure and tourism will be affected by the wishes of the 
children, which is something that was noted from the pilot study data described in chapter 1. 
Finally, it cannot always be seen that men have all the influence over the decisions and 
actions that make up couple leisure behaviour as in extract 55. 
Extract 55. 
Jerry. 
51.1.SM: 
51.2.J: 
51. 3 
51.4.SM: 
51.5.J: 
51. 6 
51.7 
51.8.SM: 
51. 9 
51.10 
51.11.J: 
51.12 
51.13 
51.14 
51.15 
51.16 
51.17.SM: 
51.18.J: 
51.19 
51. 20 
yes (l)when did you first come to the Peak district? 
Oooohh, wouldn't like to guess (3)well me, the first 
walk I ever did with these was Kinder Scout 
Was it, the first walk? 
Which, the first one, yes, what Don's going to do in a 
bit, thqt was the first one, and there was snow on the 
floor (laughs) 
Does it not bother you, what it must be quite a 
difficult walk for you first walk, or had you been used 
to walking? 
Yes that was virtually me first one, with the wife, 
she:s always on saying we're going to go walking with 
this club, and she phoned M up and she said right we're 
going on Sunday, and virtually then you'd got a few 
elderly with you, a lot more, and they had A and B walk, 
and they advised us to go on the B walk 
yes 
not to go on the A one else, because they were 
'd of it but not over the top, I mean we dl some 
through the middle 
going 
all 
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51. 21. SM: 
51. 22 
51.23.J: 
51.24.SM: 
51.25.J: 
51.26 
51. 27. SM: 
51. 28 
51.29.J: 
51.30.SM: 
51.31.J: 
51. 32 
51.33.SM: 
51. 34 
51.35.J: 
51. 36 
51.37.SM: 
51.38.J: 
51. 39 
51.40.SM: 
51.41.J: 
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so it was your wife that got you started with the 
club? 
Yes virtually 
yes, you'd not done much walking before that? 
Well, we did but not, we didn't have a car so wherever 
we went used to walk, but not to what we do now 
yes. Were you quite happy to join up to the club or 
were you under duress? 
Yes, No it was alright 
How come she wanted to join the club? 
Ah, she just wanted to get out and see a bit more of 
the countryside 
Yes, did you know the Peak District though before you 
joined? 
Oh, yea, well roughly, but I mean you don't see 
anything like this 
no 
when you get taken out in a bus or a car, you just see 
where you, where you're going and that's it. 
You didn't do any big walks across the moors? 
No. This is the wife, the one with the blue hat on. 
In extract 55, Jerry states that it was 'the wife' who got him started with the club (the 
rambler's club); " ... she's always on saying we're going to go walking with this club, and she phoned 
M up and she said, 'right we're going on Sunday'" (46.10 - 46.12). In the last two extracts reasons 
are heard that have not been constructed using the 'because' relations that may alert the analyst to the 
fact that reasons are not necessarily constructed around the use of the relation. In extract 55 for 
example, the interviewer asks Jerry why his wife wanted to join the rambler's club, and at lines 
55.28/9, Jerry does not use the 'because' relation. A possible explanation of this may be that the use 
of English language in some situations means that the correct construction of the account is not 
developed. When asked by the interviewer for an account of why his wife wanted to come to the Peak 
Park, Jerry answered "Ah, she just wanted to see more of the countryside". The genuine 'because' 
relation can be inserted here since the motivating project and the motivated action both have the 
temporal quality of past-ness. 
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Summary. 
In the previous section it has been demonstrated how spatial practice is constituted in the 
accounts of 'day visitors' to the Peak National Park. It was argued that spatial practice involved the 
production of some sorts of identity work on the behalf of visitors. Drawing up notions of identity 
serves to help demonstrate spatial practice embedded in accounts for behaviour linked with a place 
(or activity that may be place-specific). Identity work also served the production of accounts in that it 
is through the formulation and construction of identity in talk that legitimate and rational accounts are 
achieved to warrant behaviour. Spatial practice is inherently social and is part of the fabric of 
everyday life. Awareness of places and the ability to call up places in talk to make comparisons and 
to establish warrantability is grounded in the context of social reality. This social everyday reality is 
both individually constituted and socially constituted (Kelly: 1983). People in society live in a 
network of social relationships that includes work, family life and background and leisure and 
tourism lay knowledge that is spatially defined. In other words, everyday social reality makes up 
geographic knowledge (knowledge of places), and it is this knowledge that allows people to navigate 
the leisure and tourism places that surround them. Speakers accomplish knowledge of spatial practice 
in their accounts for their 'day visitor' behaviour and it was argued that there may be further analytic 
work to be carried out in this area to determine the full sense of the work that formulations of 
geographic knowledge achieve for the participants. There is evidence to suggest that accomplishing 
geographic knowledge can help establish identity work for members in talk. 
Spatial practice determines the type of 'day visitor' behaviour that is accessible to members 
of society. Their knowledge of places and their ability to traverse the routes and networks that link 
spheres of everyday life such as work, family background and leisure and tourism is fundamental to 
understanding 'day visitor' behaviour in the Peak National Park. Accounts for behaviour that feature 
such elements as 'convenience' 'knowledge' and 'ability' are symptomatic of the embedded 
boundaries of spatial practice. Knowledge can be passed down from generation to generation of 
secret'._:' ,es (as in the case of Barbara) of blackberries, or that are available because they are local 
(nearby) suggests that geographic knowledge privilege some notion of distance. This privilege would 
be very difficult to support in this analysis. It must not be forgotten that the construction and 
formulation of such concepts on the behalf of members serves some purpose in interaction. It was 
suggested that the work this accounting achieves is both legitimacy work and identity work. 
However, it is also difficult not to accept that commonsense understanding that we know the places 
that surround us better than those more distant. 
The social nature of spatial practice was identified. It was claimed that speakers perform 
gender identity work when they account for their social behaviour, but also that places themselves in 
. f d I t' hips It was contended that Leon some cases are constructed from the perspectIve 0 gen er re a IonS . 
. , d' t' t from places that Vera visits as a for example constructed places that he goes to VISIt as a man, IS mc 
. . . d k (behaviour) in place" is socially as 
woman. Knowledge of, decisions made and actIVItIes un erta en -
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weIl as individuaIly determined. Just as social relationships are negotiated so Ie' IS d . . 
, ure an tourism IS 
negotiated within and between those social networks. 
Having described how accounts for 'day visitor' behaviour can reveal and constitute spatial 
practice, it is now necessary to tum to the task of demonstrating how accounts using Schutz's 
framework can reveal representational space work in the talk. 
7.3.2. The accomplishment of representational spaces. 
In the previous analysis of some 55 extracts there have been many instances of accounts of 
future directed motives for behaviour. Some of the future directed accounts are concerned with 
specific attributes of the place, and some of the talk is more concerned with the benefits sought and 
accrued out of visits to the Park. Other examples show how the respondents construct images out of 
the scenery or physical attributes of the park and others are concerned with 'getting away from it alI', 
the hassle and stress of home and work environments. These types of reasons as accounts are the stuff 
of tourism motivation research and it is the task of this following section to synthesise what 
respondents achieve by talking about such future directed intentions in the interviews. 
As noted in previous chapters there has been much documented research and theory 
development in this area. Such future directed motives or accounts could be argued to represent 
'escape attempts' from the reality of everyday life (Cohen and Taylor: 1992). The interchangeability 
of the place with other places of similar types may indicate that these constructions of images that 
allow escapes from everyday reality that are not specific to visits to the Peak Park, but are closely 
related to how 'escapes' are necessary and important parts of constructed everyday life. The 'escapes' 
could be hypothesised to be facilitated by visits to the Peak District and represent only one of a range 
of different types of possible 'escape'. Since intentions are illusive in character, however, there may 
be little point in carry on with an analysis along these lines and it may be more useful to assess what 
the respondents achieve in the production of accounts of this type. 
In extract 56 Emma and_ construct reasons why they want to go to certain places in the 
Peak Park that are to do with 'escapes'. The extract is taken from the last third of the interview. 
where the talk had been centred on their mountain biking in the Peak Park. 
Extract 56. 
Emma and Sam. 
56.1.E: 
56.2.S: 
56.3 
56.4 
56.S.E: 
56.6 
56.7 
Oh, and Peverill, what'S, yeah 
Because you've also heard stories about there, and you 
get affected about stories with ghost airplanes flying 
overheard 
h b cause it is near But it was after we had been t ere, e . 
. d h was a th1ng on 
the Hope Valley, isn't ~t, an t erehiS host story Aspel thing on Sunday n1ght, about t g 
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56.8 
56.9 
56.10 
56.11.S: 
56.12 
56.13 
56.14 
56.15 
56.16 
56.16 
56.17 
56.18 
56.19 
56.20 
56.21 
56.22 
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about ghost planes in the Hope Valley and t ff 
d 't 11 . ' s u . I on actua y thlnk I am psychic, but I d ' 
., . , on t know, 
lt s Just the place is very bleak, and .... 
Primeval, you can sort of imagine what it must have 
been like to live there before civilisation existed and 
~hat I really love that. It's almost takes you away' from 
lt so much that you can almost think in terms of 'how 
the hell could I live in a place like this?' where you 
woul?n't wo~k, but li~e off the land. It sounds really 
s~upld talklng.about lt when you are sitting here in 
nlce comfy chalrs, with coffee and the telly and 
everything, but that's what I love about it so much 
just that feeling that you are totally free and you' are 
not chained to anything, you can see for miles and not 
see a single house or a road or anything, I have always 
like mountains like that. 
In the preceding talk, Emma and Sam had been talking about Celtic sites and Emma had said 
that she would also really like to visit Arbor Low (a stone circle in the Peak Park). Sam says that they 
have done all the Celtic sites in Cornwall, and now they have got to find them in Derbyshire. Emma 
then begins to formulate an example of how some places that they have visited in the Park have an 
eerie feeling about them, places such as Eyam and Castleton. She fmishes off her tum with a 
formulation that she, " ... don't actually think I am psychic, but, I don't know, it's just the place is 
very bleak, and ... " (lines 56.8/10). Sam takes up the topic with the word "primeval" (56.11). Sam's 
tum here (lines 56.11 - 56.23) is interesting since he constructs an 'image' of the place in the talk. 
This image is known because Sam says that "you"; " ... can sort of imagine what it must have been 
like to live there before civilisation existed" (line 56.11112). Sam is heard to use 'you' here to mean 
'people like us' rather than 'you' the interviewer. In other words he is constructing this image as 
rational normative understanding of how places like this furnish the imagination. He uses an inner 
dialogue to ask himself a question that serves to warrant aspects of this image; "It almost takes you 
away from it so much that you can almost think in terms of 'how the hell could I live in a place like 
this?', where you wouldn't work, but live off the land." (line~ ,~: 1,3 - 56.16). The first use of' it' is 
heard as referring to the process of imagining, and the second use as being civilisation. The majority 
of this turn is constructed using the intersubjective 'you' footing (Goffinan: 1979). Sam then says in 
the last part ofthe turn what he means by this question, there would be no work, 'we' would live off 
the land. Sam can be heard in this turn to construct not the place as such, but society. 
He is suggesting that the place, or rather, 'being there' enabled this leap of the imagination 
back to what life was like for all society before civilisation. He then goes on in a side sequence to 
suggest that this imagining "sounds really stupid" (line 56.17) in our context now, however; " ... that's 
what I love about it so much, just that feeling that you are totally free and you are not chained to 
. . . I h d anything I havL' ah,a\s liked 
anythmg, you can see for mIles and not see a smg e ouse or a roa or , . 
, h' h d as an account of the 'just-
mountains like that." (lines 56.19 - 56.23). Sam s tum ere IS ear 
h· se the account is not fix am whatness' about the place that makes him feel totally free. In t IS sen . 
. to elaborate other 'ideas' or 
behaviour in the motivational meaning contexts, however, It serves 
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interpretive repertoires (Gubrium: 1993) that are draw up by Emma and Sam I'n the' . t' II Ir In ervlew ta ...... 
Some examples include those described in extract 35 in chapter 6, when Sam compares the 'open and 
free' countryside of the Peak Park to the Kent countryside where 'you can't get away from it air. As 
noted in extract 35, however, Emma and Sam formulate an account for future projected intentions 
using the ('in order) to' relation; 'to get away from people, and civilisation and what you are used to 
in your daily life'. It must be assumed that their decision to buy 'deliberately' a mountain bike 
guidebook (extract 4) is to achieve these 'intentions' in the Peak Park, because they love it for these 
reasons. As it was suggested in chapter 5, themes brought up in openings tend to recur throughout the 
interview. But what work does this type of account achieve for Emma and Sam? Firstly, it must be 
noted that the notion or idea of 'getting away' is not something novel. 
Dann (1981) states that motivation for tourism as 'fantasy' theory claims that: "Common to 
this approach is the idea that tourism can liberate tourists from the shackles of their everyday 
existence." (Dann: 1981: 192). Dann goes on to argue that tourism motivation research is most 
interested in the problem of '(in order) to' motivational problems and states that 'intentions' are not 
one and the same as '(in order) to' phantasied projects. It was also noted that Cohen and Taylor 
(1992) talk in great detail about the 'escape' elements of leisure and tourism in everyday life. Berger 
and Luckmann (1966) argue that leaps of the imagination and 'escape' from the paramount reality of 
everyday life can be called 'discrete sphere's of reality'. In terms of everyday life itself, the fantasy 
messages of consumer culture use such ideas as 'getting away from it all' as a marketing tool for 
tourism products especially, and it may be argued that the word 'holiday' has become synonymous 
with some idea of 'getting away' or 'escape'. To find that respondents in this study work up ideas of 
getting away, as noted even in the pilot study data is interesting. The respondents are not on holiday, 
in the traditional sense of the word. Sometimes they had not travelled far, in some cases they are 
going to places that they know very well, and in others they claim that they wanted to get away from 
everyday reality so much that they move home to be near or in the Peak Park. 
There are a number of possible interpretations. Firstly, taking the data at face value and 
abstracting from the data, one could hypothesise that 'escape' attempts are possible in e' : lay life. 
Berger and Luckmann argue that the paramount reality of everyday life orders any other reality and 
compares it back to the paramount reality of everyday life. 'Day visitors' could then achieve 'escape' 
from everyday life in momentary, fleeting glimpses whilst on their trips. This idea would allow them 
to negotiate the tension between visits to the Peak Park that involved going to places that are not 
desolate but contained the 'hassle', traffic and crowds ofthe 'honeypot' destinations, and still be able 
to achieve this idea of 'getting away'. This was the perceived tension that spawned this study. 
1· ,. 'bl en if the places Secondly, it could be proposed that 'getting away from everyday rea Ity IS POSSI e ev 
visited and the routes and networks used to get there are well known. The fact that the place visited is 
. .. f k h k or other social duties to be not home and there are no oblIgatIOns m terms 0 wor, ousewor 
performed whilst on the visit makes 'escape' possible in any destination, near or far. 
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In this study, another interpretation can be developed. It can be claimed that such is the 
currency of this notion of 'getting away' in the social stock of knowledge, that it can be formulated 
by respondents as the preferred future projected motive for an account for some behaviour. In other 
words, when respondents work up a notion of 'getting away' or 'escape' from everyday life, or things 
that epitomise everyday life (noise, traffic, houses, people etc), they can be heard to orient to the task 
of legitim ising their behaviour in the most credible way to the interviewer. However, this last 
interpretation does little to enhance an understanding of the reasons why 'day visitors' go to the Peak 
National Park. The interpretation may hold credence, but it does not adequately explain why 
respondents chose such elaborate methods such as those described by Sam in the previous extract. 
Social reality was not in danger of breaking down, there is no evidence of a lack of understanding or 
agreement between the members (including the interviewer) of the interview to demonstrate that he 
had to work hard to establish credibility. Under such a lack of understanding a third interpretation 
could be developed that links together the earlier analysis in this section with the work detailed in 
chapters five and six of the structure of accounts in the talk. That is to propose that member's work to 
account for their behaviour by drawing upon notions of representational space. 
How can this proposition be demonstrated? Returning to Sam's tum, labelled extract 56, it 
can be argued that Sam, in developing the topic of 'being there' in the place as allowing him to 
imagine what life would have been like before civilisation existed is heard as attaching some 
symbolic function to the place. Lefebvre argued that representational spaces are the dominated space; 
" ... which the imagination seeks to change and appropriate" (1991: 39). Now it must not be forgotten 
that because this symbolic function is produced in the text, does not mean to say that it is something 
that is directly experienced. That cannot be proven. In this analysis, the tension between the accounts 
of experiences in honeypot resorts and in desolate areas can be tolerated. The symbolic function can 
be linked to any space and indeed it can be shown that members must attach symbolic representations 
to 'home' space in order to work up a formulation about 'getting away' from that space. In other 
words, then, as people give an account for going 'somewhere' as to 'get away' from everyday reality, 
they can be heard to attach a representational function to the space of that reality. The respondents in 
the interviews in this thesis talk about houses, and traffic and hassle, and crowds of people. They also 
allude to 'getting away' from things at 'horne' such as Pam, who moved away from horne to be in 
Derbyshire, and Barbara whose 'home' is now the repository of memories and appears to be a rather 
lonely place since the death of her husband. Places are constructed as having some sign value then, 
not only the places that are visited like the Peak Park (which must be the represented space par 
excellence to take Lefebvre's analysis, since National Parks are the most planned, divided, zoned, 
categorised, signified and conceived spaces possibly to be found). But also the places that people 
leave in order to make the visit. Accounts for future oriented projects for 'day visitor' behaviour, 
. . 6'11' ed as linked to notions of 
even where 'feelings' prOVide the account as m extract 5 are stl concelv 
. th f· 'I go there because it makes me 
representational work on behalf of the respondents m e sense 0 , 
feel like .... '. To utter such an account is to work up a symbolic representation that takes a step away 
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from the physical function of the place. In such a way, if one were to say that 'my home is the place 
where I live, and I go somewhere else to get away from that', one is not saying that one is getting 
away from life. What one is doing is attaching some unspoken symbolism to the concept of 'home 
life' with is emphasis on daily routine, housework, ritual, obligation. At the same time one is also 
attaching some symbolic function to the other place, a land of freedom, difference, a place to feed the 
imagination, or let the mind wander. In such a way a whole set of cultural knowledge in the social 
stock of knowledge about what is assumed to be the normal way of life in terms of 'home' and 
'abroad' (in the sense that anywhere not horne and its associated routes and networks including 
places of work is abroad) is imported into the talk in such accounts. As such the accomplishment of 
an account for the future projected motive for 'day visitor' behaviour relies on the ability of the 
respondent to achieve some notion of representational spaces. 
In the following extract references to similar accounting work are detected. It comes from 
the last part of the interview with Pam. The conversation had been oriented towards the types of 
walks that Pam is interested in, how she chooses walks with maps, booklets and leaflets, and just 
before the extract starts the talk is about Ordnance Survey maps and whether Pam uses them. 
Extract 57. 
Pam. 
57.1.SM: 
57.2.P: 
57.3 
57.4 
57.5 
57.6 
57.7 
57.8 
57.9 
57.10 
57.11 
57.12 
57.13 
57.14 
57.15 
57.16 
57.17 
57.18 
57.19 
57.20 
57.21 
57.22 
57.23 
57.24 
57.25 
57.26 
57.27 
57.28 
57.29 
57.30 
I .. 
So which are your favourites do you think? 
There's too many, there really are, er, there's two 
walks from Rowsley I suppose which are, I couldn't I 
don't think I could place any of them as favourites but 
there's one walk from Rowsley where you stay on the 
level from the village and end up almost at the garden 
centre going that way and then you set off and come 
right up very steeply until you're back on the side of 
the valley again and those are fantastic views you're 
looking down on the A6 and the River Wye and you can 
come back down to Rowsley, and there's also the other 
one which goes from Rowsley to Bakewell there's two ways 
you can do that and they're very pleasant because of the 
views you go through woods you go up very high and you 
can see the whole valley. I don't think I can place any 
of the walks, I say if I go on a walk and I don't like 
it I don't do it again there's so many really good ones 
you are just spoilt for choice you really are and you 
don't you don't see many people you see just a few, you 
do around Ashford, Monsal Head you meet lots of walkers 
and they all stop and they all chat and, I'm always 
stopping and talking to strangers I know I'm not 
supposed to but er you meet other walkers and always 
friendly and always stop and speak, I think t~e peak
to district is so big that walkers still well unt11 ?et 
'11 the best of 1t erm the very high peak walkers St1 see 
visitors course in coaches and cars tend tOkn~~ ~~i~~r~S 
far from them so they will think of the P~~ll ~~ay from 
being very crowded you wa~k two milesl~p a~art from the 
that car park and its a dlfferent wor , 
IQ6 
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57.31 
57.32 
57.33 
57.34 
57.35 
57.36.SM: 
57.37.P: 
57.38 
57.39 
57.40 
57.41 
57.42 
57.43 
57.44.SM: 
57.45.P: 
57.46 
57.47 
57.48 
57.49 
57.50 
57.51 
57.52 
57.53 
57.54 
57.55 
57.56 
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start of the 
sununer's day 
something on 
know if only 
bit. 
Penn~ne way, you look Kinder Downfall on a 
and It looks as though there's a s ~ 
. . warm 0: 
It and lts people but you can get away you 
people would just walk away from the cars a 
Is that important to you? 
Oh yes, yes, yes I'm glad it is such a big area, 
because being able to get up to those high places erm , I 
like meeting, I like meeting people its nice to meet one 
or two walkers along the way but not the er not the 
crowds who are down below. Anyway having said 
that I like visiting the tourist places, but it is 
important to get away 
When you're walking its different? 
Yes, when I'm walking I want to be away, think you 
need to be quiet to appreciate it and when you are 
high up then you can imagine what it was like in the 
Middle Ages for instance, if you are on one of those 
old trackways and you stand very still and listen 
and you can imagine a cart coming along there, that was 
the only way, that was the route, that was the high 
route or that was the drovers way or whatever you can 
picture it its really easy you've got to do that and 
that's, you know, the size of the peak district what It 
can be, you don't have to go very far from the car to be 
quiet, I mean some tourist areas are very concentrated, 
In this extract it is difficult to separate out a hearing ofthe gloss about the 'escape' from the 
context of the preceding talk about the types of visitors and their experiences. It is after all re-
formulated at the end of the turn by Pam as a method of showing that it is relevant and the original 
project ofthe response. It is possible to interpret these 'escapes' as being to do with the construction 
of experiences as different from those of the others, the 'people' or 'visitors' or even the 'walkers'. 
The fact that these leaps of the imagination appear to require (according to the speakers) in both the 
preceding cases solitary, reflective ex_~~: flceS serve to orient the talk to some theory about the 
experiences of 'walkers' and the experience of 'visitors'. The former are able to 'appreciate' the Park, 
whereas the latter group who do not move very far from their cars, are bound to find the Park very 
crowded. In the same way that in chapter 6, extract 36, Leon makes reference to 'the tourists', and 
Emma and Sam make distinctions between 'serious hikers' and 'crowds of people', it was proposed 
were evidence of membership categorisation. In describing the behaviour of others Pam is heard to 
typify others, she is clearly heard to include herself in the 'walker' category by saying that she likes 
to meet 'other walkers' (line 57.23). The term 'tourist' seems to infer negative connotations in the 
minds of people from previous research (e.g. McKercher: 1991: Dann: 1999). One interpretation 
from a hearing of this extract and others cited here, is that members referred to as 'tourists' or 
'visitors' are assumed to have a lower quality in terms of experience than those who are grouped 
. . ., d' Ik 'Respondents can be heard to 
accordmg to other categories, such as 'serious hIker an wa ers. 
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define and typify their own visitor behaviour and that of others but it is the t' t th h 
' ac at t ey use 
recognised 'labels' for the behaviour of others to demonstrate the higher quall'ty of . h expertence t at 
they themselves achieve. In other words, members accomplish a status for their own beha\'iour 
through the invocation of the (relatively lower) status behaviour of others, who are given labels such 
as 'visitor' or 'tourist'. There is a remarkable similarity in the way that the respondents in the 
previous two extracts reconstruct an image of the place in another era in time as a way of accounting 
for their projected 'getting away' as representational space. In the case of Pam, this is interesting 
since it is known that she had moved to Derbyshire to 'get away' from everyday reality with husband 
and family in Warwickshire. In this case an assumption must be made that her 'escape' has already 
been achieved, but then why is another 'get away' needed to be able to appreciate the Peak Park? In 
this case Pam's use of the symbolism is heard as a conversational resource, and also it must be noted 
that everyday reality still exists for Pam, even though it may be assumed that this reality is very 
different from her life in Warwickshire. When Pam says that she needs to be 'quiet', it is heard not 
that she personally needs to be quiet. One assumes that this is something that she could achieve very 
easily, rather, this interpretation may be made that she needs to 'have' quiet around her in order to 
appreciate the Park as representational space. 
In both the extracts above it was noted that the future directed accounts for 'day visitor' 
behaviour are centred on an 'escape' from what they are used to in their daily lives. In these two 
extracts the participants constructed notions of solitary visits to the Park evoking images of another 
epoch, and let their imaginations transport them to these earlier times. Yet the future directed nature 
of '(in order) to' relations (and other related formulations accounting for the 'just-whatness' of 
something etc) means that nothing of what the respondents say in their talk can be verified in the 
same way that actual lived experiences are presumed to be true, since members account for them 
referring to details, actual events, the 'just-whatness' about places etc. Such formulations are illusory. 
They are based on the social stock of knowledge about what 'we all want out of going away on 
holiday' and as such cannot be classified as 'motives' for tourism or 'day visit' or leisure. These 
formulations are a resource for respondents to draw upon in their ti...__J accomplish representational 
places. 
Representational places are interpreted individually and refer back to 'home' and everyday 
reality as representational space. Representational spaces are categorised according to user type, 
members classify the actions and activities of others in other places as a device to legitimise the 
representationality of the space of their own behaviour. This use is without necessarily categorising 
their own behaviour amongst a particular membership category, yet such devices help to classify and 
warrant the credibility of their own behaviour. That representational space is accomplished in talk 
. fr h k for respondents Ho\\ l.'\l'r. does not suggest that any meaning or value arIses om suc wor . 
.. . . gh th Ik f the respondents reproduced and 
whatever meanmg IS produced IS not avaIlable throu e ta 0 
. th fu d' ted 'motives' in the '(in order) decontextualised for this analysis. What is apparent IS at ture tree 
d . ed in the interviews in much the to' relation and using other constructions are developed an sustam 
: 'J~ 
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same way that it was argued that identity is also accomplished in the respondent's talk (Abell and 
Stokoe: 2000). Membership categorisation can also be heard as performing some identit: function 
and as such, future directed 'motives' for day visitor behaviour can be understood to provide a 
resource for the maintenance of identity in the interview setting through the invocation of some 
notion of representational space. 
7.4: Summary. 
In this chapter the work that accounts performs on behalf of the respondents has been 
analysed. It was noted in the first section that this chapter developed the analysis away from the 
formal structure of accounts that was provided in chapter 6, which in turn developed out of the 
analysis of the general conversation structures found in the narrative interview texts in chapter 5. This 
chapter has attempted to develop some ideas about how such accounting talk in conversational 
interviews can help in understanding visitor behaviour in the Peak National Park, without deviating 
from the actual text to ever-higher levels of abstraction. 
First of all it was demonstrated that accounts enabled respondents to draw up some notions 
of their identity. It was noted that in this analysis identity is negotiated, developed and sustained in 
the interview setting. Identity was seen as a task and a resource (Abell and Stokoe: 2000) in the 
interview situation. It was claimed that the interview material could be heard to be rich in identity 
work, since members categorised their behaviour and that of others to enable identity to be performed 
and maintained during the interview. But what does this say about 'day visitor' behaviour? The next 
sections aimed to answer this question with an analysis that attempted to s)TIthesise the earlier 
descriptions of accounts for behaviour with the theory of the production of space developed by 
Lefebvre (1991). It was argued strongly that space is socially produced (in this case) and 
demonstrated through the application of three concepts, spatial practice, representations of space and 
representational spaces. The Peak National Park was claimed to be a represented space, it is delimited 
and signified with boundary markers, special maps, it is administered separately from the surrouni ... ~ 
space. It is subject to strict planning and zoning controls, and there is some notion of tourist or visitor 
access responsibility in its statutory function (see Peak National Park Local Plan framework 
document for example: 1995). 
It was claimed that respondents could be heard to produce spatial practice in their accounts 
for behaviour, through accounting for 'day visitor' behaviour as 'convenient', or demonstrating their 
'lay geographic knowledge' of places in their everyday lives, bounded by routes and networks and 
embedded in social life. Also it was claimed that accounts for 'day visitor' behaviour were oriented 
. ' . f d I'e f h 'ch the leisure and tourism towards demonstratmg the mherently SOCIal nature 0 every ay lie 0 w I 
aspects form one part. 
e. beh . r picked out as of special Finally it was claimed that future directed accounts lor avlOU , 
. h d t rve a particular function. that Interest to tourism researchers (see Dann: 1981) could be ear 0 se 
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may be linked with behaviour. This function would be difficult to prove conclusi\ely however. The 
accounts provided respondents with a means to produce representational spaces. Such work referred 
back to everyday reality since notions of 'getting away' needed two dimensions in order to be 
formulated both, 'home' and 'abroad'. This approach can be linked into the 'pull' and 'push' theoT') 
of tourism motivation (see Dann: 1981), 'away' from the routine of home life and 'towards' the 
freedom from obligation and everyday life available through day visiting behaviour in the Peak Park. 
The initial question that spawned this investigation was that if the motivation for 'day visiting' the 
Peak Park was to get away, then why do so many people visit a few locations in the Park at similar 
times, creating the same stresses and pressures that they encounter in everyday life? Can such 
'escapes' still be achieved in the Peak Park? In answer to these questions, some qualifying statements 
must be made. Accounts as motives for 'day visitor' behaviour were demonstrated firstly to be 
locally constructed and managed and oriented to the setting of the talk, in this case a conversational 
interview. This is not to say that the accounts represent 'motives' in this sense. Like notions of 
identity, motives are accomplished by respondents using resources such as identity, spatial practice 
and representational spaces. However, in constituting spatial practice and representational spaces, 
some understandings about 'day visitor' behaviour can now be developed from this analysis. This 
task is discussed in the fmal chapter, which now follows. 
Chapter 8. Concluding issues andfuture research prospects. 
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Concluding issues and future research prospects. 
8.1: Talk about experiences and understanding visitor behaviour. 
At this point it may be helpful to return to the aims and general objectives that were detailed 
in the first chapter of this thesis. It was claimed that through an inductive process a general research 
problem was discovered, which in tum led to the development of a set of research issues. The Peak 
National Park, the first National Park to be designated in the U.K surrounded by urban development, . 
both suburban and metropolitan has become the destination for an estimated 26 million visitors 'per 
year (P.N.P. Visitor Survey: 1986). It is further estimated that less than ten percent of these visitors 
actually stay overnight as tourists (P.N.P. environment education service, fact sheet 2). The majority 
of tourists are 'day visitors'. Similarly, over ninety percent of these visitors travel by car, mainly on 
fine weather days over the weekends in spring, summer and early autumn (op cit, fact sheet 2). The 
extent of such 'day visitor' activity has prompted the Peak National Park authorities to put in place a 
series of visitor management measures at various locations including park and ride schemes at the 
Derwent and Ladybower reservoirs, parking restrictions and zoning (See Maintaining the Balance: 
1991). However, this activity could be explained by the classic study of modem tourism of Turner 
and Ash (1975) who predicted such an explosion in interest in the rural and countryside areas of the 
UK as a site for recreation, leisure and tourism. This scale of activity was contrasted with the idea 
that individuals are 'motivated' to tourism by a desire to 'escape' from the pressures and strains of 
everyday life, such as traffic and noise and pollution and masses of people (Urry: 1990). The general 
research question posed was this: if tourists are motivated by a desire to escape all these pressures of 
everyday life, why do they choose to go to very popular mass tourism destinations that are 
characterised by similar pressures? This is the question that this thesis has attempted to answer. 
First of all, it was noted that a possible explanation could be the geographical alignment of 
the Park in relation to the urban centres that surround it. Secondly, it was proposed that the rise in 
demand for rural ~ _..:_ ..,at ion and leisure and tourism is powered by particular notions of 'landscape' 
(Urry: 1990: 97), as themed spaces, packaged, sanitised and commodified (Crouch: 2000a) as 
'product' (Crouch and Ravenscroft: 1995). It was proposed that the Peak National Park could be 
conceived as the packaged 'landscape' par excellence in the way that it is designated as special, 
separate from its surroundings, marked out with signs and signifiers (Baudrillard: 1998; Lash and 
Urry: 1994). Although such conceptualisations appeared to hold much value, they were conceived to 
be different from an understanding of how the 'day visitor' actually experiences the Peak Park 
herself. As such the constructs to be investigated were identified. These were the experiences of 
visitors and their 'motivation' for going to the Peak Park for a 'day visit'. 
.. ·f had to be adopted. In this In order to proceed WIth an analYSIS of these constructs a POSI Ion 
.. . . . ~. th can be demonstrated to be an 
study, It was clatmed that 'day VISItS' are SOCIally constructeu, I.e. ey 
. .. d Further since the epistemological Issue in this particular socio-cultural context m ttme an space. , 
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basis for such a VieW IS an understanding that reality is socially produced, yet individually 
interpreted, the position lent itself readily to a phenomenological research technique and analytic 
procedure. The data upon which this thesis rests consist of 12 in-depth, loosely structured interviews 
held with 'day visitors' to the Park, who had very recently been on a 'day visit' and were willing to 
talk about their experiences. The interviews actively sought to ask respondents about their reasons for 
going on 'day visits' as a fundamental project of the research. Kvale understood that. as 
phenomenology should be interested not in seeking causal explanation, but rather, description, 'why' 
questions should be avoided (1983). However, the interviews were so loosely structured that 'why' 
questions were not predetermined. A concern for these types of questions arose from data gathered in 
pilot study interviews that led directly to the choice of analytic technique developed in this thesis. 
The pilot study data revealed certain anomalies in the responses to 'motivation' questions 
during in situ interviews with 'day visitors' in the Peak Park. Respondents were heard to create ever 
more 'motives' for their behaviour, the more diverse questions they were asked to 'account' for some 
aspect of their decisions to visit the Peak Park. There was no way of ordering and stratifying the 
responses to work out a hierarchy of reasons that would have helped understanding the 'motives' of 
'day visitors'. The responses demonstrated an inherently social element to 'motivation' that did not 
accord with the way that the construct has been conceived within consumer behaviour theory as an 
individual, internal psychological state. However, the reasons that respondents created and developed 
in these interviews did accord with the general sociological theories about the 'motivation' for 
tourism. And it was this fact that confirmed the original research question as valid and worthy of 
pursuing. How is 'escape' from the pressures and stresses of everyday life achieved by members of 
society through 'day visits' to extremely popular tourist destinations in the Peak National Park? 
In order to investigate the issues, the nature of the experiences of 'day visits' had to be 
explored. Chapter 2 sought to discuss the essential elements of three constructs, tourism, leisure and 
recreation and to determine which may be used to classify 'day visitor' behaviour. Functional 
definitions in each of the fields had provided useful insights based upon the notions of free time, 
activity typologies and distances trave'" ; However, it was the more experiential definitions of 
leisure and tourism (e.g. Kelly: 1983; 1989; and Cohen: 1979) where some useful interrelated 
concepts could be applied in a phenomenological social construction framework. Kelly argued that 
leisure is not existential or social, but both, it is situated action (1989: 92). Leisure is entirely social in 
that it is learned the symbols and signs of leisure are locally encultured. From Cohen came the notion 
that tourism is experienced individually and that there are different 'modes' of experience. Cohen 
identified that people doing the same thing in the same place can have different experiences. His 
. . I . h . ble to claim the meaning of the claSSIficatIOn was useful, however, the ana YSls ere IS una 
. . . .. , . ful to v'lsitors themselves. What this 
expenences. ThIs IS not to say that 'day VISItS are not meantng 
. . I . t s'nce they can 
study has demonstrated, is that 'day visitor' experiences are tnherently socIa tn na ure, I 
, . d I uage This is so even in the be understood and interpreted and 'accounted for usmg every ay ang. . 
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cases where 'day visits' are individually experienced. As such 'day visits' are me' od' 
, anmg pr ueIng for 
visitors. 
That meaning is produced by 'day visits', is understood from the point of view that the study 
focused on the talk about 'day visit' experiences by visitors themselves. Such a focus on talk about 
experiences of 'day visits' provided a unique approach to the fields of leisure and tourism. No other 
studies of leisure and tourism behaviour from an ethnomethodological or conversation anal)1ic 
constructionism approach could be discovered in the literature. Such a lack of attention to this 
approach required that a conceptual framework, published nearly 70 years ago (Schutz: 1938 
{ 1972}), could be applied in a coherent fashion. This framework was flagged as a potential solution 
to the problem of 'motivation' as a construct in tourism research (Dann: 1981; Karch and Dann: 
1996). The application of this conceptual framework has been an achievement of this study. 
However, it was first necessary to demonstrate that talk about 'day visits' was not simply 
describable from the point of view of the content of that talk. It was necessary to demonstrate how 
talk about 'day visitor' experience is oriented to structure. It was claimed that within 
ethnomethodology and CA, an expression of an item equates to the indexicality of that item 
(Heritage: 1984). In other words the study focused on the identification of indexical expressions that 
serve to demonstrate the achievement of social reality in interaction. A major fmding of this thesis is 
that 'day visitors' talk about their experiences, are understood as demonstrating a natural orientation 
to 'accounting' work. This work draws upon structures and rules, and enables the respondents to 
account for their experiences drawing upon notions of identity to achieve credibility for their 
accounts. In other words, it was found that 'day visitors' in these interviews naturally produced 
'accounts' of and for behaviour in a seamless production of talk about experiences. How was this 
finding demonstrated? 
Firstly, respondents were shown to use certain structures to orient their talk around themes 
and topics. It was claimed that respondents in the interviews used 'narrative' formats to structure 
their opening statements (Coffey and Atkinson: 1996). The use of this structure allowed the 
respondents to introduce people and ideas and places into their rCi:L;;ttions of experiences of a 
recent 'day visit' that, although not necessarily called upon in the opening statements, were important 
themes that recurred throughout the interview. As such it was claimed that interviews of this type are 
reflexively ordered, or 'prepared' in terms of some orientation to interpretive frameworks in an 
account. Secondly, it was shown how respondents used lists as a task and a resource (Jefferson: 1990) 
in the production of accounts of their experiences. What was interpreted as 'task' and 'resource' can 
be explained thus. Respondents draw upon list construction as a means of demonstrating 'muchness', 
proclaiming knowledge of places, describing experiences, and the production of accounts as lists of 
beh " fl" ., th t Such work demonstrates list-avlOur, whIch served as a means 0 egltImlsmg ose accoun s. 
I be derstood as 'requiring' list production as 'resource'. However, respondents can a so un 
. beh' I thO se list construction is a ·task'. formulations in the productIOn of accounts for avlOur. n IS sen 
Thirdly, it was claimed that respondents construct the experiences of others or even reproduce 
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dialogues with themselves (thoughts', asking themselves questions, etc) to accomplish believability 
in their accounts for 'day visitor' behaviour, as actually happening for-all-intents-and-purposes 
(Heritage: 1984). This device was shown to work to warrant 'versions' of events as 'real', 'credible' 
happenings that could be shown to be corroborable. These issues formed the analysis of chapter 5. 
Accounts for behaviour were the subject of investigation in chapter 6. The application of 
Schutz's (1938 {1972}) framework for the ordering of meaning contexts as motivational contexts was 
described. The structures of accounts were identified and mapped out, and the 'seamlessness' of the 
production of accounts of and for behaviour was ascribed to the fact that respondents could be heard 
to draw upon the same formats for accounting for behaviour as for other types of things. These other 
things could comprise a multitude of items, some that were described included accounts for the 'just-
whatness' (Psathas: 1995b) about things or places, likings and dis-likings, non-behaviour. Accounts 
for behaviour could be seen to be ordered using three types of 'relation', the 'genuine because' 
relation, the 'pseudo-because' relation and the ('in order) to' relation (Schutz: 1972; Dann: 1981). 
The differences between the relations were described thus: the genuine because relation is understood 
when both the motivating project and the motivated object both have the quality of being constructed 
using the past tense. In the pseudo-because relation and the (in order) to relation, the motivating 
project, is ordered using the future-perfect tense. What this analytic work demonstrated is that 
accounts can be readily identified and labelled looking at the language construction of the talk. 
'Motive' in Schutz's thesis was accessible through an analysis of the language of the ordering of the 
lived experience as meaning context. It was claimed in chapter 6, that 'motive' could be described 
then as an accomplishment in the interviews. In other words, accounts for behaviour using the 
motivational meaning contexts framework, demonstrated that 'motive' is locally managed, 
constructed and produced in interaction, rather than being a fixed, subjective, internal drive that is 
responsible for causing that behaviour. Respondents can be heard to draw upon a social stock of 
knowledge about what is a reasonable and credible account for doing something in terms of causal 
relationships of the order 'I do X in order to Y' or 'I do X because ofY'. 
Having shown that the interview material was oriented to structure, reflexively orient' 1.! . 
the production of some account for behaviour, the next challenge was to demonstrate the meaning of 
these accounts in terms of leisure and tourism behaviour. 
First of all it was claimed that accounts served the speakers in a number of ways. Accounts , 
had relevance in terms of the establishing the warrantability of the behaviour. Secondly, accounts 
were heard to add legitimacy for some behaviour. In other words, accounts were heard to establish 
the behaviour as something that had good reason for its undertaking, and other types of account were 
heard to add veracity to some 'reasoned' behaviour. Ifrespondents can be understood to be orienting 
their talk towards some rational and believable account for some 'day visitor' behaviour, not only are 
. . th . rty and credibility Different types 
'accounts' then a task in the production of estabhshmg at rattOna I . 
. " h 'f I ce can be heard also as a resource 
of accounts, such as those that explam the Just-w atness 0 a p a , 
d 'b'I' It" this sense that accounts can be in furnishing accounts for behaviour with such cre I I Ity. IS In 
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understood as 'seamless'. Thus the relevance of accounts to the production of d' . 
or mary, rational 'day 
visitor' behaviour in the context of the interview setting can be understood The"a t th d 
' ,I, C at respon ents 
do not account for their behaviour as being frivolous or hedonic enabled thl's ' t 'th m erpretatlon at 
'motive-talk' as accounting praxis is oriented towards the achievement of credibility and '£!ood 
cause' for doing 'day visits'. But what did these accounts mean in the context of leisure and tourism 
and recreation studies? 
Firstly, categories were produced or reproduced by respondents from the available stock of 
knowledge to construct identities. This identity work was shown to be 'circular' in character. In other 
words, accounting methods can be heard as providing a resource for respondents to develop notions 
of self as people in society, doing something different from others, but also being a part of society. 
But at the same time, identity construction is heard to serve the establishment of credible reasons for 
behaviour in the production of accounts. As such, identity production and accounts production is 
mutually reinforcing. Examples of identities that were discussed were ' suburban townie' and 
'country folk', and these identities were reinforced through '~ccounts' of childhood 'day visits' or 
more general background details. This type of lay theorising and interpretive work is a rich source of 
material, for such accounts show how respondents themselves work up ideas about the changing 
nature of society in terms of 'what things used to be like'. 
In cases like the interview with Pam, it was demonstrated that people could work up a theory 
about the changing nature of tourism in the process of social change. The fact that respondents 
account for the behaviour of others as being 'tourist' or 'visitor' or 'serious hiker' demonstrates that 
not only do they categorise their own behaviour, but they categorise that of others. The fact that some 
behaviour is clearly understood in the social stock of knowledge to be more valid or credentialled 
than others (Dann: 1999; McKercher: 1996), leads to two assumptions. These are that not only do 
categories such as 'tourist' and 'visitor' have theoretical implications, but also implications in terms 
of ordinary member's understandings. Doing 'being a tourist' is to take on a role, which therefore, 
can also be resisted and contrasted with other leisure roles, such as 'serious walker'. Each has their 
own set of identifiable characteristics that goes into the creation, maintenance and performance of 
such roles. It was demonstrated that doing 'being a tourist' involves going to 'big attractions', milling 
with the crowds, joining in with other visitors. Doing 'being a serious walker' suggests a solitary 
experience, or at least a moving away from the crowds of other visitors, going to places that are more 
removed from the big attractions. As ordinary members of society, anyone knows what it is to be, and 
can do, 'being a tourist', since members know from experience what to do and where to go. Tourist 
places are different from other places that are used for more 'serious' pursuits. This distinction 
between types of places, drawn up in the interview talk, shows the representationality of places. 
. . ..' t t d II of the time To demonstrate in Domg 'bemg a tOuriSt' IS not somethmg that everyone wan s 0 0 a . 
. . ' d"d I th a adopt a role of doing some more Interaction that people are unusual, different, or m IVI ua, ey m y 
serious activity as a stance. 
I ' 
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However, it was noted that in some instances individuals accounted t' th beh' . or e aVlOur at 
others linked to physical places, as 'being tourists' in distinction to their own beha . th gh 
, vlour, even ou 
they were talking about the same places. This linkage shows that individuals interpret their O\\,TI 
experiences as resisting a tourist identity even though they may all be doing similar things in similar 
places. This analysis may enable some interpretations about the ways that people can reconcile their 
supposed desire to 'escape' the pressures of everyday life by going to highly pressured destinations in 
the Peak National Park. Such reconciliation is possible and achievable since individuals created their 
own definitions and interpretations about their own behaviour. These definitions were rooted in some 
way to notions of identity, that enabled 'day visitors' to interpret and understand their own behaviour 
in relation to that of others. Members can be heard as continually oriented to making credible and 
valid accounts for behaviour in social settings, it is the fact that they contrast the behaviour of others 
that is interesting to the analyst in understanding the work that accounts achieve. 
What assessment can be made of the ways that 'day visitor' behaviour can be understood? 
Firstly, it was claimed in chapters 1 and 5 and later on in .chapter 7, that 'day visits' are inherently 
social in character. In cases where people live and share lives with others, the 'accounts' of behaviour 
reflected these relationships. Social action is shared behaviour in this sense, and 'accounts' for 
behaviour can be demonstrated to reflect the social orientation of respondents in the production of 
'accounts'. In such a way it may be claimed that not only are 'motives' accomplished in talk, but that 
'motives'-as-accounts for behaviour can be understood to be social accomplishments. Accounting for 
shared behaviour was not only heard as a device to ascribe legitimacy to an event or happening in the 
lives of the respondents as in chapter 5. But accounting for shared behaviour also referred to the 
shared qualities of experiences in places can be heard to accomplish spatial practice for the 
respondents (Lefebvre: 1991). Spatial practice was described as being inherently social, and it was 
demonstrated that social action was accounted for in the production of social space. Such notions of 
spatial practice can be demonstrated to be achievable in the production of interview talk about 'day 
visits'. Since spatial practice referred to the social qualities of life and the existence of a link between 
the social reality of_ . ~ jday home life, and the social reality of the places for 'day visits'. But how 
does this idea of spatial practice lead to any conclusions about the volume of 'day visits' to the Peak 
National Park? 
Since 'day visits' to the Peak Park are social actions, they are constantly being referred back 
to the paramount reality of everyday life (Berger and Luckmarm: 1966). In other words, 'day visits' 
do not represent an escape from everyday life, but are an essential part of everyday reality. The sign 
and sign equipment of leisure and tourism (Baudrillard: 1998), the social stock of knowledge of how 
to account for 'day visitor' behaviour, and also knowledge of how to get away from places and how 
. h th 'd "t' e now a normal and inherent to get to places (lay geographic knowledge), IS suc at ay VISI s ar 
. . I (1993) ed that collective experience of part of everyday life. In terms of tOUrIsm, Parmel 0 argu 
. f' . ces are changing. Ho\'~n~r. 
tourism might be such that the motives and meanmgs 0 tounst expenen 
. . I k fk owledge) an account for som~ just because members are able to articulate (usmg the sOCia stoc 0 n 
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behaviour, does not mean that such behaviour is actually ingrained in society a h I H " 
saw 0 e. ow do IS It 
possible to know from the above analysis that the 'day visit' experience is so ingr' d' 
alOe Into e\eryda) 
life in our society that it is embedded? 
Firstly, any explanation is rooted in the assumption that 'day visits' are limited within some 
wider notion of 'reach'. In other words, any attempt to understand 'day visits' must accept that the 
notion that a 'day visit' must rest on some limitations of distance between 'home' and 'destination '. 
As such 'day visits' are seen as 'local' to the visitor. Thus, the destinations of 'day visitors' are likely 
to be 'known' to them through the concept of 'spatial practice' (Lefebvre: 1991). Spatial practice is 
made up of the routes and networks of places that are known to members that make up the social 
production of space. Such knowledge gives members the 'confidence' and ability to negotiate routes 
and accomplish a 'day visit' with some degree of satisfaction. However, such knowledge is likely to 
be limited to certain well-known spots within the Park. In this case the notion of 'honeypot' tourist 
sites can be explained by this limited lay knowledge. Since it is assumed that 'day visits' are part of 
everyday life and spatial practice, the complex of anticipations and information search that is 
supposed to form part of the travel decision making process wi II not be as evident for 'day visitor' 
behaviour. Visitors to the Peak National Park 'know' certain places from their background or 
childhood and they build on this knowledge in their adult lives, reinforcing or radically diverging 
from the behaviour of their childhood. However, this cannot be assumed to be a static process, at 
different points in life people will deviate from and probably return to the types of leisure practices 
and behaviours that they were introduced to as children. The extent of the popularity of the Peak Park 
can be hypothesised to be something to do with the extent that cultural information and knowledge 
and spatial practice over generations about the Peak Park is passed on and shared with others. This 
shared knowledge and practice creates and will continue to create management problems for the Peak 
Park authorities. 
New routes and networks of places for tourism and leisure consumption (Crouch 2000a) 
become available in the process sometimes referred to as post-modernism (Urry: 1994), through the 
wider distribution and access to knowledge an.. urmation (Selwyn: 1996). And as greater mobility 
and access routes open up the accessibility of places to people, and trends of consumption activity 
change, so the pattern of 'day visitor' activity in different places and regions, can be expected to ebb 
and flow along those routes and in line with those trends. These changes have had the effect of 
opening up places like the Peak National Park as can be seen from changes in traffic statistics (P.N.P. 
Visitor survey: 1986; P.N.P. environmental education service, fact sheet 2), creating greater visitor 
. . . d th t gement response can utilise the same pressure. SimIlarly however, It can be assume a mana 
'd "t " ertain locations in the Park. These methods as a tool to combat pressure from ay VISI ors fi c 
'd . Co t' ssibly using the language of 
responses could take a number of forms. PrOVI e filorma lon, po ~ 
th ed locations to less visited or better representational space, to direct visitors away from e pres sur 
h e the represented space () t the 
managed areas. A more radical approach would be to remove or c ang -
th o • ot onh in the interactional Peak Park. Whatever, the value of such as study as IS IS n -
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accomplishments of speakers about their 'day visiting' behaviour but also an I' • ht . h 
' nSlg mto t e ways 
links are made between accounting for behaviour in 'real' places, personal identities and histories. 
8.2: Limitations and possible strategies. 
Due to the necessary constraints imposed upon this thesis the analysis that has been 
presented has necessarily been limited. This limited analysis is in part due to the extraordinary 
richness of the interview data that created analytic issues. There were virtually no comparable 
questions that were asked to all the respondents. The interviewer produced a setting that speakers 
used to interpret a set of interactional rules for the production of long turns at talk. The resultant 
accounts of experiences consisted in many cases of long stretches of talk that prohibited detailed 
analysis of the flOe detail of the verbal and non-verbal structures used by the respondents in their 
constructions. This wordiness of the data (each interview produced an average of around 10,000 
words) similarly prohibits a detailed investigation into all the structures in the accounts. Indeed a 
wider sample of responses would almost certainly reveal further methods used in the construction of 
experiences. However, the methods uncovered in this analysis appear to be regularly used by 
respondents in their constructions of experiences in the Peak National Park. These methods help the 
respondents present a sense of coherence in their talk. Indeed the overall sense of the data is one that 
the talk is oriented to the coherent production of experiences that are produced as accounts for 
normal, inter-socialleisure/tourist behaviour. 
As such, the analysis in this study represents essentially a pilot study for a future programme 
of research on the subjects of 'accounts' and 'motive-talk', as well as in issues concerning talk about 
tourism, leisure, recreation and 'day visits'. Little theoretical underpinning of the concepts and issues 
that may have helped to create a better starting point of research was one reason for adopting an 
inductive approach. The approach enabled the research to be located within wider social theory 
however, and this proved an invaluable point of entry into the world of 'day visitor' behaviour. As 
mentioned at various points in the preceding discussions, claims have bee .de and research issues 
have been identified that could be classified as limitations, but also areas for future work and 
development. 
First of all, the approach of ethnomethodology and CA to the topics and the talk-in-
interaction of tourism and leisure provide a rich vein of previously untapped data material. Such an 
approach has great merits in being able to distance itself from the content of talk to try to assess what 
. . . I th ach used 
work the talk achieves for the performers. In the case of talk about vlsltmg paces, e appro 
here helped in establishing the idea that people invest in identity work in the production of accounts 
of their experiences. But also this approach helped in the development of the method of analysing the 
data in the form of 'because' and '(in order)' to relationships. There are all manner of interactional 
. .. . th ld be fit fr m such an analytic approach. 
settmgs and topics In leIsure and tourIsm at cou ne I 0 
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Secondly, the idea that stories about visitor behavl'our and . expenences can contribute 
something to an understanding of leisure and leisure travel is one that has been demonstrated from 
the analysis above. However, it is necessarily limited in the detail and level of understanding that is 
possible in such a study. The work above has tried to overcome some of the issues concerning the 
legitimate topics of research. However, much more work can be done in this area. 
Thirdly, the notion that place behaviour and identity in terms of leisure, tourism and/or 'day 
visits' within those fields are linked in some ways, has only been briefly developed in this thesis. A 
great deal more work in this field of the interrelationships between place experiences and identity can 
be achieved and could help in developing understandings that may account for the behaviour and 
experiences of tourists and visitors in a more general sense. 
This thesis however, has contributed to tourism studies in a number of ways. In interview 
talk about visitor experiences, tourists clearly oriented to the production of legitimate and warrantable 
reasons for their behaviour. This work was understood to be partially in response to the interview 
setting. However, respondents could also be conceived as drawing upon a culturally available stock 
of knowledge about what it is to be a 'tourist'. Further, respondents were demonstrated to know how 
to create good reasons for their touristic behaviour. This fact throws doubt upon the tourism 
motivation literature and research evidence to date. This thesis has made problematic the fmdings of 
previous studies that sought to ascribe motivation based on the things that people say about their 
behaviour. Visitors to the Peak National Park were heard to make spontaneous decisions to visit 
places, they chose destinations that were convenient and offered a multitude of other practical reasons 
in their talk, many of which are disregarded by tourism studies. They also however referred to those 
'motives' that have been developed in the tourism literature. This thesis sought to disentangle some 
of the issues in talk about visitor behaviour and the reasons created and developed in locally managed 
interactional settings. The analysis demonstrated the methods by and through which people manage 
talk about tourism experiences. Respondents were heard to create and sustain identity work that was 
clearly embedded in the local production of space. It was claimed that in these types of interviews, 
people create reasons for behaviour that require them to create meaningful relations between 'selves' 
and actual physical places. Talk about reasons precluded a production of 'home' space and 'abroad' 
space that was mutually reinforcing. This production of a differentiation between home spaces and 
tourist places is understood to be a resource by respondents, who work up a distinctive set of 
identities around their behaviour in them. Such an analysis can contribute to tourism studies in that 
tourism can be understood to be firmly rooted in ideas about identity. The methods employed in the 
production of reasons for behaviour can allow the researcher access to the types of identities being 
associated with different behaviours. 
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